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THESIS   ABSTRACT   
  

This   documentary   film   practice-based   PhD   explores   the   impacts   of   two   global   

drug   trajectories:   (a)   heroin   adulterated   with   illicitly   manufactured   fentanyl   (IMF),   a   

powerful   synthetic   opioid;   and   (b)   naloxone,   an   opioid   overdose   antidote   used   in   the   public   

health   crisis   of   drug   overdose   deaths   in   Massachusetts,   USA.   Beginning   locally   in  

Massachusetts,   I   filmed   parents   reflecting   on   losing   children   to   overdoses,   first   

responders   administering   naloxone   to   save   overdose   victims,   and   public   health   outreach   

workers   conducting   post-overdose   follow   up   visits   to   survivors.   My   purpose   in   starting   

here   was   to   document   a   register   of   lived    affects    among   ordinary   people   experiencing   a   

public   health   crisis   produced   by   global   drug   circulations   and   the   coercive   biopolitics   of   

substance   use   disorders   in   the   US.   To   visualize   how   these   acute,   local   scenes   of   crisis   

and   response   in   Massachusetts   connect   to   global   space   and   politics   however,   I   traced   

heroin   mixed   with   IMF   back   to   cross-border   trade   nodes   at   the   US-Mexico   border,   and   I   

traced   naloxone   back   to   its   raw   material   origins   in   legal   poppy   fields   in   Tasmania,   

Australia.   First,   I   filmed   some   of   the   thousands   of   commercial   tractor   trailers   entering   US   

ports   of   entry   daily   to   explore   how   the   ‘phantom’   illicit   drug   hides   within   the   speed,   

rhythm,   volume,   and   scale   required   by   legal   US-Mexico   logistics   industries.   Secondly,   I   

followed   naloxone   back   to   legal   poppy   agricultural   farms   in   Tasmania,   Australia   to   film   

farmers   growing   poppies   from   seed   to   harvest   to   explore   the   agential   intra-activity   

between   human    and    more   than   human   worlds   expressed   in   practices   of   agricultural   care.   

Losing   A   Whole   Generation ,   a   three-channel   audio-visual   installation   within   a   living   room   

set   design   visualizes   the   heterogenous   affective,   material   and   mobile   connections   

between   three   distinct,   distant   life   worlds:   (1)   community-based   public   health   responses  

to   drug   overdoses   in   Massachusetts;   (2)   US-Mexico   commercial   trade   at   the   Laredo,   

Texas   port   of   entry;   and   (3)   legal   Tasmanian   poppy   farming.   My   PhD   thesis   demonstrates   

how   documentary   filmmaking   is   an   exemplary   method   to   develop   new   sites,   senses   and   

knowledge   of   international   relations.     
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INTRODUCTION   

His   eyes   closed   and   mouth   open,   the   driver   is   turning   blue   while   slumped   behind   

the   steering   wheel   of   the   car   idling   at   a   gas   station   in   Revere,   Massachusetts.   A   woman   

seated   beside   him   cradles   his   neck   and   touches   his   cheek,   but   she,   too,   is   rapidly   losing   

consciousness.   A   passerby   recognizes   the   signs   of   a   heroin   overdose   and   dials   a   911   

emergency   call.   Within   minutes,   Engine   Four   of   the   Revere   Fire   Department   arrives   on   

scene   to   administer   intra-nasal   Narcan©,   a   brand   name   for   naloxone,   an   opioid   overdose   

reversal   medication.   A   firefighter   lieutenant   sprays   a   6   milligram   dose   of   naloxone   up   the   

patient’s   nose   and   aggressively   rubs   his   sternum   to   rouse   him.   Within   minutes,   the   victim   

becomes   conscious   and   interacts   with   the   first   responders   in   a   daze.   The   firefighters   tell  

him   that   he   has   overdosed   and   that   paramedics   will   transport   him   in   an   ambulance   to   a   

hospital   emergency   room. 

  

FIG   1:   Overdose   Scene   in    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    (2018)   
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This   particular   opioid   overdose   emergency   in   Revere,   Massachusetts,   a   working   

class   city   just   north   of   Boston,   is   the   central   scene   in   my   three   channel   documentary   

video   installation    Losing   A   Whole   Generation,    the   creative   component   of   this   

practice-based   PhD .    Thousands   of   emergencies   like   this   occur   across   the   United   States   

everyday   amidst   a   national   public   health   emergency   of   opioid   overdoses   (NIDA   2019).   

Opioids   are   chemicals   that   are   either   processed   from   opium   poppies,   or   synthetically   

manufactured   into   pain   medications   such   as   morphine   and   OxyContin   to   be   used   for   

medical   purposes.   Illicit   drug   traffickers   process   opium   poppies   into   illegal   drugs   like   

heroin   and   synthetically   manufacture   opioids   like   fentanyl   and   its   chemical   analogues   for   

non-medical,   recreational   purposes.   Whether   plant   based   or   synthetic,   legal   or   illegal,   

opioids   are   depressants   that   attach   to   specific   receptors   in   the   brain,   spinal   cord,   and   

gastrointestinal   tract   that   block   pain   signals   while   inducing   feelings   of   euphoria   and   

contentment   (Walley   2014).   An   opioid   overdose   occurs   when   there   are   too   many   opioids   

or   a   combination   of   opioids   and   other   drugs   in   the   body   (MDPH   2011;   O’Donnell   et   al.   

2017).   The   opioid   molecules   overwhelm   the   brain   receptors   and   depress   the   central   

nervous   and   respiratory   systems.   A   victim   slowly   stops   breathing   and   becomes   

unresponsive   to   stimulation.   Oxygen   starvation   shuts   down   vital   organs   like   the   heart   

followed   by   the   brain,   eventually   leading   to   death   (MDPH   2011).   Since   2000,   opioid   

overdose   deaths   have   risen   200   percent   in   the   US,   becoming   the   leading   cause   of   death   

for   Americans   under   age   50.   From   1999   to   2017,   nearly   400,000   people   in   this   

demographic   died   from   opioid   overdoses,   an   average   of   130   Americans   every   day   (NIDA   

2019;   CDC   2018).     

Naloxone,   an   overdose   reversal   medication   has   emerged   as   a   critical   public   health  

tool   to   prevent   overdose   deaths   amidst   a   worsening   crisis   (Walley   2014).   Naloxone   is   a   
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short   acting   “opioid   antagonist”:   an   antidote   medication   that   reverses   opioid   overdoses.   It   

can   be   administered   intranasally   as   a   spray   or   intravenously   as   an   injection   to   counteract   

life-threatening   depression   of   the   central   nervous   and   respiratory   systems.   As   naloxone   

has   a   stronger   affinity   to   the   brain’s   opioid   receptors,   it   temporarily   displaces   the   opioid   

molecules   allowing   the   brain   receptors   to   fully   signal   the   respiratory   system.   A   victim   

begins   to   breathe   normally   within   two   to   eight   minutes   after   being   given   naloxone.   It   is   a   

temporary   drug   that   wears   off   in   20-90   minutes   however,   so   it   is   necessary   for   a   victim   to   

seek   additional   medical   treatment   immediately   (MDPH   2011).   Although   it   is   usually   

administered   by   first   responders,   as   shown   in   the   film,   naloxone   can   also   be   administered   

by   minimally   trained   lay   people   or   drug   using   peers.   It   is   a   non-scheduled   drug   with   no   

potential   for   abuse   that   only   works   if   a   person   has   consumed   opioids.   There   are   no   side   

effects   if   opioids   are   absent   (MDPH   2011).     

In   this   documentary   film   practice-led   PhD,   I   filmed   local   drug   overdose   

emergencies   to   research   the   affective   intensities   emerging   from   this   public   health   crisis.   

Affect   can   be   defined   as   the   bodily   capacity   to   affect   and   be   affected   (Stewart   2007;   

Berlant   2011;   Massumi   2002;   Anderson   2014).   Affect   scholar   Ben   Anderson   theorizes   

that   affective   life   is   “emergent   from   specific   material   arrangements”   composed   of   

geographies   that   function   as   “relational   configurations   that   object-targets,   bodily   

capacities   or   affective   conditions   are   both   a   part   of   and   emerge   from”(Anderson   2014:   

13).   As   an   researcher   within   International   Relations   (IR),   I   propose   that   local   overdose   

emergencies   cannot   be   understood   in   affective,   material   or   geographic   isolation.   For   this   

reason,   I   traced   aspects   of   transnational   illicit   drug   networks   and   pharmaceutical   supply   

chains   in   order   to   conceptualize   the   global   conduits   for   heroin/IMF   and   naloxone,   the   two   

drug   materialities   determining   these   local   scenes   of   life   or   death   in   Revere.   According   to   
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the   Drug   Enforcement   Agency   (DEA),   most   of   the   heroin   sold   in   Massachusetts   is   

processed   from   opium   poppies   grown   in   rural   mountainous   areas   in   Mexico   and   illegally   

smuggled   into   the   US   via   private   vehicles   or   hidden   in   some   of   the   thousands   of   

commercial   tractor   trailers   transporting   legal   merchandise   to   markets   across   the   United   

States   (DEA   2015;   2016;   2017).   In   recent   years,   the   heroin   supply   has   been   adulterated   

with   illicitly   manufactured   fentanyl   (IMF),   a   powerful   synthetic   opioid   much   stronger   than   

heroin,   that   is   manufactured   in   Chinese   drug   labs   and   shipped   to   Mexican   drug   producers.   

US-based   heroin   traffickers   also   purchase   IMF   on   illicit   drug   websites   and   have   it   

delivered   to   them   directly   via   the   US   mail   (Ciccarone   2019;   DEA   2018).   On   both   sides   of   

the   US-Mexico   border,   illicit   drug   traffickers   add   IMF   to   heroin   shipments   for   a   larger,   more   

profitable,   and   stronger   supply   to   sell   in   local   black   markets   across   the   United   States.   

  Naloxone,   the   antidote   to   heroin   and   IMF,   is   manufactured   from   legal   poppy   straw   

cultivated   and   harvested   in   Tasmania,   Australia.   The   raw   poppy   material   is   legally   shipped   

to   the   US   on   secure   cargo   airplanes   in   full   compliance   with   DEA,   US   Department   of   

Justice,   and   UN   Commission   of   Narcotic   Drugs   rules   and   regulations   (Donovan   2016).   

American   pharmaceutical   contractors   chemically   synthesize   the   poppy   material   into   

naloxone   among   other   medications   including   pharmaceutical   opioids   such   as   OxyContin   

(oxycodone),   and   addiction   therapies   such   as   Suboxone   (buprenorphine)   and   Vivitrol   

(naltrexone).     

The   central   purpose   of   this   documentary   practice-led   PhD   is   to   conceptualise   the   

affective,   material,   and   mobile   aspects   of   local   overdose   emergency   encounters.   To   show   

how   these   encounters   are   shaped   by   both   local   and   global   forces,   I   move   outwards   from   

the   overdose   scene   in   three   directions.   First,   in   the   immediate   environment   of   Revere,   I   

explore   both   the   public   health   modes   of   response   to   the   overdose   epidemic   in   
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Massachusetts,   as   well   as   how   the   epidemic   affects   family   members   of   overdose   victims.   

Second,   I   trace   how   illicit   heroin/IMF   is   trafficked   across   the   US-Mexico   border   through   

licit   trading   routes   and   logistics.   Third,   I   trace   how   naloxone   –   the   antidote   to   overdose   

from   heroin/IMF   –   is   produced   in   fully   legal   and   secure   Tasmanian   poppy   fields.   I   bring   

these   three   distinct   scenes   together   in   a   three   channel   audio-visual   installation   to   

demonstrate   the   global   connections   and   resonances   between   them.     

My   PhD   research   is   inspired   by   burgeoning   international   political   sociology   

literatures   exploring   the   complex,   multiple   and   situated   interconnections   between   the   

‘big’   formulations   of   global   power   and   the   ‘small’   performances   of   individual,   everyday   lives   

(de   Goede   2017;   Abrahamsson   et   al.   2015).   A   growing   group   of   scholars   pursuing   

corporeal,   experiential,   affective   and   aesthetic   understandings   of   global   politics   articulate   

crucial   limitations   in   how   we,   as   international   politics   scholars,   represent   the   

connections   between   the   global   and   the   personal.   In   effect,   traditional   IR   methodologies   

focusing   on   elite   state   centric,   territorialist,   and   sovereign   security   perspectives   are   

unable   and   unwilling   to   foreground   the   connections   between   the   global   and   the   personal   

(Parashar   2009,   Sylvester   2011;   2013a;   2013b;   Brighton   2011,   Enloe   2004,   Bleiker   

2009;   Bleiker   &   Hutchinson   2014;   Daigle   2016;   Edkins   &   Kear   2013   etc).   Alongside   these   

developments,   many   critical   scholars   have   argued   that   IR   scholars   need   to   take   up   more   

creative   and   transdisciplinary   methods   in   order   to   disrupt   entrenched   modes   of   thinking   

about   and   representing   international   politics.   For   instance,   in    Studies   in   Trans-disciplinary  

Method:   After   the   Aesthetic   Turn,    Mike   Shapiro   discusses   how   filmmaking   among   other   

aesthetic   practices   can   be   one   mode   to   “challenge   hierarchies   of   sense-making   and   

entrenched   models   of   intelligibility   from   which   “problems”   tend   to   be   unreflectively   

presumed”(2012:   20).   He   recasts   the   epistemic   contribution   of   the   arts   by   resituating   
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philosophy’s   role   from   a   “set   of   logical   tools   for   moving   from   concepts   to   measurements   

and   for   deriving   propositions   and   functions”   to   one   that   “is   an   innovative,   idea-   and   

concept-creating   practice”   (Shapiro   2012:   20).   In   response   to   a   growing   consensus   that   

traditional   state-centric   IR   methods   are   unable   and   unwilling   to   engage   with   

contemporary   global   interconnectivity,   Claudia   Aradau   and   Jeff   Huysmans   invite   us   to   

think   about   methods   as   “material   devices   that   enact   worlds”   while   calling   for   

experimental   methods   to   “make   visible   the   visions   of   the   world   that   methods   enact”   

(2014:   603).   Furthermore,   Christine   Sylvester   advocates   for   more   arts   based   academic   

research   that   resists   rational,   science-based   methods   to   produce   “narrative   knowledge   

about   lived   experience   on   a   small   rather   than   macro   scale   within   sectors   of   international   

relations   such   as   war   zones,   export   factories,   tourism,   security   and   empire”   (2013:   315).   

While   each   identify   the   need   to   represent   international   politics   differently,   these   scholars   

also   articulate   a   creative   gap   which   requires   an   unusual   skill   set   and   technical   knowledge   

among   people   engaging   in   this   research.   With   fourteen   years   experience   in   documentary   

producing   and   directing,   a   feature-length   ethnographic   film   and   several   short   

documentaries   behind   me,   I   felt   ideally   suited   to   pursue   this   research   challenge   of   

bringing   the   ‘big’   of   global   systems   and   the   ‘small’   of   everyday   lives   together   in   an   

aesthetic   format.   This   documentary   film   practice   PhD   visualizes   the   global   connections   to   

a   local   overdose   epidemic   on   the   north   shore   of   Massachusetts,   the   community   I   grew   up   

in.     

Historical   Context   of   the   US   Opioid   Epidemic   

The   United   States   opioid   overdose   epidemic   has   unfolded   in   three   waves   

(Ciccarone   2019;   CDC   2019;   Kolodny   et   al.   2015).    T he   pharmaceutical   pain   management   
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market   expanded   in   the   late   1980s   in   response   to   American   liberal   and   conservative   

policies   towards   undertreated   pain   patients   who   became   a   highly   visible   demographic   in   

the   American   political   imaginary   (Wailoo   2014).   Previously,   doctors   treated   chronic   pain   

with   alternative   treatments   such   as   cognitive   behavioral   therapy,   hypnosis,   acupuncture   

etc.   with   limited   success.   Health   insurers   did   not   usually   cover   these   expensive   

treatments   fully   for   patients   so   they   were   not   viable   pain   relief   options   for   most   

Americans   (Beletsky   2018;   Dasgupta   et   al.   2018).   On   the   one   hand,   Liberals   wanted   to   

support   effective   remedies   through   a   compassionate   response   to   undertreated   chronic   

pain   patients,   many   of   whom   are   military   veterans   or   the   disabled.   On   the   other   hand,   

Conservatives   believed   in   the   type   of   solutions   offered   by   pharmaceutical   opioid   

manufacturers   who   promised   to   address   undertreated   pain   through   industry   deregulation   

and   direct-to-consumer   advertising.   Opioid   manufacturers   exploited   the   bipartisan   

features   of   this   newly   deregulated   biopharmaceutical   marketplace   (Wailoo   2014).   

Pharmaceutical   companies   began   innovating   opioid   drugs   as   extended-release   

formulations,   transdermal   patches,   nasal   sprays,   and   oral   dissolving   strips   (Ciccarone   

2019;   Dasgupta   et   al.   2018).   They   also   simultaneously   launched   aggressive   advertising   

campaigns   to   transform   medical   and   cultural   conceptions   of   health,   illness   and   pain   while   

downplaying   the   addictive   properties   of   opioids   (Van   Zee   2009).   In   these   ways,   opioid   

manufacturers   set   out   not   only   to   design   and   produce   these   drugs   for   American   

consumers,   but   also   to   construct   the   social   and   cultural   conditions   for   these   drugs   to   

become   normalized   and   completely   ordinary   in   everyday   American   life   (Dumit   2012).   As   a   

result,   o pioid   prescriptions   tripled   beginning   in   the   1990s   and   peaked   around   2011   

(Madras   2017;   Ciccarone   2019).    Doctors   prescribed   opioid   pills   such   as   Vicodin,   Percocet   

and   OxyContin   more   often   and   in   larger   amounts   for   chronic   pain,   athletic   injuries   or   minor   
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surgeries.   These   brands   became   routine,   ordinary   medications   found   in   many   medicine   

cabinets   in   suburban,   middle   class   homes   across   the   United   States.     

The   first   wave   of   an   addiction   epidemic   surfaced   in   the   late   1990s   as   legal   

pharmaceutical   opioid   pills   were   subsequently   diverted   into   non-medical   channels   and   

misused   for   recreational   purposes.   This   especially   impacted   a   youth   population   which   

encountered   the   circulation   of   prescription   opioids   in   illicit   channels   while   experimenting   

with   recreational   drug   use   (Unick   et   al.   2013).   When   I   was   a   senior   at   an   affluent,   private   

Catholic   high   school   in   2002,   many   of   my   classmates   used   to   crush   up   OxyContin   pills   

and   snort   them.   Drug   dealers   in   my   school   sold   OxyContin   for   $1   a   milligram.   A   40mg   

OxyContin   cost   $40   and   80mg   cost   $80   and   so   on.   In   response   to   growing   local   demand   

for   expensive   opioids   in   black   markets,   transnational   heroin   producers   began   to   supply   

high   purity,   white   heroin   as   a   cheaper   alternative   to   the   OxyContin   circulating   in   

Midwestern   and   Eastern   markets   (DEA   2015;   2016;   2017;   2018).   Many   y oung   people   

reported   transitioning   from   opioid   pills   to   heroin   as   their   addictions   demanded   higher   

dosages   and   more   steady   pill   supplies   than   they   could   obtain   either   by   prescriptions   or   

informally   on   the   street   (Ciccarone   2019;   Unick   &   Ciccarone   2017).    The   relatively   low   

cost   and   purity   of   heroin   became   a   much   more   cost-effective   drug   in   the   same   class   of   

opioids   as   OxyContin   (Mars   et   al.   2014).   In   the   mid-2000s,   the   second   wave   of   the   

overdose   crisis   began   as   more   people   began   to   overdose   and   die   after   injecting   heroin,   

and/or   using   it   in   combination   with   other   drugs   and   alcohol   (O’Donnell   et   al.   2017).   Once   

an   epidemic   of   addiction   fueled   by   pharmaceutical   opioids   became   obvious,   the   US   

government   intervened   enacting   a   series   of   prescription   monitoring   programs   to   reduce   

opioid   “overprescribing,”   diversion,   and   non-medical   misuse   (Beletsky   2017;   Dasgupta   

2018;   Kertesz   2018).   In   2010,   in   response   to   a   growing   crisis   with   its   products,   Purdue   
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Pharma   developed   an   abuse   deterrent   formulation   of   OxyContin,   in   which   users   could   no   

longer   crush   up   OxyContin   to   get   high.   Both   of   these   official   responses   to   the   epidemic   

appear   to   have   pushed   even   more   opioid   users   into   the   heroin   market   (Cicero   2012;   

Peacock   2019;   Curfman   2018).   

Since   2013,   the   US   has   been   experiencing   a   third   wave   of   the   opioid   epidemic   as   

drug   traffickers   add   illicitly   manufactured   fentanyl   (IMF)   to   heroin   shipments   (Ciccarone   

2019;   CDC   2018).   Legal   fentanyl   is   a   synthetic   opioid   much   stronger   than   morphine   and   is   

used   for   severe   pain   from   cancer   or   major   surgeries   in   hospital   settings   or   under   strict   

medical   supervision.   IMF   in   white   powder   form   for   non-medical   purposes   however,   is   

unregulated   and   unsafe   to   use   under   any   circumstances.   It   is   many   times   stronger   than   

heroin,   but   the   high   lasts   for   half   the   time   which   means   active   users   must   use   it   more   

often   to   maintain   a   high   which   has   led   to   increases   in   overdoses   (Mars   et   al.   2018).    The   

heroin   and   IMF   waves   of   the   epidemic   are   distinctly   regional,   with   the   Northeast   and   

Midwest   the   most   impacted   regions   (Ciccarone   2019).    DEA   reports   and   drug   researchers   

explain   this   regional   specificity   and   intensity   is   due   to   how   Mexican   TCOs   have   taken   over   

the   Eastern   white   powder   heroin   market   from   Columbian   TCO’s   in   recent   years   (DEA   2016;   

2017;   Ciccarone   2019).   Before   2005,   Mexican   drug   traffickers   primarily   supplied   ‘black   tar  

heroin’   to   Western   US   markets.   The   so-called   ‘Mexican   White’   is   a   mimic   of  

Colombian-sourced   powder   heroin   which   is   traditionally   sold   primarily   in   Midwest   and   

Northeast   illicit   drug   markets   markets.   The   regional   circulation   of   IMF   through   

Mexico-sourced   white   powder   heroin   networks   has   fueled   ever   growing   demand   leading   to   

shocking   increases   in   overdose   deaths   (Hedegaard   et   al.   2018).   

What   makes   this   epidemic   unique   for   American   politics   however,   is   that   it   has   

exposed   the   disastrous   structural   failures   of   the   law   enforcement   framework   used   to   
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address   drug   use   –   what   I   call   a   ‘war-on-drugs’   approach.   This   failure   was   exposed   

primarily   because   it   is   white   families   living   in   suburban   communities   in   the   Midwest   and   

Northeast   who   have   been   most   impacted   by   the   contemporary   opioid   overdose   crisis   

(Mack   et   al.   2017;   Unick   &   Ciccarone   2017;   Kaiser   2015).   The   ‘war-on-drugs’   is   a   general   

term   for   federal,   state   and   executive   policies   that   favor   enforcement   and   interdiction   

techniques   (Caulkins   et   al.   2005).   Since   the   1970s,   these   policies   have   been   broad   in   

scope   including   the   prohibition   of   almost   any   use   or   possession   of   cocaine,   heroin,   

marijuana,   methamphetamines   etc.   while   arresting   street   dealers   and   users   as   a   way   to   

crack   down   on   local   black   markets   (Bertram   et   al.   1996;   Courtwright   2009).   With   the   

intention   of   making   it   more   difficult   to   buy   psychoactive   drugs   on   American   streets,   

international   ‘war-on-drugs’   policies   are   also   supply   side   oriented   (Caulkins   et   al.   2005;   

MacCoun   2001).      

Many   criminologists   and   international   politics   researchers   have   examined   how   the   

expansion   of   America’s   ‘war-on-drugs’   abroad   is   animated   by   racialized   threat   imaginaries   

(Nadelmann   1990,   1993;   Edwards   and   Gill   2002;   Andreas   and   Nadelmann   2006).   This   is   

mirrored   in   popular   media   demonizing   drug   traffickers   as   dangerous   ‘outsiders’   (often   

Black   or   Latinx   people)   who   threaten   the   morality   of   white   middle-class   Americans   (Boyd   

2002;    Reinarman   &   Duskin,   1999 ;   Castro   2002).   Building   on   this,   other   scholars   have   

used   discourse   analysis   to   analyze   how    identity   constructions   of   the   “self/   other”   binary   

between   the   United   States   and   other   countries   drives   drug   war   policy-making   

internationally.    They   show   how   the   identities   of   the   “self”   (United   States)   and   the   “other”   

(i.e   Columbia,   Mexico,   Afghanistan   etc.)   are   constructed   in   rhetorical   and   representational   

practices   that   create   a   global   hierarchy   of   identities   along   racial   and   civilizational   lines   

(Doty   1996;   Campbell   1998;   Weber   2006).   Underscoring   the   “self/other”   binaries   and   the   
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management   of   “other”   populations   abroad   are   colonial   and   civilizalizationist   ideologies.   

International   Politics   scholars   Allison   Howell   and   Melanie   Richter-Montpetit   (2019:   5)   

define   civilizationism   as   a   “racist   (theoretical)   perspective”   with   three   underlying   tenets:   

First,   civilizations   progress   and   some   (Western)   civilizations   are   more   ‘advanced’   than   

others;   Secondly,   progress   is   defined   on   technological,   material,   political   and   moral   terms;   

And   thirdly,   ‘underdeveloped’   civilizations   pose   problems   and   threats   to   ‘advanced’   ones.   

In   the   context   of   America’s   ‘'war-on-drugs',   drug   threats   comes   from   external   ‘Third   World’   

foreign   forces   that   threaten   the   health   and   well-being   of   the   respectable,   developed   ‘First  

World’   American   population   (Edwards   and   Gill   2003:   268).   Therefore,   according   to   the   

international   logics   of   the   ‘war-on-drugs’,   it   is   necessary   to   target   foreign   drug   ‘threats’   in   

producer   and   transit   countries.     

As   I   explain   in   the   literature   review,   IR   scholars   have   historically   focused   on   

international   war-on-drugs   policies   including   military   interventions,   prohibition   

agreements,   the   eradication   of   crops   like   coca   and   poppies   in   drug   producing   countries,   

and   interdiction   and   arrest   of   transnational   traffickers.   This   focus   is   unsurprising   because   

these   tactics   fit   within   the   predominant   Realist   and   Rationalist   approaches   to   the   study   

of   IR   that   have   dominated   the   field   for   so   long   and   have   underscored   a   majority   of   

research   on   the   global   drug   trade.   My   point   here   is   that   the   US   has   only   ever   responded   to   

the   global   drug   trade   and   drug   addiction   as   a   problem   of   crime   and   criminalization   abroad   

and    at   home.   Within   the   US,   this   has   led   to   the   highest   incarceration   rate   in   the   world   of   

urban   African-American   and   Latino   men   charged   with   drug   related   crimes   (Alexander   2010;   

Kerr   2016;   Floyd   2011;   Travis   et   al.   2014).   Much   less   funding   has   been   directed   towards   

drug   prevention   programs,   drug   awareness   education   in   school,   and   treatment   programs   

(Coombs   1995;   Winkler   et   al.   2004).   Because   the   US   remains   wedded   to   an   approach   of   
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law   enforcement   and   criminalization,   it   is   woefully   unequipped,   culturally   and   

infrastructurally,   to   deal   with   the   scale   of   a   national   drug   overdose   crisis   in   a   public   

health   paradigm.     

As   many   ‘normal’   white,   suburban   families   experienced   these   successive   waves   of   

the   opioid   epidemic,   they   encountered   first   hand   a   criminal   justice   system   that   

criminalised   addiction,   a   medical   establishment   that   stigmatized   addiction,   an   insurance   

industry   that   did   not   adequately   cover   effective   recovery   services,   and   a   complete   lack   of   

peer   support   resources.   But   in   2018,   over   70,000   Americans   died   from   drug   overdoses,   

with    47,600   of   those   deaths   involving   opioids   (NIDA   2019) .   As   a   result,   there   are   growing   

advocacy   movements   working   to   destigmatize   addiction   and   properly   fund   recovery   

services   informed   by   medical   evidence.   In   Massachusetts,   my   first   field   work   location,   I   

witnessed   how   shared   experiences   of   loss   and   grief   among   families   who   have   lost   loved   

ones   are   prompting   new   community-based,   public   health-oriented   sensibilities   about   drug   

use   and   addiction.   While   I   conducted   research   in   the   Boston   area   between   2015-2017,   

Massachusetts   had   the   seventh   highest   overdose   death   rate   in   the   United   States   (CDC   

2018).   Several   Massachusetts   communities   were   among   the   first   in   the   country   to   

actively   reduce   emergency   overdose   response   times   by   equipping   non-paramedic   first   

responders   (i.e   police   officers   and   firefighters)   with   naloxone,   and   by   using   public   health   

funds   to   create   community-based   overdose   education   and   naloxone   distribution   programs   

(Davis   et   al.   2014;   Formica   2018).   I   filmed   with   the   Revere   Fire   Department   which   was   

the   first   fire   department   in   the   US   to   carry   naloxone   to   overdose   emergencies   beginning   in   

2011.   As   a   researcher   focused   on   how   global   drug   trajectories   impact   public   health   

responses   to   overdoses,   Massachusetts   is   one   of   the   best   places   in   the   United   States   to   

research   the   influences   of   heroin/IMF    and    naloxone   in   a   local,   community   based   settings.     
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Naloxone,   as   the   antidote   to   opioid   overdoses,   is   historically   associated   with   

underground   harm   reduction   resistance   movements   to   protect   and   save   drug   user   lives   

(Fairbairn   et   al.   2017;   Tobin   et   al.   2018).   Harm   reduction   is   defined   as   “a   set   of   practical   

strategies   and   ideas   aimed   at   reducing   negative   consequences   associated   with   drug   use”   

(HRC   2019).   In   direct   opposition   to   war-on-drugs   approaches   that   shame,   criminalise   and   

marginalise   addicted   people   and   their   families,   it   is   a   “movement   for   social   justice   built   

on   a   belief   in,   and   respect   for,   the   rights   of   people   who   use   drugs”   (HRC   2019).   As   such,   it   

supports   a   range   of   “strategies   from   safer   use,   to   managed   use   to   abstinence   to   help   

people   ‘where   they’re   at’”(HRC   2019)   in   their   drug   use,   while   addressing   the    conditions   of   

use    along   with   underlying   reasons   for   addiction.   As   a   model   based   on   compassion   for   drug   

users,   harm   reduction   activists   in   the   1990s   and   2000s   engaged   in   civil   disobediences   

against   war-on-drugs   policies   that   denied   drug   users   basic   materialities   (e.g.   sterile   

syringes   and   naloxone)   that   protected   drug   users   from   infectious   diseases   and   

overdoses.   As   this   contemporary   overdose   crisis   has   become   unmanageable   within   

existing   war-on-drugs   practices,   many   communities   in   the   US   are   developing   their   own   

grassroots   modes   of   response   which   incorporate   harm   reduction   tools   like   naloxone,   

post-overdose   outreach   services   and   clean   syringe   access.   In   this   alternative   paradigm,   

sterile   needles   and   naloxone   are   critical   materialities   to   practices   of   drug   war   resistance   

and   care   for   drug   user   lives.   

  

  

FIG.   2:   Scene   featuring   OxyContin   from    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    (2018)   
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Research   Questions   

In   this   practice-based   PhD   project   beginning   in   Massachusetts,   I   pursued   a   

bottom   up   analysis   starting   with   parents   who   lost   children   to   overdoses,   first   responders   

administering   naloxone   to   overdose   victims,   and   outreach   workers   collaborating   to   help   

active   drug   users   and   their   families.   I   did   this   to   purposefully   shift   my   research   away   from   

war-on-drugs   modes   of   response   –   the   model   most   commonly   represented   in   IR   

scholarship.   In   order   to   develop   a   more   critical   approach   to   the   way   drugs   are   understood   

and   studied   in   IR,   I   am   deliberately   recasting   this   drug   epidemic    not    as   a   problem   of   crime   

and   criminalization,   but   as   a   public   health   crisis   requiring   community-based,   harm   

reduction   modes   of   response.   Because   harm   reduction   advocates   stipulate   that   the   

“specific   individual   and   community   needs”   be   considered   while   designing   policies   and   

interventions   for   drug   users   and   communities   “there   is   no   universal   definition   of,   or   

formula   for,   implementing   harm   reduction”   (HRC   2019).   Research   on   harm   reduction   

practices   must   be   historically   and   locally   embedded   to   examine   their   practical   

applications.   However,   while   I   respect   the   local   specificities   of   the   situation   in   

Massachusetts,   that   doesn’t   mean   the   epidemic   exists   in   isolation   from   global   forces.   

With   this   in   mind,   I   wanted   to   explore   how   local   practices   of   harm   reduction,   resistance   

and   hope   evident   in   the   scenes   I   filmed   with   community-based   public   health   initiatives   in   

Massachusetts   are   shaped   and   influenced   by   the   global   trajectories   of   the   two   main   drug   

materialities   present   in   overdose   encounters:   (a)   the   influx   of   illicit   fentanyl/   heroin   

trafficked   within   the   wider   body   of   licit   US-Mexico   border   trade;   and   (b)   the   distribution   of   

naloxone   with   a   global   pharmaceutical   supply   chain   beginning   in   Tasmanian   agricultural   

fields.   In   effect,   my   work   shows   how   these   global   drug   networks   affectively   and   materially   
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constitute   these   very   local   scenes   of   loss,   response   and   care.   My   purpose   here   is   to   

demonstrate   documentary   filmmaking   as   an   effective   research   practice   to   examine   how   

global   systems   and   material   trajectories   undergird   much   of   our   everyday   experiences   even   

within   the   most   intimate   spaces   of   our   personal   lives   including   our   homes.   This   will   help   

to   open   up   other   practical   techniques   and   innovative   methods   to   examine   the   

interconnections   between   global   networks   and   its   local   impacts   within   the   larger   field   of   

IR.   The   central   questions   informing   my   documentary   practice   research   for   this   PhD   

dissertation   are:     

(1) How   can   documentary   practice-based   research   methods   explore   instances   

where   global   politics   and   personal   lives   intersect?     

(2) How   are   aesthetic   and   affective   forms   of   knowledge   production   useful   for   

developing   innovative   modes   of   IR   research   that   examines   how   the   ‘big’   power   

dynamics   of   global   politics   are   inscribed   in   ‘small’   situated   local   practices?   

(3) How   can   an   audio-visual   installation   as   an   aesthetic   format   effectively   

represent   ‘assemblage   thinking’   about   the   political   entanglements,   

connections   and   circulations   between   distant   global   territories?     

(4) How   can   a   more   expansive   understanding   of   global   drug   networks   be   

developed   in   IR   by   (a)   foregrounding   the   affective,   material   and   mobile   

dimensions   of   global   drug   trajectories;   (b)   tracing   those   trajectories   

‘backwards’   from   the   local   overdose   encounter   to   show   how   it   is   shaped   by   

global   forces;   and   (c)   revealing   the   hopeful   and   devastating   consequences   of   

these   global   trajectories   by   focusing   on   the   intimate,   personal   and   affective   

registers   of   those   entangled   within   it   (e.g.   families   of   overdose   victims;   first   

responders;   harm-reduction   activists;   truck   drivers;   poppy   farmers)?   
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The   written   component   of   the   PhD   is   not   meant   to   merely   describe   and   rehash   the   video   

project,   nor   is   the   video   project   supposed   to   ‘explain’   the   written   thesis.   Rather,   this   

exegesis   is   a   critical   exploration   of   the   intellectual,   academic   and   conceptual   ideas   that   

drove   my   documentary   practice-led   research.   With   the   film   and   written   dissertation,   I   

have   four   main,   interrelated   objectives.   First,   I   examined   how   the   opioid   epidemic   

transformed   families   in   Massachusetts   in   order   to   engage   affective   resonances   of   loss  

and   remembrance;   my   main   objective   here   was   to   establish   what   this   crisis   has   done   to   

people’s   intimate   lives.   From   the   personal   testimonies   of   parents,   I   set   up   my   second   

objective   which   was   to   construct   an   argument    against    the   dominant   discourses   of   the   

war-on-drugs   which   frames   drug   issues   as    only    problems   of   crime   and   criminalization.   I   

wanted   to   represent   how   this   crisis   has   devastated   real   people   and   their   families   –   

devastation   that   cannot   be   seen   or   understood   through   traditional   frames   of   

criminalization.   Thirdly,   I   explored   alternative   responses   to   the   criminalization   of   drug   

users,   specifically   harm   reduction   programs   that   use,   amongst   other   things,   naloxone   to   

protect   and   care   for   drug   user   lives   and   their   families.   The   practices   of   care   among   

outreach   workers   reflect   this   lived   knowledge   of   what   addiction   does   to   families   and   

communities.   But   what   interests   me   as   an   IR   scholar   is   that   this   story   cannot   and   should   

not   be   materially,   socially   or   temporally   bounded   within   a   Massachusetts   landscape.   The   

fourth   objective   of   my   practice   research   is   to   show   how   these   local   impacts   of   

community   loss   and   response   are   directly   connected   to   the   global   circulation   of   drugs.   

With   this   in   mind,   I   traveled   to   Laredo,   Texas   to   document   the   trade   corridors   on   the   

US-Mexico   border   where   some   heroin/IMF   enters   the   US;   and   I   travelled   to   the   legal   poppy   

agricultural   farms   in   Tasmania,   Australia   to   document   the   production   of   the   poppy   straw   

that   is   eventually   transformed   into   naloxone.   The   scenes   I   filmed   in   these   locations   
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complicate   the   dominant   drug   war   narratives   that   frame   everything   through   licit/illicit   

binaries.    Losing   A   Whole   Generation ,   a   three   channel   video   installation   within   a   living   room   

set   design,   offers   an   experiential,   embodied   representation   of   these   global   drug   

trajectories   and   their   local   impacts   in   Massachusetts   from   a   specifically   public   health   

perspective.   

Reflections   on   Shortcomings   and   Limitations   of   Creative   Practice     

Each   phase   of   this   practice-led   project    - pre-production   research,   production,   

post-production   and   public   screening -    introduced   a   new   stage   of   learning   and   discovery.   

Therefore,   there   are   some   downsides,   even   failures   to   this   research   which   became   clear   

to   me    only     after    finishing   the   film,   witnessing   how   an   audience   experiences   the   

installation   and   considering   their   feedback.   I   reflect   on   some   of   the   short-comings   I   

discovered   through   the   screening   process   throughout   this   dissertation   and   discuss   how   I   

may   do   things   differently   moving   forward   to   address   some   of   these   failures.   First,   I   

acknowledge   that   part   of   my   project’s   limitations   are   due   to   my   own   positionality   as   a   

white,   non-spanish   speaking,   American   researcher.   Prior   to   pursuing   this   PhD   project,   I   

spent   nearly   twenty-months   living   in   India-controlled   Kashmir   producing   and   shooting   my   

first   feature   length   ethnographic   film    Kasheer    about   the   creativity   of   artists   living   under   

Indian   militarization.   It   took   me   nearly   four   years   to   edit   this   project   into   a   52   minute   

documentary.   During   the   seven   year   long   struggle   to   make   this   film,   I   learned   important   

story-telling   strategies,   data   management   skills,   and   editing   techniques   through   trial   and  

error.   This   formative   experience   of   conducting   visual   ethnography   while   deeply   immersed   

in   a   specific   community   and   culture   over   a   long   period   of   time,   consciously   and   

unconsciously,   influenced   how   I   carried   out   this   project   both   practically   and   theoretically.     
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To   move   on   from   the   politically   complicated,   embodied   experience   of   being   a   

white,   female,   Western   foreigner   documenting   how   a   South   Asian   community   experiences   

militarization,   I   wanted   to   train   my   camera   and   audio   recorder   towards   life   on   the   North   

Shore   of   Massachusetts,   where   I   grew   up.   I   wanted   to   deliberately   film   a   critical   

ethnography   of   my   own   culture   and   community   experiencing   a   public   health   crisis   that   is   

radically   reshaping   the   politics   of   substance   abuse.   As   an   IR   scholar,   I   was   motivated   by   

the   opportunity   to   film   the   stories   of   people   and   families   I   know   personally   and   how   their   

experiences   connect   to   much   larger   systems   of   global   space   and   power   and   to   people   

living   in   other   countries   around   the   world.   Since   I   was   based   in   Massachusetts   for   the   

majority   of   my   research,   I   inevitably   earned   greater   access   to   people   and   spaces   to   film   

in.   While   I   did   receive   a   modest   grant   to   travel   to   Tasmania   and   Laredo   for   fieldwork,   these  

research   trips   were   for   much   shorter   periods.   As   a   result,   I   accumulated   the   most   audio   

and   video   of   families,   harm   reduction   activists,   and   first   responders   in   the   Boston   area   to   

edit   with.   Admittedly,   I   achieved   a   much   deeper   understanding   of   the   affective   lifeworlds   

in   Massachusetts   in   comparison   to   Tasmania   and   Laredo.   One   could   argue   that   in   this   

specifically   IR   film   project,   I   overly   identified   with   Massachusetts   at   the   expense   of   my   

other   two   field   sites,   Tasmania   and   Laredo.   

  Secondly,   in   order   to   complete   this   short   film   project   both   on   time   and   within   the   

limited   scope   of   a   PhD   project,   I   had   to   make   a   series   of   difficult   decisions   to   build   a   

cohesive   narrative   and   aesthetic   structure   that   directly   engaged   the   central   questions   of   

my   research.   In   the   midst   of   working   through   the   messy   interplay   between   theory   and   

practice,   I   decided   to   shoot   and   edit   the   overdose   scene   in   Massachusetts   as   the   pivotal   

climax   when   each   global   material   trajectory   intersects   in   an   individual   overdose   victim   

and   produces   an   affective   atmosphere   of   emergency   and   response   in   Revere,   
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Massachusetts.   Alongside   this   scene,   I   felt   it   was   necessary   to   foreground   the   family   and   

public   health   lifeworlds   in   Massachusetts   to   reveal   the   biopolitical   forces   and   affective   

complexities   of   the   overdose   crisis   as   an   ongoing,   lived   experience   among   a   community.   

Massachusetts   became   the   ‘local,’   affective   centerpoint   of   this   project   while   I   traced   

heroin/IMF   back   to   the   Laredo/Nuevo   Laredo   trade   corridor   using   a   mobilities   paradigm   

and   naloxone   to   Tasmanian   poppy   fields   using   a   new   materialist   framework.   This   resulted   

in   these   locations   being   portrayed   in   the   film   as   ‘global’   networks   that   affect   everyday   

people   in   Massachusetts,   but   not   also   ‘local’   human   lifeworlds   that   are   impacted   by   

‘global’   networks   in   Massachusetts.     

The   scenes   I   shot   at   the   US-Mexico   border   are   represented   in   specific   relation   to   

the   circulation   of   heroin/IMF,   an   illicit   trajectory   causing   devastation   in   Massachusetts.   

The   farming   scenes   of   Tasmania   are   represented   in   specific   relation   to   the   legal   supply   

chain   for   naloxone,   a   licit   trajectory   saving   the   lives   of   drug   users   in   Massachusetts.   

Without   fully   comprehending   its   affective   consequences   among   an   audience   during   

production   and   post-production,   my   theoretical   lenses   for   each   territory   culminated   in   a   

basic   narrative   structure   that   portrays   Massachusetts   as   a   space   that   is   suffering   ‘hurt’,   

the   US-Mexico   border   as   a   conduit   of   ‘harm’   to   (white)   Americans   and   Tasmania,   Australia   

as   an   origin   point   of   ‘help’   to   Americans.   As   a   researcher   who   spent   time   filming   in   each   

place,   I   personally   did   not   achieve   such   a   reductive   understanding   of   each   fieldsite,   the   

people   who   live   there   and   the   complex   relations   between   them.   But   in   my   efforts   to   build   

a   sensible   aesthetic   structure   in   a   short   film   /   installation   format,   I   decided   to   only   

feature   certain   parts   of   my   research   in   order   for   the   project   to   make   sense   among   an   

audience   largely   unfamiliar   with   the   relations   between   harm   reduction   responses   to   drug   

users,   US-Mexico   border   trade   and   Tasmanian   poppy   agriculture.   While   it   seems   obvious   in   
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retrospect,   I   did   not   anticipate   that   my   theoretical   and   aesthetic   choices   would   mirror   

some   of   the   exact   geopolitical   power   asymmetries   I   aimed   to   transcend.     

This   film   makes   a   strong   case   for   harm   reduction   responses   to   drug   use   in   

community   settings   as   a   more   humane   and   evidence   based   alternative   to   criminalising   

and   abandoning   drug   users.   This   is   an   underrepresented   approach   to   drug   use   in   American   

political   discourse   as   well   as   in   IR   studies   of   the   global   drug   trade.   However,   by   focusing   

on   the   geographies   and   routes   of   drugs   into   Massachusetts   landscapes,   (suburban,   

white)   family   intimacies   and   public   health   entities,   my   theoretical   design   did   not   

adequately   challenge   some   of   racialized   global   power   logics,   particularly   between   the   

United   States   and   Mexico,   underscoring   the   ‘war-on-drugs’   which   should   have   been   

foregrounded   in   a   critical   IR   project.    As   other   scholars   have   shown,   the   asymmetrical   

power   relations   between   the   United   States   and   Mexico   create   the   smuggling   

opportunities,   incentives,   methods,   and   routes   that   enable   clandestine   transnational   

trades   to   operate   in   the   first   place   (Andreas   &   Duran   Martinez   2013;   Andreas   &   Nademan   

2006).   I   did   not   examine   how   illicit   drug   trade   is   entrenched   within   the   broader   

geopolitical   power   asymmetries   with   specific   affective   impacts   on   ordinary   Mexican   

people.   Nor   did   I    research   how   the   outbound   flow   of   illegal   cash   and   weapons   from   the   US   

to   Mexico   plays   in   sustaining   the   drug   trade   which   harms   ordinary   Mexican   people.   Such   

stories   would   have   disputed   the   ‘hurt,’   ‘harm’   and   ‘help’   logics   that   dominated   the   

narrative   structure   in   this   thesis.   

In   addition   to   some   of   these   artistic   and   theoretical   queries,   the   2016   

presidential   election   in   the   US   created   a   uniquely   menacing   affective   atmosphere   

(according   to   my   sensibilities)   that   impacted   some   of   my   research   and   creative   

decisions.   The   resurgence   of   white   nationalism,   escalating   political   violence   towards   
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minorities   and   multiple   humanitarian   crises   at   the   US-Mexico   border   made   me   weary   of   

taking   on   questions   of   race   in   the   illegal   drug   trade,   in   addition   to   my   focus   on   harm   

reduction,   in   a   three   year   PhD.   Based   on   my   previous   filmmaking   experiences,   I   sensed   

that   this   may   introduce   another   narrative   and   conceptual   element   that   would   become   too   

unwieldy   to   adequately   present   in   a   short   film/installation.   Perhaps   mistakenly,   I   tried   to   

look   for   other   ways   to   explore   and   represent   the   realities   of   heroin/IMF   trajectories   to   

Massachusetts   without   associating   it   with   a   specific   racial   group.   Yet   since   the   opioid   

epidemic   and   its   connections   to   drug   flows   across   the   US-Mexico   border   featured   

prominently   in   the   election,   I   felt   compelled   to   challenge   popular   misunderstandings,   

particularly   in   New   England,   that   the   US-Mexico   border   is   a   static,   sovereign   territorial   line   

that   the   Customs   and   Border   Patrol   (CBP)    only    defends   against   illicit   drug   traffickers   or   

asylum-seeking   migrants.   I   focused   on   representing   the   material   circuits   of   trade,   inspired   

by   a   mobilities   paradigm,   in   order   to   represent   the   Laredo,   Texas/Nuevo   Laredo,   Mexico   

trade   port   as   a   vast,   lively,   transnational,   cooperative   infrastructure   that   allows   global   

free   trade,   and   indeed   the   American   economy,   to   function.   My   purpose   here   was   to   show   

viewers   the   scale,   volume   and   intensity   of   cross-border   movement   at   the   Laredo-Nuevo   

Laredo   border   in   a   sensory   register   in   order   to   contest   contemporary   political   rhetoric   that   

more   drug   interdiction   or   a   border   wall   is   a   realistic   solution   to   the   opioid   overdose   crisis.   

But   my   narrow   treatment   of   heroin/IMF,   as   an   illicit   materiality   that   circulates   within   the   

much   larger   legal,   cross   border   trade   and   some   of   my   specific   editing   choices   did   not   

allow   me   in   any   substantial   way   to   challenge   the   dominant   ‘war-on-drugs’   narrative   that   

Mexico,   and   Mexican   people   (who   remain   off-screen),   are   agents   of   ‘harm’   to   ordinary   

white   Americans   experiencing   an   overdose   epidemic.     
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  I   made   a   strategic   choice   to   not   show   any   people   in   the   Laredo   section   and   

instead   draw   attention   to   the   lesser   understood   infrastructural   networks   that   enable   

both   licit   and   illicit   economies   circulating   at   the   border   to   function.   However,   some   

audience   members   suggested   that   this   choice   has   the   effect   of   invisibilizing   

Hispanic-Americans   and   Mexicans   who   live   in   the   US-Mexico   border   region.   The   absence   of   

human   lifeworlds   in   this   section   becomes   starkly   visible   juxtaposed   to   the   representation   

of   (white,   New   Englander)   family   and   community   intimacy   in   Massachusetts   and   (white,   

Australian)   farmers   caring   for   poppy   crops   in   Tasmania.   In   this   way,   the   film   and   my   

underlying   intentions   as   a   white,   American   filmmaker   filming   in   Hispanic-American   and   

Mexican   spaces,   can   be   misinterpreted   to   be   aligned   with   harmful   representational   

practices   common   to   North-South   relations   in   global   politics.   Roxanne   Doty   problematizes   

the   history   of   these   practices   in    Imperial   Encounters:   The   Politics   of   Representation   in   

North-South   Relations    (1996:   11) :     

One   significant   consequence   of   the   North's   encounters   with   the   South   has   been   
the   denial   of   effective   agency   to   the   South.   One   way   in   which   this   denial   occurs   is   
through   a   process   of   negation.   Negation   has   constructed   various   regions   making   
up   the   "third   world"   as   blank   spaces   waiting   to   be   filled   in   by   Western   writing,   as   
a   "people   without   history,"   in   the   words   of   Eric   Wolf   (1982,).   Within   these   blank   
spaces   the   West   may   write   such   things   as   civilization,   progress,   modernization,   
and   democracy.   Imperial   encounters   become   missions   of   deliverance   and   
salvation   rather   than   conquests   and   exploitations.   

  
My   intentions   were   to   visualize   forces   beyond   specific   groups   of   people   to   understand   the   

inevitability   of   illicit   trades   within   vast   legal   global   trade   mechanisms.   Not   foregrounding   

human   stories   of   the   drug   trade   and   the   specific   affective   impacts   of   power   asymmetries   

between   the   US   and   Mexico   on   Mexican   people   specifically   has   implications   in   the   realm   

of   global   politics.    The   theoretical   framework   I   used   to   construct   this   film   /   installation   

does   not   effectively   breakdown   the   powerful   identity   constructions   underscoring   

war-on-drugs   policy-making:   the   US   is   a   “First   World”   space   of   law,   order,   transparency   
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that   needs   to   be   defended   against   threats   from   Mexico,   the   “Third   World”   space   of   illicit   

drug   trafficking,   ungovernable   chaos,   corruption   and   instability.   This   is   a   missed   

opportunity   both   theoretically   and   practically   in   this   PhD   project.     

Meanwhile,   (white)   poppy   farmers   in   Tasmania,   Australia   are   represented   in   the   

film   as   agents   of   ‘help’   to   Americans   via   its   production   of   poppy   material   for   naloxone.   

However,   the   Tasmanian   poppy   industry   profited   and   grew   exponentially   from   increased   

consumption   of   opioid   pills   in   the   United   States   during   the   1990s   and   2000s   at   the   very   

start   of   the   epidemic.   Early   in   my   research,   I   intended   to   focus    only    on   the   Tasmanian   

poppy   supply   chains   to   the   United   States   as   both   the   cause   and   part   of   the   solution   to   

the   overdose   crisis.   I   also   viewed   this   as   an   opportunity   to   offer   a   counter   narrative   to   

racialized   understandings   of   the   drug   trade   as   something    only    associated   with   black   or   

brown   people.   But   in   trying   to   make   sense   of   Tasmania’s   opioid   and   naloxone   supply   

chains   and   their   ‘harm’   and   ‘help’   impacts   in   the   US,   I   discovered   that   visualizing   the   story   

of   Tasmania’s   poppy   production   for   opioid   painkillers   and   how   it   circulated   within   

non-medical   channels   to   create   a   public   health   crisis   in   the   US   required   much   more   

contextual   disaggregation   (and   even   expensive   stock   footage   from   that   period)   than   

could   be   reasonably   and   ethically   shared   in   this   short   film/installation.   As   I   discuss   in   this   

thesis,   this   unforeseeable   research   and   aesthetic   dilemma   is   ultimately   why   I   chose   to   

focus    only    on   Tasmania’s   supply   chain   for   naloxone   in   relation   to   the   contemporary   stage   

of   the   epidemic.   This   decision   also   led   me   to   explore   the   circulatory   nodes   of   heroin/IMF   

across   the   US-Mexico   border   to   examine   the   other   drug   materiality   relevant   to   the   present   

stage   of   the   crisis.   But   without   connecting   the   history   of   Tasmania’s   supply   chain   for   

opioid   pills   as   a   source   of   ‘harm’   to   the   US   and   how   it   may   even   have   inadvertently   led   to   

the   expansion   of   the   illicit   heroin/IMF   trade   in   Mexico,   the   film   offers   a   one   dimensional   
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conception   of   the   global   forces   shaping   both   legal   and   illegal   drug   circulation   that   remain   

consistent   with   the   construction   of   global   hegemonic   identities   among   racial   and   

civilizational   lines.   Including   these   connections   would   have   produced   (potentially)   much   

different   affective   attachments   for   viewers   across   a   geopolitical   register.     

I f   I   were   to   do   this   project   over,   I   would    not    choose   to   make   the   overdose   scene   

the   central   climax   the   film   in   which   global   materialities   feed   into.   Instead,   I’d   pursue   

theoretical   lenses   in   each   territory   that   foreground   the   shared   affective   resonances   

among   families   in   each   location.   Many   Mexican   and   Mexican-American   families   living   on   

the   border   have   been   victimized   by   state-sponsored   drug   war   violence   and   extreme   drug   

trafficking   violence   which   directly   correlates   with   user   demand   for   illicit   drugs   in   the   

United   States.   I   wonder   what   new   geopolitical   perspectives   that   better   challenge   

war-on-drugs’   ideologies   I   could   have   communicated   if   I   had   focused   on   the   shared   

resonances   of   family   experiences   of   the   global   drug   trade.   Focusing   on   the   grief   of   

families   victimized   by   drug   trafficking   violence   at   the   border,   rather   than   the   material,   

mobile   circuits   of   heroin/IMF,   may   have   helped   more   evenly   distribute   the   affective   

attachments   for   an   international   audience.   I   may   have   also   been   able   to   better   show   how   

each   location   are   equal   sites   of   ‘hurt’,   ‘harm’   and   ‘help’   within   global   politics.     

  At   the   time   of   submission,   the   film   largely   produces   sympathetic   positive   

affective   attachments   for   middle   class   white   American   families,   to   a   lesser   extent   

Tasmanian   poppy   industry   professionals   and   not   at   all   for   Mexican   people.   This   is   a   

significant   failure   of   the   practice   component   as   a   specifically   critical   IR   project,   which   in   

theory,   should   reach   a   universal   audience.   Without   understanding   my   choices   to   resolve   

some   complex   theoretical,   research   and   creative   dilemmas,   a   viewer   might   assume   that   I   

aligned   my   research   with   highly   contested   racialized,   civilizational   logics   about   which   
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populations   care   for   others   (Tasmanian   poppy   producers   and   American   harm   reduction   

activists)   and   who   harms   (Mexican   drug   traffickers)   and   whose   caring   activities   need   not   

be   known,   felt   and   visualized   (ordinary   Mexican   people),   and   for   which   geographies   and   for   

whom   viewers   ought   to   have   positive   affective   attachments   (Americans   and   Tasmanians   

but   not   Mexicans).   Throughout   this   thesis,   I   reflect   on   why   these   logics   have   

(unintentionally)   emerged   through   the   project   design,   the   theories   I   chose   to   work   with   as   

well   as   the   specific   creative   choices   I   felt   compelled   to   make   in   order   to   tell   this   story   

effectively   within   the   strict   PhD   timeline.   As   I   argue   in   this   thesis,   images   and   films   are   

not   just   static   entities,   but   actually    do    important   things   in   the   world   in   ways   that   often   

escape   the   intentions   of   a   filmmaker.   As   an   IR   researcher   and   filmmaker,   I   must   account   

for   what   my   own   imagery   and   editing   choices   may   do   and   the   unintentional,   harmful   

effects   they   may   have   in   the   world.   However,   I   also   do   not   view   these   short-comings   as   

only   negative   or   a   net   loss.   The   entire   practice-based   research   process   from  

pre-production   to   public   screening   and   audience   feedback   generates   new   questions,   ideas   

and   lessons   learned   that   I   use   to   support   the   main   argument   of   this   thesis:   documentary   

filmmaking   is   a   critical   and   necessary   methodology   to   advance   key   debates   in   the   field   of   

IR.     

Plan   of   the   Thesis   

  In   chapter   one,   I   offer   a   brief   critical   literature   review   of   the   existing   literature   on   

the   global   drug   trade   that   dominates   IR   which   operates   in   a   war-on-drugs   framework.   

Here,   I   also   consider   more   recent   critical   work   in   the   field   that   pushes   against   the   

state-centric   framing   of   this   literature.   While   I   draw   from   these   recent   critiques   to   

develop   my   research   practice,   ultimately   I   not   do   not   think   this   work   is   critical   enough   in   a   
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way   that   would   allow   me   to   consider   a   local   opioid   epidemic   as   a   valid   object   of   study   

within   IR,   let   alone   the   global   trajectories   that   constitute   it.     

In   chapter   two,   entitled   “Filming   the   Biopolitics   of   the   Overdose   Crisis:   

Assemblage   Thinking   with   New   Materialism   and   Mobilities   Paradigms,”   I   develop   key   

theoretical   resources   that   allow   me   to   re-frame   traditional   studies   of   the   global   drug   

trade.   Here,   I   discuss   how   filming   contemporary   aspects   of   the   overdose   crisis   for   

affective   knowledge   helped   me   identify   and   document    heterogeneous   affective   

resonances    within   my   three   fieldwork   locations:   Massachusetts,   USA,   Laredo,   Texas,   a   

port   of   entry   on   the   US-Mexico   border;   and   Tasmania,   Australia.   Ben   Anderson   argues   that   

it   is   the   task   of   affect   scholars   to   “trace   how   power   operates   through   affect   and   how   

affective   life   is   imbued   with   relations   of   power,   without   reducing   affective   life   to   power’s   

effect”   (2014:   8).   While   filming   in   Massachusetts   with   parents   who   lost   children   to   

overdoses,   first   responders   saving   drug   user   lives   with   naloxone,   and   outreach   workers   

performing   post-overdose   follow   up   visits,   I   wanted   to   pay   close   attention   to   this   balance   

between   affect   and   power   as   I   captured   specific   forms   of   power   informing   the   affective   

intensities   underscoring   intimate   scenes   of   reflection,   crisis   and   response.   To   theorize   

the   link   between   power   and   affect   in   these   scenes   I   filmed,   I   used   Michel   Foucault’s   

concepts   of   (a)   biopower:   the   social   field   of   power   and   resistance   in   which   the   vital   

aspects   of   a   human   population   are   regulated   (i.e.   the   power   to   ‘make   live’   and   ‘let   die’)   

(Foucault   1990);   (b)   biopolitics:   a   wide   range   of   laws,   medical   interventions,   social   

institutions,   ideologies,   and   structures   of   feeling   that   support   a   ‘healthy’   population   (i.e.   

those   that   are   made   to   thrive   and   flourish)   while   abandoning   the   unhealthy   members   (i.e.   

those   that   are   marginalised   and   abandoned   like   drug   addicted   people)   (Foucault   2004);   

and   (c)   governmentality:   the   practices   and   technologies   of   domination   that   pertain   to   
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how   populations   are   governed,   and   how   the   boundaries   between   the   healthy   and   

unhealthy   populace   are   differentiated   and   policed   (Foucault   2004).   I   used   these   

theoretical   concepts   to   make   sense   of   the   scenes   I   filmed   with   parents,   first   responders   

and   public   health   workers   experiencing    and    resisting    the   state-sponsored   b iopolitics   

targeting,   disciplining   and   abandoning   drug   users.   I   also   showed   these   groups   developing   

and   improvising   counter-formations   of   biopolitics   with   materialities   like   naloxone   that   

actively   resist   these   dominant   modes   of   abandonment   by   mobilizing   practices   of   care   and   

providing   resources   to   drug   users.    The   film   portrays   the   affective   intensities   within   a   

community-based   formation   of   governmentality   that   operates   on   uneven   terrain   as   it   tries   

to   help   drug   users   live   amid   dangerous   circulations   of   heroin   mixed   with   IMF.   National,   

more   powerful   biopolitical   ‘war-on-drugs’   forms   of   governmentality   however,   ultimately   

disenfranchise   these   localized   counter-conducts   forcing   first   responders   and   outreach   

workers   to   abandon   addicted   people.     

While   filming   in   Massachusetts,   I   came   to   see   how   the   overdose   crisis   in   all   its   

biopolitical   frames   cannot   be   understood   outside   of   its   central   material   components.   

Afterall,   there   is   not   an   opioid   overdose   without   opioids   and   there   is   no   ability   to   reverse   

an   opioid   overdose   without   naloxone.   In   the   second   part   of   my   theoretical   chapter,   I   

discuss   why   I   felt   it   was   necessary   to   open   up   my   analysis   of   the   local   biopolitical   

practices   of   first   responders   and   public   health   teams   in   Massachusetts   to   new   

materialist   and   mobilities   paradigms   in   other   international   locations   in   order   to   

demonstrate   how   the   epidemic   is   constituted   by,   and   sutured   within,   expansive   

globalized   networks.   Global   drug   trajectories   are   usually   understood   in   a   biopolitical   frame   

conditioned   by   a   war-on-drugs   logic.   By   ‘attuning’   to   what   political   theorist   Jane   Bennett   

calls   “the   force   of   things”   (Bennett   2010:   31),   I   aimed   ‘to   think   with’   new   materialism   and   
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mobilities   theories   in   my   filming   practice   in   an   effort   to   realize   an   alternative   visualisation   

of   the   global,   material   connections   to   the   biopolitical   aspects   of   the   overdose   epidemic   in   

Massachusetts.   In   addition,   I   wanted   to   practically   pursue   new   materialist   and   mobilities   

concepts   in   relationship   to   Foucault’s   theories   in   order   to   contribute   to   scholarly   critiques   

concerning   the   anthropocentric   limitations   of   Foucault’s   theories   and   his   failures   to   fully   

conceptualize   how   things   affect   humans   in   how   they   exercise   power   (Lemke   2014;   Barad   

2007;   Rutherford   1999).    I   drew   inspiration   from   Karen   Barad’s   attempts   to   develop   ‘an   

epistemological-ontological-ethical   framework   that   provides   an   understanding   of   the   role   

of   human    and    non-human,   material    and    discursive,   and   natural    and    cultural   factors   in   

scientific   and   other   social-material   practices”(2007:26).   My   purpose   was   to   capture   how   

global   material   environments,   infrastructural   constellations   and   technical   networks  

between   humans   and   non-humans   feed   into   the   specific   biopolitics   of   the   overdose   crisis   

in   New   England.     

  First,   I   approached   the   US-Mexico   cross-border   trade   infrastructure   in   Laredo,   

Texas   as   an   immobile   “force”   which   brings   mobile   things   (i.e.   heroin/IMF)   across   

transnational   distances   into   relational   proximity   in   Eastern   Massachusetts.   Secondly,   I   

examined   a   “thing”:   the   Tasmanian   poppy   which   is   a   global   object   manufactured   into   

opioid   medications   such   as   OxyContin   and   naloxone.   In   the   film,   the   US-Mexico   border   

trade   infrastructure   is   represented   as   a   single   spectrum   for   legal    and    illegal   industries   

through   affective   resonances   of   scale,   volume   and   density   of   commercial   truck   driving.   On   

the   other   hand   in   Tasmania,   I   foregrounded   agricultural   techniques   of   care   and   industrial   

expertise   to   conceptualise   poppies   as   crucial   objects   for   public   health   interventions   in   

order   to   contest   the   dominant   visual   representations   of   poppies   as   only   sources   for   

addiction   and   crime   (Felbab-Brown   2017;   Greenfield,   2015;   Peters   2009;   2011;   
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Westermeyer   1983).   Visualizing   mobility   forces   such   as   cross-border   trade   in   Laredo,   

Texas   and   a   specific   thing   like   Tasmanian   poppies,   offered   opportunities   to   construct   an   

alternative   vision   of   the   ‘non-obvious’   material,   global   forces   that   impact   the   opioid   

epidemic   in   Massachusetts.   However,   my   theoretical   lenses   as   applied   to   different   global   

spaces   (biopolitical   register   for   Massachusetts;   mobilities   register   for   Mexico;   and   new   

materialist   register   for   Tasmania)   unequally   treated   the   global   circuits   of   affect.   In   

particular,   my   visualization   of   affects   at   the   US-Mexico   border   remains   far   too   

American-centric.     

In   chapter   three,   “Documentary   Film   Practice   Research   as   IR   Methodology”   I   

narrate   a   sequential   story   of   my   practice   research   process,   discoveries   and   failures   

leading   to   the   premiere   of    Losing   a   Whole   Generation ,   a   three-channel   video   installation   in   

March   2018.   Beginning   in   Massachusetts,   the   purpose   of   my   practice-led   research   with   

individuals   and   families   was   to   build   an   on   the   ground,   bottom   up   interpretation   that   

challenged   the   state   centric,   territorialist   analyses   of   drugs   and   drug   wars   within   IR.   A   

video   camera   and   sound   recorder   were   my   methodological   tools   to   (a)   witness   affective   

intensities   animating   a   local   overdose   crisis   in   Massachusetts   and   then   (b)   trace   back   

and   make   visible   some   of   the   global   forms,   forces   and   materials   imbricated   in   the   local   

scenes   I   filmed.   I   discuss   the   series   of   ethical   and   creative   choices   I   made   to   focus   on   

filming   the   parents   experiencing   the   aftermath     of   losing   children   to   overdoses;   the   first   

responders   I   was   embedded   with   and   the   harm   reduction   activists   I   met   while   researching   

the   local   history   of   naloxone   distribution.   My   findings   at   the   local   level   in   Massachusetts   

led   me   to   develop   two   additional   fieldwork   locations   in   Laredo   and   Tasmania.     

  The   biopolitical   complexities   that   I   encountered   while   filming   in   the   field   

influenced   my   creative   process   in   developing   a   three-channel   audio-video   installation.   As   a   
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filmmaker,   I   paid   thoughtful   attention   to   how   war-on-drugs   ideologies   are   constructed   and   

maintained   in   popular   culture   (Boyd   2002;   Dell’agnese   2005).   In   my   film   practice,   I   tried   to   

focus   on   developing   alternative   ways   of   visualising   the   local,   global   aspects   of   this   crisis   

in   a   harm   reduction,   public   health   framework.   In   the   last   part   of   this   chapter,   I   describe   

how   I   constructed   a   specific   argument   and   imaginary   of   international   relations   through   

documentary   filming   styles,   editing   approaches   and   visual   graphics.   Finally,   I   discuss   how   

and   why   I   created   a   three   channel   audio-visual   installation,   a     contemporary   art   form   that   

uses   sound   and   visual   technologies   and   the   surrounding   environment   of   the   exhibition   

space   to   represent   some   of   affective,   material,   and   mobile   forces   I   captured.   

  I   recorded   individual   drug   overdoses   in   Revere,   Massachusetts   to   examine   

moments   when   global   materialities   intersect   and   compose   a   register   of   lived   affects   of   a   

local   public   health   emergency.   But   my   film   project   tries   to   show   that   the   overdose   crisis   

as   a   lived   experience   is   not   located   only   in   the   bodies   of   drug   users,   overdose   victims   

consuming   heroin   mixed   with   IMF   or   the   first   responders   or   public   health   reach   workers   

administering   and   distributing   naloxone.   In   chapter   four,   “Families,   Public   Health   

Advocates   and   First   Responders:   the   local   effects   of   global   drug   circulations   in   an   

affective   register”   I   explore   why   I   chose   two   spaces:   (a)   the   families   impacted   by   

overdoses,   and   (b)   the   work   of   the   first   responders   and   the   harm   activists;   to   argue   that   

these   two   lifeworlds   –   ‘the   family’   and   ‘the   community’   –   are   some   of   the   most   important   

and   consequential   registers   to   study   the   affective   impacts   of   global   drug   trajectories   and   

the   biopolitics   of   substance   use   disorders.   In   an   affective   register,   the   overdose   crisis   

has   interrupted   the   continuity   of   ordinary   life   because   of   its   production   of   ambiguous   loss   

among   victims’   families.   Bringing   the   parent’s   stories   about   their   experiences   of   shame,   

guilt,   and   helplessness   into   the   research   allowed   me   to   demonstrate   that   the   
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materialities   of   opioids   do   not   just   impact   the   bodies   of   drug   users:   they   have   powerful   

relational   effects   that   cause   deep   suffering   among   a   user’s   most   intimate   relations.     

My   research   with   parents   who   lost   children   to   overdoses   informed   how   I   examined   

the   second   register:   ‘the   community.’   I   document   the   urgency   and   activism   among   first   

responders   and   outreach   workers   with   the   Revere   Substance   Use   Disorder   Initiative   

(SUDI)   and   first   responders   trying   to   prevent   even   more   overdose   deaths   amid   a   radically   

escalated   situation   with   the   circulation   of   heroin   mixed   with   IMF.   Rather   than   ignoring   

what   is   happening   behind   closed   doors   and   abandoning   users   and   helpless   families   to   

war-on-drugs   practices,   contemporary   public   health   funded   community   response   

initiatives   are   building   an   altogether   different   infrastructure   around   overdose   education   

and   naloxone.   This   emerging   mode   of   response   provides   a   context   for   outreach   workers   to   

visit   people’s   homes,   build   rapport   with   users   and   their   families,   and   offer   additional   

resources   for   any   other   immediate   needs.   The   affective   intensities   of   a   still   unfolding   

crisis   inform   how   they   act   with   purpose,   hope   and   care   for   the   people   suffering   in   their   

community.   These   scenes   of   the   team   interacting   with   users   and   bringing   naloxone   into   

their   homes   are   a   glimpse   of   a   new   alternative   biopolitical   paradigm   that   refuses   modes   

of   criminalization   in   favor   of   modes   of   respect,   connection   and   care.     

My   documentary   practice   research   presents   how   the   materialities   of   heroin/IMF   

and   naloxone   inhabit   and   traverse   global   lifeworlds   to   impact   the   distant   drug   overdose   

epidemic   in   Massachusetts.   In   chapter   five   “The   Laredo,   Texas   Border   Port:   Visualizing   A   

Central   Conduit   for   Licit   and   Illicit   Drug   Mobilities”   I   discuss   my   practice   research   in   

Laredo,   Texas,   the   largest   in-land   commercial   trade   corridor   on   the   US-Mexico   border,   a   

global   conduit   for   legal   and   illegal   transnational   mobilities   –   including   the   mobilities   of   

the   heroin/IMF   at   the   center   of   the   opioid   epidemic   in   Massachusetts.   In   documenting   the   
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details   of   the    legal    material   circuits   at   the   border   such   as   cross-border   commercial   trade   

bridges,   transnational   rail   exchanges,   pedestrian   and   private   vehicle   bridges,   commercial   

tractor   trailers   and   inter-state   highways,   I   represent   the   immobile   infrastructures   

designed   to   facilitate   the   efficient   movement   of   legal   transnational   goods   into   Northern   

markets.   However,   what   I   discovered   through   my   interviews   with   DEA   agents,   logistics   

professionals,   anthropologists   and   truck   drivers   during   my   fieldwork   was   how    illegal   

circulations    are   built   into   (and   indeed,   constitutive   of),   those   immobile   ports   of   entry   and  

interstate   highways   that   enable   legal   trade.   This   is   important   for   my   research   into   the   

opioid   epidemic   because   these   are   precisely   the   material   circuits   that   facilitate   the   

movement   of   heroin/IMF   into   US   markets   and   eventually   into   Eastern   Massachusetts.     

  By   capturing   visual   and   aural   impressions   of   the   immense   scale   of   tractor   

trailers,   train   cars,   and   pedestrians   entering   the   US   daily,   I   examined   the   Laredo   port   of   

entry   on   the   US-Mexico   border   not   just   as   a   “barricaded”   site   that   demarcates   US   national   

sovereignty,   but   rather   as   the   main   trade   corridor   for   the   North   American   Free   Trade   

Agreement   (NAFTA)   where   a   global   “borderless   economy”   is   enacted.   By   focusing   on   how   

the   border   enables   transnational   circulation,   mobility   and   flows   rather   than   immobility   and   

arrest,   I   aimed   to   offer   a   unique   experience   of   the   US-Mexico   border   in   a   sensory   register.   I   

drew   from   mobilities   and   geographies   concepts   to   visualize   the   dense   entanglements   

between   mobile   networks,   practices   and   power   arrangements.   I   represent   the   affective   

atmosphere   of   border   trade   –   multiple   mobilities   moving   over   a   seemingly   immobile   

infrastructure   –   via   the   dynamic   transnational   movements   of   people   and   objects   

continuously   moving   Northbound   and   Southbound.   My   desire   in   the   previous   chapter   about   

Massachusetts   was   to   focus   on   families   and   public   health   entities   in   order   to   show   what   

the   dominant   ‘war-on-drugs’   framing   cannot.   My   approach   in   this   chapter   is   similar:   
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exploring   a   key   site   where   illegal   drugs   are   sequestered   within   legal   trade   flows   allows   

me   to   foreground   the   global   circulation   of   drugs   as   a   profound    entanglement    of   the   licit   

and   the   illicit.   Focusing   on   the   Laredo   border   port   as   an   immense   circulatory   

infrastructure   for   both   legal   and   illegal   goods,   this   chapter   reveals   the   theoretical   

architecture   underneath   the   film’s   effort   to   visualize   what   is   impossible   to   show:   how   

illegal   drugs   are   sequestered   within   the   same   transnational   trajectories   that   power   the   

North   American   economy   and   that   furnish   the   everyday   lives   of   families   like   those   shown   

in   Massachusetts.     

  I   also   reflect   on   the   substantial   limitations   of   my   theoretical   and   practical   

choices   while   filming   at   the   Laredo   port   of   entry.   I   did   not   anticipate   during   the   production   

and   post-production   stages   that   my   interpretation   of   a   mobilities   paradigm   at   the   

US-Mexico   border   would   reproduce   the   exact   ‘war-on-drugs’   logics   of   blame   and   causality   

in   the   film   that   I   sought   to   contest   in   my   practice.   My   creative   decisions   to   examine   this   

global   trade   node   as   a   circuit   for   heroin/IMF   reaching   Massachusetts   inadequately   pushes   

back   against   a   very   mainstream   war-on-drugs   imaginary   that   Mexico,   and   therefore   

Mexicans,   are   responsible   for   the   opioid   epidemic.   I   conclude   with   a   brief   discussion   on   

how   I   can   address   these   problematic   logics   moving   forward.     

In   chapter   six,   “Visualizing   a   Legal   Poppy   Industry:   Tasmanian   Poppies   as   Global   

Objects   of   Scientific   Expertise,   Agricultural   Labor   and   Care”   I   traced   naloxone,   the   other   

material   trajectory   part   of   the   overdose   scene   in   the   film,   back   to   Tasmanian   poppy   fields.   

I   traveled   to   Tasmania,   Australia   to   visualise   legal   poppy   production   because   the   industry   

produces   the   world’s   main   raw   material   sources   for   prescription   opioids,   anti-addiction   

therapies   and   naloxone.   Unlike   morphine   poppies   which   can   be   processed   into   heroin   or   

opium,   Tasmanian   scientists   genetically   engineered   Tasmanian   poppies   to   be   
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morphine-free,   thebaine-rich   varieties   which   make   them   unable   to   be   processed   into   illicit   

drugs.   Thebaine   is   a   minor   derivative   of   the   traditional   opium   plant   that   is   the   starting   

chemical   compound   for   a   diverse   range   of   pharmaceutical   medications,   including   

OxyContin,   medically   assisted   addiction   therapies   such   as   Suboxone   and   Vivitrol,   and   of   

course,   Narcan   the   brand   of   naloxone   most   commonly   used   in   overdose   emergencies.   In   

Tasmania,   the   poppy   plant   is   a   profound   object   of   scientific   and   agricultural   achievement,   

profit,   pride   and   care   among   industry   professionals,   grower   union   representatives   and   

farmers.   To   capture   the   multiple   aspects   of   this   economy   as   it   operates   in   Tasmania,   I   

filmed   aspects   of   Tasmanian   poppy   agricultural   production   and   interviews   with   key   

industry   professionals   who   helped   develop   Tasmania   into   the   world’s   largest   supplier   of   

thebaine.     

In   the   film,   I   focused   on   representing   a   farmer’s   efforts   to   care   for   his   poppy   crop   

from   seed   to   harvest   to   offer   an   alternative,   under-represented   perspective   on   the   poppy   

as   a   global   object   for   public   health,   not   just   a   source   for   addiction   or   crime.   In   this   

chapter,   I   explain   how   and   why   my   field   work   in   Tasmania   led   me   to   decide   why   chose   not   

to   focus   on   the   Tasmanian   poppy   as   a   primary   source   for   opioid   pain   medications   in   

specific   relationship   to   the   onset   of   the   US   addiction   epidemic   in   the   1990s   and   2000s   

for   the   film   project.   I   decided   to   enlarge   the   scope   of   understanding   the   Tasmanian   poppy   

in   relation   to   Karen   Barad’s   notions   of    agential   realism    (2003;   2007)   in   which   humans   and   

non-human   objects   intra-act   in   co-creating   the   world.   In   my   creative   practice,   I   was   

particularly   attuned   to   her   ideas   that   mere   interaction   between   humans   and   non-humans   

does   not   constitute   phenomena   but   that   reality    is    agential   intra-activity   between   human   

and    more   than   human   worlds   (Barad   2003).   I   discuss   how   my   interviews   and   film   

experiences   with   Tasmanian   farmers   revealed   practical   techniques   of   ecological   care   for   
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agricultural   land   to   successfully   grow   poppy   crops,   which   resonate   with   María   Puig   de   la   

Bella   Casa’s   ideas   about   “thinking   with   care”   (2017).   I   examined   the   entanglements,   

interdependencies   and   relationalities   between   Tasmanian   farmers   and   poppies   have  

distinct   ethico-political,   practical,   and   affective   implications.   This   chapter   and   the   scenes   

in   the   film   showing   a   Tasmanian   farmer   caring   for   his   poppy   crops   juxtaposed   to   outreach   

workers   and   first   responders   in   Massachusetts   using   naloxone   to   care   for   people   in   crisis   

explores   powerful   affective   resonances   shared   across   vast   global   distances.     

Some   of   the   short-comings   of   the   Tasmanian   sequence   become   visible   when   

considered   in   relation   to   the   US-Mexico   border   sequence   which   does   not   feature   the   

affective   environments   of   Mexicans   or   Hispanic-Americans.   The   film   constructs   and   

associates   positive   affective   attachments   to   white   English-speaking   Tasmanian   farmers   

as   people   who   ‘care’   in   the   film   in   ways   that   I   did   not   and   could   not   in   Mexico   with   

Mexican,   Spanish-speaking   people.   Since   I   could   not   find   a   way   to   include   the   story   of   the   

opioid   supply   chain   and   its   complex   connections   to   the   crisis   in   this   cut,   Tasmania   is   

overly   represented   in   relation   to   its   life   saving   role   for   American   drug   users   and   their   

families.   The   affective   attachments   that   the   specific   juxtaposition   between   Tasmania   and   

Mexico   as   they   relate   to   the   climactic   overdose   scene   is   that   Mexico   is   a   corrupt   ‘Third   

World’   space   of   illicit   drug   trafficking   and   Tasmania,   Australia   stable   ‘First   World’   space   of   

legal   poppy   agriculture.   The   a ffective   implications   of   this   binary   combine   to   support   and   

promote   the   distribution   of   biopower   (i.e.   ‘make’   live   and   ‘let’   die)   on   a   global   scale:   Some   

lives   do   matter   and   are   worthy   of   being   visible   and   supported   (Tasmanians   and   

Americans)   while   other   lives   do   not   and   should   remain   invisible   and   abandoned   (Mexicans   

/   Hispanic-Americans).    Showing   the   multiple   human   stories   that   are   connected   across   
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historical,   geopolitical,   and   affective   registers   are   necessary   to   rebalance   each   lifeworld   

as   equal   sites   of   ‘hurt’,   ‘harm’   and   ‘help’.     

In   the   concluding   chapter   seven,   I   present   short   impact   statements   from   

audience   members   who   experienced    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    at   the   Salem   Film   Fest   in   

March   2018.   I   also   summarize   my   core   research   objectives,   while   reflecting   on   missed   

opportunities   and   lessons   learned   for   future   research   in   a   practice   based   format.     

Moving   Forward     

In   this   practice-based   PhD,   I   use   documentary   filmmaking   to   examine   affective   

intensities   emanating   from   a   local   opioid   overdose   epidemic   experienced   by   families,   first   

responders   and   harm   reduction   activists   in   the   community   I   grew   up   in   north   of   Boston,   

Massachusetts.   In   these   scenes   of   reflection,   crisis   and   response,   I   identify   the   

biopolitical   complexities   of   saving   drug   user   lives   with   naloxone   amid   a   radically   

escalated   emergency   due   to   the   circulation   of   heroin   mixed   with   IMF.   From   these   local   

biopolitical   practices,   I   identify   two   central   material   components   (a)   heroin   mixed   with   

IMF   and   (b)   the   antidote   naloxone,   and   trace   them   back   to   globally   situated   origin   and   

transit   points   at   Laredo,   Texas   ports   of   entry   and   legal   poppy   farms   in   Tasmania,   Australia.   

I   bring   together   scenes   from   these   distinct   global   locations   in   a   three   channel   video   

installation   titled    Losing   a   Whole   Generation.    The   purpose   of   my   creative   practice   PhD   

project   “ Visualizing   Global   Drug   Flows:   Transnational   Connections   to   the   Overdose   Crisis   

in   New   England,   USA ”   is   to   offer   an   affective,   embodied,   and   experiential   interpretation   of   

international   relations   in   an   aesthetic   form.   
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CHAPTER   1.   LITERATURE   REVIEW     

The   Limitations   of   State-Centric   and   Prohibitionist   Approaches:   Towards   a   Critical   

Approach   to   Global   Drug   Flows     

This   short   literature   review   is   designed   to   outline   the   limited   parameters   of   

existing   drug   research   in   IR,   and   to   discuss   how   my   practice-based   PhD   makes   an   original   

contribution   to   knowledge   on   this   subject.   Historically,   IR   scholars   working   on   the   drug   

trade   have   drawn   from   fields   in   sociology,   criminology,   law,   history   and   economics   to   

inform   their   own   largely   ‘political   science’   oriented   research.   As   such,   there   is   not   a   

separate   sub   field   of   “drug   studies”   in   IR;   rather,   IR   conceptualizations   of   global   drug   flows   

are   fragmented,   under-theorized   and   often   lumped   into   security,   war   or   terrorism   

subfields.   War-on-drugs   and   global   prohibitionist   regimes   feature   prominently   because   

they   align   with   the   dominant   paradigm   shaping   most   mainstream   approaches   within   IR,   

namely   state   response,   elite   level   negotiations,   and   international   agreements.   The   

realities   of   the   US   opioid   overdose   epidemic   as   a   national   public   health   emergency   

however,   requires   innovative   scholarship   that   transcends   these   limited   scales   of   analysis.   

We   need   new   conceptual   frameworks   in   IR   to   understand   global   drug-related   phenomena,   

the   complex   contiguity   of   legal   and   illegal   drug   trades,   and   public   health   responses   to   

addiction   and   overdose.   In   other   words,   we   need   to   develop   new   methods   and   ways   of   

imagining   global   relations   to   understand   how   a   drug   overdose   epidemic   can   be   both   

globally   constituted   and   locally   situated.   In   this   literature   review,   I   argue   that   is   

necessary   to   move   away   from   only   critiquing   war-on-drugs   practices,   because   these   

critiques   remain   within   a   mainstream   framing   of   a   state-centric   world   that   ignores   

personal,   intimate   and   affective   registers.   Rather,   we   need   to   develop   new   approaches   to   
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study   the   circulatory   forces   of   the   global   drug   trade   and   its   real,   local   impacts   on   people’s   

bodies,   families   and   communities.   It   is   only   within   a   dramatically   expanded,   explicitly   

interdisciplinary   and   actively   critical   approach   to   drug   circulations   that   we   can   even   see   

how   very   localized   epidemics   are   shaped   by   global   forces.     

As   the   commodities   of   non-state   actors   and   global   criminal   networks,   illicit   drugs   

and   drug   trafficking   are   often   examined   in   the   context   of   international   security,   the   dark   

side   of   globalization   and   impediments   to   economic   development   (Shirk   2010;   Shirk   et   al.   

2015;   Mares   2001;   2006;   Edwards   &   Gill   2003;   Friman   &   Andreas   1999;   Andreas   1999;   

McAllister   2002;   Luis   &   Astorga   2010;   Bagley   2015;   Ackleson   2015).   This   type   of   political   

science   oriented   scholarship   generally   examines   the   actions   of   state   sponsored   

prohibionary   regimes   targeting   illicit   networks   utilizing   a   range   of   war-on-drugs   practices   

in   either   a   liberal,   realist   or   more   recently,   constructivist   frameworks.   This   includes   global   

prohibition   regimes,   UN   level   regulations,   military   aid,   security   enhancements,   increased   

surveillance   technologies   and   forced   crop   eradication,   among   others.   Many   IR   scholars   

have   un-reflexively   advocated   for   dominant   government   approaches,   conducting   research   

on   how   the   law   enforcement   agencies   can   better   target   illicit   networks   or   contain   

Transnational   Criminal   Organization   (TCO)in   specific   territories   (Kan   2016;   Felbab-Brown,   

2015a;   2015b;   Peters   2009;   2011;   Grayson   2011;   2013;   Mares   2006;   Crandall   2002;   

Greenfield   2015).   Much   of   this   scholarship   assumes   an   unquestionable   statist,   sovereign,   

pro-securitization   position   serving   US   foreign   policy   interests   in   regards   to   drug   control.   

The   mimetic   world-making   in   this   type   of   scholarship   is   dull,   military   coded   and   

completely   divorced   from   the   human   realities   of   the   global   drug   trade   for   producers,   

traffickers   and   consumers   alike.   The   construction   of   a   legal/illegal   binary   in   a   strict   
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statist   framework   prevents   more   compelling   interpretations   of   global   drug   phenomena   

from   emerging.     

There   is   a   legacy   of   important   scholarship   exploring   how   prohibition-based   global   

drug   control   regimes   are   driven   by   political,   economic   and   moral   entrepreneurs   from   the   

US   who   were   more   concerned   about   exercising   hegemonic   power   internationally   than   the   

addicted   people   in   the   US   they   claimed   to   protect   (Bewley-Taylor,   1999;   Nadelmann,   

1990;   Nadelmann   &   Buckley   1996;   Friman   1999;   Herschinger   2010;   Crick   2012;   Aviles   

2017;   Sanchéz-Avilés   &   Ditryrch   2018).   As   William   McCallister   writes   in    Global   Drug   

Diplomacy   in   the   Twentieth   Century:    “Until   the   late   twentieth   century,   owing   to   the   

dominant   supply-control   mentality   and   the   ostracizing   of   substance   abusers,   decision   

makers   considered   it   unnecessary   to   examine   why   or   how   people   used   drugs”   (McCallister   

5:   2002).   By   design,   the   voices   and   experiences   of   drug   users   were   not   taken   into   

consideration   in   developing   international   drug   control   regimes   while   drug   users   were   

targeted,   criminalised   and   stigmatised   at   home.   In    Policing   the   Globe:   Criminalization   and   

Crime   Control   in   International   Relations    (2006)     Peter   Andreas   and   Ethan   Nadelmann   

examine   the   role   of   international   policing   in   relationship   to   global   regimes   prohibiting   

illicit   drugs,   slavery,   illegal   wildlife   hunting   etc.   They   drew   from   thousands   of   historical   

and   contemporary   policy   documents   and   interviewed   law   enforcement   officers   

representing   all   major   US   federal   law   enforcement   agencies.   Building   on   Nadelmann’s   

earlier   work   on   this   topic   (1990;   1996),   they   break   down   the   way   that   prohibitionist   law   

and   international   crime   control   policies   are   actually   foreign   policy   instruments   for   the   US   

to   project   economic,   political   and   moral   hegemony   in   the   world.   They   show   how   the   

internationalization   of   crime   control   is   an   ever-expanding   enterprise   of   new   criminal   laws,   

the   homogenization   of   laws   abroad,   expanding   agency   budgets,   enforcement   powers,   
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extraterritorial   jurisdiction,   surveillance   technologies   etc.   But   even   with   all   this   expanded   

power,   these   agencies   have   little   to   show   for   preventing   global   illicit   trade   networks.   

Similarly,   Julia   Buxton’s   research   in    The   Political   Economy   of   Narcotics:   Production   

Consumption   and   Global   Markets    (2006)   shows   that   political,   environmental   and   public   

health   damages   caused   by   these   foreign   policy   tools   are   a   result   of   drugs   being   illegal,   not   

the   production   and   consumption   of   drugs   per   se.   While   I   agree   with   the   critical   intent   of   

this   research,   their   analyses   continue   to   focus   on   crime,   policing   and   the   state,   the   very   

same   structures   assumed   by   Realist   and   Rationalist   scholars   who   elevate   the   voices   of   

officials   who   in   reality   are   not   experts   with   medical   knowledge   of   drugs   and   addiction.   In   

the   context   of   a   public   health   catastrophe   unfolding   across   the   United   States,   it   is   time   

to   include   more   knowledgeable   and   authoritative   voices   on   drugs,   addiction   and   overdose   

grounded   in   evidence   based   medical   knowledge,   lived   experiences   and   human   connection.     

In   addition   to   literature   focusing   on   how   drug   prohibition   fuses   with   US   foreign   

policy,   there   is   also   a   robust   body   of   IR   scholarship   documenting   how   supply   side   drug   

control   strategies   in   specific   drug   producing   countries   only   led   to   more   smuggling   activity   

and   drug   consumption   globally   (McCoy   2003;   Friesendorf   2007;   Stokes   2005;   Chouvy   

2010;   Mercielle   2011;   Friman   &   Andreas   1999;   Inkster   &   Comolli   2012;   Payan   2016).   As   

Alfred   McCoy   unequivocally   states   in    The   Politics   of   the   Global   Drug   Trade:   CIA   Complicity   

in   the   Global   Drug   Trade    (2002:   2):   “In   the   last   thirty   years,   every   attempt   at   interdiction   

has   not   only   failed   to   eradicate   this   global   trade,   it   has   contributed,   quite   directly,   to   an   

expansion   of   both   production   and   consumption.”   Similarly,   Cornelius   Friesendorf   tracks   

the   “side   effects”   of   US   supply   side   drug   control   in   foreign   countries   as   simply   displacing   

illicit   drug   production   and   trafficking   from   one   territory   to   another   (2007:   17).   Collectively,   

these   works   provide   a   foundational   understanding   of   how   supply   side   drug   war   policing,   
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neoliberal   economics,   and   systemic   poverty   make   drug   cultivation   the   only   viable   option   

for   poor   farmers   and   peasants   in   drug   producing   countries.   In   almost   all   of   these   works,   

the   concluding   argument   is   that   supply   side   drug   enforcement   harms   the   world’s   poorest,   

destabilizes   countries   and   that   the   US   should   reorient   policies   towards   demand   reduction   

and   decriminalization   domestically.   But   IR   methods   and   the   discipline   as   a   whole   have   

neglected   studying   harm   reduction   activism   or   the   experiences   of   drug   users   in   the   United   

States   in   relationship   to   prohibitionist   regimes   as   these   ‘domestic’   concerns   supposedly   

lie   outside   of   IR’s   normative   scales   and   focus   on   global   structures   and   systems.   This   is   a   

crucial   gap   my   research   intended   to   fill   within   IR   in   the   contemporary   context   of   the   drug   

overdose   epidemic.   I   wanted   to   build   on   and   update   the   existing   critical   literature   to   grasp   

(a)   how   both   licit    and    illicit   circulations   operate   through   global   networks;   (b)   how   those   

global   drug   circulations   penetrate   the   intimate   life   worlds   of   families   and   communities   

experiencing   a   public   health   crisis;   and   finally   (c)   how   global   drug   networks   also   impact   

on   harm   reduction   modes   of   response   to   addiction   and   overdose   in   a   community   public   

health   collaborative.   

Some   IR   scholars   are   pursuing   global   drug   studies   using   new   materialist   ideas   

which   allow   us   to   break   out   of   illicit/licit   binaries   constructed   by   the   war-on-drugs   

regimes.   Eva   Herschinger   (2015:   184)   theorizes   how   the   ambivalent   materiality   of   drugs   

which   have   addiction-producing   properties    and    therapeutic,   medicinal   qualities   are   a   

“condition   of   possibility   of   the   global   drug   prohibition   regime.”   She   argues   that   the   

ambivalence   of   drug   materiality   is   the   exact   locus   where   the   differences   between   medical   

and   illicit   drug   use   are   constructed,   policed   and   governed   within   expansive   global   security   

practices.   While   my   research   on   drug   networks   is   not   situated   within   policing   or   security   

studies   per   se,   her   exploration   of   how   the   ambivalent   materiality   of   drugs   is   entangled   
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with   global   politics   in   surprising   ways   signals   an   important   shift   in   how   drugs   can   be   

theorized   in   IR.   Herschlinger’s   work   is   connected   to   burgeoning   literature   in   IR   exploring   

how   the   material   world   is   an   element   in   the   architecture   and   praxis   of   global   politics.   For   

example,   as   part   of   a   wider   project   examining   how   ‘things’   are   made   international   (Salter   

2015;   2016)   Mike   Bourne   (2015)   develops   a   new   materialist   understanding   of   cocaine   as   

a   legitimate   object   of   study   within   international   politics .    To   suggest   novel   ways   of   

understanding   how   cocaine   exerts   agency   in   the   world,   he   references   the   “constantly   

forming   and   reforming,   dissolving   and   escaping   assemblages   of   relations   in   which   agency   

is   attributing   not   to   chemicals   or   people….   but   their   intra-active   co-constitution”   (2015:   

328).   His   ideas   of   using   cocaine   as   a   tracing   tool   to   explore   emergent   political   

assemblages   across   territories   and   between   human   bodies,   technologies,   regulatory   

regimes   etc.   opened   up   a   way   for   me   to   see   how   I   could   ‘follow’   heroin/IMF   and   naloxone   

into   global   transit   and   origin   points   to   develop   insight   into   heterogeneous   lifeworlds   in   my   

film   research   practice.     

Assemblage   thinking   by   following   the   ‘object’   for   new   insights   into   how   global   

drug   materialities   construct   global   political   assemblages   directly   informed   how   I   filmed   in   

Tasmania   and   Laredo.   For   instance   in   Tasmania,   I   captured   a   rare   material   and   affective   

perspective   on   legal   poppy   agricultural   production   for   global   pharmaceutical   

manufacturing.   While   there   has   been   academic   scholarship   on   the   symbiosis   between   

humans   and   poppies   across   time   and   global   civilizations,   scholars   tend   to   highlight   its   

relevance   to   illicit   drug   production,   war,   addiction   and   crime   (Booth   2013;   Chouvy   2010;   

Van   Ham   and   Kamminga   2007;   Felbab-Brown   2017;   Greenfield   2015;   Peters   2009;   2011).   

The   poppy   plant   is   rarely   examined   in   specific   relationship   to   global   pharmaceuticals   or   

public   health.   In   my   research,   I   resisted   the   dominant,   reductive   portrayal   of   the   poppy   as   
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an   illicit   object   when   its   complex   materiality   and   agency   in   the   world   deserves   more   

analytical   attention.   This   was   necessary   in   order   to   understand   how   legal   Tasmanian   

poppies   could   be   enrolled   into   an   addiction   epidemic   as   both   part   of   the    cause    (via   its   

production   as   OxyContin),   but   also   part   of   its    solution    (via   its   materialization   as   naloxone,   

and   addiction   therapies   like   buprenorphine   and   naltrexone).   The   Tasmanian   poppy’s   

relationship   to   the   overdose   epidemic   requires   more   careful   material   and   political   analysis   

than   a   simple   drug   war   licit/illicit   binary   offers.   

During   my   fieldwork   filming   commercial   trade   corridors   in   Laredo,   Texas   on   the   

US-Mexico   border,   I   aimed   to   expand   on   IR   literature   examining   NAFTA   infrastructure   as   

significant   sites   where   legal    and    clandestine   transnational   economies   circulate   (Payan   

2016;   Correa-Cabrera   2017;   McKibben   2015;   Astorga   &   Shirk   2010;   Villareal   2014;   Cottal   

2005).   Here,   I   wanted   to   develop   an   understanding   of   the   dual   functionality   of   border   

infrastructure.   In    Border   Games    (2012)   Peter   Andreas   refers   to   the   peculiar   dynamic   of   a   

liberalized   North   American   economy   with   more   militarized   border   controls   as   a   “borderless   

economy”   with   a   “barricaded   border”(xiv).   But   paradoxically,   research   has   shown   that   law   

enforcement   and   border   security   tactics   cracking   down   on   illicit   cross-border   industries   

have   only   strengthened   drug   trafficking   networks   as   they   become   more   closely   

intertwined   and   hidden   within   legal   cross-border   industries.   The   abundance   of   

North-South   bound   trade   flows   has   led   to   the   consolidation   of   TCO’s   as   powerful   forces   

beyond   inter-state   relations   operating   at   border   ports.   These   findings   are   interesting   but   

are   only   ever   interpreted   from   a   territorialist,   state   centric   lens   in   regards   to   trans-border   

security   cooperatives   or   military   aid   packages   (Ribando   Seelke   &   Finklea   2017;   McKibben   

2015;   Villareal   2014).   Moreover,   Andreas   argues   most   aspects   of   border   policing   are   “less   

about   deterring   the   flow   of   drugs”   and   more   about   “recrafting   the   images   of   the   border   
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and   symbolically   reaffirming   the   state’s   territorial   authority”   (2012:   xiv).   As   a   researcher   

and   filmmaker   focused   on   transnational   drug   flows,   I   wanted   to   turn   away   from   visualizing   

the   border   as    only    a   site   demarcating   sovereignty   and   security,   and   instead   focus   on   the   

powerful   legal   cross   border   trade   matrices   that   organize   the   North   American   economy.   I   

wanted   to   document   the   vastness   of   cross-border   trade   networks   and   gesture   to   how   the   

illicit   drug   trade   is   sequestered   within   these   transnational   landscapes.   Incorporating   

mobilities   and   geographies   literatures   focused   on   assemblage   thinking   to   expand   and   

develop   critical   research   in   IR,   I   visualized   the   volume   and   speed   of   cross   border   free   trade   

moving   through   this   landscape   for   sensory   and   affective   knowledge   about   how   heroin/IMF   

circulates   through   US   borders.   Rather   than   representing   the   US-Mexico   border   as   a   static,   

securitized   landscape,   my   practice   research   reveals   it   as   a   highly   networked   

transnational   site   made   up   of   immobilities   (concrete   bridges,   rail   networks,   roads)    and   

mobilities   (goods,   people   and   vehicles).   

The   global,   local   political   assemblages   I   chose   to   explore   and   represent   in   this   

PhD   transcend   the   dominant   security   discourses   of   drug   materialities   and   trafficking   

networks   for   a   more   dynamic   understanding   of   the   global   networks   influencing   the   opioid   

overdose   epidemic   in   the   US.   I   am   trying   to   move   this   discussion   away   from   

criminalization   debates   towards   a   local   public   health   paradigm   informed   by   the   lived   

experiences   of   drug   users,   their   families,   harm   reduction   activists   and   first   responders   in   

Massachusetts.   But   this   is   not   to   say   that   security   concerns   and   public   health   

approaches   are   disaggregated   practices.   In    Chasing   Dragons:   Security,   Identity   and   Illicit   

Drugs   in   Canada    (2008) ,    Kyle   Grayson   used   a   Foucauldian   approach   to   examine   how   

Canada’s   national   security   regimes   focused   on   illicit   drug   control   target   the   individual   

bodies   of   drug   users.     He     ultimately   concluded   that   a   growing   ‘public   health’   or   ‘harm   
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reduction’   approach   to   drug   users   within   the   performatives   of   progressive   and   liberal   

Canadian   identity   are   not   “power-neutral”   (2008:   92).   Rather,   the   public   health   

approaches   to   drug   using   bodies   nonetheless   continue   to   demonstrate   powerful   forms   of   

control   and   discipline   over   drug   using   bodies   within   a   biopolitical   agenda   shaping   and   

performing   a   distinct   Canadian   politics.   During   my   research   in   Massachusetts,   I   

encountered   similar   instances   of   biopower   acting   on   drug   users   and   their   families.   I   used   

a   Foucauldian   approach   to   the   biopolitics   of   substance   abuse   in   my   theoretical   chapter   to   

discuss   how   local,   community-based   ham   reduction   responses   to   the   epidemic   are   

ultimately   undermined   and   disciplined   by   broader,   national   laws   abandoning   drug   users   to   

overdose   deaths.   In   my   filming   methodology,   I   was   able   to   show   how   these   power   

dynamics   structure   affective   intensities   experienced   by   harm   reduction   outreach   workers   

delivering   naloxone   to   overdose   survivors   and   families   who   had   suffered   heroin/IMF   

overdose   losses.     

In   this   brief   critical   literature   review,   I   have   argued   why   most   IR   literature   on   drugs   

cannot   properly   examine   the   global   connections   to   the   local   overdose   crisis   in   the   US.   In   

thinking   through   critical   work   within   IR,   as   well   as   insights   from   Geography,   Sociology   and   

Anthropology,   it   became   clear   to   me   that   new   theoretical   approaches   and   concepts   are   

required   to   even   ‘see’   this   project   as   an   expression   of   International   Relations.   Specifically,   

biopolitical,   new   materialist   and   mobilities   theories   are   helpful   in   developing   

contemporary   methodological   frameworks   to   reveal   the   multiple   networks   and   registers   

through   which   global   drug   flows   operate   and   have   consequences   for   ordinary   people   in   

local   contexts.   In   the   context   of   a   US   drug   overdose   epidemic   where   more   than   70,000   

people   die   each   year,   it   is   no   longer   ethical   or   practical   to   view   this   crisis   as   only   an   issue   

relevant   to   studies   of   global   organized   crime,   illicit   economies,   or   sovereign   security   
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failure.   My   documentary   practice   is   an   attempt   to   mobilize   corporeal,   affective   knowledge  

about   how   the   global   drug   trade   penetrates   homes,   community   networks   and   

infrastructures   to   construct   an   altogether   different   aesthetic   conceptualisation   of   both   

the   drug   trade,   and   IR   as   a   whole.   I   begin   to   build   this   critical   approach   by   developing   and   

bringing   together   key   theoretical   concepts,   and   then   showing   how   these   can   be   

expressed   through   a   practice-based   methodology.   That   ‘bottom-up’   analysis   is   then   

developed   sequentially   by   exploring   the   families   and   communities   in   Massachusetts   

affected   by   the   opioid   epidemic,   the   global   trade   node   of   the   Laredo   border   where   

heroin/IMF   enters   the   US   landscape,   and   the   distant   farms   of   Tasmania   where   legal   

poppies   are   grown   and   transformed   into   the   antidote   to   an   opioid   overdose.      
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CHAPTER   2.   THEORY     

Filming   the   Biopolitics   of   the   Overdose   Crisis:   Assemblage   Thinking   with   New   Materialism   
and   Mobilities   Paradigms   

  
Two   grief   groups   meet   on   the   first   Thursday   night   of   every   month   at   Salem   

hospital   in   Salem,   Massachusetts.    Learn   to   Cope    is   a   support   network   funded   by   the   

Massachusetts   Department   of   Public   Health   which   provides   education,   peer-support   and   

resources,   including   naloxone   training   and   free   dosage   kits,   for   families   in   the   throes   of   a   

loved   one’s   addiction   to   opiates.    Grief   Recovery   After   Substance   Passing    (GRASP)   is   a   

peer-group   which   provides   sources   of   understanding,   compassion,   and   support   for   people   

who   have   lost   someone   to   addiction   and   overdose.   Unfortunately,   many   families   who   

attend    Learn   to   Cope    eventually   go   upstairs   to   GRASP   meetings.   Their   numbers   are   

growing   in   proportion   to   increasing   overdose   deaths   due   to   the   local   circulation   of   heroin   

mixed   with   illicitly   manufactured   fentanyl   (IMF),   a   powerful   synthetic   opioid.   While   

attending    Learn   to   Cope    meetings   as   part   of   the   ethnographic   observations   central   to   my   

thesis,   I   listened   as   participants   shared   stories   or   updates   on   their   loved   ones’   drug   and   

overdose   traumas.   The   stories   ranged   from   a   partner’s   relapse   after   a   long   period   of   

sobriety;   dealing   with   uncompassionate   medical   staff   at   an   emergency   room   while   being   

unable   to   find   a   detox   facility   with   availability   for   a   child;   raising   grandchildren   for   an   

addicted   child;   and   considering   cashing   in   a   retirement   fund   to   pay   for   a   child’s   long-term   

treatment   program   that   insurance   wouldn’t   pay   for.   Uncertainty,   sorrow,   compassion,   

hope   and   solidarity   connected   people   as   they   struggled   to   formulate   a   response   to   what   

was   happening   to   their   families.   As   Kathy   Day,   the   Northeast   director   of    Learn   to   Cope   

describes:   
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When   people   first   come   [to   Learn   to   Cope],   I   don’t   think   they   can   make   sense   of   
what   they   are   going   through,   what   is   happening   to   the   dynamics   of   their   own   
families,   or   how   to   deal   with   their   family   member’s   addictions   at   all   until   they   hear   
similar   stories   from   people   experiencing   the   same   thing.   But   it’s   not   just   the   
addiction   part.   It’s   how   many   hoops   they   have   to   jump   through   to   get   their   child   
help,   dealing   with   insurance   companies   who   don’t   want   to   pay   [for   addiction   
treatment],   dealing   with   the   court   system,   the   social   stigma   of   addiction,   a   murky   
predatory   treatment   market.   It   is   much,   much   more   than   just   dealing   with   trauma   
of   an   addicted   loved   one   (K   Day   2016,   personal   Interview,   24   July).     

I   was   struck   by   how   the   families   sensed   a   set   of   multiple,   powerful   forces   conditioning   

their   lives,   but   they   could   not   fully   identify   or   grasp   their   extent   or   their   connections.   They   

come   to   a   public   health   funded   grief   group   to   find   their   footing   in   the   midst   of   a   personal   

crisis   –   an   anchor   that   comes   from   hearing   others   experiencing   similar   circumstances.   

The   threat   of   becoming   a   member   of   the   GRASP   group   is   always   there,   and   in   some   cases   

their   loved   one’s   addictions   and   the   lack   of   meaningful   resources   exhaust   them   to   the   

point   where   jail   time   or   death   may   offer   some   reprieve   from   constant   worry.     

  

FIG.   3.   Overdose   Vigil   Scene   in   Revere,   MA   in    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    (2018)   

I   observed   the   members   narrate   their   present   lives,   and   reflected   on   what   affect   

theorist   Lauren   Berlant   describes   as   “a   landfill   for   overwhelming   and   impending   crises   of   

life-building   and   expectation   whose   sheer   volume   so   threatens   what   it   has   meant   to   

“have   a   life”   that   adjustment   seems   like   an   accomplishment”   (Berlant   2011:   3).   Beyond   

the   drugs   themselves,   and   the   trajectory   of   the   current   epidemic,   the   overdose   crisis   can   

be   examined   in   relation   to   Berlant’s   work   on   contemporary   social   traumas   being   lived   
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collectively   as   a   “precarious   public   sphere”:   a   sensual   register   of   mass   crisis   transforming   

ordinary   life.   The   families   attending   state   public   health   funded   grief   groups   like    Learn   to   

Cope    represent   “an   intimate   public   of   subjects   who   circulate   scenarios   of   economic   and   

intimate   contingency   and   trade   paradigms   for   how   best   to   live   on,   considering”   (Berlant   

2011:   3).   As   a   researcher   in   the   early   stages   of   ethnographic   fieldwork,   I   also   felt,   but   

didn’t   really   ‘know’   why,   there   was   something   ineffable   but   powerfully   informative   

circulating   between   these   participants   that   I   needed   to   explore.   Family   lives   are   being   

disorganized   and   reorganized   by   macro   forces   that   present   themselves   affectively   first,   

before   they   can   be   named   as    some thing.   For   me,   thinking   through   the   affective   

dimensions   of   the   local   intimate   spaces   of   this   epidemic   was   the   first   step   in   

constructing   a   scholarly   thesis   exploring   how   this   localized   epidemic   is   enmeshed   and   

organized   in   relation   to   social   and   political   forces   at   the   global   level.   This   starting   point   

led   me   to   locate   the   affective   intensity   of   the   epidemic   through   filming   emergency   

overdose   response   encounters   in   Revere,   Massachusetts.   I   then   traced   the   affective   

global   forces   of   those   local   encounters   backwards   to   (a)   the   dizzying   trade   corridors   of   

the   US-Mexico   borderlands   through   which   both   heroin   and   IMF   are   trafficked   and   (b)   the   

pharmaceutical   poppy   farms   in   Tasmania   that   produce   licit   opioid   pain   medications   and   

naloxone.     

This   chapter   develops   and   connects   some   of   the   theoretical   insights   that   I   used   

to   practically   conceptualize   the   global   connectivities   operating   within   the   opioid   epidemic   

in   Massachusetts.   Reflecting   on   my   ethnographic   field   work,   I   started   with   the   affective   

register   –   what   Deleuze   and   Guattari   (2013:   xvi)   describe   as   “prepersonal   intensities   

corresponding   to   the   passage   from   one   experiential   state   of   the   body   to   another   and   

implying   an   augmentation   or   diminution   in   that   body’s   capacity   to   act.”   In   2017,   more   than   
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72,000   people   died   from   drug   overdoses   in   the   US,   which   is   roughly   200   people   a   day.   

Opioids   (pharmaceuticals,   heroin   and   synthetic   opioids   like   illicitly   manufactured   

fentanyl)   were   involved   in   47,600   overdose   deaths   in   2017   (67.8%   of   all   drug   overdose   

deaths)   (CDC   2019) .    It   is   not   just   the   dead   who   are   transformed,   of   course.   It   is   also   the   

hundreds   of   thousands   of   families,   and   the   communities   in   which   they   live,   who   are   

reeling   from   collective   experiences   of   addiction   and   overdose.   What   forms   of   power   are   

exerting   themselves   on   bodies   through   this   crisis?   Affects,   as   the   body’s   differentiated   

capacity   to   act   and   be   acted   upon,   emerges   from   the   logics   of   power.   They   express   

specific   relational   configurations   to   “things,   people,   ideas,   sensations,   relations,   

activities,   ambitions,   institutions,   and   any   number   of   other   things,   including   other   affects”   

(Sedgwick   2003:   19).   Inspired   by   Kathleen   Stewart’s   understanding   of   ordinary   affects   as   

“the   stuff   seemingly   intimate   lives   are   made   of,”   I   pursued   affects   as   “animate   circuits   

that   conduct   force”   towards   “a   contact   zone   where   the   over   determinations   of   

circulations,   events,   conditions,   technologies   and   flows   of   power   literally   take   place”   

(Stewart   2007:   3).   Beginning   with   senses   of   loss,   grief   and   healing   among   families   within   

their   homes,   I   engaged   affective   intensities   that   are   both   individual   and   collective,   

simultaneously   situated   and   decentralized,   resonating   through   the   experiential   

dimensions   of   ‘the   opioid   epidemic.’   I   also   documented   scenes   of   local   first   responders   

and   public   health   outreach   teams   developing   capacities   ‘to   act’   in   response   to   the   

intensities   of   the   epidemic   ‘acting   upon’   so   many   people   in   their   community.   Through   my   

practice,   I   tried   to   build   connections   from   these   local   micropolitical   spaces   to   some   

macro-structural   forces   at   the   global   level.   

Working   with   this   theoretical   body   of   work,   my   research   practice   developed   to   

identify   and   document    heterogeneous   affective   resonances    between   my   three   fieldwork   
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locations   in   Massachusetts,   Tasmania,   and   the   US-Mexico   border.   I   am   concerned   with   

how   multiple   global   forces   flow   through   the   affective   register   and   resonate   in   the   

profoundly   intimate   and   embodied   overdose   scenes   in   Massachusetts.   My   purpose   was   to   

document   these   affective   resonances   to   explore   and   connect    particular    intensities   of   

power   in   specific   moments:   (a)   a   biopolitical   register   that   distinguishes   between   lives   

that   must   flourish   and   be   supported,   and   lives   that   can   be   abandoned   to   die   (i.e.   addicted   

people);   (b)   a   material   register   that   foregrounds   the   intimate   attachments   between   

human   producers   and   consumers   of   drugs   and   overdose   antidotes;   and   (c)   a   register   of   

mobility   within   which   both   licit   and   illicit   drugs   and   antidotes   circulate.   My   visual   project   

represents   ways   these   registers   affectively   connect,   and   how   they   intensify   in   acute   

scenes   of   emergency   overdose   encounters   in   Massachusetts.     

The   overdose   scene   in   the   film   is   the   climax   of   the   whole   project.   I   used   this   

scene   as   a   way   to   think   through   how   global   trajectories   throw   themselves   together   in   “a   

moment   as   an   event   and   a   sensation;   something   both   animated   and   inhabitable”   (Stewart   

2007:   1).   The   overdosing   victim   and   the   emergency   response   to   the   overdose   create   a   

contingent   affective   atmosphere   ‘enveloping’   the   people,   things,   space,   and   the   site   itself   

for   a   brief   moment   in   time.   While   ‘affective   atmosphere’   is   a   term   that   often   escapes   

definitional   parameters,   affect   scholar   Ben   Anderson   proposes   that   they   are   “emergent   

properties   of   an   ensemble   of   diverse   elements   that   hold   together,   if   only   for   a   finite   

period”   (Anderson   2014:   137).   Filming   as   a   practice   therefore   was   an   attempt   to   “attune”   

to   an   atmosphere’s   “temporal   and   spatial   boundaries”   while   speculating   on   the   forces   

that   make   possible   how   those   diverse   groupings   of   people   and   things   come   together   and   

intersect.   In   his   monograph    Atmospheric   Things    (2018)     Derek   McCormack   reminds   us   

that   “thinking   about   and   with   atmospheres   requires   us   to   develop   a   conceptual   
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vocabulary   for   distinctive   kinds   of   materialist   accounts   of   spacetimes,   while   also   drawing  

our   attention   to   how   these   spacetimes   become   the   focus   of   intervention,   action,   and   

experiment”   (McCormack   2018:   7).   Building   on   these   ideas   of   affective   atmospheres,   I   

shot   overdose   emergencies   to   examine   the   forms   of   biopower   and   governmentality   first   

responders   embody   and   practice   to   revive   the   overdose   victims   and   the   very   materiality   

that   comprises   an   overdose   emergency   scene.   The   encounter   makes   visible   multiple   

material   threads   to   tug   and   follow   back   to   globally   situated   origin   points.   While   there   are   

many   possibilities   here   (e.g.   fentanyl   production   in   chemical   labs   in   China;   “Dark   Web”   

illicit   drug   markets;   illicit   fentanyl   shipments   arriving   via   the   US   postal   service;   supply   

chain   circulation   on   airline   and   ship   freight   cargo),   I   ultimately   chose   to   pursue   two   

particular   origin   points   and   trajectories   into   the   overdose   scene   in   Massachusetts:   a)   

heroin   and   IMF   trafficking   hidden   within   legal   cross-border   trade   circulations   at   the   

largest   port   of   entry   on   the   US-Mexico   border;   and   (b)   naloxone   production   beginning   in   

legal   poppy   cultivation   in   Tasmania,   Australia.   I   chose   these   stories   precisely   because   

they   are   less   visualized   and   understood   in   relation   to   global   drug   trafficking:   the   illicit   

drug   trade   operates   within   mundane   legal   trade   at   the   US-Mexico   border   (among   many   

other   global   locations)   and   the   Tasmanian   poppy   is   also   a   critical   object   for   public   health  

responses   to   addiction,   rather   than   a   source   for   addiction.   This   is   a   small,   interpretive   

representation   of   just   one   of   multiple   local,   global   entanglements   constituting   the   US   

opioid   epidemic.     

I   am   making   an   original,   empirical   contribution   to   theoretical   knowledge   by   

showing   how   distinct   transversal   global   trajectories   feed   into   a   distant   epidemic   of   drug   

overdose   deaths   in   a   practice-based   dissertation.   Affect   theory   offered   a   particularly   

inspiring   path   to   formulate   a   practice   research   paradigm   designed   to   pick   up   bits   of   the   
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“varied,   surging,   capacities   to   affect   and   to   be   affected   that   give   everyday   life   the   quality   

of   a   continual   motion   of   relations,   scenes,   contingencies,   emotions”   (Stewart   2007:   4)   –   

the   very   atmosphere   that   constitutes   what   we   refer   to   as   ‘the   opioid   epidemic.’   While   it   

was   not   my   intention   to   present   a   complete   picture   of   the   epidemic   (that   is   impossible),   I   

filmed   aspects   of   the   crisis   to   think   through   the   following   theoretical   inquiries:     

1) What   is   actually   happening   in   these   repeated   scenes   of   intensity   when   

firefighters   administer   naloxone   to   an   overdosing   drug   user?   What   forces,   

materials,   and   relations   underscore   these   scenes?   How   have   these   scenes   

come   to   be,   over   and   over   again?   

2) Central   to   these   overdose   scenes   is   the   body   of   the   user   and   the   human   and   

non-human   forms   of   intervention   enacted   upon   it.   How   does   this   embodiment   

produce   new   bio-political   arrangements   that   ultimately   decide   who   lives   and   

who   dies?   Who   is   worth   saving   and   who   is   not?     

3) How   are   these   biopolitical   arrangements   constituted   by   “intra-active”   

entanglements   between   humans   (e.g.   first   responders;   drug   users;   lay   

persons)   and   non-human   forces   (e.g.   opioids,   naloxone,   technologies   of   

resuscitation,   needles)?   How   do   those   entanglements   breach   the   limits   of   

the   physical   body,   and   force   us   to   think   more   about   the   affective   register   and   

its   various   trajectories?     

4) How   can   we   understand   the   circulation   of   drugs   within   that   affective   register   

in   ways   that   exceed   the   human   body   and   expose    global    circuits   of   affect,   

infrastructure,   circulation   and   power?   What   are   the   global   origin   points   and   
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infrastructural   circuits   that   licit   and   illicit   drugs   travel   through   to   create   (a)   

the   affective   atmosphere   of   the   local   overdose   epidemic;   and   (b)   the   affective   

intensity   of   the   overdose   scene   itself?     

5) How   can   I   make   viewers    experience    the   affective   dimensions   of   both   the   

overdose   scene   in   the   US   and   its   many   traumatic   aftermaths,   and   the   global   

forces   that   constitute   the   drug   trade?   How   can   I   show   audiences   how   these   

global   forces   disrupt   the   intimate   bonds   of   home,   family   and   community?     

This   theoretical   framework   is   designed   to   help   make   sense   of   how   new   

formations   of   biopolitics   in   Massachusetts   are   ultimately   entangled   with   global   material   

trajectories   and   mobile   circulations.   It   is   impossible   to   see   this   drug   epidemic    only    in   an   

atomized   biopolitical   paradigm   that   isolates   the   bodies   of   drug   addicts,   first   responders,   

or   public   health   agents   in   Massachusetts.   Nor,   however,   is   it   productive   to   just   focus   on   

the   contours   of   global   material   flows   without   showing   how   they   flow   into   and   

meaningfully   transform   local   biopolitical   arrangements.   And   above   all,   I   cannot   represent   

these   global   trajectories   in   an   audio-visual   format   separate   from   their   affective   

resonances   in   the   scenes   and   aftermaths   of   opioid   overdoses.   I   made   visible   some   of   the   

ways   the   human   and   non-human   forces   emerging   from   the   diverse   life-worlds   of   

US-Mexico   commercial   trade   infrastructure   and   Tasmanian   poppy   farming   ‘stick’   together   

in   the   episode   of   the   drug   overdose   encounter   in   Massachusetts.   This   re-framing   contests   

the   mainstream   assumptions   of   IR   that   the   world   can   only   be   known   and   understood   in   

statist   terms   or   through   immutable   levels   of   analysis   –   precisely   the   frames   that   are   

seeking   causality,   responsibility   and   solutions.   To   explain   the   political   significance   of   my   

decision   to   visually   explore   the   affective   global/local   entanglements   of   the   opioid   
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epidemic,   I   first   lay   out   my   specific   use   of   Foucault’s   concepts   of   biopower,   biopolitics   

and   governmentality.   These   are   useful   conceptual   frames   to   show   how   the   first   

responders   and   public   health   workers   are   operating   on   uneven   biopolitical   terrain   in   

Massachusetts   as   they   are   suddenly   charged   with   ‘making’   live   and   ‘letting’   die.   Secondly,   

I   trace   the   material   aspects   of   local   biopolitics   through   assemblage   thinking   and   new   

materialism   to   discuss   what   it   means   to   follow   material   forces   into   some   of   their   global   

networks   in   Tasmania   and   the   US-Mexico   border.   I   conclude   with   a   critical   reflection   on   

how   this   theoretical   framework   actually   (unintentionally)   mirrors   biopower   operating   on   a   

global   scale   determining   which   global   populations   deserve   to   be   seen,   heard   and   

empathized   with   and   others   who   are   negated,   abandoned   and   marginalised.     

Developing   Counter-Conducts   to   Biopower   &   Biopolitics   

Attuning   to   an   affective   register   to   make   visible   “contact   zones”   where   flows   of   

power   literally   “act”   on   bodies   helped   bring   into   view   the   structural   forces,   beyond   the   

drugs   themselves,   that   led   to   such   a   devastating   overdose   crisis   in   Massachusetts.   My   

understanding   is   as   follows:   it   is   not    only    the   unregulated,   more   potent   and   thus   more   

lethal   materiality   of   the   opiates   that   are   causing   more   people   to   overdose   and   die   in   larger   

numbers.   Rather,   the   crisis   has   also   morphed   into   its   current   form   because   the   drugs   are   

consumed   by   people   whose   bodies   are   targets   of   a   powerful,   influential   prohibitionist   

war-on-drugs   regime   that   seeks   to   condemn,   expel   and   discard   bodies   that   are   addicted   

to   drugs.   Ken   Washburn   is   the   co-founder   of   the   local   GRASP   chapter   on   the   North   Shore   

of   Massachusetts   and   is   a   parent   featured   in   the   film.   In   2008,   he   lost   his   24   year   old   son   

Casey   to   a   heroin   overdose.   Casey   started   snorting   OxyContin   recreationally   in   his   second   

year   of   high   school   and   eventually   became   addicted   to   heroin   which   he   struggled   with   
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until   his   death.   Ken’s   testimony   illustrates   my   larger   point   about   how   this   crisis   

envelopes   people   not   just   experiencing   loved   ones   transformed   by   drug   addiction,   but   also   

people   addicted   to   drugs   who   are   subjected   to   powers   that   condemn   them   to   a   kind   of   

living   death:     

        [Casey]   must   have   been   in   every   detox   in   the   state,   and   every   half   way   house   
and   every   time   he’d   be   taken   away,   our   hopes   would   increase.   And   of   course   
through   all   this,   he   was   arrested   once   or   twice,   spent   some   time   in   jail.   He   
had   a   probation   officer.   Every   time   he’d   step   out   of   line,   the   probation   officers   
would   grab   him   and   haul   him   into   court.   I   can’t   tell   you   how   much   time   I’ve   
spent   in   Lynn   and   Salem   courts.   They’d   haul   him   in   there,   of   course   for   either   
possession,   and   once   or   twice   for   minor   theft.   Like   a   carton   of   cigarettes   he   
was   caught   with.   Somehow   the   cops   would   stop   him   in   the   car   and   they’d   
figure   out   he   was   an   addict   and   there   were   a   couple   of   warrants   out   for   all   
this   petty   stuff.   I   say   petty   because   what   would   the   judge   do?   Ok   let’s   throw   
him   in   jail.   Looking   back   what   they   did   was   take   a   person   who   was   sick   and   
had   a   real   problem   and   instead   of   giving   him   medical   treatment,   they   put   him   
in   jail.   And   what   would   he   do?   He   would   be   among   50   other   addicts.   He’d   
come   out   of   there   and   he’d   have   more   contacts   about   where   to   get   his   drugs   
than   when   he   went   in.   It   was   all   a   big   joke.   I   got   into   an   argument   with   a   
judge   one   time   over   in   Lynn.   He   was   of   course   “Mr.   Tough   Guy”   but   he   had   no   
clue   about   addiction   and   how   to   treat   this   and   neither   did   the   parole   officers   
or   anyone   else.   The   question   was   how   did   it   affect   our   family?   I   mean   
everyday   our   hearts   were   in   our   throats   (K   Washburn   2017,   personal   
interview,   4   April).   

  
This   quote   powerfully   demonstrates   a   parent   expressing   not   only   grief   over   how   his   son   

became   addicted   to   opiates   which   impacted   his   health   and   wellbeing,   but   also   anger   at   

Casey’s   experiences   with   the   state’s   preferred    modus   operandi    of   criminalizing   addicted   

bodies   which   further   escalated   his   addictions.   Of   course,   people   are   experiencing   opiates   

as   ‘lively   intra-active   matter’   (Barad   2007)   causing   addiction   and   overdose   deaths.   But   in   

the   affective   register   of   the   opioid   crisis,   we   cannot   sense   the   materiality   of   drugs   and   its   

effects   on   bodies   separate   from   the   forms   of   power   that   regulate,   control,   intervene   in,   

coerce   and   abandon   the   bodies   overdosing   on   opiates.   This   is   where   Michel   Foucault’s   
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theories   on   biopower   and   governmentality   reveal   themselves   to   be   helpful   ways   to   

examine   the   logics   of   power   underscoring   the   affective   forces   visually   explored   in   the   film.   

  

FIG.   4:   Ken   Washburn   from    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    (2018)   

Biopower   according   to   Foucault   is   the   social   field   of   power   and   resistance   in   

which   the   vital   aspects   of   human   life   are   intervened   upon   to   regulate   the   population.   In   

his   later   lectures    The   History   of   Sexuality ,    Society   Must   Be   Defended   (1975-1976)    and   

The   Birth   of   Biopolitics   (1978-1979) ,   he   traces   how   liberalism   as   a   principle   and   method   

for   Western   societies   evolved   to   take   on   life-administering   powers   that   cultivate,   

support,   monitor,   and   maximize   lives   under   its   authority.   Evolving   from   the   sovereign   

paradigm   of   “kill   or   let   live,”   Western   governments   seized   “the   power   to   foster   life   or   

disallow   it   to   the   point   of   death,”   or   “the   right   to   ‘make’   live   and   ‘let’   die”   (Foucault   1990:   

138).   One   arm   of   biopower   focuses   on   anatamo-politics   of   an   individual   human   body,   

seeking   to   optimize   its   abilities   and   integrate   it   into   a   thriving,   healthy   populace.   The   

second   arm   of   biopower   is   one   of   regulatory   mechanisms,   a   biopolitics   of   the   population,   

developing   regimes   of   authority   that   treat   human   bodies   as   a   collective   species   imbued   

with   mechanisms   central   to   life   and   living,   including   birth,   sexuality,   mortality,   and   

longevity   (Rabinow   &   Rose   2006:   196).   So   as   biopower   targets   and   intervenes   in   

individual   bodies   in   order   to   control   and   manage   the   populace,   affect   determines   the   

“structures   of   feeling”   which   are   key   to   shaping   individual   subjectivities   but   are   also   
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polyvalent   in   how   it   governs   the   behaviors   of   populations   (Anderson   2014).   As   affect   

theorist   John   Protevi   explains   in    Political   Affect :     

All   bio-social-political   events   enfold   all   levels   of   political   physiology,   as   a   concrete   
encounter   occurs   in   a   short-term   social   context   between   embodied   subjects   
formed   by   long-term   social   and   developmental   processes   encoded   in   social   
custom   and   (today)   increasingly   regulated   directly   and   indirectly   by   process   of   
governmentality   and   biopower   (Protevi   2009:   xvii).     

  
Biopower,   as   a   mode   of   power   that   aims   to   control   and   regularize   bodies   is   a   

transtemporal   force   shaping   corporeal,   embodied   experiences   in   the   affective   register   

that   structures   how   people   are   supposed   to   feel,   see   and   respond   to   drugs   as   objects,   

and   to   the   bodies   addicted   to   drugs.   It   is   a   field   of   forces   occurring   “ before    and    alongside   

the   formation   of   subjectivity,    across    human   and   non-human   materialities,   and    in-between   

subject/object   distinctions”   (Anderson   2009:   78).   But   in   thinking   through   the   

transtemporal   formations   of   biopower   specifically   through   the   trajectory   of   the   opioid   

epidemic,   my   documentary   practice   reveals   how   direct   subjective   experiences   of   coercive   

forms   of   biopower   in   relation   to   drug   use   have   spawned   localized,   community-based   

counter-forms   of   biopolitics   which   try   to   ‘make’   those   who   are   abandoned   and   left   to   die,   

live.   According   to   Foucault   resistance   to   dominant   modes   of   biopower   emerge   from   and   

are   shaped   by   existing   power   relations:   “Power   is   exercised   only   over   free   subjects   and   

only   insofar   as   they   are   free...   power   and   freedom’s   refusal   to   submit   cannot,   therefore,   be   

separated”   (Foucault   1982:   790).   Life   and   death   itself   become   the   germs   for   

countervailing   forms   of   biopolitics   that   resist,   contest   and   counter-act   dominant   

biopolitical   discourses   determining   who   to   make   live   and   who   to   let   die.     

Biopolitics   refers   to   the   production   and   circulation   of   biopower   through    dispositifs   

(apparatuses),    or   collections   of   attitudes,   regulations   and   material   arrangements   

developed   to   manage   populations   around   distinct   areas   (e.g.   sexuality,   race,   productivity,   
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health,   mortality,   fertility,   etc).   The   bio-politics   of   substance   abuse   presently   “include   a   

wide   range   of   laws,   medical   interventions,   social   institutions,   ideologies,   and   structures   

of   feeling”(Bourgois   2000:   167)   that   govern   relations   between   people   and   psychoactive  

substances   (Vrecko   2016;   Ong   1995).   An   individual   body   is   pursued   as   a    target    for   

disciplinary   regimes   (i.e.   the   criminalization   of   addicted   bodies   by   law   enforcement),   an   

object   of   knowledge    for   experts   to   justify   their   own   political   authority   (i.e.   medical   

pathologies   of   addiction   as   disease),   and   a    matter   of   concern    through   which   subjects   

learn   to   self-govern   and   self-discipline   (i.e   “Just   say   NO   to   drugs!”   social   campaigns).   

These   are   the   techniques,   strategies   and   mechanisms   that   subject   and   govern   an   

individual   body   as   a   unit   of   a   population   through   a   set   of   disciplines   designed   to   normalize   

bodies   and   regulate   instincts   to   seek   pleasure   –   including   the   instinct   to   consume   drugs   

for   recreation   and   pleasure.   Many   scholars   have   used   Foucault’s   theories   on   biopolitics   to   

critique   coercive   rehabilitative   techniques   which   weaponize   a   disciplinary   power   /   medical   

knowledge   nexus   to   target   drug   users   as   unhealthy,   unproductive   criminal   subjects   prime   

for   medical   and   legal   intervention   (Rasmussen   2011;   Bourgois   2000;   Bergschmidt   2004).   

These   accounts   provide   specific   knowledge   about   how   public   health   and   productivity   

dispositifs   discipline   drug   using   bodies   in   ways   that   often   drive   people   into   deeper   states   

of   addiction,   disease   and   destitution.   The   biopolitics   of   substance   abuse   tries   to   ‘make’   

drug   users   live   as   productive,   flourishing   beings   according   to   the   reductive   logics   of   its   

own   authority   and   generalized   standards   of   health.   But   the   disciplinary   systems   

effectively   “let”   drug   users   die   through   modes   of   governance   that   stigmatise,   marginalise   

and   ultimately   abandon   drug   using   bodies.     

Direct   subjective   experiences   with   the   perverse   and   contradictory   ways   biopower   

operates   in   relationship   to   substance   abuse   opens   up   ground   to   see   how   people   can   
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utilize   materialities   to   resist,   contest   or   counter-act   dominant   biopolitical   practices   that   

abandon   addicted   people   to   death.   Central   to   this   counter-conduct   is   the   anti-overdose   

drug   naloxone.   One   of   the   main   characters   in   the   film   is   Gary   Langis,   a   former   opiate   user,   

harm   reduction   activist   and   public   health   advocate.   He   decided   to   pursue   civil   

disobedience   including   developing   an   underground   needle   exchange   followed   by   an   illegal   

naloxone   distribution   network   to   protect   some   of   his   friends   and   family   members   

struggling   with   drug   use.   He   describes   how   and   why   he   began   his   underground   activities   

during   the   AIDS   epidemic   in   the   mid   to   late   1980s:   

             I   saw   a   lot   of   my   friends   becoming   HIV   positive,   a   lot   of   them   dying   really   fast.   In   
1986,   my   wife   contracted   HIV   through   sharing   needles   and   died   from   AIDS.   A   little   
bit   after   that   I   was   introduced   to   a   doc[tor]   at   the   old   Boston   Medical   Center   in   
Boston   and   we   started   talking   about   the   network   of   folks   I   hung   around   with.   He   
started   giving   me   syringes   to   give   to   some   of   these   friends   of   mine.   The   more   
friends   I   encountered   who   were   battling   with   their   opioid   use   and   their   drug   use,   I   
realized   I   had   to   do   something.   I   didn’t   know   what   it   was   but   I   met   a   few   folks   in   
Lynn,   Massachusetts.   We   started   to   do   some   HIV   prevention   work,   condoms   and   
syringe   injection   equipment.   [We   were]   providing   it   to   drug   users.   That   was   on   a   
volunteer   basis,   you   know.   I   did   that   for   a   while   and   the   more   I   got   involved   in   it,   the   
more   I   worked   closely   with   people   [who   were]   HIV   positive.   First   it   was   providing   
some   prevention   services   and   then   it   was   like   I   was   caring   a   lot   of   my   friends.   Like   
I’d   go   up   and   visit   them   at   the   hospice   where   they   were   at   the   time.   That’s   where   
you’d   end   up   at   the   end   [of   AIDS].   You   go   to   the   hospice.   So   I   started   with   advocacy   
work   around   HIV   prevention.   But   what   I   watched   over   the   years   is   that   HIV   infection   
among   injection   drug   users,   people   who   use   drugs   in   Massachusetts   were   going   
down   because   of   syringe   access   and   because   of   some   of   the   prevention   programs   
they   were   engaged   in...   I   thought   it   was   all   about   [preventing]   HIV   and   AIDS,   but   it   
really   wasn’t.   The   folks   I   was   working   with   were   drug   users,   prostitutes   and   
homeless   folks   and   I   loved   them.   That’s   one   of   the   core   values   of   harm   reduction   is   
the   compassion   and   the   love   for   the   folks   that   are   battling   out   there   every   single   
day   just   to   survive   (G   Langis   2017,   personal   interview,   3   January).   

  
Harm   reduction   activists   like   Gary   developed   a   “resistance   culture,”   a   counter   biopolitical   

ethos   that   emerged   out   of   his   personal   affective   experiences   of   suffering,   loss   and   grief   

at   the   hands   of   dominant   modes   of   biopolitics   that   denied   basic   materials   and   resources   

to   help   protect   his   loved   ones   from   disease.   In   2001,   he   was   charged   and   put   on   trial   for   

illegal   distribution   of   syringes.   The   jury   found   him   not   guilty   due   to   the   demonstrated   value   
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of   his   needle   exchange   activism   in   helping   prevent   the   spread   of   infectious   diseases   

since   the   AIDS   epidemic.   Between   2000-2007,   Gary   also   helped   develop   an   underground   

naloxone   distribution   network   in   partnership   with   the   New   England   Prevention   Alliance   

(NEPA),   a   group   of   harm   reduction   volunteer   activists,   who   provided   and   trained   people   

living   in   homeless   tent   camps   on   how   to   administer   intramuscular   naloxone   to   overdose   

victims   and   record   data   about   overdose   reversals.   Public   health   administrators,   policy   

makers   and   law   enforcement   organizations   in   Massachusetts   attacked   NEPA’s   activities   

during   these   years   by   questioning   the   effectiveness   of   naloxone   in   the   hands   of   lay   

witnesses   and   drug-using   peers,   and   most   controversially,   suggesting   that   the   removal   of   

the   ‘deterrent   effect   of   overdose’   (i.e   death)   would   actually   encourage   more   opioid   use   

(Lenton   &   Hargreaves:   2000;   Strang   et   al.   1996;   Darke   and   Hall   1997;   Farrugia   et   al.   

2017;   Burris   et   al.   2001).     As   the   crisis   escalated   into   epidemic   levels   and   as   NEPA’s   

underground   data   operation   provided   the   evidence   that   overdose   education   and   naloxone   

distribution   prevented   deaths,   the   Massachusetts   Department   of   Public   Health   finally   

incorporated   NEPA’s   program   and   established   the   Overdose   Education   and   Naloxone   

Distribution   (OEND)   program   in   2005.   Gary’s   harm   reduction   resistance   activities   helped   

‘make’   drug   users   live   free   from   disease   and   overdose   amid   dominant   biopolitical   forces   

hoping   to   ‘let’   drug   users   die.     

Governmentality:   Performing   Making   Live   and   Letting   Die   

Examining   how   biopolitical   practices   work   to   divide   populations   into   those   

capable   of   thriving   (i.e.   those   who   engage   in   ‘healthy’   activities),   and   those   to   be   

abandoned   (i.e.   those   who   engage   in   ‘unhealthy’   activities)   necessarily   brings   us   to   the   
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question   of   how   those   populations   are   governed,   and   how   the   boundaries   between   them   

are   policed.   Foucault’s   conception   of   governmentality   refers   to:   

the   ensemble   formed   by   institutions,   procedures,   analyses   and   reflections,   
calculations,   and   tactics   that   allow   the   exercise   of   this   very   specific,   albeit   
very   complex,   power   that   has   the   population   as   its   target,   political   
economy   as   its   major   form   of   knowledge,   and   apparatuses   of   security   as   its   
essential   technological   instrument   (Foucault   2003:   108).   

Governmentality   is   “the   conduct   of   conduct”   which   encompasses   practices   and   

technologies   of   domination   that   pertain   to   “governing   the   self”   and   to   “governing   others.”   

Counter-conduct   is   the   “sense   of   struggle   against   the   processes   implemented   for   

conducting   others”   (Foucault   2007:   201).   But   governmentality   is   not   simply   just   “what   

governments   do”;   rather,   it   is   how   the   government   adjusts   and   rationalizes   “its   way   of   

doing   things   by   taking   as   it   objective   the   bringing   into   being   of   what   the   state   should   be”   

(Foucault   2008:   4)   as   it   directs   resources   while   determining   who   to   make   live   and   who   to   

let   die   (Lemke   et   al.   2011).   My   research   practice   opened   up   original,   local   insight   on   a   

community-based   formation   of   governmentality   that   operates   on   shifting,   uneven   terrain   

as   it   performs   the   janus-faced   activities   of   ‘making’   live   and   ‘letting’   die   in   relation   to   the   

opioid   epidemic.   Focusing   specifically   on   the   materialities   of   heroin   and   IMF   circulations   

which   are   causing   a   dramatic   rise   in   overdoses,   as   well   as   naloxone   which   has   emerged   

as   a   vital   local   public   health   tool   to   prevent   overdose   deaths   helped   me   understand   

governmentality   in   a   community   setting.   In   the   circulation   of   these   specific   materialities,   

I   discerned   both   a   powerful   formation   of   counter-conduct   (i.e.   activities   that   resist   

dominant   formations   of   biopolitical   governmentality),   as   well   as   a   tendency   for   this   

counter-conduct   to   be   assimilated   into   new   forms   of   local   governmentality   responsive   to   

the   crisis.      
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To   explore   these   questions,   I   followed   and   filmed   with   the   Revere   Fire   

Department,   which   is   the   first   fire   department   in   the   country   to   carry   naloxone   to   medical   

emergencies,   and   the   newly   formed   Revere   Substance   Use   Disorder   Initiative   (SUDI)   

established   in   2016.   My   objective   was   to   document   how   first   responders,   public   health   

advocates   and   an   outreach   team   made   up   of   people   in   recovery   from   drug   use,   are   

administering   and   distributing   naloxone   in   response   to   deadly   heroin   and   IMF   circulations.   

These   activities   constitute   a   local   public   health   initiative:   a   widespread   effort   to   

intervene   with   naloxone   in   an   effort   to   save   the   lives   of   drug   users.   It   is   an   expression   of   

biopolitics   that   enrols   not   only   state   agents   (i.e.   first   responders),   but   also   other   drug   

users,   families,   lay   persons,   etc.   While   Revere   Fire   and   SUDI   are   trying   to   build   a   

sustainable   outreach   program   to   reach   people   struggling   with   their   drug   use   to   help   

‘make’   them   live,   there   is   also   a   strong   sense   among   the   team   that   they   are   shouldering   

harmful   consequences   of   national   drug   policy   which   impedes   their   local   efforts.   Gary   who   

now   does   outreach   on   Tuesday   nights   with   SUDI   describes:     

On   a   local   level   we   really   don’t   dictate   national   drug   policy.   So   our   state   and   
city   are   responding   to   the   national   laws.   The   feds   make   these   fucking   
regulations   and   laws   and   we   have   to   abide   by   them   so   it’s   really   hard   for   a   
community.   Honestly   what   we   are   doing   [at   Revere   SUDI]   is   like   patch   work.   
We’re   doing   patchwork.   Because   the   thing   that   needs   to   change   is   the   drug   
policy   in   the   country   and   that’s   a   long   ways   down   the   road.   Honestly,   that’s   
what   we   are   stuck   doing,   trying   to   address   the   problem   right   now.   We’re   stuck   
trying   to   put   like   band-aids   on   it.   Like   if   we   had   more   national   leadership   from   
the   Feds,   you   know   what,   we   would’ve   done   a   lot   better.   People   in   harm   
reduction   were   seeing   this   happening.   I   mean   I   saw   it.   All   we   are   doing   is   
squeezing   the   balloon   by   cracking   down   on   prescription   medications.   We   are   
just   squeezing   the   balloon.   Because   people   who   are   truly   addicted   to   opioids   
are   not   going   to   just   say   “Oh   well   they   stopped   making   perc[ocet]   30s   or   
OxyContin   so   I   am   not   going   to   use   anymore.”   No   they   are   going   to   go   to   other   
sources.   And   they   have   to   settle   for   whatever   they   can   get   right   now.   The   drug   
using   population   is   settling   for   fentanyl.   They   are   settling   for   it.   Do   they   want   
it?   No.   But   if   there   is   no   pharmaceutical   and   no   heroin   available,   they   are   going   
to   use   is   it.   This   is   really   the   drug   policy   in   this   country.   We   are   screwed   (G   
Langis   2017,   personal   interview,   3   January).   
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What   Gary   reveals   here   (and   what   is   confirmed   by   academic   studies)   (Ciccarone   2017;   

Beletsky   &   Davis   2017 )    is   that   the   rise   of   heroin   and   IMF   circulations    is   a   direct   result   of   

biopolitical   modes   of   governmentality   that   pursued   supply   side   interventions   beginning   in   

2010   to   contain   the   abuse   of   opioid   prescription   medications   such   as   OxyContin   

(OxyCodone)   Percocet   (Oxycodone   +   acetaminophen)   and   Vicodin   (Hydrocodone).   As   

medical   experts   and   law   enforcement   agencies   enacted   measures   to   reduce   the   

availability   of   prescription   pain   medications   circulating   through   pharmaceutical   

distribution   channels,   they   did   not   balance   these   interventions   with   additional   

infrastructures   that   could   engage,   retain   and   provide   care   for   people   addicted   to   these   

prescription   opioids   (Beletsky   &   Davis   2017;   Kertesz   &   Gordon   2018).   Opioid   dependence   

and   addiction   does   not   cease   with   less   access   to   legally   manufactured   opioids,   which   

means   that   many   users   predictably   turned   towards   black   market   heroin   and   illicit   

synthetic   opioids   –   the   contents,   quality   and   dosages   of   which   are   unregulated.   The     risks   

of   supply   side   interventions   to   the   health   of   people   who   use   drugs   was   not   just   

foreseeable,   but   an   actual   national   policy-making   strategy   (Beletsky   &   Davis   2017).   

Pennsylvania’s   former   Physician   General   remarked,   “We   knew   that   [drug   user   transition   to   

the   black   market]   was   going   to   be   an   issue,   that   we   were   going   to   push   addicts   in   a   

direction   that   was   going   to   be   more   deadly.   But…you   have   to   start   somewhere...“   (Vaughn   

2017;   Beletsky   &   Davis   2017).     This   type   of   thinking   is   emblematic   of   the   prevailing   

biopolitical   dispositif   surrounding   substance   abuse   which   encourages   decisive   action   

among   politicians,   medical   experts,   public   health   administrators   and   law   enforcement   to   

intervene   into   the   supply   side   to   control   addiction.   The   underlying   belief   here   is   that   

controlling   the   supply   of   drugs   is   more   important   than   reducing   real   harm   to   drug   users,   

families   and   communities.   In   the   ballooning   crisis   that   emerged   when   prescription   drugs   
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were   withdrawn   and   users   were   driven   into   the   black   market,   naloxone   emerged   as   a   

critical   object   for   a   growing   local   public   health   initiative.   What   Gary   explains   here   is   that   

biopower   is   unevenly   distributed   between   state   forces   and   on-the-ground   first   responders   

and   activists   so   that   counter-conducts   to   a   more   powerful   form   of   governmentality   

amounts   only   to   “patch   work”   within   a   growing   crisis.   

  Naloxone   is   a   first,   tentative   step   in   pushing   back   against   that   dominant   

dispositif   because   first   responders   and   activists   “make”   a   body   live   in   the   acute   

conditions   of   an   overdose.   Their   job   is   to   protect   the   life   at   stake   because   “a   dead   drug   

user   does   not   recover”   (G   Langis   2017,   personal   interview,   3   January).   My   film   illustrates   

naloxone   as   a   critical   life-saving   object   in   two   instances:   (a)   Engine   4   of   the   Revere   Fire   

Department   administering   to   a   patient   overdosing   behind   the   steering   wheel   in   a   car;   and   

(b)   the   Revere   SUDI   delivering   additional   naloxone   kits   to   people   who   have   overdosed,   to   

see   if   there   are   any   immediate   needs   that   must   be   met,   and   to   establish   an   ongoing   

rapport   with   a   person   who   may   be   in   the   pre-contemplative   stages   of   recovery.   Chief   Chris   

Bright   describes   what   led   to   Revere   Fire   becoming   the   first   fire   department   in   the   country   

in   2011   to   carry   naloxone   to   all   medical   calls:     

In   2011,   we   were   going   on   an   awful   lot   of   medical   calls,   overdose   calls,   where   
the   best   we   could   do   was   to   try   to   revive   someone   through   rescue   breathing,   
CPR,   stuff   like   that   which   weren’t   all   that   effective.   And   we’d   experience   
occasions   where   we’d   load   someone   for   transport   into   our   medical   response   
where   they   would   have   the   capacity   to   administer   Narcan.   And   to   see   how   a   
person   who   was   in   full   arrest   from   a   heroin   or   a   fentanyl   overdose,   you   could   
see   how   people   would   basically   come   back   to   life.   It   would   reverse   the   effects.   
They   would   start   breathing   and   they’d   be   ok.   If   they   did   not   get   that   Narcan   the   
chances   were   that   person   was   going   to   be   dead.   So,   once   we   kept   seeing   that   
happen   over   time,   [the   fire   department]   said   “boy   it   would   be   great   if   we   could   
carry   Narcan.”   Because   we   are   first   on   scene,   we   could   really   have   an   impact   in   
reversing   [overdoses]   and   reviving   people.   We   saw   the   effectiveness   of   
[Narcan]   (C   Bright   2018,   personal   interview,   15   August).   
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It   is   clear   that   the   experience   of   witnessing   someone   “basically   come   back   to   life”   to   

breathe,   sit-up   and   talk   within   moments   of   being   given   naloxone   has   an   important   

affective   impact.   The   regular   use   of   naloxone   by   first   responders   and   activists   is   

absolutely   central   to   the   forms   of   counter-conduct   pushing   back   against   the   dominant   

biopolitical   dispositif   seeking   to   abandon   drug   addicted   people   to   die.     

With   the   film,   I   represented   naloxone   as   a   critical   life-giving   object   that   has   an   

affective   force   beyond   the   acute   scene   of   an   emergency   overdose   –   a   force   that   is   a   form   

of   counter-conduct   producing   its   own   local   form   of   biopolitics   as   public   health   initiatives   

try   to   transfer   power   into   the   hands   of   drug   users,   their   peers,   and   families.   As   Eliza   

Wheeler,   a   harm   reduction   activist   who   directed   the   Cambridge   Needle   Exchange   in  

Massachusetts   for   many   years   while   developing   the   OEND   program   for   the   Massachusetts   

Department   of   Public   Health   describes:   

Naloxone   is   just   a   band-aid   and   it   is   the   thing   that   can   keep   people   alive   so   
that   they   have   a   chance   to   keep   trying   their   hand   at   life,   for   what   it's   worth.   I   
do   believe   there   is   more   to   distributing   naloxone   though   than   just   the   act   of   
reversing   an   overdose,   and   in   true   harm   reduction   programs,   it   is   about   
transferring   power   to   the   person   who   is   using   drugs,   giving   them   the   tools   to   
control   their   own   survival   and   that   of   their   friends   and   community.   There   is   a   
shift   there   that   is   important,   and   I   have   seen   with   my   own   eyes,   the   power   
that   action   has.   This   is   why   I   am   always   adamant   that   equipping   first   
responders   with   naloxone   is   fine   but   it's   not   an   actual   harm   reduction/public   
health   intervention,   it   is   first   aid.   The   harm   reduction   part   comes   in   the   
ongoing   relationship   building   and   the   engagement   with   people   who   are   using   
drugs   in   order   to   manifest   change   in   their   lives   over   time   (E   Wheeler   2018,   
personal   communication,   23   July).   

The   very   materiality   of   naloxone   works   to   prevent   the   death   of   a   drug   user   whose   body   is   

marginalized   and   abandoned   in   the   dominant   biopolitical   dispositif   for   substance   use   

disorders.   OEND   is   a   form   of   counter-conduct   reframing   this   paradigm   to   one   that   

acknowledges   that   drug   user   lives    do    have   intrinsic   value   and    are    deserving   of   medical   
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and   mental   health   care   to   help   them   recover   from   their   addictions   in   the   long   term.   As   

Gary,   a   former   opiate   user   himself   puts   it:     

[We   did]   Narcan   6   or   7   years   on   the   underground,   you   know   it   takes   a   lot   of   
time.   But   I’ve   seen   it   change   lives,   I   know   people   who   I’ve   worked   with   20-25   
years   ago   from   the   drug   user   community,   I   know   folks   that   are   walking   around   
today   drug   free,   hepatitis   free,   not   HIV   positive.   They   have   families   and   you   
know   there   might   be   still   some   folks   that   are   using.   But   the   outcome   is   about   
keeping   somebody   alive   so   they   have   the   opportunity   to   make   a   decision   (G   
Langis   2017,   personal   interview,   3   January).     

I   filmed   the   administering   and   distribution   of   naloxone   to   observe   the   crucial   

counter-conducts   that   are   enrolling   diverse   agents   such   as   first   responders,   public   health   

teams   and   drug   users   as   the   try   to   ‘make’   people   live.     As   Foucault   writes,   “Medicine   is   a   

power-knowledge   that   can   be   applied   to   both   the   body   and   the   population,   both   the   

organism   and   biological   process   and   it   therefore   has   both   disciplinary   effects   and   

regulatory   effects”   (Foucault   2003:   252).   OEND   as   “a   political   intervention   technique   with   

specific   effects”   is   a   powerful   counter-conduct   to   a   dominant   biopolitical   paradigm   that   

‘lets’   drug   users   perish.     

Revere   Fire   and   SUDI   are   working   with   the   life-saving   power   of   naloxone   to   try   to   

effect   change   locally,   but   they   are   caught   in   an   impossible   situation:   trying   to   save   the  

lives   of   users   with   naloxone   and   help   their   families,   while   at   the   same   time   being   

disciplined,   regulated   and   governed   by   wider   policy   decisions   and   political   forces   that   

seek   to   abandon   those   drug   users.   While   naloxone   saves   a   life   during   an   acute   scene   of   

an   emergency,   it   is   not   a   material   object   that   can   create   the   necessary   structural   

conditions   so   that   drug   users   do   have   an   easier   chance   at   surviving   IMF   circulation   and   

recovering   from   their   addictions.   Engaging   with   the   transformative   potential   of   naloxone   

allowed   me   to   observe   biopolitics   as   “making”   live   and   “letting”   die   not    only    as   a   
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disaggregated   binary   carried   out   through   separate   contradictory   activities,   but   “making”   

live   and   “letting”   die   as   a   mutually   constituted,   performative   activity   structuring   an   

affective   experience   within   a   local   community   as   it   responds   to   a   crisis.   The   first  

responders   and   public   health   workers   have   unavoidably   become   part   of   the   bureaucratic   

milieu:   they   consciously   try   to   make   people   struggling   with   addiction   live,   while   also   

necessarily   letting   them   die   because   they   do   not   have   all   the   resources   to   truly   help   

people   survive   the   circulation   of   IMF.   Eliza   Wheeler   summarizes   the   profound   sense   of   

exasperation   among   harm   reduction   advocates:   

[N]aloxone   is   not   the   answer   to   anything   in   isolation.   We   need   widespread   low   
threshold   access   to   MAT   [medically   assisted   treatment]   (esp   buprenorphine)   
that   is   not   coercive   and   that   actually   reduces   overdose   risk   and   allows   people   
to   improve   their   quality   of   life.   We   need   to   stop   investing   in   old   treatment   
methods   that   don't   work   and   kill   people.   We   need   to   stop   sectioning   people.   
We   need   to   stop   incarcerating   people,   we   need   to   decriminalize   drugs   and   
regulate   the   drug   supply.   And   while   we   are   working   to   abolish   prisons,   make   
sure   every   single   person   leaves   with   naloxone...   We   need   to   have   widespread   
drug   checking   services.   We   need   to   have   safer   consumption   spaces   for   folks   
who   are   homeless   and   injecting   and   using   in   public   in   unsafe   environments.   We   
need   drop-in   centers,   and   we   need   harm   reduction   based   housing   and   shelter.   
We   need   affordable   housing.   We   need   food,   water,   a   place   to   go   to   the   
bathroom,   socks.   We   need   more   mental   health   services   and   we   need   better  
medical   care   that   isn't   stigmatizing   and   alienating.   We   need   to   dismantle   
ineffective   public   health   departments   who   gate   keep   and   prevent   programs   
from   implementing   best   practices   and   who   care   more   about   NIMBYs   [Not   In   My   
Back   Yards]   and   politicians   than   the   actual   people   who   use   drugs   and   their   
families.   We   need   prescription   heroin.   We   need   so   many   things.   What   we   
DON'T   need   is   involuntary   treatment,   more   harsher   laws   that   lead   to   more   
incarceration,   more   beds   in   shitty   old   treatment   modalities,   hazmat   suits   for   
cops,   retractable   syringes,   PDMPs   [prescription   drug   monitoring   program],   
stupid   ad   campaigns   about   how   "one   pill   will   kill,"   drug   take-back   events,   
police   elevated   to   positions   of   expertise   and   authority   on   drugs   and   drug   use,   
phone   apps   to   find   people   with   narcan,   self-narcan-ing   devices,   "recovery   
coaches"   who   make   people   get   off   methadone,   investment   in   stigmatizing,   
ridiculous   interventions   that   do   nothing   but   continue   to   alienate   people   and   
cause   harm.   Among   other   things.   Basically,   most   things   we   are   investing   
in--we   don't   need   those   things   (E   Wheeler   2018,   Personal   Communication,   23   
July).   
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This   long   quote   exemplifies   how   few   resources   communities   truly   have   to   deal   with   the   

severity   of   the   epidemic   in   their   communities.   And   while   Massachusetts   has   been   at   the   

forefront   of   OEND,   it   is   only   currently   implemented   in   8%   of   US   counties   despite   the   fact   

that   72,000   people   in   the   US   died   from   overdoses   in   2017   (Wheeler   et   al.   2018).   My   

research   documents   a   potentially   transformative   practice   of   local   counter-conduct   with   

OEND   that   is   limited   by   an   even   more   powerful   form   of   dominant   biopolitical   

governmentality.   The   film   portrays   the   affective   resonances   of   first   responders   and   public   

health   activists   who   are   working   to   save   lives,   while   the   larger   biopolitical   formation   of   

governmentality   assimilates   these   counter-conducts   (by   incorporating   naloxone   into   the   

working   practices   of   first   responders)   while   still   abandoning   addicted   people   (by   not   

providing   equal   resources   for   long-term   addiction   recovery).   Revere   Fire   and   SUDI   are   

forced   to   continue   on   in   this   liminal   biopolitical   space,   helping   to   make   addicts   live   in   the   

short   term   by   administering   naloxone,   but   constrained   by   the   same   long-term   structural   

conditions   that   enable   addiction   and   the   opioid   epidemic   to   continue.     

  

FIG.   5:   Revere   Substance   Use   Disorder   Initiative   (SUDI)   Staff   in    Losing   A   Whole   Generation   
(2018)   
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Global   Materialities:   The   Force   and   The   Thing   

Filming   the   material   impacts   of   biopower   in   Massachusetts   influenced   how   I   

began   to   develop   the   next   stages   of   my   research   at   the   Laredo   port   of   entry   on   the   

US-Mexico   border   and   in   Tasmanian   poppy   fields.   I   became   intrigued   by   literature,   

particularly   among   new   materialist   scholars,   who   critique   the   anthropocentric   limitations   

of   Foucault’s   theories   (Barad   2007;   Rutherford   1999;   Braun   2008).Karen   Barad   argues  

that   Foucault’s   notion   of   biopower,   which   may   have   been   appropriate   to   examine   

eighteenth   and   nineteenth   century   practices,    fails   to   give   an   adequate   account   of   the   

complex   and   dynamic   relations   between   meaning   and   matter   for   contemporary   politics.   

She   contends   that   it   is   impossible   to   fully   engage   with   the   profound   productive   effects   of   

materiality   on   human   bodies   using   only   his   theoretical   lenses   since   he   delimits   his   

analysis   of   power   ‘to   the   limited   domain   of   the   “social”’   (2008:   138)   and   views     ‘matter   as   

an   end   product   rather   than   an   active   factor   in   further   materializations’   (2008:   138).   

Helpful   in   making   these   connections   are    Thomas   Lemke’s   ideas   about   a   ‘government   of   

things’   which   he   develops   from   Foucault’s   writing   to   more   adequately   understand   the   

complex   intra-actions   between   human   and   non-human   actors   for   contemporary   forms   of   

biopower.   His   work   helps    enlarge   Foucault’s   political   analysis   by   including   scientific   and   

technical   objects,   as   well   as   environmental   forces   and   medical   developments    to   examine   

“the   diverse   ways   in   which   the   boundaries   between   the   human   and   the   non-human   world   

are   negotiated,   enacted   and   stabilized”   (Lemke   2015:   3)   in   contemporary   biopolitics.    He   

lists   a   new   set   of   theoretical   and   empirical   questions   that   are   necessary   to   pursue   a   

more   expansive   relational   account   of   agency   and   ontology   of   the   material   world   in   our   

analyses   of   biopower:   
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How   is   the   political   collective   composed   and   who   (or   what)   is   recognized   as   a   
political   actor   (women,   blacks,   animals …)   (2008:   6)?   How   is   the   government   of   
non-humans   articulated   with   and   how   does   it   condition   the   government   of   
humans   ( Nimmo,   2008 )?   How   should   we   conceive   of   the   agential   properties   of   
human   and   non-human   bodies,   and   their   eventfulness   and   indeterminacy,   without   
resorting   to   concepts   like   ‘resistance’,   ‘resilience’   or   ‘recalcitrance’   that   seem   to   
reinscribe   passivity   or   rearticulate   the   opposition   of   activity   vs.   passivity   (see   
Braun   and   Whatmore,   2010b :   xx–xxii)?   (Lemke   2015:   16)   

My   findings   in   Massachusetts   required   me   to   seriously   consider   these   questions.   I   

observed   how   the   materialities   of   heroin/IMF   and   naloxone   intersect   in   the   individual   body   

of   a   user   to   produce   an   acute   affective   atmosphere   of   crisis   and   response.   To   me   it   was   

obvious:   an   overdose   scene   produces   visible   evidence   of   many   different   non-human   

entities   interacting   with   human   bodies   to   shape   outcomes   with   far-reaching   political   

consequences   extending   beyond   the   emergency   scene.   In   my   analysis,   the   overdose   crisis  

in   all   its   biopolitical   frames   cannot   be   understood   outside   of   its   central   material   

components.   Afterall,   there   is   no   opioid   overdose   without   opioids   and   there   is   no   ability   to   

reverse   an   opioid   overdose   without   naloxone.   Moreover,   these   intra-actions   between   

human   and   non-human   actors   are   also   not   spatially   limited   to   the   scene   of   the   overdose.   

My   next   task   was   to   show   how   local   biopolitical   practices   in   Massachusetts   are   

responsive   to,   and   transformed   by,   global   material   networks.   

While   working   through   these   theoretical   queries,   I   edited   multiple   rough   cuts   with   

the   footage   I   shot   in   Massachusetts   to   experiment   with   the   tone   and   structure   of   the   

project.   In   these   early   cuts,   the   overdose   emergency   emerged   as   the   central   dramatic   

scene   emblematic   of   the   material   interventions   within   Foucault’s   ‘make’   live   and   ‘let’   die   

paradigm   and   the   affective   implications   for   diverse   stakeholders   in   a   community.   I   started  

to   think   about   how   I   could   build   the   next   phases   of   my   research   in   relationship   to   this   

moment   on   screen.   The   three   most   prevalent   objects   in   the   overdose   scene   are   (a)   the   
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body   of   the   drug   user   which   is   literally   made   into   an   object   to   be   intervened   in;   (b)   the   

heroin/IMF   that   caused   the   overdose   in   the   first   place;   and   (c)   the   naloxone   used   to   

revive   the   overdosed   body.   A   body   overdosing   on   opioids   revived   via   naloxone   indicates   a   

profound   and   acute   “intra-action”   between   human   bodies   and   multiple   materials   which   

occurs   on   an   uneven   biopolitical   terrain.   To   think   through   how   I   could   visualize   this   

‘intra-action’   within   the   global   realm,   I   had   to   ask   some   very   foundational   pre-production   

questions:   Where   does   heroin   and   IMF   come   from?   How   and   where   is   naloxone   made?   Who   

are   some   of   the   people   that   manufacture,   transport,   and   distribute   these   drugs?   What   

geographies   do   the   drugs   traverse   to   arrive   in   Massachusetts?   How   could   I   find,   access   

and   follow   these   objects   and   infrastructures?   What   are   the   safety   concerns   and   what   

ethical   concerns   does   this   research   pose?   How   could   I   visualize   some   of   these   life-worlds   

and   connect   them   to   the   everyday   realities   of   the   overdose   epidemic   in   Massachusetts   in   

unexpected   ways?   Crucially,   I   learned   that   these   material   networks   were    global:    that   it   is   

possible   to   ‘follow   the   object’   to   find   out   how   localized   opioid   epidemic   is   globally   

constituted   (Walters   2014;   Bueger   2013;   Aradau   2010;   Salter   2015;   2016;   Coole   &   Frost   

2010).   

    

FIG.   6:   IMF   in    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    (2018)   

To   conceptualize   the   global/local   intersections   and   to   address   the   

human/non-human   entanglements   in   my   film   project,   I   could   not   remain   with   the   bodies   

taking   drugs,   or   those   administering   or   receiving   naloxone   in   Massachusetts.   It   became   
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necessary   to   expand   my   theoretical   framework   beyond   Foucault.   Assemblage   theory,   as   1

it   is   applied   in   IR   specifically,    is   an   approach   that   treats   the   ‘human’   as   one   component   of   

society   while   incorporating   multiple   hybrids   of   the   material,   biological,   social   and   

technological   parts   of   the   world   in   studies   of   international   politics.   Assemblage   thinking   

a s   a   mode   of   research   is   a   useful   ally   to   the   practice   researcher   as   it   encourages   radical   

openness   to   following   associations   wherever   they   may   lead.   As   Simon   Curtis   and   Michele   

Acuto   (2014:   6)   summarize:   “Assemblage   thinking   tends   to   push   for   the   problematization   

of   the   ordinary   and   the   deconstruction   of   wholes   and   totalities   such   as   the   ‘global’   into   

contingent   realities   where   society   is,   even   if   temporarily,   stabilized   in   networks,   

institutions   and   routines.”   I   was   curious   to   pursue   assemblage   thinking   in   my   practice   to   

not   only   bring   together   the   hidden   and   unlikely   connections   between   distant   lifeworlds,   

materials   and   infrastructures   but   also   diverse   theoretical   concepts.   I   decided   to   open   up   

my   analysis   of   the   local   biopolitical   practices   of   first   responders   and   public   health   teams   

1  With   the   benefit   of   hindsight,   working   with   Foucault’s   theories   (biopower,   governmentality,   
counter-conduct)   across   each   field   site   instead   of   just   in   Massachusetts   would   have   allowed   me   to   
foreground   the   ‘make   live   and   let   die’   paradigm   and   its   attendant   affects   on   human   lifeworlds   in   each   
location.   This   inevitably   would   have   changed   my   filming   choices   which   may   have   more   equally   represented   
the   affective   environments   in   each   location   in   the   final   film   project.   For   example,   at   the   US-Mexico   border,   
pursuing   forms   of   governmentality   and   its   impact   on   human   bodies   as   a   theoretical   focus   may   have   led   me   
to   explore   how   law   enforcement   approaches   to   the   drug   trade   targets,   disciplines   and   abandons   specific   
populations   at   the   US-Mexico   border.   I   could   have   filmed   expressions   of   grief   among   Mexican-American   or   
Mexican   families   who   have   experienced   the   impacts   of   these   drug   war   interventions   in   ways   that   
correspond   and   resonate   with   the   grief   expressed   by   American   families   in   New   England.   This   theoretical  
structure   may   have   helped   me   interrogate   better   some   of   the   racist   and   colonial   logics   that   underscore   drug   
war   politics   (i.e   Mexicans   are   a   source   of   harm   for   ordinary   Americans)   and   humanize   people   living   on   the   
border   to   an   Amiercan   audience.   On   the   other   hand,   in   Tasmania,   I   could   have   focused   more   on   Australian   
modes   of   governance   over   the   poppy   industry   that   allowed   Tasmanian   poppy   farming   families   to   thrive   and   
flourish   as   the   market   for   pain   management   material   expanded.    I   could   have   explored   how   these   forms   of   
governmentality   may   have   led   to   global   market   and   pharmaceutical   industry   policies   that   targeted   and   
abandoned   Americans   uniquely   vulnerable   to   addiction.   These   storylines   would   have   radically   transformed   
the   hurt-harm-help   paradigm   and   would   have   created   much   different   affective   attachments   for   viewers   in   
the   film   project.   Of   course,   these   are   all   hypothetical   scenarios   and   does   not   mean   they   would   have   worked   
cinematically   or   even   ethically.   I   am   pointing   out   that   pursuing   this   theoretical   focus   would   have   perhaps   
more   equally   balanced   the   ‘hurt,’   ‘help’   ‘harm’   logics   across   the   three   locations   and   changed   the   affective   
attachments   represented   in   the   final   film   project.     
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to   new   materialist   and   mobilities   paradigms   in   order   to   understand   and   interpret   how   

overdose   emergencies   are   constituted   by,   and   sutured   within,   globalized   material   circuits.    

I   drew   inspiration   from   new   scholarship   in   IR   merging   new   materialism   with   

assemblage   thinking   to   investigate   how   things,   forces,   networks   and   routes   catalyze   and   

construct   global   political   assemblages   (Acuto   &   Curtis   2014;   Salter   2015;   2016;   Walters   

2014;   Abrahamsen   &   Williams   2011;   Anderson   et   al.   2012;   Latour   2005).     Thinking   with   

new   materialism   makes   it   possible   to   “flatten   an   ontology”:   to   depart   from   the   overdose   

crisis   in   Massachusetts   and   engage   the   human/non-human   entanglements   that   assemble   

the   global   trajectories   into   the   epidemic.   As   a   practice   researcher,   I   was   also   curious   how   

assemblage   thinking   could   be   rendered   into   a   3-dimensional   art   form.   In   this   mode   of   

research,   agency   is   distributed   among   diverse   material   and   human   entities   that   operate   

individually   but   also   symbiotically   to   produce   political   effects   beyond   the   sum   of   its   parts.   

Like   other   new   materialist   scholars   (Barad   2003;   2007;   Braun   &   Whatmore   2010;   Coole   &   

Frost   2010),   I   aimed   to   lift   my   analysis   of   biopower   out   of   its   anthropocentric   foundations   

to   ask   a   useful   practice-oriented   question   posed   by   Mimi   Sheller   and   John   Urry:   “what   if   

we   were   to   open   up   all   sites,   places,   and   materialities   to   the   mobilities   that   are   always   

already   coursing   through   them?”   (2006:   208).   A   mobilities   paradigm   which   emphasizes   

careful   attention   to   routes,   paths,   flows   and   connections   gave   me   a   theoretical   frame   to   

examine   how   these   materialities   move   from   diverse   global   origin   points   into   proximity   and   

circulate   in   localized   biopolitical   dispositifs   of   Massachusetts.   

I   accomplished   this   by   ‘attuning’   to   what   new   materialist   scholar   Jane   Bennett   

calls   the   “the   force   of   things”   (Bennett   2010:   31).   I   chose   to   break   her   idea   into   its   two   

constitutive   parts.   First,   I   explored   US-Mexico   cross-border   trade   infrastructure   in   Laredo,   
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Texas   as   “the   force”   which   brings   things   (i.e.   heroin/IMF)   across   transnational   distances   

into   relational   proximity   in   Massachusetts.   Secondly,   I   examined   a   “thing”:   the   Tasmanian   

poppy   which   is   a   global   object   manufactured   into   opioid   medications   such   as   OxyContin,   

as   well   as   the   overdose   reversal   drug   naloxone.   This   is   not   to   say   that   there   are   not   

infrastructures   of   force   in   the   supply   chains   bringing   opioid   medications   and   naloxone   to   

the   USA   –   of   course   there   are,   and   some   of   the   origins   of   those   forces   can   be   seen   in   the   

materialities   of   the   poppy   farm   (e.g.   the   harvesting   trucks,   the   poppy   processing   plant,   

chemical   manufacturing   labs   etc.)   Equally,   I   am   not   saying   that   there   are   not   constitutive   

‘things’   operative   in   the   infrastructure   network   that   brings   heroin   and   IMF   into   the   USA   –   

of   course   there   are.   But   in   my   research,   I   learned   that   it   is   not    only    the   obvious   ‘thing’   of   

the   poppies   grown   in   Mexico   that   are   transformed   into   heroin   or   the   starting   chemicals   

that   enable   IMF   production   that   are   relevant   to   the   epidemic.   It   is   also   the   power   of   some   

of   the   more   mundane   ‘things’   that   shape   illicit   drug   circulation   and   forces   of   physical   

connectivity   between   distant   geographies   which   drive   this   epidemic.   Like   legal   trade   

circulations,   drug   trafficking   organizations   depend   on   the   same   material   circuits   of   flow   

to   move   goods   into   relational   proximity   (e.g.   the   containers   they   rest   in;   the   vehicles   they   

are   transported   on,   the   bridges   that   connect   the   US-Mexico   territories,   the   interstate   

highway   infrastructure,   the   border   check   points   etc.)   I   aimed   to   build   an   aesthetic   

interpretation   of   what   Jane   Bennett   refers   to   as   a   “swarm   of   vitalities   at   play”   while   

sketching   “the   contours   of   the   swarm   and   the   kind   of   relations   that   obtain   between   its   

bits”   (Bennett   2010:   31-32).    I   purposely   pursued   the   messy   heterogeneity   of   lifeworlds   in   

Laredo,   Tasmania   and   Massachusetts   in   order   to   represent   the   curious   relationships   

between   human   and   non-human   entities   that   stick   together   in   complex   assemblages,   
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networks   and/or   systems   (Murdoch   2006;   Anderson   &   McFarlane,   2011;   Law   2004)   

related   to   the   epidemic.   

Global   Trade   at   the   US-Mexico   Border:   Filming   the   Force   in   a   Mobilities   Paradigm  

Unfortunately   there   is   a   dearth   of   objective,   non-law   enforcement   centric   data   

about   global   heroin/IMF   trafficking.   Almost   all   published   data   about   the   illicit   trafficking   

drug   organizations,   methods   and   routes   into   New   England   are   derived   from   law   

enforcement   sources   who   do   not   typically   reveal   how   they   collect   this   data   nor   are   they   

transparent   about   how   and   why   they   represent   certain   statistics   over   others.   I   was   

skeptical   about   how   to   work   this   data   to   inform   my   creative   practice,   but   as   an   early   

career   researcher   approaching   drug   trafficking   studies,   I   also   felt   I   needed   to   justify   my   

research   decisions   based   on   published   evidence.   Overall,   I   found   it   difficult   to   balance   how   

to   work   with   information   in   DEA   reports,   congressional   testimonies   and   UN   reports   

without   reinforcing   a   law   enforcement   perspective   on   drugs   in   my   practice.   I   decided   to   

reach   out   to   senior   agents   from   the   New   England   High   Intensity   Drug   Trafficking   Area   

(NE-HIDTA),   a   regional   law   enforcement   agency   addressing   international   “drug   threats”   

specifically   impacting   New   England   for   pre-production   research   on   some   of   the   

transnational   networks   supplying   heroin/IMF   into   Massachusetts.   I   wanted   to   hear   them   

describe   their   work   in   person   to   see   if   it   were   possible   to   pick   up   on   any   anecdotal   

stories,   unusual   experiences   or   interesting   ideas   that   are   not   published   in   law   

enforcement   reports.     

First,   the   officers   were   extraordinarily   careful   to   describe   the   transnational   illicit   

drug   trafficking   routes   into   Massachusetts   as    multiple    and    always   changing .   They   

described   cases   they   had   worked   on   where   IMF   was   bought   and   sold   over   the   internet   and   
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delivered   through   the   US   mail,   drug   ‘mules’   from   the   Dominican   Republic   who   swallowed   

packets   of   heroin   and   boarded   commercial   airlines   destined   for   New   England,   Hells   Angels   

motorcycle   gang   members   who   trafficked   heroin   from   Canada   into   Vermont.   However,   2

according   to   these   officers   and   official   reports,   the   majority   of   heroin/IMF   enters   the   US   

through   ports   of   entry   along   the   US-Mexico   border   while   hidden   within   legal,   multi-billion   

dollar   global   trade   flows   (DEA   2014;   2015;   2016;   2017;   2018;   Ribando   Seelke   &   Finklea   

2016;   Villareal   2018)   .   Everyday   thousands   of   commercial   tractor   trailers   enter   these   

ports   and   travel   north   on   interstate   highways   to   deliver   legal   goods   to   markets   across   the   

US.   In   these   candid   conversations,   two   things   struck   me   that   inspired   my   theoretical   

strategy:   First,   these   officers   expressed   cynical   anxiety   about   being   outmatched   due   to   

the   multiplicity   of   drug   trafficking   routes   and   methods   into   their   jurisdictions   as   well   the   

impossible   task   of   identifying   illegal   drugs   hidden   within   the   vast   volume   of   legal,   

everyday   commerce.   Secondly,   that   these   officers   think   about   drug   trafficking   across   

transnational   space   in   a   similar   way   to   how   transport   geographers   and   mobilities   scholars   

investigate   “the   spatial   aspects   of   transportation”   including   the   “location,   structure,   

environment,   and   development   of   networks   as   well   as   the   analysis   and   explanation   of   the   

interaction   or   movement   of   goods   and   people”   (Shaw   &   Docherty   2014:   26;   see   also   

Preston   &   O’Conor   2008;   Shaw   &   Hesse   2010;   Cidell   2012).   Like   the   officers   attuned   to   

drug   trafficking   connections   between   geographies,   a   mobilities   paradigm   “emphasizes   

that   all   places   are   tied   into   at   least   thin   networks   of   connections   that   stretch   beyond   a   

single   location”   (Sheller   &   Urry   2006).   I   decided   to   pursue   a   mobilities   paradigm   at   the   

US-Mexico   border   to   identify   some   of   macro   forces   behind   the   officer’s   anxious   

affectations:   the   enormous   scale,   intensity,   and   speed   of   global   trade   circulations.   As   an   

2  In   Chapter   3.   I   describe   in   specific   detail   why   I   did   not   choose   to   pursue   these   routes   and   instead   focused   
on   the   Laredo   port   of   entry   at   the   US-Mexico   border   as   a   fieldsite.     
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IR   researcher   attuned   to   harm   reduction   advocacy,    I   aimed   to   elucidate   a    small   part    of   the   

illicit   heroin/IMF   trade   as   it   operates   within   globalized   systems   of   mobility   and   

connectivity   to    produce   a   more    nuanced   understanding   of    how    and    why    drug   interdiction   

is   the   wrong   response   to   a   public   health   crisis.     

The   Laredo   -   Nuevo   Laredo   port   of   entry   is   a   major   global   trade   hub.   Generating   

more   than   $303   billion   in   annual   international   trade,   Laredo   is   the   largest   trade   corridor   

on   the   U.S.-Mexico   border   and   the   second   largest   custom   district   the   U.S.   40%   of   all   

US-Mexico   trade   pass   through   this   port.   It   is   the   largest   land   border   crossing   with   billions   

worth   of   commodities   transported   both   North   and   South   across   a   dense   network   of   

interstate   highways,   railroads   and   pipelines.   Laredo   is   also   prominently   positioned   at   the   

convergence   of   all   land   transportation   systems   both   North   and   South   of   the   border.   

Mexico’s   highway   and   railroad   interchanges   stretching   from   Central   America   through   

Mexico   City,   Saltillo   and   Monterrey,   the   industrial   core   of   Mexico,   converge   at   Laredo   to   

meet   two   major   U.S.   rail   lines,   Inter-state   35   and   other   roads.   All   these   infrastructures   fan   

outwards   to   the   urban   centers   and   seaports   of   Texas   and   beyond   to   Canada   and   Northern   

States   including   Illinois,   Michigan,   New   York   and   Massachusetts.    Because   of   these   

extensive   physical   infrastructures   connecting   distant   regions   and   the   size   and   volume   of   

legal   cross   border   trade,   the   Nuevo-Laredo/Laredo   trade   corridor   has   historically   been   an   

important   site   for   traffickers   moving   white-powder   heroin   destined   specifically   for   

Midwestern   and   Eastern   markets   (Navarro   and   Vivas   2012;   Correa-Cabrera   2016;   Paley   

2015;   Payan   2016;   Dell   2015 ;    Medel,   Lu   &   Chow   2015 ).    My   goal   was   not   to   establish   this   

port,   or   South   Texas   generally,   as   the    only    drug   trafficking   network   relevant   to   the   

epidemic   in   Massachusetts.    As   producer   and   director,   however,   I   felt   that   this   fieldsite   

offered   ideal   opportunities   to   understand   the   illicit   drug   trade   in   the   much   wider   context  
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of   US-Mexico   trade   relations   in   addition   to   multiple   accessible   spaces   to   record   video   and   

sound.     

Allowing   a   mobilities   paradigm   to   inform   my   creative   practice,   I   aimed   to   film   and   

record   sounds   demonstrating   the   embodied   and   material   practices   of   global   trade,   the   

infrastructures   and   systems   of   governance   that   enable   both   legal    and    illegal   transnational   

flows   to   examine   the   representations,   ideologies,   and   meanings   attached   to   these   

movements.    I   was   inspired   by   Kristin   Peterson’s   ideas   about   engaging   “phantom   

epistemologies”   through   a   research   praxis   pursuing   the   illicit   and   unknowable   through   

what   is   seeable   and   knowable   within   licit   systems.   She   writes:   

Phantom   epistemologies   do   not   seek   out   parts   in   order   to   fit   into   a   whole   that   is   
imagined   to   exist   out   there   somewhere.   Rumor,   anecdote,   stories,   evasiveness,   
and   not   being   able   to   ever   know   are   their   own   sets   of   data   and   knowledge.   They   
point   us   not   in   the   direction   of   directed   concreteness,   as   in   “facts,”   but   rather   
offer   an   analytical   opening   to   something   just   as   fascinating   and   analytically   
provocative   as   a   traditional   sense   of   the   empirical.   That   is,   the   phantom   asks   us   
to   rethink   the   very   essence   and   contours   of   “empirical”   itself   (2009:   40).   

  
I   understood   that   that   this   was   an   oblique   approach   to   heroin/IMF   trafficking   but   I   was   

curious   about   whether   it   may   yield   more   productive   and   politically   interesting   results   than   

focusing   on   individual   human   traffickers   or   specific   criminal   organizations.   My   research   

practice   pursued   how   the   heroin/IMF   trade   hides   within   legal   networks   and   moves   within   

the   complex   mobility   matrices   that   make   up   the   “endless   regimes   of   flow,”   moving   goods   

at   “different   speeds,   scales,   and   viscosities”   through   extended   connections   across   

distances   (Sheller   &   Urry   2006:   213).   With   my   camera   and   sound   recorder,   I   explored   the   

cross-border   trade   and   highway   infrastructures   as   connective   forces   that   are   “continually   

practiced,   placed   and   ordered   through   the   incessant   enfolding   of   different   atmospheres,   

subjects,   materials,   rhythms,   texts   and   practices   in   a   non-linear,   topological   and   
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‘crumpled   geography”   (Cresswell   &   Merriman   2013:   40).   In   post-production,   I   aimed   to   

render   this   idea   in   the   edited   sequences,   maps   and   graphics   in   relation   to   the   

bio-politically   complex   scenes   I   shot   in   Massachusetts.   .     

Tasmanian   Poppy   Fields:   Filming   ‘The   Thing’   in   a   New   Materialist   Register     

The   Tasmanian   poppy   is   the   foundational   agricultural   crop   for   multiple   global   

pharmaceutical   supply   chains   including   opioid   painkillers,   addiction   therapies,   naloxone,   

among   others.   From   both   production   and   research   standpoints,   following   the   Tasmanian   

poppy   from   Tasmanian   poppy   fields   to   its   complex   role   in   the   overdose   epidemic   in   the   

United   States   offered   fascinating   opportunities   to   film   the   complex   intra-actions   between   

humans   and   poppy   materialities   and   its   effects   on   global   political   assemblages.   I   traveled   

to   Tasmania   to   film   and   conduct   interviews   with   a   diverse   group   of   poppy   industry   

professionals   including   farmers,   poppy   grower   union   representatives,   research   scientists   

and   company   executives.   Eager   to   engage   with   new   materialist   theories   in   my   film   

practice,   I   focused   on   documenting   the   complex   life-worlds   and   practices   of   care   that   go   

into   poppy   growing.     

The   formation   of   the   poppy   industry   produces   important   affective   resonances   

internalized   by   Tasmania   poppy   industry   professionals   hired   to   grow   the   product   on   their   

lands   for   large   multinational   companies.   I   found   that   most   farmers   have   a   deep   affection   

for   and   fascination   with   poppies   due   to   the   intricate   growing   practices   and   the   potential   

for   profitable   returns   that   exceed   other   crops.   In   an   on-camera   interview,   Glynn   Williams,   a   

poppy   farmer   and   the   vice   president   of   a   Poppy   Growers   Union   describes   this   sentiment   

well:     
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The   plant   has   got   this   extraordinary   relationship   with   humans   and   vice   versa.   One   
of   the   compounds   is   thebaine   which   goes   back   to   the   ancient   Egyptian   city   of   
thebes.   Goodness   knows   where   poppies   were   around   on   the   River   Nile   but   the   
plant   has   survived   because   it   has   so   much   to   offer   and   its   chemical   wonder   is   
awe-inspiring.   Talk   about   naloxone,   talk   about   thebaine,   anything   else   morphine,   
codeine   you   name   it.   There   are   so   many   things   that   can   be   taken   from   this   one   
plant   and   it   really   is   astounding.   And   we   know   there   is   something   that   has   not   yet   
been   synthesized   and   probably   won’t   be   for   a   really   long   time.   So,   with   various   
chemical   tricks   you   can   turn   one   alkaloid   into   another   and   into   another.   Given   we   
got   such   a   strong   and   safe   supply   system   here   in   Tasmania   it   means   the   people   
on   the   other   end,   the   scientists   in   white   coats   in   Rhode   Island   or   wherever   they   
are   in   the   world,   they   can   stumble   across   things   that   give   a   benefit   to   humanity.   
And   there   is   no   doubt   that   the   relief   of   pain   is   a   real   benefit   of   a   licit   poppy   
production   system.   No-one   wants   to   be   in   pain,   nor   deserves   to   be   in   pain.   And   the   
new   ‘nal’   treatments   which   will   stop   or   minimize   overdose,   abuse   deterrent   
[formulations]   are   ways   to   actually   counter   becoming   addicted   to   the   medication,   
which   is   a   serious   side   effect.   That   offers   extraordinarily   positive   news   for   the   
system   that   starts   here   in   Tasmania   (G   Williams   2017,   personal   interview,   15   
June).   

  
What   most   interested   me   here   is   that   the   poppy,   as   an   organic   entity   that   turns   into   a   

life-saving   medicine,   contributes   to   the   vitality   of   two   particular   human   users.   The   poppy   

is   the   key   progenitor   for   both   opioid   pain   medications   and   naloxone   distributed   in   the   

United   States;   therefore,   it   targets   a   very   wide   largely   middle-class   population   who   take   

prescription   opioid   pain   medications   like   OxyContin,   Percocet   and   Vicodin   and   a   much   

smaller   ‘at   risk’   population   of   drug   users.   Indeed,   Tasmania   grows   most   of   the   material   

that   is   manufactured   into   prescription   pain   medications   that   are   widely   blamed   for   

beginning   the   opioid   addiction   epidemic   but   also   grows   nearly   all   of   the   world’s   raw   

material   that   is   manufactured   into   naloxone.   The   Tasmanian   poppy   as   a   material   therefore   

has   a   unique   constitutive   role   in   the   opioid   epidemic   as   both   an   object   that   partly   caused   

the   addiction   epidemic   in   the   US   when   it   was   diverted   into   illicit   channels   during   the   

1990s   and   2000s,   and   an   object   that   is   now   central   to   local   public   health   initiatives   

working   to   “make”   drug   users   live   by   deploying   naloxone   during   an   emergency   overdose.   

Initially   I   tried   to   conceptualise   this   material   ambivalence   in   the   film   project,   but   
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eventually   had   to   narrow   my   focus   to   its   iteration   as   naloxone   for   both   practical,   

aesthetic   and   ethical   reasons.   As   I   am   focused   on   the   present-day   escalation   of   the   

epidemic   in   relationship   to   the   materialities   of   heroin/IMF,   I   decided   it   was   more   

appropriate   to   represent   the   Tasmanian   poppy   in   relationship   to   naloxone   in   the   film   

project.   While   not   discounting   the   severity   of   the   epidemic   and   its   origins   in   global   supply   

chains   and   pharmaceutical   industry   sales   tactics,   I   needed   to   be   extraordinary   careful   not   

to   blame   the   materiality   of   opioid   medications   for   the   epidemic   when   prescription   opioid   

medications   statistically   help   more   people   manage   pain   globally   than   it   causes   addiction  

(Lohman   et   al.   2017;   Kertesz   &   Gordon   2018).     

During   my   fieldwork   in   Tasmania,   I   had   insightful   and   candid   conversations   with   

poppy   industry   professionals   about   the   epidemic   and   how   they   see   Tasmanian   poppies   

and   pain   medication   as   largely   misrepresented   in   America’s   dominant   media   narratives   

about   the   crisis.   In   order   to   tell   this   story   from   the   perspective   of   Tasmanian   poppy   

producers   however,   I   approached   Glynn’s   and   other’s   clear   passion   and   care   for   growing   

poppies   for   a   globalized   pharmaceutical   supply   chain   as   an   opportunity   to   think   differently   

about   the   affective   experiences   of   poppy   growing   in   addition   to   the   constitutive   role   of   

this   object   –   and   of   objects   in   general   –   in   IR.   Although   I   tried,   I   was   unable   to   get   access   

to   film   the   transport   of   the   poppy   material   across   international   boundaries,   nor   was   I   able   

to   get   inside   an   American   pharmaceutical   company   to   film   how   the   poppy   material   is   

manufactured   into   a   wide   array   of   medications   such   as   opioid   painkillers,   medically   

assisted   addiction   treatment   therapies   such   as   buprenorphine   and,   of   course,   naloxone.   

Since   raw   poppy   materials   are   a   narcotic   substance,   it   is   under   strict   UN   narcotics   

transhipment   security   regulations   in   order   to   minimize   international   drug   diversion.     
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Without   access   to   these   spaces   for   film   research,   I   decided   to   focus   on   

documenting   the   agricultural   production   of   Tasmanian   poppies   by   filming   how   a   poppy   

farmer   tends   to   the   entire   growth   cycle   of   a   poppy   from   seeding,   sowing   and   harvesting   

for   Tasmania   Alkaloids.   The   scene   depicts   a   farmer   cultivating   the   land,   caring   for   his   

poppy   crop   as   it   flowers,   and   harvesting   it   after   it   turns   to   straw.   In   a   new   materialist   

framework,   visualizing   his   techniques   of   care   demonstrate   complex   intra-actions   

between   a   human   and   a   non-human   object   with   specific   affective   relations.   These   scenes   

with   the   farmer   are   juxtaposed   to   the   overdose   and   outreach   scenes   in   Massachusetts.   

The   sequence   is   edited   to   attune   viewers   to   the   material   agency   of   the   poppy   as   an   

object   in   two   heterogenous   locations:   A   Tasmania   farmer   enacts   a   series   of   practices   to   

grow   an   object   that   secures   his   family’s   livelihood   and   wellbeing   that   is   also   crucial   to   

reducing   both   physical   and   psychic   pain   as   it   saves   lives   halfway   around   the   world   in   

Massachusetts.     

Conclusion   and   Critical   Reflections     

This   theoretical   chapter   outlines   the   conceptual   framework   I   worked   with   to   

develop   a   research   practice   that   brings   together   three   global   locations   in   relation   to   the   

overdose   crisis.   I   used   Foucault’s   concepts   of   biopower,   biopolitics   and   governmentality   

to   show   how   the   first   responders   and   public   health   workers   are   operating   on   uneven   

biopolitical   terrain   as   they   try   to   ‘make’   drug   users   live   while   also   ‘letting’   them   die.   

Following   this   contradictory   scenario,   I   made   visible   some   ways   the   human   and   

non-human   forces   emerging   from   the   diverse   life-worlds   of   US-Mexico   commercial   trade   

infrastructure   and   Tasmania   poppy   farming   collapse   together   in   the   episode   of   the   drug   

overdose   encounter   in   Massachusetts.   I   showed   how   assemblage   thinking   enabled   me   to   
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follow   the   material   forces   from   the   biopolitics   of   the   opioid   epidemic   into   some   of   their   

global   networks   in   the   US-Mexico   border   and   Tasmania.   I   pursued   a   mobilities   paradigm   to   

document   transnational   trade   infrastructures   as   conduits   for   heroin/IMF   reaching   

Massachusetts.   In   Tasmania,   I   documented   complex   agricultural   techniques   to   examine   

the   multiple   ‘intra-actions’   between   a   human   and   non-human   object   across   global   space   

in   a   new-materialist   framework.   To   demonstrate   a   more   expansive   way   of   ‘worlding’   the   

opioid   epidemic   in   Massachusetts,   the   aesthetic   component   of   the   thesis   translates   

these   theoretical   ideas   into   an   immersive   three-channel   audio-visual   installation   showing   

how   biopolitical,   mobile   and   material   refractions   across   three   global   sites   impact   on   the   

intimate   lives   of   families   in   Massachusetts   during   the   current   public   health   crisis   of   

overdose   deaths.     

Losing   A   Whole   Generation    (2018)     produces   aesthetic   and   affective   knowledge   

about   the   global   material   networks   that   are   implicated   in   biopolitical   responses   to   the   

opioid   epidemic   in   Massachusetts   in   a   living   room   set   design   typical   of   a   New   England   

family   home.   My   theoretical   framework   informed   how   I   produced,   directed   and   edited   the   

film’s   narrative   structure   in   the   production   and   post-production   phase   of   this   research   

project.   Some   audience   feedback   I   received   during   the   public   screening   phase   of   the   

project,   however,   revealed   some   important   insights   into   how   my   theoretical   and   aesthetic   

approach   is   experienced   by   an   audience   in   ways   that   exceed,   and   even   backfire   against,   

my   intentions   as   researcher/filmmaker.   As   a   filmmaker   and   IR   scholar   conducting   this   

research,   I   was   excited   by   the   challenge   to   think   through,   make   connections   and   visually   

experiment   with   these   diverse   theories   across   three   field   sites   in   my   creative   practice.   I   

was   not   yet   aware,   nor   could   I   be,   the   cumulative   affective   impact   this   structure   would   

have   on   an   audience.   The   thoughtful   probing   questions   from   some   audience   members   
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about   my   personal   interactions   with   people   in   Tasmania   and   Laredo   and   their   curiosity   to   

know   more   about   the   industries   I   studied   in   these   spaces   helped   me   identify   key   tensions  

and   limitations   of   my   theoretical   approach   as   it   came   across   in   the   film.   On   one   hand,   

while   shooting   and   editing,   it   was   necessary   to   narrow   my   focus   in   order   to   contain   the   

messy   complexity   of   the   story-line   across   three   global   locations   to   meet   deadlines,   finish   

the   film   project   on   time   and   within   the   space   constraints   of   a   PhD   project.   But   it   also   

curtailed   my   ability   to   include   some   of   the   rich   human   stories,   contradictions,   and   

nuances   that   I   also   captured   during   my   fieldwork,   especially   in   Laredo   and   Tasmania.   

Indeed,   I   originally   included   personal   interviews   I   shot   in   Laredo   and   Tasmania,   but   

eventually   cut   them   from   the   final   edit   because   they   did   not   work   in   the   overall   pacing   of   

the   film   /   installation.   However,   Laredo   is   the   only   section   of   the   film   which   does   not   

feature   a   human   lifeworld   for   the   audience   to   associate   a   positive   affective   attachment.     

  

FIG.   7:   US-Mexico   Border   in    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    (2018)   

Using   filmmaking   as   a   method   to   examine   ‘international   relations’   necessarily   

brings   into   question   the   power   imbalances   between   the   filmmaker,   documentary   subjects   

and   the   viewers.   The   filmmaker   wields   tremendous   power   to   shape   how   audiences   

encounter,   experience   and   respond   to   documentary   subjects,   diverse   geographies   and   the   

relations   between   them.   Visual   anthropologist   David   MacDougall’s   description   of   the   

tension   between   shooting   a   film   and   editing   it   into   something   that   can   be   understood   by   

an   audience   without   direct   experience   of   the   research   encounter   resonates   with   my   
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struggles:   “For   the   filmmaker,   the   film   is   an   extract   from   all   the   footage   shot   for   it,   and   a   

reminder   of   all   the   events   that   produced   it.   It   reduces   the   experience   onto   a   very   small   

canvas.   For   the   spectator,   by   contrast,   the   film   is   not   small   but   large:   It   opens   onto   a   

wider   landscape”(MacDougall   1999:   27).   This   quote   identifies   key   tensions   for   a   practice   

researcher   operating   alongside   contemporary   forms   of   biopower   that   define   the   

“structures   of   feeling”   in   which   audience   members   see,   think   and   feel   about   certain   

geographies,   the   identities   and   the   lives   of   people   who   live   there.   In   some   cases,   I   failed   

to   identify   how   specific   images   and   editing   choices   (which   I   had   a   much   larger   context   for   

because   of   my   production   research   experience)   may   lead   audience   members   to   vastly   

different   conclusions   from   my   own.   This   led   to   some   uncomfortable   conversations   about   

how   I   may   have   related   to   the   Mexican   and   Hispanic-American   communities   along   colonial   

and   civilizational   lines   that   I   did   not   anticipate.   But   these   conversations   also   helped   me   

see   another   level   of   global   biopolitics   that   I   failed   to   fully   account   for   during   production   

and   post-production:   representational   practices   also   have   biopolitical   functions   as   they   

identify   which   global   populations   are   worthy   of   being   seen,   supported   and   ‘made’   to   live   

while   invisibilizing   others   for   them   to   be   stripped   of   agency   and   ‘left’   to   die.   As   the   project   

stands   now,   a   viewer   could   assume   that   I   think   the   life   stories   of   white   Americans   and   

Tasmanians   in   ‘first   world’   spaces   are   more   worthy   of   being   shared   than   the   life   stories   of   

Mexicans   in   so   called   ‘third   world’   spaces.   Ironically,   while   I   filmed   harm   reduction   

activists   engage   in   ‘counter-conducts’   to   dominant   forms   of   governmentality   in   their   

localities,   my   film   as   a   whole   does   not   serve   as   a   ‘counter-conduct’   to   biopolitical   logics   

determining   who   should   live   and   who   should   die   on   an   international   scale.     

I   centered   the   affective   lifeworlds   of   American   families,   harm   reduction   activists   

and   first   responders   to   narrativise   the   biopolitical   complexities   of   the   overdose   epidemic   
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in   ways   that   were   aesthetically   and   ethically   appropriate   for   a   short   film   installation   

format.   I   pursued   a   new   materialist   register   in   the   scenes   with   a   Tasmanian   farmer   and   a   

mobilities   register   in   the   scenes   of   US-Mexico   trade   infrastructure   to   visualize   how   global   

material   and   mobile   forces   flow   into   these   intimate   scenes   of   grief,   precarity   and   

response   in   Massachusetts   landscapes.   But   these   specific   theoretical   and   creative   

choices   did   not   lead   me   to   present   the   human   lifeworlds   in   each   fieldsite   on   screen   fully,   

which   therefore,   unevenly   distributes   the   affective   attachments   across   all   field   sites   in   

the   film.   In   other   words,   while   my   theoretical   objective   was   to    identify    and    document   

heterogenous   affective   resonances   across   three   locations   in   my   filming   practice,   the   

current   edit   does   not   adequately    represent    each   affective   environment   from   the   point   of   

view   of   all   the   local   people   I   filmed   with,   particularly   at   the   US-Mexico   border.   A   full   

humanized   understanding   of   the   ‘hurt’   ‘harm’   ‘help’   logics   that   exist   in   equal   measure   

across   all   societies   in   every   part   of   the   world   fail   to   emerge   in   this   theoretical   framework.   

At   the   time   of   submission,   the   local,   global   entanglements   constituting   the   US   opioid   

epidemic   are   represented   with   a   primarily   American-centric   affective   attachment.   This   is   

much   too   narrow   for   an   IR   project   that   aspires   to   be   globally   relevant   and   critical   of   

contemporary   hegemonic   politics.   In   the   methodology   chapter   that   follows,   I   discuss   how   

my   theoretical   and   aesthetic   choices   were   driven   by   the   messy   creative,   political   and   

ethical   dilemmas   I   encountered   at   each   production   stage   in   the   field.      
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CHAPTER   3.   METHODS   

Documentary   Practice-Based   Research   Methods   in   International   Relations   

When   Gary   gives   presentations   around   the   US   about   the   history   of   overdose   

prevention   and   naloxone   distribution   in   Massachusetts,   he   includes   the   front-page   cover   

of   a   conservative   leaning   newspaper,   the    Boston   Herald,    from   2005   in   his   powerpoint.   A   

staff   photographer   snapped   photographs   of   a   man   overdosing   to   his   death   in   the   Boston   

Common,   but   the   photographer   did   not   call   911   to   report   it   because   he   did   not   recognize  

the   signs   of   an   overdose.   The   editor   published   the   photo   on   the   front   cover   the   next   day   

with   the   heading:   “Heroin   Takes   a   Life   in   The   Public   Garden.”     

  

FIG.   8:    Boston   Herald,    Front   Page   (Wilcox ,    2005:   1)   
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A   documentary   photo   essay   of   the   overdose   death   and   a   subsequent   arrest   was   featured   

inside   on   page   7   below   the   subheading   “Pal   dies   after   junkies   shoot   up   in   plain   sight   of   

families.”   Beside   his   photo   essay,   the   photographer   wrote   that   he   took   the   pictures   

because   he   just     

…   couldn’t   believe   they   were   sitting   there   in   broad   daylight   in   one   of   the   most   
beautiful   places   in   Boston,   shooting   heroin.   Families   were   walking   by.   Kids.   A   little   
girl   walked   by   with   a   sun   umbrella...One   of   the   men   slumped   backward   onto   the   
grass.   I   thought   he   passed   out   from   the   jolt   of   smack.   I   found   a   manager   at   the   
boat’s   dock   and   reported   what   I   had   seen.   He   said   junkies   had   been   an   ongoing   
problem   in   the   park   and   he’d   call   somebody.   On   my   way   back   to   my   car,   I   found   a   
group   of   EMTs,   firefighters   and   park   rangers   huddled   over   the   man   I   had   seen   pass   
out.   I   went   over   and   told   ranger   Lt.   Reginald   Sampson   I   had   digital   pictures   of   the   
men   shooting   up.   Sampson   recognized   one   of   the   men   as   a   bystander.   He   
immediately   cuffed   the   man   and   searched   him.   That   man...   was   later   charged   with   
possession   of   a   Class   A   substance   and   possession   of   a   hypodermic   needle   
(Wilcox   2005:   7)     

  

FIG.   9:    Boston   Herald,    Documentary   Photo   Essay   (Wilcox,   2005:   7)   
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I   asked   Gary   why   he   includes   this   newspaper   cover   and   documentary   story   in   his   

presentation   about   the   history   of   naloxone   in   Massachusetts.   He   responded:     

That   person   was   alive   when   the   cameraman   took   the   picture,   and   he   was   dead   
when   the   medics   found   him   [later   on].   You   know,   it's   just   like   the   differences   in   
how   we   react   to   a   drug   user   in   distress   and   how   we   act   towards   ‘Joe’   citizen   in   
distress?   It’s   ‘all   hands   on   deck’,   but   for   the   drug   user,   it’s   just   an   afterthought.   I   
was   outraged   and   then   [the   editor]   put   that   image   on   the   front   page   of   the   
newspaper   with   no   regard   for   family   members   or   anything   like   that.   That’s   not   how   
a   human   being   should   be   treated.   That   was   a   life   right   there.   That   was   a   life   and   
there   was   an   opportunity   to   save   that   life.   I   thought   it   was   brutal   (G.   Langis   2019,   
personal   interview,   February   20).     

  Gary   is   reacting   to   the   dehumansing   gaze   directed   towards   drug   users   in   this   photo   

spread.   In   fact,   the   front-page   photo   was   how   the   family   of   this   man,   John   Gagliardi   Jr.,   

found   out   he   had   died   at   the   age   of   42.   According   to   his   obituary   in   the   Boston   Globe   a   few   

days   later,   his   sister   Joan   Limone   said   she   called   her   parents   saying   “Dad,   I   just   got   the   

paper,   and   we   found   Johnny”   (Stickgold   2005:   14).   He   was   his   father’s   second   son   to   die   

from   a   heroin   overdose.   Gary   uses   this   photo   in   his   powerpoint   to   illustrate   the   social   and   

political   context   harm   reduction   activists   were   operating   in   as   they   struggled   to   establish   

overdose   education   and   naloxone   distribution   programs   amid   an   escalating   crisis.   

The   Boston   Herald’s   production,   composition   and   circulation   of   these   photos   of   

John’s   death   reflects   a   mainstream   biopolitical   subjectivity   embedded   in   the   state’s   

war-on-drugs   paradigm.   The   visual   logics   contained   within   the   photographs   fit   within   how   

the   biopolitics   of   drug   use   disorders   operates,   determining   and   enabling   ways   of   seeing   

addicted   people   and   their   deaths.   As   theorist   Jacques   Rancière   argues   “an   image   never   

stands   alone.   It   belongs   to   a   system   of   visibility”   (2011:   99).   Such   systems   of   visibility   

comprise   aesthetic   regimes   that   determine   what   is   seen   and   what   can   be   discussed;   in   

other   words,   these   representational   systems   delimit   what   is   done   and   what   can   be   done,   

politically   (Rancière   2008).   This   is   what   Rancière   describes   as   a   “distribution   of   the   
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sensible”:   the   aesthetic   divisions   between   the   visible   and   the   invisible,   the   audible   and   

the   inaudible,   the   ‘sayable’   and   the   ‘unsayable’   (Rancière   2011:   99).   The   photo   essay   and   

text   reproduce   the   dominant   stigmatising   and   criminalising   visuality   of   addicted   bodies.   

The   photos   were   not   intended   to   educate   readers   on   how   to   recognize   the   signs   of   an   

overdose;   rather,   the   story   offered   up   a   spectacle   of   ‘junkies’   injecting   drugs,   overdosing   

and   being   arrested   in   the   Boston   Common.   The   logics   of   power   between   the   people   seeing   

the   image,   (presumably)   non-drug   user   readers   (i.e.   those   that   are   made   to   live)   and   

overdosing   drug   users   (i.e.   those   that   are     left   to   die)   are   differentiated   and   unquestioned.     

  Like   the   Boston   Herald   photographer,   I   also   documented   emergency   overdoses   

ten   years   later,   but   with   different   critical   and   aesthetic   intentions.   The   graph   below   (Fig.   

10)   from   the   National   Institute   of   Drug   Abuse   (NIDA)   illustrates   a   worsening   crisis   each   

year:     

  

FIG.   10:   National   Institute   of   Drug   Abuse,   2019   

Locally   in   the   Boston   area,   it   has   become   a   situation   where   almost   everyone   knows   

someone   directly   or   by   acquaintance   who   has   died   from   an   overdose.   It   is   difficult   to   
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imagine   a   newspaper   editor   publishing   a   photo   of   a   dying   overdose   victim   on   the   front   

cover   of   a   newspaper   in   2019.   This   is   because   the   distribution   of   the   sensible   surrounding   

substance   use   is   shifting   due   to   the   affective   intensities   emerging   from   the   crisis.   

Political   affect   scholar   John   Protevi   theorizes   that   affective   states   in   crisis   situations   

can   destabilize   conditioned   forms   of   biopolitical   subjectivities   leading   to   new   behaviors.   

He   theorizes   that:     

The   situation   exceeds   our   ability   to   make   sense   of   it;   affect   extends   beyond   the   
body’s   ability   to   emotionally   represent   the   situations;   we   are   overwhelmed   and   
thrown   off-kilter.   Here   we   are   at   the   limit   of   faculty   of   sensibility:   these   situations  
cannot   be   sensed   from   an   actualized   point   of   view   of   recognition   and   common   
sense   (“it   makes   no   sense”),   but   can   only   be   felt---that   is,   “sensed”--as   pointing   
to   a   differential   field   beyond   normal   sense-making   as   recognition,   as   
conceptual-emotional   capture   and   processing.   In   other   words,   an   intensive   
encounter   outside   normal/actual   affective   cognition   habits   (modeled   as   a   move   
outside   the   basin   of   attraction,   or   better,   outside   the   normal   attractor   layout   as   
habitual   response   capacities)   provides   access   to   the   virtual.   This   access   is   
experienced   as   a   strange   feeling,   a   feeling   of   being   out   of   step   with   your   normal   
habits.   In   this   strangeness   lies   the   potential   to   open   an   adaptive   response   as   a   
creative   event   proposing   a   new   attractor   layout,   giving   new   options   to   the   system   
(Protevi   2009:   54).   

  
During   my   documentary   research   practice   on   the   overdose   crisis   between   2015-2018,   I   

focused   on   filming   people   experiencing   a   public   health   crisis   in   the   “differential   field  

beyond   normal   sense-making.”   I   examined   some   of   the   material   and   affective   dimensions   

of   people’s   “adaptive   responses”   in   the   “new   attractor   layout.”   I   filmed   grieving   parents;   

overdose   emergency   responses;   harm   reduction   activists   delivering   naloxone;   care-taking   

Tasmanian   farmers   and   US-Mexico   trade   infrastructure   to   develop   an   alternative   

visualisation   of   the   global   connections   to   the   local   overdose   crisis.   Rather   than   

reproducing   the   dominant   biopolitical   logics   of   shock,   criminalisation,   stigma,   and   

abandonment   of   drug   user   bodies,   my   project   frames   their   lives   and   deaths   within   

everyday   scenes   of   care,   connection,   intimacy,   and   nuance   across   three   global   locations.   

As   a   filmmaker   and   researcher,   it   is   necessary   to   pay   acute   attention   to   “what   images   
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are,   what   they   do   and   the   effects   they   create”   among   a   public   audience   (Rancière   2011:   

95;   see   also   Mitchell   2005).   

Visuality   and   Documentary   in   IR     

There   is   a   rich   subfield   of   scholarship   with   IR   which   engages   visuality   as   “the   way   

in   which   vision   is   constructed”   encompassing   “how   we   see,   how   we   are   able,   allowed,   or   

made   to   see,   and   how   we   see   this   seeing   and   the   unseeing   therein”   (Rose   2007:   2).   This   

critical   scholarship,   also   known   as   the   “aesthetic   turn”,   has   critiqued   traditional   models   

of   scholarship   in   IR   that   use   only   state   documents,   elite   interviews,   survey   data,   

statistics   to   mobilize   ‘truth’   and   ‘evidence’,   and   in   the   process   construct   a   form   of   willful   

non-seeing.   Many   scholars   have   turned   towards   artistic   genres   like   photographs,   novels,   

music,   films,   paintings,   museum   exhibitions   etc.   for   unorthodox   visions   of   sovereignty,   

global   asymmetries   and   violence   to   contest   state   based   narratives   (Blieker   2001;   2012;   

2018;   Lisle   2004;   2006a;   2006b;   2007;   2010;   Shapiro   2008;   Campbell   2007;   Weber   

2005;   2006;   2011;   Rose   2012;   Sylvester   2015;   Carter   &   Dodds   2014).   In   these   

developments   within   IR,   narrative   feature   and   documentary   films   occupy   a   distinct   part   of   

post-structuralist   scholarship   and   are   important   teaching   tools   in   classrooms   (Weber   

2001;   2014;   Dodds   2008;   Shapiro   2008;   2009;   Swimelar   2013;   Harman   2018).   Only   

recently   however,   is   documentary   film   being   scrutinized   as   a   genre   unto   itself   that    enacts   

global   politics.   Camera   and   sound   techniques,   narrative   structure,   claims   of   representing   

groups,   what   is   not   included   the   frame,   and   the   epistemologies   invoked   to   establish   

authenticity   are   starting   points   to   examine   how   a   documentary   visually   constructs   global   

politics   (van   Munster   and   Sylvester   2015).     
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There   are   few   (but   a   growing   group)   of   IR   scholars   turning   towards   documentary   

practice   as   a   means   to   communicate   research   findings   to   audiences   beyond   academia   

(Weber   2010;   Der   Derian   2011;   Callahan   2015).   For   instance   James   Der   Derian   is   the   

co-director   of    Human   Terrain:   War   Becomes   Academic    (2010)     about   controversial   military   

recruitment   efforts   to   include   academic   researchers   –   anthropologists,   psychologists,   

political   scientists   and   international   relations   experts   –   in   war   efforts.   While   the   military   

claims   its   intentions   are   to   better   understand   the   cultures   they   are   operating   in,   reduce   

casualties   and   implement   humanitarian   projects,   many   academics   argued   that   this   was   

tantamount   to   participating   in   war   crimes.   This   tension   is   embodied   by   the   central   

character   Michael   Bhatia,   one   of   the   first   academics   enrolled   into   the   Cultural   Awareness   

and   the   Military   Project   and   tragically   among   the   first   to   be   killed   in   Afghanistan   in   2008.   

While   the   film   was   critically   acclaimed   during   its   festival   circuit,   Der   Derian   opted   not   to   

publish   about   his   methods   in   making   this   film   in   dialogue   with   IR   scholarship   on   aesthetic   

representations   of   war   and   violence.   The   film   thus   remains,   like   other   documentaries,  

primarily   a   tool   for   discussion   in   IR   classrooms.     

On   the   other   hand,   Cynthia   Weber’s   short   documentary   series   “I   am   an   American”   

reveals   the   productive   results,   academically   and   aesthetically,   when   a   researcher   uses   a   

camera   and   microphone   as   methodological   tools   to   delve   into   crevices   between   

citizenship   identities   and   the   lived   realities   of   state   power.   She   produced,   directed,   

filmed,   and   edited   a   series   of   PSA   style   vignettes   and   published   a   counterpart   monograph   

I   am   an   American:   Filming   the   Fear   of   Difference    (2011).   Similar   to   my   intentions   to   

develop   on   the   ground,   counter   visions   of   a   local   public   health   crisis,   Weber’s   portraits   of   

individual   citizens   actively   contests   patriotic   visions   of   American   national   identity   

represented   in   the   American   Ad   Council’s    I   am   an   American    PSA   campaign   in   the   wake   of   
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9/11.   Weber   uses   her   camera   and   microphone   to   explore   how   diverse   US   citizens   

proclaim   jarring   differences   that   contrast   with   hegemonic   ideals   while   simultaneously   

claiming   their   American   identity   (i.e.   I   am   a   political   refugee   from   Mexico   and   I   am   an   

American;   I   am   a   wrongly   accused   terrorist   spy   and   I   am   a   patriotic   American).   Weber’s   

intimate   and   sincere   camerawork   with   the   participants,   coupled   with   the   diversity   of   the   

voices   represented,   works   to   produce   a   thoughtful   cinematic   challenge   to   the   slick,   well   

funded   ad   campaign   that   effaced   American   lived   experiences   of   being   poor,   illegal,   

malicious,   dissenting,   wrongly   victimized   etc.   Weber’s    I   am   an   American    collection   offers   

bottom   up,   lateral   portraits   of   ordinary   people   in   America   post   9/11   that   actually    feels   

more   authentically   American   than   the   state   produced,   more   widely   seen    I   am   an   American   

series.   The   multiplicity   of   identities   and   experiences   in   her   series   counteractualizes   a   

unique,   organic   vision   of   American   people   while   in   direct   dialogue   with   longstanding   

debates   in   IR   about   sovereignty,   citizenship,   identity   and   war.   

While   reflecting   on   his   own   documentary   led   research   on   people’s   personal   

experiences   with   toilets   in   China,   IR   scholar   William   Callahan   found   that   documentary   

practice   can   engage   the   “nonlinear,   non-linguistic   and   non-representational   aspects”   of   

research   to   mobilize   “the   power   of   the   laughs,   sighs,   shrugs,   cringes   and   tears   that   are   

provoked.”   These,   in   turn,   can   be   edited   into   “an   engaging   set   of   images   that,   in   turn,   can   

produce   laughs,   cringes   and   tears   in   the   film’s   audience”   (2015:   892).   In   other   words,   

traditional   academic   research   outputs   are   rarely   afforded   the   freedom   to   demonstrate   the   

emotional   richness,   complexity,   non-linearity   and   non-coherence   of   the   lived,   research   

encounter.   While   debates   on   the   limitations   of   traditional   forms   of   academic   expression   

are   relatively   new   within   IR,   visual   anthropologists   have   explored   this   dilemma   for   

decades   in   their   practice   based   ethnographies   (Macdougall   1998;   2005;   Pink   2006;   2013;   
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2015;   Grimshaw   &   Ravetz   2005;   2009;   Schneider   &   Wright   2010;   2012;   2013;   Schneider   

&   Pasqualino   2014;   Hartblay   2018;   Hogan   &   Pink   2010).   Mobilizing   the   interstices   

between   art,   sensory   ethnography   and   cinema,   their   artistic   and   scholarly   productions   

reveal   how   creative   practice   based   work   can   help   (a)   interrupt   certainties   underpinning   

academic   disciplines;   (b)   reveal   experiential,   sensory,   ways   of   knowing,   being   and   

remembering   in   non-linguistic   terms;   and   (c)   to   ‘emerge’   knowledge   through   experience   

rather   than   simply   replicate   it   in   discursive   publications.   These   methodological   outcomes   

are   deeply   relevant   to   scholarship   in   IR   pursuing   the   non-representational,   embodied,   and   

mobile   aspects   of   experiencing   world   politics.     

There   is   a   shift   away   from   examining   the   representational   aspects   of   visuality   

towards   the   more   than   representational   dimensions   in   order   to   explore   how   images,   visual   

practices   and   surveillance   technologies   entwine   to   produce   affective   experiences   of   

global   power.   Recent   scholarship   among   scholars   like   Rune   Saugmann   Andersen   (2012;   

2013;   2015;   2018),   Frank   Moller   (2013)   and   Michelle   Weitzel   (2018)   go   beyond   the   

visual   to   explore   the   multisensory,   corporeal   aspects   of   border   security,   surveillance   

practices   and   other   forms   of   state   coercion.   This   requires   innovative   methodologies   to   

explore   how   multiple   and   mobile   relations   of   power   target,   envelop   and   discipline   bodies   in   

synaesthetic,   affective   registers.   Sensory   ethnographer   Sarah   Pink   asserts   ethnography   

is   ultimately   “a   multisensorial   embodied   engagement   with   others”   which   requires   the   

researcher   to   “reflect   on   these   engagements,   to   conceptualise   their   meanings   

theoretically   and   to   seek   ways   to   communicate   the   relatedness   of   experiential   and   

intellectual   meanings   to   others”   (2015:   26).   Rather   than   just   analysing   how   the   effects   of   

global   power   on   the   body   are   represented   in   written   or   visual   texts,   creative   practitioners   

in   IR   can   also   develop   modes   of   aesthetic   representations   that   offer   an   experiential   
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understanding   of   the   corporeal,   embodied   aspects   of   global   politics   to   an   audience.   

Soundscapes,   video   installations,   site   specific   sculptures,   etc.   can   be   useful   allies   for   

affective   knowledge   production   in   this   regard.     

  The   purpose   of   my   practice-led   research   was   to   build   a   bottom   up   analysis   that   

challenges   dominant   modes   of   thinking,   seeing,   hearing,   and   experiencing   global   drug   

studies   within   IR.   Traditional   territorialist   or   state-centered   methodologies   render   users,   

families   and   public   health   advocates   invisible   despite   being   the   people   bearing   the   effects   

of   the   global   drug   trade   and   war-on-drugs   policies.   Epistemologically,   IR   critiques   of   US   

interventions   into   drug   producing   countries   are   better   because   they   reveal   how   

prohibitionist   regimes   are   more   concerned   about   exercising   hegemonic   power   in   world   

politics   than   about   preventing   drug   trafficking   (Nadelmann   1990;   McCoy   1992;   2003;   

Friesendorf   2006;   Stokes   2005;   Chouvy   2010;   Mercille   2011;   Buxton   2006;   Friman   &   

Andreas   1999;   Inkster   &   Comolli   2012;   Payan   2016).   But   the   methodological   tools   that   

focus   solely   on   law   enforcement   responses   are   outdated,   and   in   the   case   of   a   national   

public   health   emergency   in   the   US,   useless.   The   global,   local   complexities   of   the   overdose   

crisis   demand   new   ways   of   analyzing   drug   use,   addiction   and   overdose   aligned   with   

medical   evidence   and   public   health   modes   of   response.   This   requires   drawing   attention   to   

overlooked   experiences   and   spaces,   which   in   turn   requires   new   articulations   of   

aesthetics   and   politics   in   IR.   As   Ranciere   argues:    

Politics   is   first   of   all   the   configuration   of   a   space   as   political,   the   framing   of   a   
specific   sphere   of   experience,   the   setting   of   objects   posed   as   common:   and   of   
subjects   to   whom,   the   capacity   is   recognized   to   designate   these   objects   and   
discuss   about   them.   Politics   first   is   the   conflict   about   the   very   existence   of   that   
sphere   of   experience,   the   reality   of   those   common   objects   and   the   capacity   of   
those   subjects   (Ranciere   quoted   in   Shapiro   2006:   10).     
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For   my   research,   I   wanted   to   use   a   practice-based   aesthetic   methodology   to   reconfigure   

the   way   the   global   politics   of   drugs   is   represented   and   understood   in   IR.   Inspired   by   

feminist   researchers,   I   became   interested   in   how   sensory   practices   could   reveal   how   the   

mundane   and   intimate   are   actually   constitutive   of   global   power   dynamics   in   order   to   break   

through   the   traditional   hierarchies   and   spatial   distinctions   so   fundamental   to   mainstream   

IR.   I   wanted   to   show   how   global   drug   materials,   circuits   and   networks   are   densely   

experientially   felt   things   shaping   and   defining   the   local,   intimate   experiences   of   an   

ongoing   overdose   crisis.   And   moreover,   I   wanted   to   represent   this   knowledge   production   in   

an   audio-visual   installation   with   synesthetic   and   affective   properties.     

The   specific   epistemological   contributions   of   creative   practice   to   IR   scholarship  

is   a   developing   debate   and   one   that   this   this   thesis   directly   contributes   to.   The   film   itself,   

and   this   written   chapter,   are   expressions   of   my   efforts   to   think   through   these   important   

questions.   Visual   anthropologist   David   MacDougall   famously   wrote   that   “corporeal   images   

are   not   just   the   images   of   other   bodies;   they   are   also   images   behind   the   camera   and   its   

relations   with   the   world”   (2006:   3).   My   specific   practice   goals   were   to   use   a   video   

camera   and   sound   recorder   as   methodological   tools   to   (a)   witness   and   document   the   

affective   intensities   animating   a   local   overdose   crisis   in   Massachusetts;   and   then   (b)   

make   visible   some   of   the   global   forms,   forces   and   materials   imbricated   in   these   scenes.   

In   this   methodology   chapter,   I   narrate   the   sequential   story   of   my   documentary   research   

practice   leading   to    Losing   a   Whole   Generation ,   a   three   channel   video   installation   in   a   living   

room   set   design.   In   the   first   section,   I   describe   my   creative   decisions   and   ethical   choices   

regarding   filming   with   parents   who   lost   children   to   overdoses,   first   responders   responding   

to   emergency   overdoses   and   harm   reduction   activists   performing   outreach   for   a   local  

public   health   collaborative   in   Massachusetts.   In   the   second   section,   I   discuss   why   /   how   I   
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decided   to   focus   on   how   heroin/IMF   is   trafficked   through   legal   trade   systems   at   the   

Laredo   port   of   entry   on   the   US-Mexico   border,   and   why   /   how   I   decided   to   trace   naloxone   

back   to   legal   poppy   production   among   farmers   living   in   Tasmania,   Australia.   Finally,   in   the   

last   section,   I   discuss   the   post-production   process   and   the   creative   decisions   that   led   

Losing   A   Whole   Generation    to   become   a   three   channel   video   installation   in   a   living   room   

set.   This   chapter   concludes   with   a   discussion   on   how   the   content   of   the   form   of   the   film   

project   offers   an   original   contribution   to   creative,   practical   and   affective   knowledge   of   IR.   

Filming   Local   Stories:   Massachusetts   

After   passing   my   differentiation   in   Belfast   in   June   2015,   I   returned   home   to   

Boston   to   begin   my   fieldwork.   The   plan   was   that   I   would   start   researching   in   New   England   

to   build   a   local   understanding   of   the   epidemic   with   an   eye   towards   relevant   spaces,   

people   or   materialities   that   linked   to   other   global   field   sites.   I   intended   to   identify   the   

form,   content   and   the   additional   global   fieldwork   locations   that   were   relevant   to   the   crisis   

in   New   England.   Of   course,   I   was   sensitive   to   visual   anthropology   literature   about   using   

filmmaking   to   “transition   from   a   word-sentence   to   an   image-sequence   approach”   to   heed   

the   “non-verbal,   of   movement,   gesture,   posture,   action   and...   details,   texture   and   

materiality   of   the   social   world”   (Grimshaw   &   Ravetz   2005:   23).   In   those   early   stages,   I   

decided   it   was   necessary   to   keep   my   techniques   inclusive   to   establish   my   footing   in   the   

field   while   I   actively   pursued   insights   into   theories   of   biopower,   affect,   new   materialism,   

mobilities,   circulation   and   assemblage   thinking   while   recording.   I   used   on-camera   

interviews,   anonymous   sound   interviews,   still   photos,   cinema   verite   and   observational   

shooting   to   accumulate   the   research   material   I   would   turn   into   a   final   creative   product.   At   
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this   stage,   I   was   also   open   to   narrowing   down   my   practice   to   one   specific   aesthetic   

technique   informed   by   the   research   findings.   

Pursuing   practice   based   research   by   attuning   to   affect   first   and   foremost   required   

deliberately   putting   myself   with   my   camera   and   sound   recorder   among   people   and   spaces   

where   the   crisis   was   deeply   felt   and   where   I   could   experience   the   affective   intensities   

animating   an   atmosphere.   Kathleen   Stewart   describes   what   a   focus   on   affect   brings   to   an   

academic   inquiry:     

In   place   of   the   sheer   critique   of   representation,   affect   added   an   affirmative   
critique   that   registers   surprise   at   what   and   how   things   happen.   It   waits   to   see   as   
things   unfold   in   a   moment,   notes   points   of   contact,   recognizes   the   weight   or   
smell   of   an   atmosphere,   or   traces   the   spread   of   intensities   across   subjects,   
objects,   institutions,   laws,   materialities,   and   species.   The   everyday   is   not   
naturalized   as   the   un-thought,   but   approached   as   a   prolific   generation   of   
temporary   inventive   resolutions   to   problematics   that   set   off   unexpected   
trajectories   (Stewart   2017:   195).     

I   had   to   think   broadly   about   (a)   what   people,   places   or   situations   I   could   record   in   to   

explore   how   the   international   and   personal   intertwine   in   this   opioid   epidemic;   (b)   the   

types   of   images,   sounds,   editing   techniques   or   screening   formats   that   engage   ideas   

about   entanglements,   interconnections,   and/or   intersections   between   global   networks   

and   everyday   life   worlds;   and   (c)   how   to   ethically   represent   the   experiences   of   people   and   

families   experiencing   a   crisis.   In   order   to   start   tracing   the   crisis   as   a   “spread   of   

intensities”   in   an   affective   register,   I   chose   to   contact   a   harm   reduction   drop   in   center   

which   cares   for   active   drug   users,   paramedics,   firefighters   and   police   officers,   and   

parents   caring   for   addicted   children   and   who   had   lost   children   to   overdoses,   and   officials   

overseeing   the   department   of   corrections,   a   local   jail   where   convicted   drug   traffickers   

were   serving   sentences.   I   pursued   these   avenues   of   interest   simultaneously   with   an   eye   

towards   identifying   clear   global   links   to   the   ongoing   local   crisis.   I   followed   these   
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theoretical   and   ethical   parameters   to   develop   the   direction   of   the   research   starting   in   

New   England.     

During   the   initial   stages   of   my   research,   I   assumed   I   would   explore   the   

connections   between   global   drug   networks   and   personal   stories   of   addiction   inspired   by   

Christine   Sylvester’s   ideas   about   studying   “up   from   people   and   down   from   abstract   

frameworks   simultaneously”   (2013b:   86).   In   order   to   connect   with   people   struggling   with   

addiction   and   to   get   advice   from   people   working   on   the   frontlines   of   the   crisis,   I   reached   

out   to   Mary   Wheeler,   who   is   the   director   of   Healthy   Streets,   an   HIV/AIDS   and   overdose   

prevention   program   serving   active   injection   drug   users   and   their   families   in   Lynn,   

Massachusetts.   Healthy   Streets   is   essentially   a   harm   reduction   community   drop   in   center   

where   people   can   be   tested   for   diseases,   exchange   dirty   needles   for   clean   ones,   pick   up   

naloxone   kits,   have   a   cup   of   coffee,   chat   with   each   other   and   the   staff   and   be   referred   to   

a   detox   or   rehab   facility   if   they   ask   to   be.   In   our   initial   meeting,   Mary   explained   to   me   what   

harm   reduction   was:   it   was   not   a   practice   or   philosophy   that   I   was   familiar   with   at   the   

time.   She   explained   why   clean   needles   and   naloxone   are   necessary   to   protect   drug   users   

from   disease   and   overdose.   She   also   talked   about   how   difficult   it   was   to   advocate   for  

these   programs   in   the   past   and   how   other   harm   reduction   concepts   like   safe-injection   

sites,   easy   access   to   medically   assisted   addiction   therapies   and   prescription   heroin   are   

still   a   long   way   off   from   being   politically   viable.   The   general   public   and   policymakers   do   not   

easily   understand   harm   reduction   models,   largely   because   they   challenge   the   logic   of   

abstinence   only.   At   the   end   of   our   conversation,   she   invited   me   to   visit   Healthy   Streets   a   

few   times   a   week   to   observe   and   to   meet   some   of   the   clients   while   learning   about   the   

day   to   day   operations   of   a   needle   exchange.   From   July   to   October   2015,   I   visited   Healthy   
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Streets   once   or   twice   a   week   to   observe,   meet   people   and   learn   about   harm   reduction   

responses   to   drug   users.     

  Healthy   Streets   generally   had   an   easy   going   atmosphere   as   people   come   in   to   

exchange   dirty   needles   for   clean   ones,   pick   up   naloxone   kits   and   grab   a   cup   of   coffee.   But   

there   was   an   undercurrent   of   tragedy   everyday   as   staff   and   clients   died   frequently   from   

overdoses.   A   hallway   in   the   Healthy   Streets   is   covered   with   newspaper   obituaries   and   

pictures   of   clients   and   staff   members   who   had   died   over   the   years.   It   was   clear   that   the   

circulation   of   heroin   mixed   with   IMF   had   dramatically   changed   social   dynamics   on   a   street   

level.   The   high   from   IMF   was   stronger   but   lasted   for   shorter   time,   so   people   were   using   

more   and   overdosing   more   frequently.   Witnessing   the   constancy   of   loss   at   Healthy   

Streets   and   the   effect   it   had   on   the   staff   and   other   users   during   those   short   three   months   

made   me   realize   the   critical   significance   of   naloxone.   As   I   watched   the   staff   hand   

naloxone   kits   alongside   clean   needles   to   active   drug   users,   I   made   a   note   of   how   these   

materialities   are   enrolled   in   practices   of   care   towards   the   drug   using   community.   I   also   

thought   naloxone   might   be   an   interesting   materiality   to   follow   to   develop   new   insights   

into   harm   reduction   responses   to   addiction   and   overdose.     

After   spending   time   at   Healthy   Streets   getting   to   know   and   building   rapport   with   

the   staff   and   some   of   the   clients,   Mary   gave   me   permission   to   conduct   semi-structured   

interviews   with   regular   clients   if   they   were   open   to   talking   with   me   and   being   recorded.   

Most   of   the   clients   showed   physical   signs   of   addiction   and   homelessness   including   

slowed   speech,   glassy   eyes,   abscess   infections,   scars,   missing   teeth,   dirty   clothes,   etc.   I   

recalled   Gillian   Rose’s    Visual   Methodologies:   An   Introduction   to   Research   with   Visual   

Materials    (2012) ,    a   seminal   post-positivist   work   on   visuality   in   IR.   In   this   book,   she   
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argues   that   the   goal   is   “not   to   find   the   singular   correct   ‘truth’   about   visual   images,”   but   to   

consider   the   “cultural   significance,   social   practices,   and   power   relations”   projected   in   the   

images   with   the   aim   of   contesting   how   vision   is   constructed   (2012:   xviii).   This   recasts   

methodological   questions   from   how   images   ‘look,’   to   what   they   can   ‘do’   in   regards   to   

embodied   affect   (Mitchell   2005).   At   that   stage   in   the   research,   I   was   not   sure   how   to   

take   responsibility,   as   a   practice   researcher,   for   the   visuality   of   addiction   and   

homelessness   in   a   way   that   did   not   reinforce   stereotypical   portrayals   of   drug   users   

among   an   audience.   In   an   emergency   situation   where   precarious   lives   hang   in   the   balance,   

I   felt   I   needed   more   time   to   carefully   think   through   how   to   responsibly   visualize   addicted   

people   to   offer   something   new   to   the   canon.     I   also   knew   from   past   filmmaking   

experiences   that   it   is   important   to   build   trust   and   rapport   with   the   people   you   film.     For   

ethical   and   practical   reasons,   I   decided   to   conduct   anonymous,   sound-only   interviews   

with   clients   to   prioritise   their   voices   and   stories.   I   was   also   not   sure   how   I   would   use   the   

anonymous   sound   interviews   but   I   thought   it   was   important   to   gain   some   insight   into   the   

everyday   lives   of   active   drug   users   to   develop   the   project   further.     

  Since   active   opiate   users   are   considered   a   vulnerable   population,   my   research   

underwent   ethical   review   as   required   by   the   School   of   History   Anthropology   Philosophy   

and   Politics   (HAPP)   Procedures   Governing   Ethics   in   Research   committee.   I   had   an   

approved   research   consent   form   and   a   media   release   for   participants   to   sign.   I   also   was   

required   by   HAPP   to   keep   a   separate   record   of   how   I   assessed   the   capacity   of   an   active   

drug   user   to   participate   freely   and   willingly   in   the   research   since   in   many   cases   they   

would   probably   be   high.   The   ethics   committee   prohibited   me   from   interviewing   and   

recording   people   while   they   were   using   drugs   which   was   never   an   issue   because   clients   

are   not   allowed   to   use   drugs   at   Healthy   Streets.   Before   the   interview   started,   I   explained   
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to   all   participants   that   I   was   a   PhD   candidate   in   International   Relations   at   Queen’s   

University   Belfast   researching   the   global   connections   to   the   local   overdose   crisis.   We   

read   the   research   and   media   consent   form   together   and   then   I   invited   him/her   to   ask   any   

questions   about   me,   my   research   and   intentions.   I   let   all   participants   know   that   if   there   

was   anything   they   did   not   wish   to   share   we   simply   did   not   need   to   talk   about   it.   I   also   

provided   them   with   his/her   own   copy   of   the   consent   and   media   release   forms   which   listed   

my   contact   information.   I   reassured   all   participants   that   if   at   any   point   after   the   interview   

but   before   the   thesis   was   completed,   he   or   she   could   withdraw   their   contribution   to   my   

study.   I   also   told   them   that   they   were   welcome   to   let   Mary,   the   director   of   Healthy   

Streets,   know   if   there   was   anything   they   felt   uncomfortable   about   after   the   interview.   I   

conducted   a   total   of   14   semi-structured   interviews   with   active   injection   users   at   Healthy   

Streets.     

The   interviews   were   wide-ranging   and   conversational   in   style.   We   generally   talked   

about   their   introductions   to   opioids,   how   they   became   addicted,   personal   stories,   mental   

illness   diagnoses,   experiences   in   jail,   cycles   of   homelessness   and   relapses   after   long   

periods   of   sobriety.   The   more   I   interviewed   active   drug   users   and   listened   to   their   stories   

however,   the   less   convinced   I   became   that   visually   connecting   global   heroin/IMF   networks   

to   addicted   people   by   filming   them   was   the   most   insightful   story   to   tell.   While   artistic   and   

scholarly   ethnographies   of   drug   users   have   been   done   before   (Clark   2000;   Schonberg   and   

Bourgois   2002;   2009;   Fouhse   2013),   my   research   specifically   engaged   entanglements   

between   global   forces   and   personal   lives.   I   came   to   understand   that   visually   juxtaposing   

illicit   drug   flows   to   an   individual   suffering   from   addiction   without   properly   framing   the   

local   biopolitics   of   substance   abuse   was   not   appropriate   in   the   context   of   an   ongoing   

epidemic.   For   example,   I   conducted   an   anonymous,   sound-only   interview   with   a   woman   
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who   is   bipolar   and   was   40   years   old   at   the   time   we   spoke   in   2015.   She   started   taking   

Percocets   her   dad   gave   her   when   she   was   eleven   years   old   and   started   injecting   heroin   at   

eighteen   years   old.   When   I   met   her,   she   had   been   in   and   out   of   a   women’s   state   prison   

four   times   for   thirty   days   each   in   the   last   eight   months   due   to   one   larceny   charge.   She   

kept   violating   her   probation   because   she   struggled   to   stay   sober   while   supporting   herself   

as   a   homeless   sex   worker.   At   the   time   we   spoke,   she   had   been   sober   for   two   weeks:     

I’ve   been   homeless   for   over   2   years   now.   I   slightly   remember   kind   of   having   a   
normal   life   but   I’ve   been   using   so   long   that   I   kinda   don’t   remember   anything   else.   
But   right   now,   I   am   trying   to   stay   sober.   The   homeless   thing   is   the   biggest   issue   it   
is   just   a   whole   lot   of   easier   to   be   jammed   everyday   when   you   have   nowhere   to   go   
and   like   probably   had   to   shower   three   days   ago   and   can’t.   No   clean   clothes.   It’s   
just   a   nightmare.   And   you’re   clearly   hustling   because   you   are   homeless   and   you   
need   money   to   eat   and   get   high   and   stuff.   I   have   had   things   happen   to   me,   like   I’ve   
been   thrown   out   of   a   moving   vehicle.   Guys   rip   the   condom   off,   I’ve   been,   you   know,   
raped,   all   kinds   of   crap   that   happens   basically   due   to   being   homeless   and   using.   
I’ve   tried   to   do   [prostitution]   sober   because   clearly   its   easy   money,   but   every   time   
I   try   to   do   it   sober   I   end   up   using   because   it   sucks   your   soul   out   of   you.   I   am   gay   
so   I   don’t   like   men   at   all   to   start   with   and   when   I   do   I’ll   just   pretend   I   am   not   there   
it’s   demeaning   and   disgusting.   You   got   some   disgusting   dude   all   over   you   it’s   just   
a   miserable   life...   You   just   have   terrible   crap   happen   to   you.   Almost   every   girl   I   
know   has   been   raped   probably   more   than   once.   Done   things   like   had   sex   for   a   hit   
because   [addiction]   just   basically   takes   you   completely   away   from   yourself.   You   
hate   yourself.   Nothing   but   misery,   catching   diseases   and   risking   your   life.   It’s   just   
the   easiest   way   to   make   money   for   a   hustle   around   here.   You   are   probably   not   
going   to   get   in   trouble   unless   you   get   into   a   detective’s   car.   It’s   better   than   
stealing   where   you   are   at   a   high   risk   of   getting   caught...   I   haven’t   been   doing   it   for   
two   weeks   now   actually.   I   am   trying   to   stop.   My   phone   will   ring   off   the   hook   and   I   
will   think   about   the   fact   that   I   could   go   make   $40   for   something   that   takes   about   
5-10   minutes.   It’s   kinda   hard   to   let   go   of.   It’s   hard   to   do   sober,   you   have   to   be   
numb   to   it.   Maybe   it’s   just   me   because   I   don’t   like   guys   anyway,   which   is   why   I   
need   to   be   fucked   up,   but   I   think   it’s   all   around.   People   need   to   be   fucked   up   to   do   
it   (Anonymous   2015,   personal   interview,   23   September).     

From   a   practical   producing   and   directing   perspective,   I   thought   carefully   about   how   I   could   

connect   the   lived   experiences   of   homeless   drug   users,   like   this   woman’s,   to   the   more   

‘macro’   aspects   of   the   global   drug   trade.   But   the   interviews   challenged   the   critical   

framing   I   was   developing:   what   would   I   be   communicating   by   representing   drug   user   
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bodies   in   relationship   to   drug   networks   when   it’s   clear   that   these   bodies   are   not   just   

bearing   the   effects   of   drugs,   but   also   the   disciplinary   forces   that   make   it   harder   for   them   

to   recover   from   addiction?   In   most   popular   media   representations,   the   drug   user   is   usually   

portrayed   as   an   out   of   control   person   driven   to   do   anything   in   order   to   get   drugs   to   feed   

their   addictions   (Boyd   2002).   But   my   interviews   with   homeless   drug   users   revealed   a   

much   more   complicated   relationship   with   drug   use   while   they   tried   to   survive   

homelessness   on   a   path   towards   recovery.   I   felt   that   by   filming   or   recording   people   

without   being   able   to   fully   explicate   how   homelessness,   probation,   experiences   in   jail,   

being   taken   on   and   off   medications,   trauma,   violence   etc.   shape   substance   abuse   issues,   

I   would   be   reproducing   yet   another   reductive   narrative   that   blamed   their   plight   completely   

on   their   addiction   to   drugs.   Given   the   tight   bounds   and   limitations   of   a   creative   practice   

PhD,   I   knew   that   I   could   not   take   on   all   these   issues   effectively   in   my   research   while   also   

foregrounding   the   global   stories   sequestered   within   the   opioid   epidemic.   In   order   to   avoid   

turning   anyone   into   a   simplified   ‘spectacle,’   I   ultimately   decided   that   it   would   be   more   

meaningful,   ethical   and   visually   effective   to   look   at   the    absence    of   drug   using   bodies   

among   families   and   communities   in   order   to   reference   the   social,   political,   and   legal   

factors   that   shape   drug   use   in   a   community.     

During   my   research,   I   learned   that   when   a   loved   one   dies   from   an   overdose,   the   

traumas   associated   with   addiction   and   overdose   resonate   with   parents   long   after   their   

child   has   died.   The   profound   suffering   among   family   members   of   addicted   people   is   less   

explored,   but   it   is   a   central   aspect   of   the   affective   atmosphere   of   an   ongoing   overdose   

crisis   experienced   among   users   and   non-users   alike.   Anderson   theorizes   how   affect   

‘envelops’   and   thus   presses   on   a   society   ‘from   all   sides’   through   forces   that   are   not   

necessarily   sensible   phenomena   (Anderson   2009:   78).   He   writes   “...it   is   the   very   
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ambiguity   of   affective   atmospheres   –   between   presence   and   absence,   between   subject   

and   object,   and   between   the   definite   and   indefinite   –   that   enables   us   to   reflect   on   how   

something   like   the   affective   quality,   or   tone,   of   something   can   condition   life   by   giving   

sites,   episodes   or   encounters   a   particular   feel”   (Anderson   2014:   137).   My   experiences   

encountering   parents   in   the   throes   of   living   with   an   addicted   person   taught   me   that   they   

feel   as   sick   as   their   child   while   living   in   constant   fear   of   a   phone   call   that   their   child   has   

died.   The   all-consuming   chaos   and   fear   that   active   addiction   brings   into   family   intimacies   

is   an   important   affective   register   to   examine   in   its   own   right,   but   it   also   poses   additional   

ethical   dilemmas   to   grapple   with.   I   decided   to   focus   on   visualizing   affective   atmospheres   

between   presence   and   absence    in   the   aftermath    of   an   overdose   loss.   Based   on   my   

previous   experience   producing   and   directing   documentaries,   I   knew   that   in   order   to   

represent   a   complex   subject   matter   across   multiple   global   locations,   it   was   absolutely   

necessary   to   build   in   moments   of   quiet,   contemplative   reflection   to   slow   the   film   down.   

These   moments   of   pause   allow   the   viewer   to   digest   complicated   sections   of   a   story   line.  

To   work   towards   this   tone   of   reflection,   I   experimented   with   filming   (a)   interviews   with  

parents   who   lost   children   to   overdoses;   (b)   a   remembrance   vigil   for   overdose   victims   and   

(c)   Black   Balloon   Day   on   March   6th,   an   annual   event   when   families   hang   black   balloons   

outside   their   home   symbolizing   that   their   family   has   suffered   an   overdose   loss.   In   these   

scenes,   I   aimed   to   explore   the   ambiguity   of   affective   atmospheres   that   exist   between   

presence   and   absence   –   the   families   who   are   present   reflecting   on   their   memories   with   

their   loved   ones   who   are   absent.   That   sense   of   grief   and   healing   in   their   child’s   absence   

informs   parents’   everyday   lives   as   they   remember   children   in   pictures,   prayers,   daily   

rituals,   vigils   and   days   of   remembrance.     
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I   focused   on   the   experiences   of   four   parents   grieving   their   lost   children   in   order   to   

ground   the   film   in   a   sense   of   community-wide   grief.   Not   every   parent   is   open   to   talking   

about   the   most   painful   experience   of   their   lives   on   camera.   With   this   in   mind,   I   tried   to   

identify   and   introduce   myself   to   parents   who   had   already   shared   about   their   experiences   

publicly,   and   some   who   were   taking   up   activist   causes   around   the   opioid   crisis.   For   

example,   after   his   son   Casey   died   from   a   heroin   overdose   in   2008,   Ken   Washburn   

established   the   Massachusetts   chapter   of   Grief   Recovery   After   a   Substance   Passing   

(GRASP),   a   peer   support   group   for   those   who   have   lost   someone   to   substance   use   or   

addiction.   He   had   also   done   a   couple   of   interviews   with   local   newspapers.   Jean   Marie   

McCauley,   who   is   in   recovery   herself,   lost   her   three   sons   to   drug   overdoses   in   2013,   2014   

and   2016.   She   started   a   clothing   line   called   ‘Recovery   Happens’   and   is   vocal   about   her   

grief   on   social   media   and   on   local   television.   After   his   two   sons   died   from   heroin   

overdoses   2010   and   2014,   Chuck   Rosa   established   “Chucky’s   Fight”   a   non-profit   

advocacy   group   that   promotes   drug   and   alcohol   abuse   education   in   schools.   Paul   Lynch,   

who   lost   his   son   Paul   Lynch   Jr.   in   2010   from   an   overdose   and   whose   daughter   is   also   

addicted   to   heroin/IMF,   is   a   family   friend   and   an   active   member   of   GRASP.   Before   I   asked   

these   parents   to   appear   on   camera,   I   met   with   them   individually   to   introduce   myself   and   

to   talk   with   them   about   their   experiences,   my   PhD   research   and   what   I   hoped   to   achieve   

with   the   film   and   thesis.   Since   they   expressed   interest   in   sharing   their   stories   on   camera,   

we   went   over   the   research   consent   and   media   release   forms   together.   Afterwards,   I   

invited   them   to   ask   any   more   questions   about   me   and   my   research.   Next,   we   arranged   a   

date   for   me   to   return   to   their   homes   with   my   cinematographer   friend   and   colleague   Shawn   

Gauvain   for   a   formal,   semi-structured   on   camera   interview.     
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Some   visual   researchers   avoid   on   camera   interviews   altogether,   preferring   a   more   

cinema   verite   style   of   recording   in   order   to   capture   life   as   it   is   lived   and   experienced   

(MacDougall   1998;   Grimshaw   &   Ravetz   2005;   Sniadecki   2014;   Vaughn   1999).   This   type   of   

recording   often   leads   to   documentary   scenes   of   aesthetic   ambiguity   for   intersubjective   

forms   of   knowledge   that   can   be   shaped   by   the   filmmaker,   the   subject   and   audience   alike.   

While   this   type   of   sensory   knowledge   production   is   appropriate   for   particular   projects   and   

political   contexts,   I   felt   it   was   aesthetically   appropriate   to   conduct   on   camera   interviews   

with   parents   who   narrated   their   personal   stories   of   losing   children   to   overdoses.   Sarah   

Pink   in    Sensory   Ethnography    notes   that   “interviews   are   not   simply   about   talk”   but   rather   

“performative   and   embodied”   (2015:   85).   As   spaces   where   people   define,   reflect   and   

communicate   experiences,   the   interview   can   help   people   place   “verbal   definitions   on   

sensory   embodied   experiences,”   and   in   doing   so   allocate   “these   experiences   to   culturally   

specific   sensory   categories”   (Pink   2015:   86).   While   interviews   are   a   common   

documentary   and   research   technique,   there   are   strong   local   cultural   traditions   of   

storytelling   about   addiction   and   recovery   in   Learn   to   Cope,   GRASP,   Narcotics   Anonymous   

(NA)   and   Alcoholic   Anonymous   (AA)   peer   support   groups.   People   impacted   by   addiction   or   

overdose   share   personal   stories   in   group   settings   as   an   essential   part   of   reflection,   

humility,   empowerment   and   healing.   Given   my   research   subject   matter,   I   felt   on-camera   

interviews   with   parents   narrating   their   experiences   inside   their   own   homes   was   culturally   

and   ethically   appropriate.   In   this   case,   I   used   on   camera   interviews   not   just   to   collect   

ethnographic   data   but   to   also   mobilize   an   aesthetic   technique   connected   to   local   cultural   

practices   of   storytelling   within   peer   support   and   recovery   communities.     

Amongst   all   the   parents   I   filmed   with,   their   children   first   became   addicted   to   

pharmaceutical   opioids   before   they   transitioned   to   heroin/IMF.   All   experimented   with   
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OxyContin   in   non-medical   channels,   except   for   Paul   Lynch   Jr.   who   was   prescribed   

OxyContin   after   suffering   a   hockey   injury.    Before   the   interview   began,   I   reminded   the   3

parents   that   if   there   was   anything   too   painful   to   talk   about,   anything   they   did   not   want   to   

share   or   if   they   needed   to   take   a   break   or   stop   the   interview   altogether   to   please   let   me   

know.   Shawn   and   I   setup   the   camera   and   lighting   for   a   medium   close-up   center   framing   of   

the   person   against   a   space   in   his   or   her   home   that   felt   intimate   and   warm.   We   used   a   Red   

Epic   Dragon   6K   camera   with   Rokinon   DS-Cine   &   Canon   70-200mm   USM   II   Zoom   Lens    for    a   

high   quality   cinematic   look.   I   chose   to   center   the   parents   within   the   framing   composition   

with   a   shallow   depth   of   field   because   I   felt   it   visually   matched   the   gravity   of   their   losses.   

While   each   semi-structured   interview   was   unique,   they   all   followed   a   similar   general   flow.   

I   usually   started   the   interviews   by   asking   the   parents   to   describe   their   children   and   what   

their   personalities   were   like   growing   up.   After   they   sketched   the   beginning   of   their   family   

lives,   I   asked   parents   about   how   they   discovered   their   children   were   addicted   to   opiates,   

how   they   cared   for   their   children   during   their   addictions,   and   any   stigma   they   felt   as   

parents   of   addicted   children.   They   also   shared   joyful   memories   and   moments   of   

tenderness   with   their   children   amid   the   more   chaotic   periods   of   their   active   addictions.   I   

also   asked   them   to   describe   how   they   cope   with   their   grief   in   the   aftermath   of   losing   their   

children   and   about   any   daily   rituals   or   special   things   they   do   to   remember   their   children.   I   

usually   finished   the   interview   asking   them   if   they   would   like   to   share   anything   that   I   had   

not   asked   them.     

After   the   interviews,   I   arranged   a   time   with   the   parents   to   return   to   shoot   “b-roll”   

to   capture   how   people   remembered   their   children   in   daily   rituals,   pictures,   prayer   cards,   

3   Paul   Lynch   Sr.   described   to   me   how   Paul   Jr.   had   struggled   with   addiction   to   marijuana,   alcohol   and   other   
pharmaceuticals   before   he   was   prescribed   OxyContin   for   his   surgery.   This   is   an   instance   where   the   lines   
between   addiction   and   medical   use   of   opioids   become   blurred   and   tricky   to   differentiate.     
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letters   etc.   displayed   in   the   home.   This   is   where   I   sought   to   capture   observational   

moments   in   their   everyday   lives.   For   instance,   we   filmed   Ken   watering   his   garden   which   

has   a   special   cement   bench   dedicated   to   his   son   Casey   within   it.   Chuck   Rosa   takes   a   

daily   dip   in   the   ocean   under   the   bridge   where   he   scattered   his   sons’   ashes:   he   swims   

every   morning,   even   in   severe   winter   weather,   to   start   his   day   in   remembrance   of   his   boys.   

Jean,   who   is   in   recovery   from   opioid   addiction   herself,   starts   everyday   saying   a   prayer   at   

her   bedside   for   her   boys   to   give   her   strength   and   then   works   on   her   Recovery   Happens   

clothing   and   jewelry   line.   Paul   Lynch   Jr.   keeps   his   son’s   hockey   jerseys   and   memorabilia   

on   display   throughout   his   home.   He   also   takes   regular   trips   to   the   cemetery   to   visit   Paul’s   

grave.   We   filmed   these   interviews   and   scenes   of   parents   carefully   tending   to   the   

memories   of   their   children   to   capture   lived,   situated,   practices   of   grief   and   remembrance.   

We   shot   24   frames   per   second   frame   rates   for   normal   real   time   footage,   and   72   frames   

per   second   frame   rates   for   slow   motion   footage   for   a   more   poetic   look.   The   b-roll   shoots   

helped   us   capture   affective   atmospheres   of   families   enduring   through   absence.   

To   expand   on   these   individual   stories   among   parents,   I   also   focused   on   visualizing   

atmospheres   of   community   trauma   in   Massachusetts.   I   filmed   at   the   annual   Revere   Beach   

Overdose   Memorial   in   September   2017.   This   community   event   consists   of   inspirational   

readings/poems,   lighting   of   candles,   a   reading   of   names   and   a   fire   bell   after   each,   the   

Serenity   Prayer   and   bagpipe   music   on   the   beach.   During   this   community   ritual,   I   aimed   to   

record   something   of   the   “prepersonal   and   performative   qualities   of   collective   life”   to   

“describe   what   precedes   and   exceeds   the   categorical   in   the   labors   of   living   through   

historical   presents”   (Stewart   2017:   195).   Young   children   playing   with   the   candles,   

couples   holding   hands,   the   warm   solemnity   between   families   all   signify   ‘something’   that   a   

community   is   laboring   through.   I   also   filmed   families   participating   in   Black   Balloon   Day,   an   
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annual   overdose   awareness   event   on   March   6th.   Families   who   lost   loved   ones   hang   black   

balloons   outside   their   home   to   symbolize   they   have   suffered   an   overdose   loss.   I   drove   

around   neighborhoods   and   filmed   every   house   I   could   find   with   black   balloons   hanging   

outside   on   March   6th   2016   and   2017.   The   individual   stories   of   these   families   are   not   

visible   on   screen   but   the   images   of   the   black   balloon   hanging   in   front   of   their   house   

nonetheless   symbolize   how   a   collective   overdose   crisis   is   uniquely   personal   to   them.   In   

A tmospheric   Things:   On   the   Allure   of   Elemental   Envelopment    (2018)   Derek   McCormack   

uses   balloons   as   speculative   devices   for   exploring   how   “atmospheres   are   disclosed,   made   

palpable,   and   modified   through   practices   and   experiences   of   envelopment”   (2018:   4).   He   

writes:   

My   argument   is   that   envelopment   is   critical   for   thinking   about   atmospheres   
because   it   allows   us   to   hold   in   generative   tension   a   relation   of   material   continuity   
between   entities   and   the   elemental   conditions   in   which   these   entities   are   
immersed   and   in   which   they   participate.   Envelopment   is   a   process   for   sensing   a   
condition;   it   is   a   process   through   which   atmospheric   things   emerge   whose   form,   
shape,   and   duration   depends   upon   their   capacity   to   sense   and   respond   to   the   
atmospheres   in   which   they   are   immersed   (2018:   5).   

In   this   mode   of   affective   analysis   through   material   objects,   Black   Balloon   day   is   an   event   

where   the   crisis   becomes   visible   as   a   “resonant   and   magnetizing   field”   (Stewart   2017:   

192)   that   envelops   individual   families.   Through   filming   interviews   and   b-roll   of   personal   

rituals   with   individual   parents,   the   overdose   vigil   and   Black   Balloon   Day,   I   aimed   to   

capture   how   the   opioid   overdose   epidemic   registers   as   a   series   of   “deeply   felt   precisions”   

among   individual   families   living   in   a   community.     

Recording   with   Convicted   Drug   Traffickers   in   Middlesex   County   Correction   Facility   

While   filming   families   who   had   lost   children   to   overdoses,   I   also   pursued   

interviews   with   incarcerated   drug   traffickers   at   the   Essex   County   Jail   in   Middleton,   
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Massachusetts   to   better   understand   their   perspectives   on   the   crisis,   personal   stories   

and   family   histories.   I   aimed   to   explore   other   examples   of   the   affective   impact   of   drugs   on   

family   intimacies.   With   permission   from   the   Essex   County   Sheriff   and   with   assistance   

from   assistant   superintendent   Maurice   Pratt,   I   visited   the   jail   four   times   for   three   hours   

each   to   record   anonymous   sound   interviews   with   men   who   had   been   convicted   of   drug   

related   crimes.   I   was   allowed   to   enter   one   of   the   cell   blocks   mid-morning   after   the   

inmates   had   their   daily   Alcoholics   Anonymous   (AA)   meeting.   I   was   allowed   to   sit   at   a   table   

in   a   common   area   with   my   recorder,   research   and   media   release   forms.   I   waited   for   

inmates   to   approach   me   to   inquire   what   I   was   doing   there   and   interviewing   inmates   

about.   I   explained   that   I   was   a   PhD   candidate   studying   the   opioid   epidemic   hoping   to   talk   

with   inmates   who   are   incarcerated   for   drug   related   and   trafficking   crimes.   I   explained   that   

(1)   it   was   sound   only   and   that   I   would   not   be   using   their   real   names   in   the   thesis   or   

production;   (2)   the   interviews   were   conversational   in   style   and   (3)   and   if   there   is   anything   

they   do   not   want   to   answer   we   simply   do   not   need   to   talk   about   it   and   (4)   they   could   

withdraw   their   interviews   up   until   the   thesis   was   submitted.   During   these   visits,   I   

conducted   a   total   of   14   sound   interviews.   The   topics   ranged   from   their   personal   

backgrounds   and   histories,   their   family   and   personal   lives,   their   introduction   to   drug   

trafficking   and   some   of   their   own   addictions.     

  It   was   during   this   stretch   of   research   where   I   directly   encountered   some   of   the   

complex   racial   dynamics   that   are   part   of   this   epidemic,   but   less   commonly   reported   on.   

While   this   addiction   epidemic   in   New   England   has   largely   impacted   white,   suburban   

families,   many   law   enforcement   officers,   and   indeed   most   users,   I   encountered   in   the   field   

spoke   candidly   about   most   ‘dealers’   in   this   region   as   from   the   Dominican   Republic   (DR)   or   
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of   Domican-American   descent.   Indeed,   the   2018   DrugThreat   Assessment   Report   the   DEA   

reports   that:    

Dominican   TCOs   [transnational   criminal   organizations]   dominate   the   mid-level   
distribution   of   cocaine   and   white   powder   heroin   in   major   drug   markets   throughout   
the   Northeast,   and   predominate   at   the   highest   levels   of   the   heroin   and   fentanyl   
trade   in   certain   areas   of   the   region.   They   also   engage   in   some   street-level   sales.   
Dominican   TCOs   work   in   collaboration   with   foreign   suppliers   to   have   cocaine   and   
heroin   shipped   directly   to   the   continental   United   States   and   its   territories   from   
Mexico,   Colombia,   Venezuela,   and   the   Dominican   Republic.   Family   members   and   
friends   of   Dominican   nationality   or   American   citizens   of   Dominican   descent   
comprise   the   majority   of   Dominican   TCOs,   insulating   them   from   outside   threats.   
(DEA   2018:   vii)   

This   data   point   certainly   requires   critical   and   careful   scrutiny   in   order   to   avoid   reproducing   

harmful   reductive   ideas   about   race   and   identity   in   the   war-on-drugs   while   also   considering   

the   uneven   consequences   of   drug   war   policing   in   the   Northeast.   This   is   not   to   say   that   

there   aren’t   also   white   dealers   and   Domininan-American   people   who   are   addicted   to   drugs.   

But   in   the   jail,   I   did   encounter   these   racialized   dynamics   as   the   majority   of   men   

incarcerated   for   drug   trafficking   related   crimes   were   of   Dominican   background.   In   my   

interviews   with   them,   I   learned   that   many   of   the   men   who   were   incarcerated   for   drug   

trafficking   were   actually   introduced   to   the   illicit   drug   trade   at   a   very   young   age,   often   

carrying   drugs   to   buyers   for   older   family   members   such   as   brothers,   cousins   or   uncles.   

They   also   shared   information   about   sending   money   back   to   the   DR   to   support   family   

members   and   to   purchase   land   for   their   families.     

I   felt   that   these   stories   might   be   an   interesting   way   to   connect   and   juxtapose   

two   family   experiences   and   affective   resonances:   one   from   the   perspective   of   the   

addicted   person   and   his/her   family   and   the   other   from   the   position   of   the   dealer   and   

his/her   family   while   tracing   these   connections   back   to   the   Dominan   Republic.   But,   during   

this   stretch   of   fieldwork   between   September   and   October   2016   however,   the   presidential   
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election   campaign   between   Hilary   Clinton   and   Donald   Trump   dominated   nearly   all   aspects   

of   American   cultural   and   political   life.   The   racist   vitriol   of   Donald   Trump’s   campaign   and   its   

affective   implications   were   shocking,   overwhelming   and   difficult   to   ignore   in   a   project   

such   as   this,   since   the   opioid   epidemic   and   responses   to   it   featured   prominently   in   his   

campaign.   As   a   filmmaker   who   has   made   films   on   complex   geopolitical   topics   before,   I   

began   to   feel   that   telling   the   stories   of   Dominican-American   traffickers   and   their   families   

juxtaposed   against   the   experiences   of   white   addicted   people   and   their   families   needed   an  

extremely   delicate   treatment   vis   a   vis   affective   atmosphere   of   contemporary   American   

politics.   While   this   would   be   a   worthy   project   to   take   on   in   a   post-doctoral   project   or   a   

separate   film   project   over   a   period   of   years,   I   felt   uncomfortable   focusing   on   these   

complex   racialized   dynamics   within   the   time   and   funding   I   had   to   complete   the   film   and   

dissertation.   I   decided   to   table   the   Domincan   drug   trafficker   narrative   and   the   impact   on   

their   families   and   work   towards   developing   a   different   narrative   structure   that   examined   

some   other   global   and   local   entanglements.     

In   moving   the   project   forward   through   these   complicated   racial   dynamics   that   I   

felt   unequipped   to   take   on   fully,   I   felt   I   needed   to   find   a   different   way   to   show   how   the   

global   elements   are   impacting   the   epidemic   within   the   narrative   of   the   film   without   

blaming   it   on   people,    especially    people   of   color.   In   order   to   accomplish   this   visually,   I   felt   

that   it   was   necessary   to   move   from   affective   resonances   in   the   aftermath   of   loss   in   

Massachusetts   towards   spaces   and   people   where   the   urgency   of   life   and   death   comprise   

a   register   of   lived   affect   in   a   particular   “social-aesthetic-material-political   worlding”   

(Stewart   2017:   193).   Overdoses   are   individualized   emergencies   where   the   overdose   

epidemic   as   a   whole   becomes   identifiable   in   lived   space   and   time.   I   began   to   wonder   if   

documenting   the   materialities   of   these   moments   and   tracing   their   trajectories   into   global   
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spaces   would   help   me   conceptualize   some   global/local   entanglements   without   

reproducing   problematic   racialized   politics   so   common   to   drug   war   narratives.   

Filming   with   Paramedics   and   Firefighters   

  To   begin   to   work   towards   this   idea,   I   followed   ambulance   paramedics   in   Salem,   

Massachusetts   and   the   Revere   Fire   Department   in   Revere,   Massachusetts   with   my   

camera   and   audio   equipment   to   record   emergency   responses   to   overdoses.   I   received   

official   permission   from   the   supervisors   at   Cataldo   Ambulance   and   Chris   Bright,   the   Fire   

Chief   at   Revere   Fire   Department.   We   agreed   that   I   would   not   reveal   the   identities   of   the   

victims   due   to   Health   Information   Privacy   laws,   and   instead   would   focus   specifically   on   

recording   how   first   responders   act   in   overdose   emergencies.   I   rode   and   recorded   with   

paramedics   in   Salem,   Massachusetts   every   Friday   between   July   and   September   2016.   I   

filmed   with   the   Revere   Fire   Department   over   the   course   of   one   week   in   November   2017.   

As   affect   helps   academic   researchers   attune   to   sense   and   sensation,   materialities,   and   

viscera,   I   aimed   to   visualize   overdoses   to   reveal   some   of   the   forms   and   forces   that   make   

these   localized   encounters   so   commonplace   and   shape   their   outcomes.   While   overdose   

emergencies   are   chaotic,   adrenaline   filled   events,   I   kept   recording   for   the   duration   while   

capturing   the   scene   from   multiple   angles.   I   wanted   to   establish   the   sensory   elements   of   

an   overdose   (i.e.   the   flashing   lights,   sirens,   dispatch   radio   sounds,   details   of   equipment   

etc.)   while   staying   out   of   the   way   of   first   responders.     

I   knew   I   needed   to   document   an   emergency   overdose   to   reference   for   new   

insights   about   affective   intensities   and   the   materialities   comprising   these   encounters.   

Based   on   my   ethical   obligations   however,   I   had   to   make   sure   that   I   did   not   present   the   

overdose   as   a   ‘spectacle’   for   a   voyeuristic   gaze.   Nor   did   I   want   to   reproduce   a   
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non-medical,   stigmatising   understanding   of   addiction   and   overdose.   What   makes   this   a   

particularly   challenging   task   is   that   overdoses   are   ugly   and   emotionally   disturbing.   Most   

people   who   are   “Narcanned”   usually   do   not   wake   up   as   grateful   victims,   but   angry   and   

uncomfortable   as   their   bodies   immediately   experience   withdrawal   symptoms.   While   

following   first   responders,   I   witnessed   scenes   where   victims   were   living   in   filth   or   

overdosing   with   children   present.   One   night   shift   riding   with   ambulance   paramedics,   we   

responded   to   four   overdoses   in   four   hours,   two   of   which   were   deaths.   On   another   night,   I   

observed   a   police   officer   administer   naloxone   to   a   young   man   overdosing   on   a   street   curb   

in   front   of   a   liquor   store.   When   he   woke   up,   he   called   the   cop   who   saved   his   life   an   

“asshole”   while   fighting   and   thrashing   as   they   loaded   him   into   the   ambulance.   During   the   

overdose   shown   in   the   film,   the   victim   could   have   easily   killed   someone   while   nodding   off   

behind   the   steering   wheel   of   his   car.   While   these   encounters   were   messy   and   

uncomfortable,   I   knew   from   my   early   interviews   with   drug   users   that   there   is   always   more   

to   the   situation   than   what   could   be   sensed   at   an   emergency   encounter.   Without   context,   

it   is   quite   easy   to   reproduce   a   stigmatising   gaze   towards   addicted   bodies   (i.e.   “Look   at   

these   ‘junkies’   and   the   disgusting   way   they   live.   He   is   not   even   grateful   to   the   cop   that   

just   saved   his   life!”).   I   began   to   think   about   how   I   could   appropriately   contextualize   these   

encounters   as   medical   situations   in   order   to   invite   a   more   informed   understanding   of   

addiction   and   overdose   among   an   audience.     

During   this   stretch   of   fieldwork,   I   observed   directly   how   heroin   mixed   with   IMF   

caused   more   overdoses   than   ever   before,   and   how   naloxone,   as   the   only   antidote   to   an   

opiate   overdose,   actively   saved   lives.   Filming   overdoses   for   research   on   affect   made   me   

see   these   materiatities   as   “an   assemblage   of   elements   thrown,   in   the   course   of   events,   

into   a   contact   aesthetic”   (Stewart   2017:   194)   –   but   in   this   particular   ‘course   of   events’,   
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life   or   death   was   on   the   line.   I   started   to   look   more   closely   into   the   specific   materialities   

constituting   the   overdose   encounter,   while   learning   about   their   global   routes   into   

Massachusetts.   In   my   preliminary   findings,   I   learned   that   most   of   the   heroin   that   reaches   

Massachusetts   is   processed   from   poppies   grown   in   Mexico   and   mixed   with   IMF   that   is   

manufactured   in   Chinese   drug   labs.   Most   of   the   heroin/IMF   circulating   in   Massachusetts   

is   trafficked   through   legal   ports   of   entry   at   the   US-Mexico   border.   I   also   learned   that   the   

naloxone   supply   is   manufactured   almost   exclusively   from   poppies   grown   in   Tasmania,   

Australia,   and   that   those   same   poppies   are   manufactured   into   pharmaceutical   opioids,   

like   OxyContin.   I   thought   it   was   fascinating   to   imagine   that   these   two   global   materialities   

with   antithetical   chemical   properties   are   both   manufactured   from   poppy   plants.   They   are   

grown,   harvested   and   transported   from   distant   lifeworlds,   yet   intersect   in   individual   

bodies   of   overdose   victims   in   MassachusettsI   began   to   plan   the   next   phases   of   my   

research   practice   to   trace   these   materialities   back   to   their   global   origin   points   in   order   to   

bring   them   together   in   the   creative   thesis.   But   before   I   could   start   to   tell   this   story   

properly,   I   needed   to   properly   define   and   contextualize   heroin/IMF   and   naloxone   in   

Massachusetts   landscapes.     

Based   on   everything   I   learned   in   the   field   thus   far,   I   felt   it   was   imperative   to   

present   a   nuanced   public   health   perspective   on   emergency   overdoses   to   avoid   the   

dominant   discourse   of   blame   that   renders   the   bodies   of   drug   addicts   as   spectacles.   I   

recalled   my   early   conversations   with   Mary   Wheeler,   the   director   of   Healthy   Streets,   who   

described   to   me   how   naloxone   in   the   hands   of   local   police   officers,   firefighters   and   

outreach   workers   was    not    an   inevitable   state   response   to   the   overdose   crisis,   but   instead   

had   a   very   different   origin   point.   She   explained   how   a   group   of   harm   reduction   activists   

including   the   former   director   of   Healthy   Streets,   Gary   Langis,   were   so   tired   of   seeing   their   
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friends,   family   and   participants   die   from   overdoses   that   they   began   informally   providing   

naloxone   to   drug   users   for   emergency   purposes.   They   obtained   naloxone   vials   from   

Chicago   based   colleagues   in   the   harm   reduction   movement   and   began   a   series   of   

trainings   on   administering   naloxone   and   collecting   data   about   overdose   reversals   from   

their   clients.   This   data   set   helped   convince   the   Massachusetts   Department   of   Public   

Health   to   adopt   it   as   a   pilot   program   in   2005.   This   story   really   captivated   me.   Since   

naloxone   in   its   local   context   has   roots   in   underground   activism,   I   felt   that   it   was   

important   to   contextualise   the   materiality   of   this   antidote   medication   within   this   

alternative   paradigm.   I   reached   out   to   Gary   Langis   to   talk   with   him   about   my   research   and   

film.   He   enthusiastically   agreed   to   an   on-camera   interview   in   his   home   in   January   2017.     

  The   interview   was   conversational   in   style.   We   talked   about   how   he   founded   

Healthy   Streets,   harm   reduction   approaches   to   drug   use,   public   health   modes   of   response   

to   drug   use,   conducting   civil   disobedience   with   clean   needles   and   naloxone,   being   

arrested   and   put   on   trial   for   this   activism   among   other   stories   from   his   past.   As   a   former   

opiate   user,   Gary   does   not   just   practice   harm   reduction   principles   but   embodies   it   as   an   

identity   and   a   way   of   being   in   the   world.   His   embodied   expertise   helped   me   develop   the   

spatial,   community   perspective   on   the   epidemic.   His   character   represents   the   complex   

crossing   points   between   experiencing   the   damages   of   war-on-drugs   approaches   to   drug   

use,   but   also   resisting   them   with   material   objects   such   as   naloxone   and   clean   needles.   In   

order   to   show   these   ideas   in   action,   he   arranged   for   me   and   Shawn   to   follow   him   for   two   

nights   with   a   team   made   up   firefighters,   police   officers   and   public   health   specialists   at   

the   Revere   Substance   Use   Disorder   Initiative   (SUDI).   We   shot   the   first   in   April   2017   using   

a   standard   24   frames   per   second   film   speed.   We   took   turns   running   the   camera   and   

recording   the   sound   while   Gary   and   the   team   visited   the   homes   of   people   who   have   
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overdosed   the   week   prior   to   deliver   additional   naloxone   kits   and   check   in   on   them.   On   the   

second   night   in   July   2017,   we   shot   scenes   with   Gary   and   the   team   using   only   72   frames   

per   second   for   slow   motion   footage   specifically.   Gary   also   gave   me   a   stack   of   photos,   

newspaper   clippings,   posters,   and   video   archives   of   him   on   VHS   tapes   to   use   for   

background   information.   I   felt   the   scenes   we   captured   with   the   SUDI   team   visiting   drug   

users   and   their   families   connected   nicely   with   the   touching   and   emotional   interviews   I   

filmed   with   parents   missing   their   children   who   had   overdosed   in   the   years   prior.     

Gary’s   background   and   knowledge   is   unconventional   compared   to   the   dominant   

ways   drugs   and   addiction   are   discussed   and   represented,   and   this   is   precisely   why   I   

focused   on   his   activist   work.   It   spoke   directly   to   my   aim   of   contesting   dominant   ways   of   

understanding   drug   addiction.   But   I   understood   that   his   ideas   might   seem   radical   to   a   

public   audience   who   is   unfamiliar   with   harm   reduction   methods.   For   instance,   most   

people   would   not   easily   understand   why   a   public   health   organization   would   give   addicted   

people   clean   needles   or   naloxone.   This   is   counter-intuitive   to   the   dominant   abstinence   

models   (i.e.   why   would   you   give   addicted   people   a   tool   that   enables   them   to   use   drugs   

without   the   fear   of   disease   or   death?)   I   worried   that   his   work   could   be   dismissed   as   

another   form   of   political   activism   rather   than   an   evidence-based   approach   grounded   in   

medical   research.   In   order   to   provide   this   medical   perspective   to   substantiate   Gary’s   

ideas   and   SUDI’s   activities,   I   conducted   an   on-camera   interview   with   Dr.   Alex   Walley,   the   

Medical   Director   for   the   Massachusetts   Department   of   Public   Health   Opioid   Overdose   

Prevention   Pilot   Program,   an   addiction   medicine   doctor   at   Boston   Medical   Center,   and   an   

associate   Professor   at   Boston   University   Medical   School.   I   interviewed   him   about   specific   

medical   definitions   of   addiction,   overdose,   opioids,   heroin,   IMF,   and   naloxone   so   I   could   use   

these   verbal   definitions   to   underscore   and   authorize   the   scenes   I   filmed   with   families,   
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firefighters,   Gary   and   the   team   at   Revere   SUDI.   I   also   felt   that   grounding   the   film   in   

medical   knowledge   would   help   reinforce   my   claims   of   representing   a   more   ethical   and   

evidence-based   approach   to   a   drug   crisis.     

Filming   Global   Stories:   Tasmania,   Australia   and   Laredo,   Texas   

After   I   had   fully   established   these   local   scenes   with   families,   harm   reduction   

advocates,   and   first   responders,   I   started   to   work   towards   producing   the   global   stories   

crucial   to   this   PhD   research   in   IR.   Most   popular   non-academic   narratives   of   the   opioid   

epidemic   fail   to   make   explicitly   clear   that   that   the   majority   of   people   who   became   

addicted   to   heroin   initially   misused   pharmaceutical   opioids   while   not   under   medical   

supervision.   Of   course,   there   were   documented   cases   of   unscrupulous   doctors   who   wrote   

too   many   prescriptions   which   caused   harm   to   patients.   There   were   also   many   cases   when   

people,   especially   young   people,   were   prescribed   opioids   for   sports   injuries   or   wisdom   

teeth   extractions   and   became   addicted   for   many   different   reasons.   But   the   medical   

literature   shows   that   the   pathway   into   opioid   addiction   under   medical   care   is   statistically   

rare   ( Kuehn   2007 ;   Fields   2007).   As   I   discussed   in   the   theoretical   chapter,   the   state’s   

efforts   to   drastically   reduce   the   availability   of   legal   pharmaceutical   opioids   without   

creating   a   medical   infrastructure   that   retained   and   cared   for   already-addicted   people   

contributed   to   a   dramatic   rise   in   heroin/IMF   consumption.   This   disastrous   policy   

intervention   led   to   strong   critical   scholarship   among   addiction   and   harm   reduction   

experts   who   argue   that   misinformation   about   the   distinction   between   medical   and   illicit   

opioids   use,   coupled   with   a   lack   of   understanding   about   the   differences   between   

dependence   and   addiction   is   leading   to   blunt,   incoherent,   ineffective   policies   that   cause   
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harm   to   both   addiction   patients   and   patients   who   need   opioids   to   manage   physical   pain.   

As   addiction   specialists   Dr.   Stefan   Kertesz   and   Dr.   Adam   Gordon   argue:     

Neglected,   as   always,   are   the   social   conditions   that   tend   to   lead   people   to   use   
opioids   and   other   illicit   substances.   Neglected,   mainly,   is   the   work   of   fixing   
shortfalls   in   treating   patients   with   multi‐system   needs,   including   addiction,   pain   
and   complex   forms   of   dependence.   These   neglected   problems   would   require   
resources   and   community   effort.   The   aching   question   of   whether   cutting   
prescriptions   saves   lives,   or   harms   innocents,   has   been   deferred   by   pointing   to   
observational   correlations   between   prescribed   dose   and   overdose   risk.   That   
addiction   might   well   emerge   in   the   absence   of   prescription   opioids,   and   that   most   
people   with   opioid   addiction   did   not   start   as   pain   patients,   are   facts.   However,   
they   are   facts   with   no   purchase   on   the   public   imagination   because   they   do   not   fit   
the   current   moment   (Kertesz   &   Gordon   2018:   7).     

  

This   critique   fits   within   a   historical   pattern   of   blaming   domestic   problems   associated   

with   drug   use   on   the   drug   materiality   and   on   external,   foreign   producers   without   any   

consideration   for   the   perverse   effects   of   substance   use   disorder   policies   (Coomber   2016;   

Murji   1998;   Rasmussen   2011;   Iacobucci   et   al.   2018).   There   are   numerous   studies   

examining   how   disciplinary   regimes   that   try   to   migrate   people   from   out   of   control   

addiction   directly   to   abstinence   through   incarceration,   forced   treatment   or   

marginalisation   are   often   more   harmful   than   the   drugs   themselves   ( Bourgoi s   2000;   

Bergschmidt,   2004;   Couto   e   Cruz   et   al.   2018;   Hart   2018;   Fraser   2017;   Keane   2009).   My   

main   quandary   while   preparing   to   follow   the   global   connections   to   the   local   crisis   in   my   

practice   became:   How   do   I   follow   the   global   circulations   of   material   objects   of   poppies   

(which   are   transformed   into   opioids   medications   and   naloxone)   and   heroin   (which   is   

mostly   trafficked   across   the   US-Mexico   border)   as   they   impact   on   the   local   crisis   in   

Massachusetts   without   either   (a)   externalizing   blame   on   ‘foreign   producers’   (e.g.   Mexican   

poppy   growers)   or   (b)   framing   the   opioid   epidemic   as   a   security   problem   arising   from   a   

failed   war-on-drugs?     
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  New   materialism   offered   an   opportunity   to   explore   these   materialities   in   a   

framework   that   challenges   the   strict   separation   between   the   social   and   material   realms   

–   a   way   of   seeing   that   is   necessary   for   my   critical   project   which   aims   to   disrupt   

entrenched   interpretations   of   drugs   as    only    criminal   objects   (Duff   2012;   Vitellone   2015).   

Tracing   heroin/IMF   and   naloxone   through   global   circulatory   nodes   and   networks   offered   

opportunities   to   visualize   new   materialist   ideas   in   a   creative   practice   framework.   This   

approach   is   not   about   problematizing   drugs   or   making   a   priori   value   judgements   about   an   

object   and   its   effects,   but   rather   following   these   objects   to   map   the   diverse   lifeworlds,   

political   assemblages   and   infrastructural   networks   that   bring   these   materialities   into   

relational   proximity   in   a   localized   setting.   In   order   to   visualize   how   these   materialities   

map   hidden   interconnections   between   distant   lifeworlds,   I   decided   to   travel   to   Tasmania,   

Australia   in   June   2017   and   Laredo,   Texas   on   the   US-Mexico   border   in   October   2017   to   

develop   these   transnational   connections.   While   in   the   film   and   this   dissertation   my   

research   in   Laredo   is   sequentially   first   followed   by   Tasmania,   in   this   chapter   specifically   I   

present   my   fieldwork   in   same   linear   timeline   of   my   research   practice   (i.e.   I   went   to   

Tasmania   before   I   went   to   Laredo).     

Filming   in   Tasmania   

While   thinking   through   the   complicated   questions   of   race   underscoring   

victim/victimizer   assumptions   in   this   crisis,   I   searched   for   a   way   to   share   a   global   

connection   to   this   crisis   that   may   be   unexpected   among   most   viewers.   Since   Tasmanian   

poppies   are   the   primary   source   for   pharmaceutical   opioid   medications   such   as   OxyContin,   

addiction   treatment   medications   such   as   Suboxone   (buprenorphine)   and   Narcan   

(naloxone),   I   thought   this   would   be   a   fascinating   way   to   conceptualize   a   little   known   
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transnational   link   to   the   crisis   emerging   from   the   legal   pharmaceutical   industry   that   does   

not   cast   blame    only    on   producers   of   illicit   drugs   in   countries   such   as   Mexico,   the   DR,   

China   etc.   Initially,   I   wanted   to   develop   stories   in   Tasmania   that   show   about   how   one   

object   (the   poppy)   can   produce   multiple   medications   that   are   enrolled   into   an   addiction   

crisis   (i.e   OxyContin)    and    help   to   solve   it   (i.e   naloxone).   This   dynamic   would   help   

illuminate   the   ambivalence   of   the   poppy   as   a   global   that   troubles   its   dominant   portrayal   

as   an   illicit   object   that   only   causes   harm   to   people.   During   my   pre-production   research,   I   

aimed   to   secure   access   to   film   with   farmers,   scientists   or   people   involved   in   the   industry   

in   order   to   capture   some   of   the   unexpected   or   complicated   human   stories   that   exist   at   

the   origin   point   of   these   global   supply   chains   for   both   pharmaceutical   opioids   and   the   

antidotes   to   an   overdose.     

Over   email,   I   introduced   myself   and   arranged   preliminary   Skype   interviews   with   

Keith   Rice,   the   Poppy   Grower   Union   president,   Les   Baxter,   the   Research   Director   for   

Tasmania   Alkaloids,   and   Tim   Bowser   the   head   of   Australian   operations   for   controlled   

substances   at   Sun   Pharma   in   Australia.   I   explained   that   I   am   a   doctoral   candidate   and   

filmmaker   developing   a   visual   thesis   exploring   how   the   Tasmanian   poppy   creates   material   

and   cultural   connections   between   the   United   States   and   Australia   since   the   US   is   the   

largest   consumer   of   opioid   pain   medications   and   naloxone.   Both   Tasmanian   Alkaloids   and   

Sun   Pharma   notoriously   guard   against   any   sort   of   media   coverage   because   of   how   poppies   

are   widely   misrepresented   as   dangerous,   illicit   objects   of   crime,   not   the   raw   material   

source   for   essential   medicines.   I   am   not   sure   why   they   were   open   to   speaking   with   me   

and   not   to   others,   but   many   people   working   in   the   industry   do   have   advanced   graduate   

degrees   so   they   understand   the   nature   of   PhD   research.   I   explained   that   my   project   

follows   medical   evidence   and   data,   and   that   I   was   interested   in   filming   aspects   of   the   
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science   behind   how   a   poppy   can   be   both   a   pain   medication   and   an   overdose   reversal   

medication,   the   everyday   lives   of   poppy   scientists   and   farmers,   and   how   the   poppy   

features   as   an   important   part   of   Tasmania’s   culture   and   economy.   When   I   found   that   

these   professionals   were   receptive   to   my   research,   and   agreed   to   meet   with   me   for   an   

interview   during   my   stay,   I   decided   to   book   a   trip.   I   did   much   of   this   pre-production   

research   to   secure   access   to   people   and   places   to   film   when   I   arrived   in   Tasmania   for   

fieldwork.     

I   traveled   to   Tasmania   in   June   2017   at   the   very   start   of   the   poppy   growing   season   

for   two   weeks   to   film   interviews   with   poppy   industry   professionals   and   aspects   of   the   

preparatory   processes.   I   received   assistance   from   a   Tasmania-based   cinematographer,   

Scott   Atkins   who   I   had   contacted   in   the   months   prior.   When   I   arrived,   I   found   that   the   

addiction   epidemic   in   the   US   had   impacted   Tasmanian   farmers   because   the   demand   for   

raw   poppy   material   for   pain   medicine   manufacturing   had   declined   significantly   due   to   the   

US   government   intervention   into   opioid   pill   prescribing   patterns.   There   is   growing   demand   

for   raw   material   for   naloxone   production,   but   pain   management   material   for   US   

manufacturing   is   by   far   their   largest   market.   They   were   weathering   this   dramatic   

downturn   in   demand   while   also   trying   to   make   sense   of   what   happened   in   the   US.   What   

immediately   struck   me   was   that   while   the   industry   professionals   and   farmers   I   spoke   

with   acknowledged   the   Tasmanian   poppy   as   an   object   enrolled   into   an   addiction   epidemic   

at   the   dosage   level   via   illicit   channels   in   the   US,   they   had   a   much   more   global   perspective   

on   the   overall   benefits   of   poppies.   Among   the   farmers,   poppy   scientists   and   corporate   

executives,   there   was   a   profound   sense   of   pride   in   the   industry’s   scientific   achievements:   

despite   being   a   small,   remote   island   off   the   coast   of   Australia,   they   had   become   as   the   

world’s   largest   producer   of   the   alkaloid   analgesic   raw   materials   that   are   transformed   into   
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plant-based   pain   management.   My   interviews   with   industry   professionals   captured   their   

perspective   on   the   history   of   this   industry,   from   its   early   boom   days   that   corresponded   

with   the   rapid   escalation   of   opioid   consumption   in   the   US   to   the   current   decline   in   

consumption   due   to   US   interventions   into   doctor’s   prescribing   practices.   There   was   also   a   

strong   sense   of   regional   pride   that   Tasmania   is   able   to   grow   poppies   free   from   corruption   

or   violence   and   they   able   to   export   a   safe,   reliable   and   UN-regulated   supply   of   poppy   

material   to   the   rest   of   the   world.     

Through   Keith   Rice,   the   CEO   of   the   poppy   grower   union,   I   coordinated   with   poppy   

farmer   Stewart   McGee   to   document   the   entire   poppy   growing   cycle   from   seedling   to   

harvesting.   I   met   Stewart   during   my   fieldwork   and   interviewed   him   about   his   life,   his   

approach   to   poppy   farming,   and   how   poppies   have   benefited   him   and   his   family.   I   could   not   

stay   in   Tasmania   for   the   entire   growing   and   harvesting   process   due   to   funding   limitations   

and   two   small   children   to   take   care   of   at   home.   I   instructed   my   Tasmanian   based   

cinematographer   Scott   on   the   variety   of   shots   and   framerates   he   needed   to   capture   for   

me   in   order   to   tell   this   story   over   the   course   of   a   growing   season.   After   interviewing   

Stewart   and   hearing   his   enthusiasm   for   poppy   growing   and   the   benefits   poppy   growing   

provided   for   his   family,   I   felt   this   would   be   an   interesting   route   to   tell   a   family   story   in   

Tasmania   that   is   parallel   to   some   of   the   family   stories   I   captured   in   the   US.   I   also   thought   

it   may   allow   me   to   visually   engage   new   materialist   ideas   on   the   complex   entanglements   

between   humans   and   nonhuman   objects.   The   care   that   Stewart   expressed   for   poppy   

agriculture   at   the   very   start   of   a   global   supply   chain   also   resonated   with   the   images   I   had   

recorded   at   the   very   end   of   the   supply   chain   in   Massachusetts:   first   responders   saving   

the   lives   of   overdose   victims   and   harm   reduction   activists   caring   for   drug   user   lives   with   

naloxone.   I   wanted   to   edit   together   a   rarely   seen   and   complex   perspective   on   legal   poppy   
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growing   as   a   crucial   agricultural   export   that   provides   pain   relief   to   patients   in   pain,   feeds   

addiction   when   it   circulates   in   illicit   distribution   networks   but   also   saves   drug   user   lives   

in   community-based   public   health   settings.   This   is   not   to   say   that   I   wanted   to   cast   blame  

on   Tasmania   for   the   addiction   epidemic   either.   Rather,   I   wanted   to   present   the   

complicated   narrative   about   the   production   in   Tasmania   and   consumption   in   the   US   that   

challenges   preconceived   notions   surrounding   the   poppy   as   a   global   object.     

  To   visualize   that   scientific   and   technological   transformation   of   poppies   into   licit   

medications,   Dr.   Les   Baxter,   the   director   of   research   for   Tasmania   Alkaloids   gave   us   

permission   to   film   the   next   stages   of   the   supply   chain   process   inside   the   plant.   But   a   

week   after   I   left   Tasmania,   National   Geographic   aired   a   news   documentary   positioning   the   

Tasmanian   poppy   industry   as   the   primary   source   for   pharmaceutical   opioid   abuse   in   the   

US.   The   reporter   did   not   explore   or   contextualize   the   industry   as    also    providing   the   

starting   material   for   addiction   medicines   like   buprenorphine   or   naloxone   which   are   also   

crucial   for   solving   the   overdose   crisis.   Nor   did   it   properly   contextualize   the   differences   

between   medical   and   non-medical   uses   of   pharmaceutical   opioids.   Given   the   negative   

publicity   surrounding   this   documentary,   Tasmania   Alkaloid’s   upper   management   rescinded   

my   invitation   because   they   were   nervous   I   would   represent   the   industry   in   the   same   

negative   light   as   the   National   Geographic   reporter.   I   was   disappointed   to   say   the   least,   

especially   since   my   intentions   were   vastly   different   from   the   National   Geographic   reporter.   

I   also   asked   US   pharmaceutical   companies   if   I   could   film   the   journey   of   the   material   

moving   from   Tasmania   to   the   US,   but   I   was   told   this   violates   certain   international   rules   

and   regulations   governing   the   transhipment   guidelines   for   global   narcotics   established   by   

the   International   Narcotics   Control   Board   at   the   UN.   I   also   could   not   get   permission   
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among   pharmaceutical   companies   in   the   US   to   show   how   the   material   is   processed   into   

medications.     

After   this   roadblock,   I   began   to   log,   transcribe   and   make   sense   of   all   the   

interviews   and   b-roll   footage   I   had   accumulated   in   Tasmania   with   farmers,   scientists   and   

industry   professionals   in   Adobe   Premiere,   a   professional   editing   software   program..   I   made   

select   reels   of   both   the   interviews   and   the   b-roll   to   begin   drafting   out   a   narrative   

structure   that   represented   the   poppy   as   an   ambivalent   global   object,   the   poppy’s   

importance   to   Tasmania’s   farming   community,   and   its   contradictory   public   health   impacts   

in   the   US.   It   was   during   these   initial   post-production   stages,   I   began   to   experience   

problems   with   the   creative   structure.   First,   I   edited   together   the   interviews   with   

Tasmanian   farmers   and   professionals   explain   the   history   of   the   industry,   the   science   

behind   how   the   Tasmanian   poppy   can   be   manufactured   into   both   a   pain   medication   and   

the   antidote   to   an   opioid   overdose.   But   a   clear   cohesive   storyline   that   could   be   grasped   by   

an   audience   in   an   aesthetic,   experiential,   short   film   format   failed   to   emerge.   While   I   had   

profound   in-depth   interviews   that   would   work   for   a   standard   written   dissertation,   the   

content   and   density   of   the   interviews   about   complicated   scientific   concepts   in   poppy   

agriculture   and   its   effects   on   the   end   of   the   supply   chain   in   the   United   States   failed   to   

work   properly   in   an   aesthetic   format.     

In   order   to   properly   contextualize   the   interviews   I   had   with   Tasmanian   industry   

professionals,   I   needed   to   spend   an   inordinate   amount   of   time   explaining   with   graphics   

that   opioid   medications   are   relatively   safe   to   consume   under   medical   supervision,   but   are   

unsafe   to   use   for   recreational   purposes.   The   edit   began   to   feel   less   about   ‘showing’   the   

transnational   connections   and   more   about   ‘telling’   them   through   an   over   reliance   on   
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interviews   and   graphics   to   communicate   just   the   basic   facts   about   opioids   and   addiction   

in   a   responsible,   ethical   framework   aligned   with   medical   evidence.   Moreover,   while   the   

transformation   of   poppies   into   pharmaceutical   opioids   is   important,   its   political   currency   

in   relationship   the   epidemic   was   highest   in   the   1990s   and   2000s   when   medications   

began   to   proliferate   in   black   markets.   Therefore   in   the   body   of   the   film,   I   was   moving   back   

and   forth   between   two   different   temporalities   that   needed   to   be   clearly   defined:   the   past   

where   OxyContin   and   pain   medications   circulated   within   illicit   channels   to   spark   and   

addiction   crisis   and   the   contemporary   situation   which   is   fueled   by   heroin   and   IMF.   The   

disjuncture   between   the   past   and   present   in   two   different   global   locations   did   not   match   

the   appropriate   pacing   for   a   short   film   project.   It   became   clearer   to   me   that   this   story   

would   be   better   shared   in   a   feature   film   format   so   that   I   could   properly   represent   the   

complexities   and   nuances   of   these   issues   within   the   pacing   of   a   longer   film.   My   early   

encounters   with   harm   reduction   activism   convinced   me   that   it   was   also   important   to   

avoid   creating   yet   another   film   that   simply   represented   opioid   medications   as   “bad”   and  

the   companies   that   produce   them   as   only   motivated   by   greed.   In   other   words,   we   need   an   

altogether   different   way   of   understanding   the   social,   political   and   material   forces   that   led   

to   an   overdose   epidemic.     

After   careful   deliberation,   I   made   a   conscious   decision   to   concentrate   specifically   

on   connecting   the   Tasmanian   poppy   to   its   subsequent   transformation   into   naloxone   to  

show   an   underrepresented   perspective   that   is   contemporary   to   the   present   stage   of   the   

crisis.   In   retrospect,   this   unfortunately   helped   set   up   some   problematic   issues   in   regards   

to   overly   representing   Tasmania   as   source   of   ‘help’   to   Americans   without   the   back   story   

revealing   another   side.   But   as   a   researcher,   it   was   imperative   that   I   more   accurately   

portray   the   materiality   itself   and   the   lifeworlds   that   are   part   of   producing   it   in   a   way   that   
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strictly   aligns   with   all   the   academic   and   scientific   evidence.   Some   of   this   data   does   not   

align   with   the   common   media   narratives   about   the   dangers   of   opioid   medications,   the   

people   and   corporate   forces   that   caused   the   crisis.   To   make   this   story   work   amid   the   

contemporary   “structures   of   feeling”   conditioning   affective   experiences   of   the   opioid   

epidemic,   I   found   that   my   whole   film   would   need   to   challenge   entrenched   imaginaries   

about   opioid   medications   in   order   for   most   audience   members   to   even   consider   the   

material   ambivalence   of   opioid   medications.   Realizing   that   this   could   not   be   achieved   

within   the   space   and   time   of   this   PhD,   I   decided   that   it   was   necessary   to   bring   in   the   

other   materiality   part   of   the   overdose   scene:   the   heroin/IMF   that   the   drug   user   overdosed   

on.     

Filming   in   Laredo   

Visualizing   heroin   and   IMF   as   material   objects   moving   across   distance   proved   to   

be   more   challenging   to   produce   as   it   was   not   an   object   I   could   easily   film   for   ethical   and   

safety   reasons.   In   addition   to   speaking   with   regional   drug   interdiction   officers,   I   consulted   

published   DEA   reports   (2014-present)   and   congressional   testimonies   to   learn   about   

criminal   organizations,   shipping   methods   and   geographical   routes   that   are   connected   to   

New   England.   The   2016   Heroin   Signature   Report   provided   the   results   from   The   Drug   

Enforcement   Administration’s   (DEA)   Heroin   Signature   Program   (HSP)   which   analyzed   

several   hundred   wholesale-level   heroin   samples   to   identify   the   geographic   area   where   the   

samples   were   manufactured.   The   report   found   that   the   white   powder   heroin   sold   

specifically   in   the   Boston   area   was   of   Mexican   origin   and   that   Mexican   TCOs   “through   

their   extensive   infrastructure   in   Mexico   and   the   United   States,   control   the   heroin   pipeline   

from   manufacture   in   Mexico   to   at   least   mid-level   wholesale   in   the   United   States”   (The   
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2016   Heroin   Signature   Program   Report   2018).   The   DEA’s   Annual   Drug   Threat   Assessment   

Report   for   2016   also   states   that   the   most   common   method   employed   by   Mexican   TCOs   

involves   “transporting   illicit   drugs   through   U.S.   POEs   in   passenger   vehicles   with   concealed   

compartments   or   commingled   with   legitimate   goods   on   tractor   trailers”   and   that   

regardless   of   the   method   “the   size   of   the   loads   has   decreased,   while   the   number   of   them   

has   increased”   (DEA   2016:   24).   These   reports   also   highlight   the   growing   market   for   IMF   

on   underground   websites   from   drug   labs   in   China   and   shipped   via   the   US   mail   to   drug   

dealers   in   the   US.     

Based   on   this   fact-finding   pre-production   research,   I   scoped   out   whether   it   was   

safe   and   possible   to   travel   to   China   to   film   inside   pharmaceutical   drug   labs   that   ship   IMF   

and   chemical   precursors   to   drug   traffickers   in   the   US   and   Mexico.   I   also   considered   

recording   within   a   computer   while   navigating   “Dark   Web”   online   marketplaces   for   heroin   or   

IMF   while   I   interacted   with   drug   sellers   on   instant   messaging   platforms.   Since   I   had   

filmed   with   legal   Tasmanian   poppy   farming   however,   I   was   concerned   that   filming   these   

‘illegal’   trajectories   in   illicit   spaces   would   ultimately   reinforce   a   licit/illicit   binary   of   drug   

materialities   that   I   was   seeking   to   challenge   through   my   visual   representations.   I   also   

tried   to   make   connections   with   officials   within   the   US   Customs   and   Border   Protection   

Services   (CBP)   who   monitor   and   inspect   the   packages   entering   US   ports   of   entry   and   the   

US   postal   services   to   visualize   how   heroin/IMF   circulates   within   postal   service   

infrastructure.   Most   of   my   calls   and   emails   to   CBP   and   the   postal   service   authorities   

went   unanswered   and   some   of   my   requests   to   meet   about   my   research   were   simply   

rejected.   I   also   considered   filming   at   the   Canadian   border   to   represent   a   much   less   

common   representation   of   drug   trafficking   routes   which   would   have   led   to   much   different   

affective   attachment.   But   ultimately   I   could   not   find   enough   documented   evidence   that   
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would   allow   me   to   make   the   link   between   a   specific   space   or   place   in   Canada   to   the   

heroin/IMF   epidemic   in   Massachusetts.   I   was   nervous   that   I   would   not   be   able   to   make   a   

strong   enough   case   for   why   I   chose   to   research   in   Canada   or   at   the   US-Canada   ports   of   

entry   in   specific   relation   to   Massachusetts   both   in   the   film   and   written   dissertation.     

Laredo   emerged   as   a   fieldsite   because   it   provided   an   ideal   mix   of   accessibility   for   

film   production   and   relevance   for   my   research   questions.   My   conversations   with   

interdiction   officers   and   the   descriptions   government   and   UN   reports   about   illegal   drugs   

primarily   moving   through   legal   US   ports   of   entry   in   private   vehicles,   tractor   trailers,   and   

highway   infrastructure   ignited   my   producer   and   director   imagination.   Rather   than   focusing   

on   specific   drug   traffickers   or   cartel   territories   so   common   to   mainstream   drug   war   

narratives,   I   could   explore   the   materialized   circulatory   networks   of   heroin/IMF   via   the   

mundane   registers   of   infrastructure   and   everyday   legal   commerce   transiting   through   the   

US/Mexico   border.   I   aimed   to   look   at   the   same   empirics   and   transport   circuits   as   my   law   

enforcement   contacts   but   with   different   critical   and   aesthetic   intentions.   In   addition,   

here   is   extensive   scholarship   on   how   the   scale   of   legal   trade   in   Laredo   makes   it   an   ideal   

port   for   drug   trafficking   organizations   who   use   trade   volume   to   hide   drugs   and   smuggle   

them   north   (Navarro   &   Nivas   2012;   Correa-Cabrera   2012;   2013;   2017;   Payan   2016;   

Wilson   &   Lee   2015).   Surprisingly,   this   South   Texas   section   of   the   US   borderlands   is   also   

referred   to   as   “forgotten”   among   IR   and   political   scholars   as   most   have   opted   to   research   

the   Ciudad   Juárez   -   El   Paso,   Nogales-Nogales,   &   Tijuana   -   San   Diego   POE’s   which   are   also   

robust   legal    and    illegal   trade   corridors   (Correa-Cabrera   2014;   Cabrera   &   Staudt   2014).     

I   also   wanted   to   develop   an   understanding   of   this   understudied   yet   crucial   trade  

port   in   a   way   that   builds   on   extensive   IR   literature   identifying   the   North   American   Free   
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Trade   Agreement   (NAFTA)   and   transnational   corporate   expansion   since   the   1990s   as   

critical   to   the   growth   of   transnational   illicit   drug   industry   (Payan   2006;   2016;   Andreas   

2012;   Thom,   Ponce   &   Dube   2016;   Correa-Cabrera   2017).   I   felt   that   by   filming   aspects   of   

NAFTA   infrastructure   and   cross-border   commercial   trade,   I   could   engage   with   and   build   on   

these   traditional   IR   literatures   on   drug   trafficking   while   making   connections   to   burgeoning   

literatures   exploring   how   material   objects   construct   unpredictable   political   assemblages   

across   global   topographies   (Salter   2015;   2016;   Bennett   2001;   Aradau   2010;   Bueger   

2013;   Barry   2013;   Walters   2014;   Acuto   &   Curtis   2014;   Anderson   &   McFarlane   2012).   As   

border   infrastructure   and   commercial   tractor   trailers   are   conduits   for   legal   commerce    and   

the   illicit   drug   trade,   I   could   film   these   circulatory   systems   as   a   single   spectrum   of   

movement.   I   was   interested   in   documenting   experiential   and   sensory   aspects   of   trade   

volume   and   speed   to   develop   alternative   ways   of   understanding   heroin/IMF   trafficking   

over   the   border   following   a   mobilities   paradigm.   Heroin/IMF   is   profuse   across   America   

precisely   because   it   hides   within   the   same   economic   systems   that   undergird   everyday   

American   life.   Illegal   drugs   are   not   separate   from,   but   entangled   within   the   same   

cross-border   matrices   and   interstate   highway   infrastructures   that   power   the   North  

American   economy.     

I   traveled   to   the   border   with   my   Boston-based   cinematographer   Shawn   Gauvain   for   

ten   days   in   October   2017.   Prior   to   arriving   I   had   made   phone   calls   and   sent   emails   to   

arrange   on   camera   interviews   with   logistics   professionals,   truck   drivers,   anthropologists   

at   Texas   A&M   International   University   and   trade   officials   who   operate   the   World   Trade   

Bridge   where   commercial   tractor   trailers   enter   the   US.   We   tried   to   interview   Customs   and   

Border   Protection   Officials   but   were   unable   to   get   official   access   for   a   formal   interview.   

The   border   patrol   officers   we   encountered   in   the   field   while   filming,   however,   were   candid   
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about   cross-border   dynamics   and   anecdotal   stories   which   informed   our   filming   activities.   

We   also   planned   to   travel   across   the   border   to   film   from   the   Nuevo   Laredo,   Mexico   side   

but   every   single   person   we   encountered   in   Laredo   strongly   urged   us   not   travel   across   the   

border   due   to   drug   trafficking   and   organized   violence.     

To   visualize   how   both   licit   and   illicit   goods   are   entangled   in   their   movement   

across   the   border   and   through   US   transport   infrastructures,   we   focused   on   the   sensory   

aspects   of   the   driving,   grinding,   constant,   non-stop   cross-border   trade   which   heroin   and   

IMF   is   trafficked   within.   We   filmed   at   multiple   border   crossings   to   document   people   

crossing,   train   cars   pulling   into   port,   long   lines   of   tractor   trailer   commercial   vehicles   

entering   the   US,   and   inside   tractor   trailers   trucks   driving   up   Interstate-35.   We   captured   

details   of   people,   bridges,   rail   exchanges,   freight   cars,   tractor   trailer   beds,   truck   wheels,   

concrete   roads   etc.   to   examine   the   materiality   of   the   border   and   the   speed   and   density   of   

cross-border   mobilities.   Moreover,   I   wanted   the   opportunity   to   visualize   the   US-Mexico   

border   as   a   heterotopic   space   with   contradictory   functions   of   restricted   movement    and   

unimpeded   flow.   The   immense   density   of   cross-border   freight   and   pedestrian   traffic   

demonstrates   a   geography   not   fixed   or   enclosed,   but   constituted   through   the   speed   and   

volume   of   cross-border   flows   that   link   it   to   other   locations,   people   and   things   (Pink   2015;   

Cresswell   2010;   Cresswell   &   Merriman   2011;   Merriman   2012;   Merriman   et   al.   2008;   

2012;   Shaw   &   Hesse   2010;   Preston   &   O’Connor   2008).     

The   Post-Production   Process   

After   shooting   in   three   global   locations,   I   had   52   hours   of   a   little   bit   of   everything   

considered   documentary   material:   on-camera   semi-structured   interviews,   sound   

recordings,   cinema-verite   observational   footage,   b-roll   footage,   archival   photographs   and   
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footage.   I   imported,   organized   and   labeled   the   footage,   synced   sound,   made   a   select   reel,   

and   began   to   prepare   the   selects   for   editing.   At   this   point,   I   needed   to   take   stock   of   

everything   I   had   recorded:   I   shot   parents   reflecting   on   losing   children   to   overdoses;   

scenes   of   community   grief   and   remembrance;   overdose   emergency   scenes;   and   outreach   

workers   delivering   naloxone   to   overdose   victims   in   Massachusetts.   In   Tasmania,   I   had   

interviews   with   corporate   executives;   scientists;   farmers;   labor   representatives;   b-roll   

footage   of   Tasmanian   Alkaloids   processing   facility;   and   the   entire   poppy   growing   process   

from   seedling   to   harvest.   In   Laredo,   I   filmed   interviews   with   logistics   professionals;   

anthropologists;   truck   drivers;   and   bridge   operators;   b-roll   footage   of   people   crossing   

bridges;   cargo   trains   pulling   into   port;   tractor   trailers   crossing   over   the   World   Trade   

Bridge;   tractor   trailers   driving   on   highways   etc.   At   this   stage,   the   practice-based   research  

process   effectively   moved   from    what    to   film   to    how    to   represent   the   multiple   and   

heterogeneous   connections   between   these   three   lifeworlds   in   the   editing   process   and   in   

the   final   aesthetic   form.     

Video   editing   is   simultaneously   an   act   of   thinking   and   a   process   of   analyzing   

evidence.   It   is   different   from   building   a   text   based   academic   argument   in   which   you   

control   the   meaning   for   viewers   by   assembling   words   on   a   page.   With   video   editing   

however,   you   are   selecting   and   compiling   audio-visual   material   on   a   digital   timeline   to   

direct   an   experience   without   being   able   to   fully   control   the   meaning   of   the   experience   for   

the   viewer.   The   “excesses”   of   the   imagery   and   sounds   inevitably   leads   to   intersubjective   

forms   of   knowledge   production   shaped   by   the   filmmaker,   documentary   subjects   and   

viewers   alike   (Regazzi   2015:   23).    To   begin   editing,   I   revisited   literatures   on   visual   4

4   I   am   grateful   to   Dr.   Francesco   Ragazzi   who   shared   some   of   his   ideas   which   helped   me   think   about   these   
complexities   of   filmmaking   and   knowledge   production   in   new   ways.   Dr.   Ragazzi’s   own   practice   is   about   
bringing   film-making   into   IR   as   a   legitimate   form   of   knowledge   production   (Ragazzi   2015).     
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ethnographic   methods   to   think   through   how   I   wanted   to   construct   an   aesthetic   

representation   of   my   research   process.   Sensory   ethnographer   Lucien   Castaing   Taylor   

(1996:   76)   has   famously   discussed   the   “pride   of   place”   observational   aesthetic   films   

enjoys   among   ethnographic   filmmakers   because   they   are   ”an   aesthetics   that   favors   long   

takes,   synchronous   speech,   and   a   tempo   faithful   to   the   rhythms   of   real   life”   while   also   

“discouraging   cutting,   directing,   reenacting,   interviewing.”   For   Castaing   Taylor,   the   

purpose   is   to   make   ethnographic   films   that   are   “unusually   open   to   multiple   

interpretations”   which   cultivates   a   specific   approach   to   knowledge   production   between   a   

filmmaker   and   an   audience.   He   prefers   films   that   respect   “the   homogeneity   of   space   by   

preserving   the   relationships   between   objects   rather   than   substituting   the   abstract   time   

and   synthetic   space   of   montage”   (Castaing   Taylor   1996:   76).   This   approach   to   filmmaking   

is   evident   in   his   film    Leviathan    (2012),     which   is   widely   considered   to   be     a   groundbreaking   

sensory   ethnography   about   commercial   fishing   in   Massachusetts.   While   I   agree   with   his   

assessment   of   the   epistemological   advantages   of   observational   films   to   some   extent,   

every   film   demands   its   own   form   and   style   in   relationship   to   its   objectives   and   the   

political   context   in   which   it   is   made.   Making   a   film   about   an   overdose   crisis   has   different   

political   effects   than   making   a   sensory   ethnography   about   a   fishing   vessel.   I   did   film   long   

continuous   scenes   of   emergency   overdoses,   parents   in   their   homes,   public   health   

outreach   workers,   Tasmanian   poppy   farmers,   and   trucks   and   trains   in   Laredo   because   I   

was   conscious   of   these   debates   in   visual   ethnography.   But   as   an   IR   researcher   sitting   

down   to   edit,   I   had   to   think   carefully   about   what   I   wanted   my   film   to    do:    how   I   wanted   it   to   

explore   the   global   connections   to   a   local   overdose   crisis,   and   how   I   wanted   its   form   and   

composition   to   contribute   directly   to   developing   debates   within   IR   specifically.     
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  From   my   perspective,   I   needed   to   edit   a   film   to   make   visible   the   hidden   

connections   between   these   three   distinct   lifeworlds   in   relationship   to   a   public   health   

disaster   which   is   usually,   un-reflexively   interpreted,   as   a   criminal   issue.   This   task   involved   

making   visible   heterogenous   entanglements   while   reframing   the   biopolitics   of   addiction.   

In   his   famous   essay   ‘‘Montage   of   Cine-Attractions’’   (1924)   and   later   writings,   the   Soviet   

director   Sergei   Eisenstein   developed   a   theory   of   montage   where   he   argued   that   images   

lacked   specific   meaning   in   themselves,   but   only   acquired   meaning   in   juxtaposition   to   

others.   ‘‘The   essence   of   cinema,’’   Eisenstein   wrote,   ‘‘does   not   lie   in   the   images,   but   in   the   

relation   between   the   images!’’   (Aumont   1992:   146).   Montage   which   is   derived   from   the   

verb   “to   assemble”   in   French   refers   to   an   editing   technique   of   combining   disparate   images   

or   elements   to   form   a   composite   whole.   As   an   aesthetic   form,   it   mimics   the   practice   of   

collage   and   uses   juxtaposition   purposefully   to   make   rhetorical   points   (Tikka   2008;   

Aumont   1992;   Barndt   et   al.   2016).   As   an   editing   technique   that   cuts   between   and   

privileges   heterogeneity,   I   began   to   see   montage   as   a   useful   expression   of   ‘assemblage   

thinking.’   IR   scholars   affiliated   with   Science   and   Technology   Studies   (STS)   use   theories   of   

entanglement   and   materialism   to   ‘assemble’   the   non-linear   and   non-coherent   connections   

between   material,   biological,   social   and   technological   forces   in   world   politics   (Acuto   &   

Curtis   2014;   Anderson   et   al.   2012;   Abrahamsen   &   Williams   2011;   Bennett   2010;   

McFarlane   &   Anderson   2011).   It   is   a   methodological   stance   that   allows   researchers   to   

examine   the   diversity   of   global   elements   and   how   they   come   together   in   various   localities,   

institutions,   technologies,   individual   practices,   discourses   and   relationalities   etc.   

Scholars   enact   choices,   similar   to   film   editing,   about   which   elements   to   include,   or   

exclude,   in   their   final   publications.   As   a   research   practitioner,   I   wanted   to   apply   this   ethos   

to   edit   an   audio-visual   representation   of   (a)   the   human   and   material   dimensions   of   public   
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health   approaches   to   overdoses   in   Massachusetts;   (b)   the   transnational   mobility   forces   I   

filmed   in   US-Mexico   trade   infrastructure;   and   (c)   the   new   materialist   concepts   and   

practices   of   care   resonant   in   the   images   of   Tasmanian   poppy   farming.   In   other   words,   I   

decided   to   use   a   montage   editing   style   to   foreground   the   entanglements   between   human,   

non-human   and   material   entities   across   three   global   locations   to   actively   pursue   ideas   of   

heterogeneity,   multiplicity,   complexity   and   fluidity   as   a   form   of   experience   of   being   in   the   

world.    

What   I   also   appreciated   about   STS   inspired   work   in   IR   was   its   commitment   to   

methodological   experimentation   and   speculation   –   the   deliberate   refusal   to   ‘know’   your   

end   point   before   you   begin.   In   this   spirit   of   experimentation,   I   began   to   think   that   a   

multi-channel   video   installation,   rather   than   a   single-screen   based   film,   would   be   a   more   

effective   aesthetic   form   to   represent   assemblage   thinking   as   an   embodied,   corporeal   

activity.   Media   art   theorist   Kate   Mondloch   (2010:   xiii)   defines   screen   based   installations   

as   “participatory   sculptural   environments   in   which   the   viewers   spatial   and   temporal   

experience   with   the   exhibition   space   and   the   various   objects   within   it   forms   part   of   the   

work   itself.”   She   goes   on   to   describe   these   productions   as   “environmental,   experiential   

sculptures”   that   “spatialize   encounters   between   viewing   subjects   and   technological   

objects,   between   bodies   and   screens”   (Mondloch   2010:   xiii).   While   I   had   never   made   a   

video   installation,   I   was   curious   to   explore   the   idea   of   assemblage   thinking   in   a   

three-dimensional   form   to   produce   unique   synesthetic,   embodied   effects   that   may   lead   to   

new   forms   of   intersubjective   knowledge   production   among   audience   members.     I   decided   

to   develop   an   installation   utilizing   three   separate   screens   juxtaposed   to   each   other.   Each   

screen   would   feature   individual   sequences   from   each   location   playing   simultaneously.   The   

triptych   style   would   help   me   stage   an   immersive,   experiential   encounter   with   
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“assemblage   thinking”   while   representing   my   practice   research   in   each   location.   By   

dispersing   the   viewer’s   focus   across   the   three   screens,   I   wanted   to   generate   a   forceful,   

critical   effect   inviting   the   viewers   to   not   just   see,   but   also   experience   some   of   these   

global,   local   linkages.   I   wanted   to   find   out   what   affective   dimensions   could   be   elicited   in   

this   presentation   format.   

   The   biopolitical   complexities   that   I   encountered   during   the   filming   process   

however,   necessarily   influenced   how   I   approached   the   editing   and   planning   for   the   

installation.   In    Representing   Reality ,   documentary   theorist   Bill   Nichols   writes   that   “we   

may   define   documentary   not   in   situations   (discursive)   nor   textual   terms   but   in   relation   to   

its   viewers”   (Nichols   1991:   24).   While   editing,   I   was   mindful   of   how   an   audience   

unfamiliar   with   harm   reduction   may   interpret   these   scenes   of   care   and   response   on   

screen.   Addiction   is   a   stigmatized   and   criminalised   condition   that   is   not   well   understood   

in   the   US   due   to   the   enduring   legacies   of   war-on-drugs   policies.   This   misunderstanding   

continues   to   be   reinforced   in   a   number   of   ways:   for   example,   the   media   framing   naloxone   

as   a   medication   that   ‘enables’   users   despite   medical   evidence   to   the   contrary   (Doleac   &   

Mukherjee   2018);   President   Trump’s   efforts   to   build   a   wall   that   will   not   prevent   illegal   

drugs   from   entering   the   US;   and   the   former   US   Deputy   Attorney   General   Rod   Rosenstein   

arguing   against   safe   injection   sites   by   opining   in   the   New   York   Times   that   addicted   people   

“do   not   need   a   taxpayer-sponsored   haven   to   shoot   up”   (Rosenstein   2018).   After   spending   

so   much   time   in   the   field   attuned   to   the   affective   states   of   families   who   are   suffering,   

addicted   people   who   have   died,   underfunded   public   health   programs   and   medical   doctors   

desperate   to   properly   educate   people,   I   felt   uncomfortable   aestheticizing   this   crisis   

without   fully   contextualizing   medical   and   public   health   approaches.     
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Nichols   (1991)   famously   distinguishes   types   of   documentaries   through   their   

distinct   modes   of   production   that   make   different   claims   about   representing   the   authentic   

“real.”   These   include   expository   (which   use   narration   or   graphic   text   to   advance   an   

argument);   observational   (which   minimize   the   filmmaker’s   presence   and   focus   on   

capturing   a   scene);   interactive   (which   position   the   filmmaker   and   subjects   engaging   in   

dialogue),   and   reflexive   (which   enable   the   filmmaker   to   draw   the   viewer’s   attention   to   the   

form   of   the   work   itself)   (Nichols   1991:   32).   Like   Castaing-Taylor,   many   ethnographic   

filmmakers   eschew   expository   techniques   to   explore   the   epistemological   contributions   of   

“haptic   cinema”   which   privilege   aesthetic   ambiguity   and   non-linguistic   sensory   knowledge   

over   an   expository,   language-based   argument   authored   by   the   researcher-practitioner   

(Sniadecki   2014;   Vaughan   1999;   Grimshaw   &   Ravetz   2005;   Marks   &   Polan   2000).   But   

there   are   also   downsides   to   this   more   ambiguous   approach.   Visual   anthropologist   David   

MacDougall   writes   that   in   certain   research   situations,   aesthetic   ambiguity   can   be   

unproductive   for   communicating   knowledge   to   an   audience   unfamiliar   with   the   social   and   

cultural   context   in   which   the   images   are   produced.   He   writes:     

To   the   anthropologist   who   knew   the   cultural   context,   the   visual   image   spoke   
volumes,   but   that   power   was   also   a   source   of   danger.   An   uncaptioned   photograph   
was   full   of   undirected   potential.   Unlike   written   descriptions,   which   always   
provided   some   sort   of   context,   a   photograph   could   be   supplied   with   any   sort   of   
meaning   by   the   viewer   –   from   competing   scientific   discourses,   or   unwelcome   
popular   ones   such   as   racism...   There   is   a   moral   imperative   against   allowing   
viewers   to   jump   to   the   wrong   conclusions   (MacDougall   2005:   289).   

In   my   case,   I   was   concerned   about   the   conclusions   viewers   would   draw   from   open   ended  

imagery   of   addicted   people,   overdose   victims   and   their   family   members.   I   feared   that   the   

dominant   biopolitical   framing   of   drug   addiction   would   prevent   audiences   from   seeing   

these   groups   in   the   ways   I   came   to   see   them   through   my   research   experience.   For   

example,   I   was   not   confident   that   viewers   would   see   anything   new   about   the   biopolitics   
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of   substance   abuse   by   showing   a   long   continuous   take   of   the   overdose   scene   on   screen,   

even   if   it   did   engage   the   sensory   aspects   of   an   emergency   overdose.   I   felt   it   was   

necessary   and   ethical   to   edit   a   hybrid   project   that   combined   expository    and    sensory   

elements.   This   required   careful   thinking   about   how   to   balance   the   “show”   (i.e   

observational   footage)   and   “tell”   (i.e.   the   narrative   argument)   aspects   of   the   installation.     

To   address   this   tension,   I   decided   that   the   Massachusetts   sequence   would   be   the   

central   panel   of   the   installation   featuring   a   more   linear   story   with   expository   dimensions.   

The   editing   structure   would   cut   between   the   Dr.   Walley   providing   medical   definitions   and   a   

brief   history   of   the   crisis,   parents   remembering   their   children,   first   responders   

administering   naloxone   to   overdose   victims,   and   harm   reduction   advocates   conducting   

outreach   and   working   to   change   drug   policy.   The   central   panel   of   Massachusetts   would   be   

a   more   conventional   expository   documentary   taking   shape   around   an   informing   logic   that   

told   a   story   about   the   epidemic.   As   Nichols   describes:   

The   economy   of   this   logic   requires   a   representation,   case   or   argument   about   the   
historical   world.   The   economy   is   basically   instrumental   or   pragmatic:   it   operates   
in   terms   of   problem   solving.   A   paradigmatic   structure   for   documentary   would   
involve   the   establishment   of   an   issue   or   problem,   the   presentation   of   the   
background   to   the   problem,   followed   by   an   examination   of   its   current   extent   of   
complexity,   often   including   more   than   one   perspective   or   point   of   view.   This   would   
lead   to   a   concluding   section   where   a   solution   or   path   towards   a   solution   is   
introduced   (Nichols   1991:   18).     

The   other   two   adjacent   screens   however,   would   feature   the   material   and   circulatory   

forces   imbricated   in   this   local   story   using   primarily   observational   footage   (i.e.   long   takes,   

ambient   sound,   micro   details)   for   a   sensory   representation   of   the   global   elements.   The   

left   screen   would   feature   observational   footage   and   sounds   we   recorded   in   Laredo:   

people,   cars,   trucks   and   trains   crossing   the   border   and   moving   the   North.   The   sequences   

would   visually   and   aurally   represent   ideas   about   the   speed   and   volume   of   cross-border   
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trade   that   the   heroin/IMF   is   trafficked   within.   The   right   panel   would   show   observational   

scenes   and   ambient   sounds   of   Tasmanian   poppy   production   from   seed   to   harvest.   This   

sequence   would   engage   with   new   materialist   concepts   and   practices   of   care   while   

showing   the   origin   source   for   naloxone,   the   overdose   medication   used   in   Massachusetts.   

These   adjacent   sequences   would   symbolize   the   global   material   and   mobility   forces   

impacting   the   intimate   stories   of   crisis   and   response   in   Massachusetts   shown   in   the   

central   panel.   I   thought   that   this   structure   would   give   me   the   best   of   all   the   worlds   I   was   

trying   to   connect:   Massachusetts   would   carry   the   burden   of   the   political   argument,   while   

the   other   two   panels   would   feature   long   continuous   shots   for   sensory,   non-linguistic   

knowledge   production.     

Since   I   was   essentially   editing   three   separate   20   minute   film   sequences,   I   

decided   to   ask   my   friend   and   colleague   Joe   Cultrera,   a   professional   editor,   to   help   me   

assemble   the   narrative   structure   for   the   Massachusetts   section   to   keep   the   project   

moving   forward   on   schedule.   Of   course,   many   filmmakers   do   edit   their   own   footage.   But   I   

had   very   limited   time   to   finish   the   film   in   order   to   move   onto   writing   this   dissertation  

within   one   year.   This   was   a   real   pressure   I   faced   in   order   to   avoid   hefty   financial   penalties.   

I   have   also   learned   in   past   post-production   experiences   that   sometimes   the   experience   of   

shooting   is   unhelpful,   even   an   impediment   to   the   editing   process   that   typically   takes   a   lot   

of   time   to   untangle.   Personally,   I   find   it   difficult   to   separate   my   embodied   experience   of   

researching   and   shooting   while   editing   which   requires   a   renewed   focus   on   how   the   

audience   will   experience   a   space,   place   or   idea   on   screen.   “Cut   what   you   love”   is   a   

common   saying   in   the   filmmaking   world.   It   refers   to   a   near   universal   experience   among   

filmmakers   that   sometimes   things   that   you   captured   in   the   shooting   process   are   simply   

unusable   in   the   editing   process,   no   matter   how   much   you   love   them   or   love   the   stories   
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behind   how   you   got   a   particular   shot.   Sometimes   the   scenes,   images   or   quotes   you   

thought   were   significant   while   shooting   are   more   confusing   than   they   are   clarifying   for   an   

audience.   I   felt   I   needed   Joe’s   fresh   eyes   to   help   me   shift   from   the   experience   of   shooting,   

to   the   experience   of   editing   so   that   I   could   better   see   how   what   I   filmed   could   be   

interpreted   by   an   audience   unfamiliar   with   the   relations   between   these   three   geographies.   

I   also   asked   my   friend   Derek   Gauvain,   who   is   a   graphic   designer   based   in   Los   Angeles,   if   he   

would   draft   some   basic   text   graphics   I   could   use   to   provide   brief   background   information   

and   maps   to   orient   the   viewer   to   the   locations   I   filmed   in.   I   felt   that   these   maps   would   

help   orient   the   viewer   more   easily   to   the   specific   locations   and   spaces   I   edited   in.   I   also   

chose   music   tracks   from   the   freemusicharchive.org   that   I   could   use   temporarily   until   I   

could   raise   enough   money   to   pay   for   a   composer   to   write   original   music.     

  In   between   freelance   jobs,   Joe   helped   me   edit   the   Massachusetts   section   for   

two   weeks   during   Christmas   and   New   Year’s   break   in   2017.   A   successful   and   productive   

relationship   between   a   director   and   editor   requires   respect   for   the   director’s   authority   

over   the   project’s   overall   vision,   its   purpose   and   the   main   goals.   An   editor,   on   the   other   

hand,   considers   the   director’s   vision,   interprets   and   makes   sense   of   it   within   the   footage   

and   sounds,   often   making   it   better   than   what   the   director   imagined.   We   discussed   at   

length   what   I   aimed   to   achieve   theoretically   with   the   installation’s   structure   according   to   

the   literature   and   ideas   I   was   working   with   in   the   field   of   IR,   which   is   not   an   academic   

discipline   he   is   familiar   with.   We   reviewed   the   Massachusetts   select   reels   together,   

discussed   some   of   the   quotes   and   scenes   among   the   families,   first   responders,   and   harm   

reduction   advocates   I   thought   were   effective   in   relation   to   the   broader   vision   I   had   in   

mind.   I   asked   Joe   to   let   me   know   if   he   identified   any   gaps   in   the   footage   or   sounds   that   

did   not   measure   up   to   what   I   aimed   to   achieve   with   the   project.   He   helped   assemble   the   
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narrative   structure   by   intercutting   the   footage   between   Dr.   Walley,   Gary   and   the   outreach   

team,   the   parents,   Black   Balloon   Day   and   the   overdose   vigil.   He   helped   me   nail   down   a   

rough   linear   story   that   contained   a   beginning,   middle   and   end   that   included   a   short   

section   about   the   history   of   the   crisis   narrated   by   Dr.   Walley.   This   was   a   really   useful   

rough   cut   that   I   refined   myself   over   the   next   two   months.     

Meanwhile,   I   also   edited   the   observational   sequences   from   Tasmania   and   Laredo.   

When   I   had   the   penultimate   sequences   from   each   location.   I   played   them   juxtaposed   to   

one   another   on   the   computer   in   order   to   test   my   three   screen   installation   idea.   As   I   

watched   the   three   channels   together,   however,   I   found   it   difficult   to   focus   my   attention   on   

any   one   screen.   The   heterogeneous   montages   from   each   location   were   disorienting   rather   

than   enriching.   While   this   effect   can   be   mobilized   purposefully   to   elicit   a   specific   

response   among   an   audience,   I   felt   the   fragmented   affects   I   experienced   while   watching   

the   cuts   had   no   aesthetic   functions   that   advanced   my   central   theoretical   arguments.   I   

couldn’t   imagine   being   able   to   sustain   a   viewer’s   attention   if   they   felt   overwhelmed   by   the   

heterogeneity   of   the   audio   and   visuals.     

Following   this   realization,   I   decided   to   keep   the   three   channel   idea   but   instead   to   

weave   the   stories   from   these   three   places   across   the   screens   in   a   more   linear   story.   I   

could   still   engage   with   an   aesthetic   interpretation   of   assemblage   thinking   in   a   triptych   

style   installation,   but   with   less   harsh   synesthetic   effects   to   sustain   a   viewer’s   interest   in   

the   experience.   Rather   than   scenes   from   Laredo   and   Tasmania   continuously   playing   on   

either   side   of   Massachusetts,   the   connections   between   these   locations   would   be   

revealed   as   the   film   unfolded.   The   central   panel   could   drive   the   audio   and   the   story,   while   

the   adjacent   panels   would   provide   atmospheric   shots   and   observational   footage   that   
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advanced   the   story   shown   in   the   central   panel.   This   way   I   could   introduce   harm   reduction   

concepts,   the   family   stories   and   the   global   forces   that   calmed   and   focused   the   viewer’s   

experience   rather   than   disorient   them.   I   consulted   Perry   Hallinan,   another   friend   of   mine   

who   is   a   documentary   filmmaker   and   editor   who   has   experience   editing   video   performance   

art.   He   assisted   me   in   developing   a   simplified   editing   workflow   to   break   up   the   three   

sequences   and   then   re-edit   images   and   sounds   for   a   more   immersive   experience.   I   felt   the   

slower,   more   reflective   tone   of   these   edits   worked   better   to   induce   knowledge   to   an   

audience   unfamiliar   with   harm   reduction,   US-Mexico   border   trade,   Tasmanian   poppy   

production   etc.   Since   we   share   an   office   together,   we   worked   on   this   stage   of   the   re-edit   

for   two   weeks   in   tandem   while   I   helped   Perry   edit   a   couple   of   his   projects   in   return.     

  In   order   to   progress   the   creative   component   of   the   PhD   and   to   finally   share   it   

with   the   local   people   who   had   participated   in   the   film,   I   decided   to   premiere   the   

installation   at   the   Salem   Film   Fest,   New   England’s   largest   all   documentary   film   festival   in   

Salem,   Massachusetts   in   March   2018.   Two   weeks   before   the   premiere   date   at   the   

festival,   another   creative   dilemma   emerged.   I   had   originally   planned   to   show   the   three   

channels   on   three   50”   flat   screen   TVs   mounted   on   a   gallery   wall   where   viewers   could   

stand   or   sit   to   watch   the   project.   When   I   tested   this   format   in   the   space   I   intended   to   

use,   I   immediately   sensed   that   three   flat   screen   TVs   juxtaposed   in   the   gallery   space   

lacked   the   feelings   of   intimacy   that   was   central   to   my   core   research   questions   (i.e.   how   

is   the   global   personal,   and   how   is   the   personal,   global?)   In   the   art   gallery,   the   project   felt   

cold,   aloof   and   disconnected   from   a   sense   of   family   and   community   that   is   so   central   to   

the   project.   I   wondered   if   I   could   solve   this   if   I   made   the   exhibition   space   into   a   living   

room   so   that   the   viewer   could   watch   the   film   as   if   they   were   in   someone’s   home.   Once   

again,   the   new   materialist   commitment   to   experimentation   gave   me   confidence:   I   did   not   
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know   whether   this   idea   would   succeed   in   solving   the   problem   of   distance   and   

detachment,   but   I   decided   to   try   it.     

With   the   premiere   date   rapidly   approaching   and   no   experience   in   set   design,   I   

reached   out   to   a   mutual   friend   Whitney   “Whizz”   White   who   is   a   retired   theatre   design   

professor   at   Salem   State   University   for   advice   and   assistance.   I   also   asked   LifeBridge,   a   

local   charity   shop   in   Salem,   Massachusetts   which   runs   a   homeless   shelter,   if   I   could   

borrow   some   pieces   in   their   furniture   collections   for   the   duration   of   the   installation.   With  

their   support,   Whizz   and   I   went   to   the   LifeBridge   and   picked   out   basic   furniture   pieces   

which   could   be   found   in   any   ordinary   family   living   room   in   New   England.   We   also   collected   

used   books,   plants,   games,   picture   frames   and   blankets   to   make   the   space   feel   familiar   

and   lived   in.   On   the   technical   side,   we   used   a   50”   television   and   two   colour   projectors   to   

construct   an   immersive,   multidimensional   space   where   the   screens   became   the   walls   of   

the   room.   The   main,   central   screen   was   projected   on   the   main   wall   above   the   TV.   The   left   

panel   was   projected   onto   a   blacked   out   window   and   the   right   screen   was   shown   on   the   

TV.   I   positioned   the   multi-screen   presentation   format   within   a   living   room   set   in   order   to   

create   a   lived-in   spatial   experience   for   additional   multisensory   affects.   
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FIG.   11:    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    Video   Installation   (2018) 

  
FIG.   12:    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    Video   Installation   (2018)   
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FIG.   13:    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    Video     Installation   (2018)   

  

FIG.   14:    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    Video   Installation   (2018)   
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The   installation   was   designed   to   be   experienced   as   an   “activated   space”   that   

would   “unfold   during   the   spectator's   experience   in   time   rather   than   to   be   known   visually   

all   at   once”   (Mondloch   2010:   xiii).   The   familiar   objects   within   the   room   such   as   the   books,   

plants,   pictures,   blankets   etc.   also   formed   part   of   the   story   as   they   revealed   the   subtle,   

material   aspects   of   a   family’s   lived   experience   that   the   viewers   could   look   upon   as   they   

experienced   the   installation.   In   this   way,   I   was   also   trying   to   add   an   additional   layer   to   the   

theme   of   absence   /presence   in   the   experience   of   the   installation.   While   the   artifacts   of   

material   things   like   cigarette   butts,   medications,   pictures   etc.   I   tried   to   evoke   a   sense   of   

that   absence/presence   within   the   sculptural   elements   of   the   installation.   With   these   

elements,   The   installation   set   within   a   living   room   thus   produced   an   additional   

performative   effect   enabling   the   viewer   to   be   both   “here”   (embodied   subjects   

experiencing   the   installation)   but   also   “there”   (spectators   viewing   the   film   playing   across   

the   three   screens).   The   three   screens   became   what   Kate   Mondloch   refers   to   as   “virtual   

windows”   in   the   space   that   showed   scenes   of   a   community   in   crisis,   but   also   displayed   

the   global   connections   of   that   crisis.   The   double   spatial   dynamic   created   a   viewing   

experience   where   the   viewers   were   both   enclosed   within   this   familiar,   intimate   family  

space   but   also   subjected   to   scenes   of   the   crisis   and   the   global   forces   animating   it.   In   

mobilizing   this   spatial   tension   aesthetically,   I   tried   to   elicit   an   affective   response   among   

an   audience   by   staging   a   direct   experiential   encounter   between   the   intimate,   personal   and   

local   with   global   materials,   circuits   and   connections.     

Conclusion     

This   methods   chapter   narrated   the   ethical,   theoretical,   practical   and   aesthetic   

choices   I   made   while   developing    Losing   A   Whole   Generation,    a   three   channel   documentary   
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video   installation.   Starting   in   Massachusetts,   I   filmed   with   parents   who   have   lost   children   

to   overdoses,   first   responders   administering   naloxone   to   overdose   victims,   and   harm   

reduction   advocates   conducting   post-overdose   outreach   visits   to   conceptualize   a   local   

affective   atmosphere   among   a   community   experiencing   a   public   health   epidemic.   I   found   

that   the   materialities   of   heroin/IMF   and   naloxone   are   central   material   forces   organizing   

and   influencing   these   local   scenes   of   acute   crisis   and   response.   The   alternative   public   

health   and   harm   reduction   responses   I   visualized   to   contest   the   dominant   war-on-drugs   

practices   and   criminalization   of   drug   users   necessarily   needed   to   be   mirrored   by   an   

equally   alternative   approach   to   the   global   elements   contributing   to   this   crisis.   To   visualize   

the   global   material   connections   within   this   alternative   biopolitical   paradigm,   I   traced   

naloxone   and   heroin/IMF   through   global   supply   chain   nodes   to   two   situated   origin   points:   

the   legal   poppy   fields   of   Tasmania,   Australia,   and   the   vast   trade   corridors   of   Laredo,   Texas   

on   the   US-Mexico   border.   My   practice-based   research   focused   on   representing   how   a   

farmer   cares   for   his   poppy   crop   from   seed   to   harvest   to   under-represented   perspective   on   

poppy-growing   as   crucial   for   global   public   health,   not   as   a   source   for   addiction   or   crime.   I   

drew   from   mobilities   and   transportation   geography   literatures   to   inform   my   practice   

research   on   transnational   commercial   trade   infrastructure   at   the   US-Mexico   border.   My   

visual   representation   explores   the   legal   trade   infrastructure   as   a   single   conduit   for   legal   

industries    and    illicit   drug   trafficking   networks   hiding   drugs   with   the   speed   and   volume   of   

US-Mexico   trade.   Finally,   in   order   to   represent   affective   and   sensory   knowledge   about   how   

these   three   heterogeneous   lifeworlds   connect   to   each   other,   I   constructed   a   three   

channel   video   installation   within   a   living   room   set   design   to   provide   a   multi-dimensional   

experience   of   the   global   and   local   aspects   of   a   drug   overdose   epidemic.   The   result   is   an   

alternative   vision   –   a   counter-visuality   –   of   global   drug   trade   that   contests   dominant   
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war-on-drugs   biopolitical   subjectivities   while   advocating   for   harm   reduction,   public   

health-oriented   modes   of   response.     

I   began   this   chapter   referring   to   Jacques   Ranciere’s   ideas   about   how   politics   

exists   within   regimes   of   visibility   which   frame   what   is   thinkable   and   doable.   As   an   active   

form   of   knowledge   production   for   IR,   filmmaking   encourages   what   Ranciere   refers   to   as   

“in   disciplinary   thought:   the   kind   of   thought   that   breaks   disciplines   in   order   to   de-privilege   

the   distribution   of   disciplinary   territories   that   control   who   is   qualified   to   speak   about   

what”   (Ranciere   2005:   8).   During   my   research,   I   was   aware   that   this   is   an   unusual   

method   for   this   discipline,   but   I   felt   encouraged   by   growing   literature   calling   for   more   

creative   methods   to   push   the   boundaries   disciplinary   territories.   Ranciere   defines   the   

“aesthetic   experience”   as   producing   a   political   effect   as   it   transforms   the   way   in   which   

bodies   are   understood   in   relation   to   their   functions   provoking   “a   multiplication   of   

connections   and   disconnections   that   reframe   the   relation   between   bodies,   the   world   

where   they   live   and   the   way   in   which   they   are   ‘equipped’   for   fitting   in   it”   (Ranciere   2005:   

7).   I   used   a   video   camera   and   sound   recorder   to   focus   on   parents,   first   responders,   and  

harm   reduction   advocates   in   Massachusetts   to   access   the   “multiplicity   of   folds   and   gaps  

in   the   fabric   of   common   experience”   in   order   to   “change   the   cartography   of   the   

perceptible,   the   thinkable   and   the   feasible”   (Ranciere   2005:   9).   I   followed   objects   like   

heroin/IMF   into   US-Mexico   borderlands   and   naloxone   into   Tasmanian   poppy   agriculture   in   

order   to   create   “new   modes   of   political   construction   of   common   objects   and   new   

possibilities   of   collective   enunciation”   (Ranciere   2005:   8).   However,   in   the   following   

chapters   I   discuss   how   some   of   my   research   decisions   and   creative   practice   actually   

reproduced   the   exact   hegemonic   logics   I   sought   to   overcome.        
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CHAPTER   4.   MASSACHUSETTS   

Families,   Public   Health   Advocates   and   First   Responders:   Filming   the   Local   Impacts   of   

Global   Drug   Circulations   in   an   Affective   register   

My   documentary   practice   research   examined   how   the   materialities   of   heroin/IMF   

and   naloxone   inhabit   and   traverse   global   lifeworlds   to   feed   a   distant   drug   overdose   

epidemic   in   Massachusetts.   I   traced   backwards   through   two   of   the   transversal   material   

trajectories   that   produced   the   overdose   scene   in   the   film:   (a)   heroin   and   IMF   trafficked   

over   the   US-Mexico   border   and   (b)   Tasmanian   poppies   as   the   progenitor   for   naloxone.   

Tracing   forwards,   I   recorded   individual   drug   overdoses   in   Revere,   Massachusetts   to   pay   

analytic   and   aesthetic   attention   to   moments   when   these   global   materialities   intersect   

and   compose   a   register   of   lived   affects   of   a   local   public   health   emergency.   Foregrounding   

the   biopolitical   aspects   of   the   crisis   within   Massahcusetts   while   tracing   some   of   these   

material   trajectories   into   global   space   and   politics   that   shape   these   local   encounters   

helped   structure   a   practice   based   IR   project   that   pursues   the   interconnections   between   

the   ‘big’   formulations   of   global   networks   and   the   ‘small’   performances   of   individual,   

everyday   lives.   

The   unique   challenge   to   represent   a   complicated   topic   with   connections   across   

three   global   territories   in   a   short   film   format   necessarily   influenced   my   decisions   to   

foreground   the   tragic   human   stories   in   Massachusetts   while   tracing   drug   materialities   

elements   into   global   origin   points.   I   did   not   intend   to   overlook   that   other   lifeworlds,   such   

as   Mexican-American   or   Mexican   families   may   be   experiencing   the   opioid   epidemic   among   

their   loved   ones,   are   harmed   by   the   US   war-on-drugs   enforcement   tactics   or   are   

negatively   impacted   by   the   escalation   of   the   illicit   drug   trade   to   meet   growing   demand   for   
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drugs   among   users   in   New   England.   Rather,   I   chose   to   center   Massachusetts   families,   

first   responders   and   activists   as   the   affective   core   of   this   short   film   project   to   balance   

both   the   aesthetic   and   intellectual   requirements   of   this   particular   PhD   thesis.   The   ‘hurt’   

‘harm’   and   ‘help’   dynamics   in   this   lifeworld   are   well   described   in   three   key   narrative   

components:   (1)   Massachusetts   families   and   communities   are   suffering   during   an   opioid   

epidemic;   (2)   The   biopolitics   of   substance   abuse   has    harmed   and   abandoned   drug   users   

and   their   families;   And   (3)   harm   reduction   activists   have   developed   counter-formations   of   

biopolitics   that   resist   dominant   modes   of   abandonment   and   mobilize   practices   of   help   to   

drug   users.    After   screening   it   before   international   audiences   and   considering   audience   

feedback,   however,   I   discovered   that   my   theoretical   framework   and   aesthetic   choices   

leads   some   audience   members   to   feel   that   the   family   and   community   lifeworlds   of   white,   

middle   class,   suburban   communities   in   Massachusetts   are   over-represented   in   

comparison   to   the   complex   human   lifeworlds   at   the   US-Mexico   border   and   Tasmania.   In   

moving   forward   with   this   project   in   the   post-PhD   phase,   a   more   critical   IR   oriented   

approach   involves   editing   this   project   into   a   longer   format   and   featuring   more   

representation   of   the   heterogenous   affective   resonances   among   people   in   all   three   

locations.   Such   an   intervention   would   help   to   re-distribute   the   affective   attachments   and   

balance   the   ‘hurt’,   ‘help,’   ‘harm’   narrative   components   across   each   location.     

  

  

FIG.   15:   Family   Scene   from    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    (2018)   
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Nevertheless,   during   production   and   post-production,   my   purpose   in   exploring   

family   losses   in   Massachusetts   was   to   show   how   the   overdose   crisis   as   a   lived   sensory   

experience   is   not   located   only   in   the   bodies   of   drug   users,   overdose   victims   consuming   

heroin   mixed   with   IMF   or   the   first   responders   or   public   health   reach   workers   administering   

and   distributing   naloxone,   Rather,   the   overdose   crisis   interrupts   the   continuity   of   ordinary   

life   because   of   its   production   of   ambiguous   loss   among   victims’   most   intimate   relations.   

With   this   wider   sense   of   impact   in   mind,   I   filmed   community   overdose   vigils,   

remembrances   and   interviews   with   parents   who   lost   children   to   overdoses   to   engage   

some   of   the   affective   intensities   among   people   living   on   under   conditions   of   crisis.     The   

purpose   of   this   chapter   is   to   explore   these   two   registers:   (a)   the   families   affected   by   

overdoses   and   (b)   the   work   of   the   First   Responders   and   the   harm   activists   to   argue   that   

these   two   lifeworlds   –‘the   family’   and   ‘the   community’-   are   some   of   the   most   important   

and   consequential   registers   to   study   the   impacts   of   global   drug   trajectories.     

To   understand   these   registers,   I   spent   time   recording   in   spaces   such   as   family   

homes,   harm   reduction   clinics,   public   health   drop   in   centers,   fire   and   police   stations,   and   

paramedic   ambulances   to   explore   moments   where   the   materialities   of   heroin/IMF   and   

naloxone   animated   multiple   affective   atmospheres   of   an   extended   public   health   

emergency.   As   affect   is   the   bodily   capacities   to   affect   and   be   affected,   I   was   interested   

in   how   bodies   are   “formed   through   relations   that   extend   beyond   them”   and   how   “bodily   

capacities   express   and   become   part   of   those   relations”   (Anderson   2014:   9).   I   treated   my   

documentary   film   practice   as   a   research   praxis   for   attuning   to   people,   spaces   and   

situations   impacted   by   the   crisis   to   document   a   register   of   lived   affects:   gestures,   

glances,   actions,   movements,   interactions,   expressions   where   the   atmosphere   of   crisis   
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became   something   sensible   and   tactile   in   the   historical   present.   As   Kathleen   Stewart   

argues:     

Affect   studies   forms   part   of   a   renewed   search   for   modes   of   ethnographic   theory   
and   critique   divested   from   the   distanced,   sheerly   evaluative   plane   of   academic   
conversation   based   on   the   stability   of   academic   terms.   Instead,   it   looks   for   ways   
to   describe   what   precedes   and   exceeds   the   categorical   in   the   labors   of   living   
through   historical   presents.   A   concept   becomes   a   thing   deployed   in   a   situation   in   
an   attempt   to   register   something   of   the   prepersonal   and   performative   qualities   of   
collective   life   (Stewart   2017:   195).     

  
Affect   theory   forges   a   path   for   the   practice   researcher   to   engage   with   people,   spaces   and   

contexts   where   global/local   assemblages   throw   themselves   into   something   that’s   

happening   now   in   ordinary,   intimate   spaces.   This   type   of   thinking   renders   academic   IR   

analysis   of   drugs   using   sovereign,   security,   or   law   enforcement   lenses   as   irrelevant   

because   these   approaches   are   removed   from   encountering   the   epidemic   “as   a   densely   

corporeal,   experiential   felt   thing,   whose   demands   on   survival   skills   map   not   the   whole   

world   in   one   moment,   but   a   way   to   think   about   the   historicity   of   epistemologies   

immanent   to   living   at   a   particular   moment,   where   feeling   it   out   becomes   identical   to   the   

activity   of   being   in   history   and   in   the   aesthetic”   (Berlant   2008:   849).   Using   

multidisciplinary   theories   of   affect   as   a   way   into   global,   local   interconnections   allowed   me   

to   expose   the   global   trajectories   of   drugs   and   antidotes   in   very   specific   local   settings,   

while   also   showing   local   negotiation,   push-back   and   critique   of   how   those   trajectories   are   

usually   understood   in   a   predominant   ‘war-on-drugs’   paradigm.   My   purpose   in   this   chapter   

therefore   is   to   present   how   I   found   these   global   drug   materialities   to   impact   in   two   

affective   registers   in   particular:   (a)   family   experiences   of   loss,   bereavement   and   memory   

resulting   from   the   opioid   epidemic;   and   (b)   community-based,   local   public   health   modes   of   

response   from   activists   and   first   responders.   I   argue   that   harm   reduction   activists,   first   
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responders   and   families,   are   precisely   the   people   and   spaces   where   we   can   understand   

how   global   material   flows   “touch   down”   and   produce   social   and   political   effects   locally.     

Emergency   Overdose   Responses   as   Globally   Constituted   Affective   Atmospheres     

  
The   climax   of   the   central   film   section   in   Massachusetts   is   the   overdose   which   

reflects   on   how   global   transversal   materials   intersect   in   the   body   of   an   individual   drug   

user   to   produce   an   emergency   overdose   response.   In   this   situation,   we   can   take   account   

of   the   “agential   entanglements   of   intra-acting   human   and   non-human   practices”   and   how   

“matter   makes   itself   felt”   in   a   very   specific   site:   a   body   (Barad   2012).   The   drug   user   

overdosed   on   heroin/IMF   and   was   revived   with   the   antidote,   naloxone.   Thinking   through   

ideas   of   affect,   this   can   be   interpreted   as   a   scene   of   “immanent   force”   as   global,   material,   

and   transversal   trajectories   throw   themselves   “together   in   a   moment   as   an   event   and   

sensation.”   From   my   standpoint   as   a   researcher/filmmaker,   I   felt   full   of   adrenaline   while   

arriving   to   the   scene   of   an   emergency   while   I   filmed   to   record   the   scene,   how   the   first   

responders   respond   to   the   situation   while   making   quick   decisions   about   what   needs   to   

happen   next   to   help   someone.   The   experience   can   only   be   described   as   a   sensation   that   is   

“both   animated   and   inhabitable”   (Stewart   2007:   1)   as   you   find   yourself   moving   and   

responding   without   being   able   to   make   sense   of   the   moment   yet.   As   a   filmmaker,   I   tried   to  

film   emergency   overdoses   as   affective   atmospheres   that   envelope   bodies   and   emanate   

from   specific   material   ensembles   in   these   acute   scenes   of   crisis   and   response.   I   treated   

the   heroin/IMF   and   naloxone   as   “the   heterogenous,   non-coherent   singularities”   (Stewart   

2007:   4)   –   the   ‘end   points’,   of   a   kind   –   that   I   followed   back   to   globally   situated   origin   

points   in   US-Mexico   trade   infrastructure   and   Tasmanian   poppy   fields.   Using   the   three   

screen   format,   I   show   how   these   distant   life-worlds   of   global   sites   contain   complex   flows   
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of   knowledge,   capital   and   people   that   ultimately   resonate   within   the   acute   scenes   of   

emergency   overdoses   in   Massachusetts.   With   these   connections   in   mind,   my   practice   

engages   the   local   emergency   overdose   scene,   and   by   extension   the   whole   crisis   itself,   as   

“emergent   properties   of   an   ensemble   of   diverse,    [indeed   global]    elements   that   hold   

together,   if   only   for   a   finite   period”   (Anderson   2014:   152).   This   moment   across   the   three   

screens   produces   a   local   atmosphere   of   affective   quality   that   is   irreducible   to   either   its   

local   constitutive   parts,   or   its   global   origin   points.   To   get   at   this   idea   of   irreducibility,   I   

wanted   to   translate   the   multiplicities   of   the   scene:   the   victim   and   his   partner   in   the   front   

seat   of   a   car   overdosing   on   heroin/IMF,   the   firefighters,   police   officers   and   medics   rushing   

to   the   scene   in   their   vehicles,   the   bystanders   who   called   911,   the   flashing   lights,   the   

sirens,   the   dispatch   radio   sounds,   the   naloxone   administered   into   the   nose   of   the   victim,   

the   naloxone   boxes   on   the   roof   of   the   car,   the   gurneys   that   allow   the   patient   to   be   loaded   

into   the   ambulance   and   transported   to   the   emergency   room   etc.   In   short,   these   multiple   

things,   bodies,   and   materialities   envelope   the   space   and   compose   an   affective   

atmosphere   of   a   life-saving   emergency.     

But   it   is   not    only    that   these   material   flows   create   emergency   encounters   that   are   

bounded   in   space   and   time.   Heroin/IMF   overdoses   and   the   responses   to   them   with  

naloxone   are   politically   dense   encounters   demonstrating   a   whole   array   of   complex   

material   practices.   Unpacking   the   stories   behind   how   and   why   these   material   trajectories   

threw   themselves   together   in   this   moment   open   up   insights   onto   a   “contact   zone”   where   

the   “over-determinations   of   circulations,   events,   conditions,   technologies,   and   flows   of   

power   literally   take   place”   (Stewart   2007:   3).   Overdoses   on   heroin/IMF,   as   well   as   

emergency   interventions   into   drug   using   bodies   using   naloxone,   reveal   particular   forms   of   

biopolitical   power   acting   on   individual   bodies.   The   problem   is   that   the    way    that   these   
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over-determinations   of   power   are   bound   up   with   these   multiple   materialities   are   not   

necessarily   obvious   and   understandable   through   simply   watching   an   emergency   overdose   

unfold.   Why   is   heroin   mixed   with   IMF   causing   more   overdoses   than   ever   before?   Is   a   

firefighter   reviving   a   drug   user   with   naloxone   a   biopolitical   act,   or   an   act   of   resistance   to   a   

dominant   arrangement   of   biopolitical   forces?   Why   are   these   materialities   politically   

significant?   From   this   acute   scene   involving   first   responders,   I   turned   towards   filming   

with   families   and   harm   reduction   activists   to   patiently   and   deliberately   contextualize   this   

scene   of   crisis   as   constitutive   of   a   “weighted   and   reeling   present”   (Stewart   2007:   1).   

Presenting   the   affective   life-worlds   of   families   and   harm   reduction   activists   adjacent   to   

the   overdose   scene   allows   the   narrative   to   build   towards,   and   make   sense   of,   the   

emergency’s   full   affective   meaning   –   materially,   bio-politically,   and   intimately.   Without   

these   two   contextual   life-worlds   working   alongside   the   overdose   scene,   the   film   would   

become   a   documentary   spectacle   on   screen   completely   evacuated   of   its   wider   affective   

and   biopolitical   significance   amid   the   more   extended   temporal   experience   of   the   overdose   

crisis.     

Visualizing   the   Presence   of   Absence   Among   Families   

  The   trajectory   from   pharmaceutical   opioid   abuse   from   the   late   1990s   to   the   

present   day   heroin-IMF   crisis   qualifies   this   as   an   extended   crisis   in   time   which   Lauren   

Berlant   would   describe   as   “a   shift   of   historic   proportions   in   the   terms   and   processes   of   

the   conditions   of   continuity   of   life”   giving   way   to   a   “menacing   new   realism”   (Berlant   2011:   

6).   Approaching   a   ‘still   unfolding’   crisis   from   the   angle   of   how   it   disrupts   the   ongoing   

atmosphere   of   ‘the   ordinary’   necessarily   requires   research   into   those   affective   and   

sensual   registers   where   patterns   of   adjustment   to   the   crisis   become   discernible:   how   do   
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Americans   actually    live    within   such   an   ongoing   crisis?   To   answer   this   question,   I   chose   to   

interview   parents   who   lost   children   to   overdoses   and   film   with   them   in   their   homes   to   

visualize   what   such   a   shift   in   the   continuity   of   life   looks,   sounds   and   feels   like.   

Aesthetically,   I   wanted   to   capture   local   scenes   of   loss,   frozen   grief   and   healing   in   order   to   

re-frame   –   or   interrupt   –   the   contrasting   frame   of   urgency   that   underscore   local   public   

health   interventions   with   naloxone.   Naloxone   as   the   critical   antidote   to   an   overdose   is  

also   consequently   the   antidote   to   this   type   of   loss.   In   the   present   context   of   the   crisis,   it   

has   become   a   widely   available   medication   for   people   to   keep   on   them   or   in   their   homes   

because   so   many   people   found   their   loved   ones   dead   in   their   bedrooms,   bathrooms   etc.   

While   it   is   not   nearly   enough   to   solve   the   crisis,   naloxone   has   become   a   central   

materiality   that   helps   communities   prevent   even   more   overdose   deaths.   In   fact,   in   2017   

and   2018,   while   opioid   overdoses   continued   to   rise   due   to   the   circulation   of   IMF   in   the   

heroin   supply,   opioid   related   overdose   deaths   have   decreased   in   Massachusetts   due   to   

the   widespread   availability   of   naloxone   (MDPH   2018).   The   film’s   narrative   weaves   

between   these   two   temporalities   of   parent’s   reflections   on   losing   children   and   

contemporary   local   public   health   responses   so   that   viewers   can   sense   what   exactly   is   at   

stake   in   the   overdose   and   post-overdose   outreach   scenes.     

My   practice   was   inspired   by   an   IR   feminist   curiosity   into   how   the   personal   is   

international   and   the   international   is   personal:   to   look   at   how   “forms   of   power   created,   

wielded   and   legitimized   in   the   national   and   inter-state   public   spheres”   (Enloe   2011:   447)   

impact   the   most   private   of   places,   including   kitchens,   living   rooms   and   bedrooms.   Helpful,   

in   this   respect,   is   Mike   Shapiro’s   efforts   “to   think   the   political   in   the   context   of   ‘thinking   

the   family”   arguing   that   the   family,   “far   from   being   a   reassuring   unit   of   collectively   

solidarity   and   protection,   becomes   instead   a   conflictual   and   susceptible   collective   that   
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amplifies   the   symbolic   manipulations   of   economic,   political   and   bureaucratic   

agents”(Shapiro   2001:   19).   With   this   in   mind,   I   filmed   inside   homes   with   parents   suffering   

the   aftermath   of   loss   to   connect   these   modes   of   thinking   to   what   scholars   in   

pharmaceutical   studies   and   journalists   revealed   about   the   links   between   the   

overconsumption   of   pharmaceutical   opioids   like   Oxycontin   to   the   contemporary   heroin-IMF   

crisis:   “Pills   becomes   social   and   cultural   signifiers   whose   meanings   are   not   fully   

controlled   by   a   prescriber   or   by   the   legal   and   regulatory   frameworks   that   govern   

pharmaceutical   consumption.   They   are   often   closely   connected   with   ideas   of   the   self,   of   

the   social   world,   of   community   and   nation”   (Greene   &   Sismondo   2015:   7).   In   developing   a   

practice   that   “sidles”   up   to   the   contemporary   heroin/IMF   crisis,   I   wanted   to   show   how   the   

liberalisation   of   pharmaceutical   opioids   in   the   late   1990s   and   2000s   transformed   the   

social   and   cultural   topography   experienced   today,   but   I   wanted   to   focus   specifically   on   

the   contemporary   intensities   of   that   topography   that   were   rarely   explored.   As   I   explained   

in   the   introduction,   opioid   manufacturers   like   Purdue   Pharma   influenced   medical   research,   

lobbied   regulators,   and   used   aggressive   advertising   tactics   to   redefine   what   constitutes   

health,   illness,   and   therapy,   and   they   did   this   for   the   largest   market   reach   possible   (Van   

Zee   2009).   These   antecedent   decisions   are   important   for   my   practice   because   not   only   

did   these   companies   manufacture   the   drugs,   they   also   established   the   medical,   legal   and   

cultural   parameters   for   pharmaceutical   opioids   to   become   ordinary   materialities   found   in   

suburban,   middle   class   American   homes.   An   ensuing   heroin/IMF   crisis   grew   from   

“something   structural   and   ongoing   within   ordinariness”   (i.e.   the   widespread   prescription   

and   use   of   pain   medicines   like   OxyContin)   until   it   broke   open   into   “something   that   seems   

shocking   and   exceptional”   (Berlant   2011:   7)   (i.e.   the   epidemic).   While   many   

commentators   have   discussed   the   way   this   trajectory   from   legal   pharmaceutical   opioids   
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to   a   heroin/IMF   crisis   was   experienced   by   ordinary,   middle   class   suburban   American   

families   (Quinones   2015;   Macy   2018;   Meier   2003;   Unick   et   al.   2017;   Alexander   et   al.   

2018;   Ciccarone   2019;   Hansen   &   Netherland   2016),   I   wanted   to   explore   the   affective   

registers   of   that   trajectory:   what   it   felt   like,   and   what   it   continues   to   feel   like,   for   the   

American   families   affected.     

To   get   at   this   hard-to-capture   affective   undercurrent   of   family   intimacy,   I   

interviewed   parents   to   reflect   on   how   this   larger   social   and   cultural   shift   was   experienced   

inside   the   home   among   individual   families   as   encounters   with   prescribed   opiates   

hardened   into   a   full   blown   public   health   emergency   enrolling   heroin/IMF.   For   example,   I   

interviewed   Jean   Marie   McCauley,   a   mother   featured   in   the   film,   about   her   experiences   

raising   children   while   addicted   to   OxyContin   before   she   transitioned   to   heroin.   I   

interviewed   her   because   she   could   speak   to   two   experiences   as   someone   in   long   term   

recovery   from   non-medical   opioid   misuse,   and   as   someone   who   has   lost   three   of   her   sons   

to   overdoses   in   2013,   2014,   2016   respectively.   In   an   on-camera   interview,   she   described   

how   her   OxyContin   addiction,   which   subsequently   became   a   heroin   addiction,   was   central   

to   how   she   coped   with   the   daily   stresses   of   raising   four   young   children   close   in   age   during   

the   late   1990s:   

So   as   soon   as   I   got   my   hands   on   it   [OxyContin]   it's   like   a   little   miracle   drug   believe  
it   or   not   it   felt   like   it   anyways,   the   stress   of   being   home   you   know   was   lifted.   
Corey   was   probably   4,   Jesse   was   probably   2.5   and   twins   were   like   1.5.   There   is   
like   one   week   out   of   the   year   where   I   had   Irish   triplets.   So   I   was   head   to   toe   with   
formula   and   diapers   and   all   the   stuff   you   do   when   you   are   raising   your   children.   Lo   
and   behold   this   little   white   pill   came   a   long   and   I   am   a   high   strung   person   to   begin   
with,   a   little   borderline   ADHD,   and   I   get   agitated   a   lot.   For   some   apparent   reasons,   
once   I   put   that   Oxycontin   in   my   system,   it   was   like   nothing   bothered   me,   
everything   was   great….   I   could   take   care   of   these   kids,   the   stress   that   came   with   
it.   I   was   the   type   that   if   one   of   my   boys   spilled   milk   on   the   floor   when   I   wasn’t   on   
any   pills   I’d   be   like   yelling   ‘Jessie   like   why   didn’t   you   pay   attention   blah   blah   blah’,   
I’d   be   angry,   and   I   think   I   was   angry   because   I   was   a   mother   of   four   kids   trying   to   
figure   out   how   to   raise   these   four   babies   with   my   own   addiction.   When   I   took   the   
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pills,   it   was   like   its   ok   honey,   I   got   it   and   I’d   wipe   it   up.   I’d   have   more   attention   
span   to   hang   out   with   kids.   I   didn’t   sit   home   and   bake   cookies   with   my   kids   
unless   I   was   on   an   OxyContin.   So   obviously   like   anything   over   a   period   of   time   it   
escalated   to   more   amounts   of   OxyContin,   you   know,   one   was   not   good   enough   
next   thing   you   know   it   needed   to   be   at   my   night   stand   before   I   even   opened   my   
eyes   I   had   to   make   sure   I   had   enough   during   the   day   make   sure   I   had   one   at   night,   
I   was   constantly   thinking   about   where   I   was   going   to   get   them   how   I   was   going   to   
them.   Eventually   I   did   transition   over   the   years   to   heroin   (J   McCauley   2017,   
personal   interview,   7   January).   

  
What   I   found   compelling   here   was   how   the   “informed”   (Barry   2005)   materialities   of   

pharmaceutical   opioids   and   heroin   became   central   to   how   Jean   Marie   coped   with   her   

specific   life   circumstances.   Pharmaceutical   opioids   and   heroin   are   global   commodities   

“invested   with   specific   forms   of   value   and   stamped   with   highly   regulated   forms   of   

knowledge”   that   alter   “the   chemistry   and   biology   of   our   bodies,   the   expectations   and   

categorization   of   our   experiences,   and   the   potentialities   and   networks   of   our   social   

relations”   (Greene   and   Simondo   2015:   1).   Jean’s   experience   is   a   perfect   example   of   how   

these   materialities   are   not   impartial   or   peripheral   global   commodities   circulating   globally,   

but   contain   molecular   and   chemical   properties   with   potential   to   utterly   dictate   personal   

and   family   intimacies   within   the   space   of   the   home.   In   my   decisions   to   interview   and   film   

families,   I   aimed   to   reflect   on   how   global   drugs   became   tangled   up   within   the   affective   

sensorium   of   families   torn   apart   by   addiction   and   loss.   

  

FIG.   16:   Jean-Marie   McCauley   in    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    (2018)   
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While   there   are   many   ways   to   trace   how   the   intensities   of   the   overdose   epidemic   

spread   across   subjects,   objects,   institutions,   laws   and   materialities,   I   wanted   to   further   

explore   the   affective   atmosphere   of   loss   among   parents   grieving   and   remembering   their   

children,   and   I   wanted   to   see   how   that   manifested   in   daily   habits,   rituals   and   artifacts.   My   

purpose   in   exploring   experiences   of   loss   is   to   point   to   how   these   drug   materialities   

resonate   beyond   the   bodies   of   addicted   people   to   powerfully   transform   family   dynamics.   

Dr.   Pauline   Boss,   a   sociologist   and   family   therapist,   is   famous   for   conceptualizing   the   

term   “ambiguous   loss”   through   her   research   on   how   psychological   absence   is   as   

devastating   as   physical   absence   for   families.   Arguing   that   families   are   psychological   

entities   as   much   as   physical   units,   she   illustrates   how   addiction   often   creates   senses   of   

ambiguous   loss   when   a   person   is   perceived   as   physically   present   but   is   psychologically   

absent   (1999).   This   leads   to   a   particular   kind   of   post-traumatic   stress   disorder   among   

families   that   often   complicates   the   grieving   process   long   after   a   loved   one   dies   from   an   

overdose.   She   writes:     

The   symptoms   of   unresolved   grief   are   similar   to   Post   Traumatic   Stress   
Disorder(PTSD).   PTSD   is   a   disorder   resulting   from   psychologically   stressing   
events   that   were   outside   the   realm   of   usual   human   experiences.   These   events   
were   never   resolved   and   thus   are   continually   re-experienced,   even   years   after   the  
original   event.   Ambiguous   loss   is   also   a   psychologically   distressing   event   that   is   
outside   the   realm   of   ordinary   human   experience;   like   the   events   triggering   PTSD,   it   
lacks   resolution   and   traumatizes.   But   with   ambiguous   loss,   the   trauma   (the   
ambiguity)   continues   to   exist   in   the   present.   It   is   not    post    anything.   Ambiguous   
loss   is   typically   a   long   term   situation   that   traumatizes   and   immobilizes,   not   a   
single   event   that   later   has   flashback   effects   (Boss   1999:   25).     

  
  I   interviewed   and   filmed   with   parents   who   were   open   to   talking   about   both   their   personal   

experiences   watching   their   children   become   psychologically   absent   within   an   opiate   

addiction,   as   well   as   the   everyday   ways   they   cope   in   the   aftermath   of   losing   that   child   to   

an   overdose.   Paul   Lynch   is   a   retired   firefighter   captain   and   the   father   of   Paul   Lynch   Jr.   who   

was   a   semi-professional   hockey   player.   When   Paul   Jr.   was   injured,   he   struggled   with   
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addiction   to   pharmaceutical   opioids   and   heroin   until   his   overdose   death   in   2010.   When   I   

met   Paul,   it   was   clear   that   he   was   not   only   traumatized   from   losing   his   son   but   that   the   

grief   was   frozen   and   complicated   because   he   also   has   a   daughter   who   is   alive   but   using   

heroin/IMF.   He   lives   in   constant   fear   of   receiving   a   phone   call   that   his   daughter   has   also   

died   from   an   overdose.   He   describes   his   intense   feelings   of   trauma   over   his   son’s   death   

and   his   daughter’s   struggles   with   addiction:   

I   can   explain   it   this   way   here.   I   use   the   theory   ‘the   IKE   theory’.   It   stands   for   ‘I   know   
everything.’   You   couldn’t   talk   to   him,   you   couldn’t   explain   anything   to   him.   He   knew   
everything   at   19,   20   years   old.   Everything   was   transpiring   so   fast   from   phone   
calls   for   teams   that   wanted   to   draft   him.   He   just   wouldn’t   get   it   through   his   head   
at   his   age   and   stature   what   he   had   in   front   of   him,   what   he   could   become.   He   just   
couldn’t   comprehend   it.   The   drugs   were   more   important   than   playing   hockey   and   
the   end   result   was   his   death.   It’s   just   sad.   I   mean   he's   not   the   only   one.   He’s   just   
one   of   many,   many   families   that   are   going   through   what   I   am   going   through   still   
and   it’s   so   heart   wrenching   and   gut   twisting.   Having   a   daughter   who   is   also   an   
addict   makes   it   even   worse.   Sometimes   it’s   good   sometimes   it’s   bad   you   always   
worry   about   that   phone   call.   I   can   still   remember   the   day   it   [Paul’s   death]   
happened   as   clear   as   a   bell.   I   just   don’t   want   to   go   through   it   again.   I   am   just   one   
of   many   parents   going   through   what   they   are   missing.   Or   their   kids   are   in   it   now.   
Like   my   daughter   is   now.   They   are   waiting   for   the   inevitable   to   happen.   That’s   the   
biggest   fear   of   all   of   us.   That   call.   That’s   the   call   we   hate   to   face.   You   are   so   afraid   
of   that.   Death   looms   over   you   all   the   time.   That’s   all   you   think   about   is   them.   You   
can’t   enjoy   your   holidays,   you   can’t   go   any   other   place.   If   the   phone   rings   you   think   
it’s   someone   calling   about   something   that’s   gone   wrong.   It’s   just   constant.   It’s   
not   different   now   with   my   daughter.   None,   not   at   all   (P   Lynch   2016,   personal   
interview,   10   December).   

  
Focusing   on   how   addiction   to   these   materialities   creates   senses   of   ambiguous   loss   

enables   the   lived   problematics   of   an   ongoing   crisis   to   be   reframed   as   a   traumatic   family  

and   community   experience   rather   than   just   a   crisis   contained   within   the   bodies   of   drug   

users.   This   is   why   I   insisted   on   interviewing   and   filming   parents   of   children   who   had   

overdosed   or   who   were   still   using,   as   well   as   documenting   the   annual   overdose   vigil   in   

Revere,   Massachusetts   and   Black   Balloon   Day   on   March   6th,   2016   and   2017.   For   these   
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families,   the   physical   and   psychological   absence   of   their   children   is   a   presence   they   live   

with   daily.   Bringing   the   families   into   the   story   allowed   me   to   demonstrate   that   the   

materialities   of   heroin/IMF   do   not   just   penetrate   the   bodies   of   drug   users:   they   have   

powerful   relational   effects   that   cause   deep   suffering   among   people   surrounding   and   

connected   to   drug   users.     

  Young   people   and   their   families   did   not   just   experience   the   consequences   of   

pharmaceutical   deregulation   and   a   responsive   black   market   for   heroin/IMF   in   their   

everyday   lives,   however.   Those   consequences   also   included   the   impacts   of   biopolitical   

practices   that   criminalize   and   abandon   the   addicted   people   they   love   and   care   for.   Not   

only   do   families   experience   the   trauma   of   a   loved   one   becoming   psychologically   absent,   

they   also   experience   the   traumas   associated   with   the   stigma   and   a   sense   of   shame   

attached   to   being   a   parent   of   a   child   suffering   from   addiction.   Before   this   crisis   became   

perceptible   as   a   shared   experience   among   middle-class   white   suburban   families,   many   

families   dealt   with   addiction   in   the   home   in   isolation   without   educational   resources,   

emotional   support   or   an   ethical   medical   infrastructure   set   up   for   families   to   help   a   child   

suffering   from   addiction.   For   example,   in   2002   Joanne   Peterson   found   out   her  

eighteen-year   old   son   was   addicted   to   heroin   after   experimenting   with   OxyContin   his   

senior   year   of   high   school.   In   2004,   based   on   her   personal   situation   of   not   being   able   to   

access   support   or   resources   to   help   her   addicted   son,   she   founded    Learn   to   Cope ,   a   peer   

to   peer   support   group   for   parents   and   family   members   dealing   with   a   loved   one   addicted   

to   opiates.   I   am   including   this   extended   quote   because   it   illustrates   how   parents   

experienced   both   the   impacts   of   addiction,   as   well   as   the   lack   of   medical   infrastructure   

and   community   compassion,   as   a   single,   entangled   experience:   

In   the   year   2001,   the   year   that   my   son   graduated   from   high   school,   he   had   gone   to   
a   local   underage   drinking   party   in   the   town   that   we   live   in.   There   was   not   only   
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alcohol   at   this   party   but   crushed   up   80   milligram   Oxycontin   on   a   mirror   that   was   
passed   around   by   somebody’s   parent   who   was   a   local   pain   patient   in   town   who   
was   sharing   it   with   his   own   son,   and   then   my   son   and   four   other   boys.   One   of   
those   other   boys   died   in   2005.   But   in   2001,   he   went   to   that   party,   he   sniffed   the   
80   milligram   of   OxyContin   that   was   on   the   mirror.   It   took   us   awhile   to   find   out   
what   was   wrong   with   him   but   by   early   2002   we   found   that   he   was   using   heroin.   
And   it   was   then   we   found   that   it   started   from   this   pill   OxyContin.   No   one   had   even   
heard   of   it   back   then.   I   had   never   heard   it.   My   son   was   one   of   those   young   people   
that   made   a   split   decision   to   try   something   that   changed   his   life   and   our   lives   
forever.   I   used   to   think   that   I   was   going   to   bury   him.   After   three   years   of   all   the   
different   detoxes   our   family   started   to   break   apart.   My   younger   children   were   
really   suffering,   and   me    just   trying   to   reach   this   boy    and   not   being   able   to   keep   
him.   I   felt   constantly   like   there   was   this   monster   pulling   him   away   from   me.   I’d   get  
him   back   a   little,   the   monster   would   take   him   back.   It   was   just   this   constant   tug   
of   war.   My   marriage   started   to   suffer,   my   younger   children   were   suffering.   I   would   
be   at   sporting   events,   my   daughter’s   cheerleading   or   my   other   son’s   football   or   
soccer   games.   Physically   I   was   sitting   there,   mentally   I   was   just   gone.   Not   that   I   
was   intentionally   ignoring   them   but   I’d   be   sitting   on   the   bench   thinking   I   thought   I   
had   two   20s   in   my   wallet   but   now   it’s   gone.   Did   I   hide   that   piece   of   jewelry?   Oh   
what   detox   can   I   bring   him   to   I   know   he’s   using?   It’s   just   a   constant   battle.   
Somebody   with   a   son   or   daughter   with   cancer   or   diabetes   you   bring   him   to   a   
doctor.   They   go   to   treatment.   You   are   able   to   ask   all   kinds   of   questions,   you   get   
casseroles   brought   to   the   door.   But   when   you’re   the   parent   of   somebody,   I   hate   
the   word   addict,   I   try   never   to   use   it   but,   when   you   are   the   parent   of   somebody   
who   is   experiencing   this   you   get   treated   so   much   differently.   After   a   while   you   
start   to   really   internalize   it,   you   start   to   blame   yourself.   You   wonder   what   did   I   do?   
Did   I   do   too   much?   Did   I   not   do   enough?   I   started   thinking   did   I   talk   to   him   too   
much   about   addiction   because   look   at   him.   He   was   dwindling   away   literally   dying   
in   front   of   our   eyes...By   2004,   he   finally   ended   up   in   jail.   He   was   incarcerated.   My   
worst   nightmare.   He   had   gotten   himself   into   some   trouble.   But   think   about   it   for   3   
years,   he   was   in   and   out   of   detox,   in   and   out   of   detox.   There   was   no   drop   in   center   
for   us   to   go   to,   there   were   no   meetings   for   us   to   go   to.   The   only   [Al   anon]   meeting   
I   did   go   to   I   was   told   this   not   about   your   son,   this   is   about   you.   And   I   am   like   No!   It   
is   NOT   about   me,   he’s   18,   he’s   going   to   die.   Where   do   I   go?   Do   you   have   any   
pamphlets?   What   detoxes   are   good?   What’s   bad?   Where   do   I   go?...they   would   say   
“Just   go   to   the   emergency   room.”   That’s   all   I’d   get   “Just   go   to   the   emergency   
room.”   Or   I’d   pick   him   up   from   detox   and   I’d   say   what   do   I   next?   [They’d   respond]   If   
he   relapses,   go   to   an   emergency   room.”   Or   I’d   try   to   bring   him   back   to   that   detox   
and   they   say   “Oh   nope   he’s   been   here   enough,   he   can’t   come   back.”   ...Broken   
system   isn’t   even   the   right   term,   a   system   didn’t   even   exist.   You   are   only   as   well   
as   your   sickest   child.   So   don’t   tell   a   mother   of   an   18   year   old   boy   that   there   is   
nothing   you   can   do   because   I   am   sorry   there   are   things   I   can   do.   One   is   get   
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support   for   yourself...I   felt   so   isolated.   When   I   went   to   that   (Al-Anon)   meeting   and   
they   put   their   hand   up   to   me   and   said   this   is   about   alcohol   we   don’t   talk   about   
drugs,   I   felt   like   a   leper   (Derick   2017).     

  
This   is   a   common   story   shared   again   and   again   in   different   iterations   among   the   families   I   

know   personally   and   the   parents   I   interviewed   for   this   project.   Families   like   Joanne’s   were   

not   just   in   crisis   due   to   the   chaos   of   addiction   and   the   constant   threat   of   an   overdose   

death.   But   the   experience   of   ambiguous   loss   was   exacerbated   by   the   ‘official’   approach   

(which   emanated   from   the   ‘war-on-drugs’   discourse),   that   focused   only   on   criminalizing   

addicted   people   and   blocking   resources   for   treatment,   rather   than   treating   addiction   as   a  

medical   or   public   health   issue.   Many   times   addicted   people   end   up   homeless   and   living   on   

the   street   as   they   disconnect   from   their   families   and   friends   who   become   unable   to   

withstand   the   instability,   anxiety   and   uncertainty   of   living   with   addiction.   But   I   didn’t   want   

my   story   to   be   only   about   loss,   despair   and   the   profound   consequences   of   a   biopolitical   

regime   intent   on   criminalizing   drug   users.   While   the   dearth   of   resources   for   families   and   

users   is   a   significant   part   of   that   affective   atmosphere   of   loss,   it   has   also   led   to   new   

formations   of   community-based   grassroots   initiatives   like    Learn   to   Cope    and   the    Revere   

Substance   Use   Disorder   Initiative    (SUDI)   that   are   featured   in   the   film.   I   wanted   to   connect   

the   affective   resonances   of   ambiguous   loss   among   local   families   to   the   efforts   of   

harm-reduction   outreach   workers   at   the   community   based   public   health   initiatives   like   

Revere   SUDI.   Part   of   what   these   groups   do   is   seek   to   engage,   support   and   build   

relationships   with   users   and   families   to   work   affirmatively   against   the   biopolitical   

regimes   that   have   utterly   failed   users   and   their   families   in   this   epidemic.   Many   

communities   in   Massachusetts   are   trying   to   build   a   new   public   health   infrastructure   that   

contextualizes   and   responds   to   addiction   as   a   family   and   medical   issue,   not   as   a   criminal   

issue.     
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Practices   of   Care:   Harm   Reduction   Activism   Influencing   Public   Health   Responses     

  
The   film   traverses   two   affective   life-worlds:   one   is   about   experience   of   loss,   

longing   and   bereavement   among   families,   the   other   is   about   the   urgency   and   activism   

among   outreach   workers   and   first   responders   trying   to   prevent   even   more   overdose   

deaths   amid   a   radically   escalated   situation   with   the   circulation   of   heroin   mixed   with   IMF.   

Revere   SUDI   is   a   community-based   response   initiative   established   in   2016   and   funded   by   

the   Massachusetts   Department   of   Public   Health   and   other   public   health   grants.   The   

paid-staff   is   made   up   of   long-time   harm   reduction   advocates   like   Gary   Langis,   outreach   

workers   who   are   in   recovery   or   who   have   family   members   who   are   addicted   or   in   recovery,   

police   officers   and   firefighters.   The   office   is   a   drop-in   center   where   people   can   visit   or   call   

to   find   out   more   information   about   detoxes,   reputable   treatment   facilities,   naloxone   

training   and   other   services.   To   visualize   the   affective   intensities   among   outreach   workers   

and   public   safety   officials   collaborating   to   save   people’s   lives   amid   an   extended   heroin   

and   IMF   crisis,   I   filmed   the   team   conducting   their   weekly   post-overdose   follow   up   visits   to   

implement   overdose   education   and   naloxone   distribution   to   users   and   families.   

Family-focused,   publicly   funded   community   OEND   initiatives   like   SUDI   did   not   happen   

automatically   in   response   to   a   growing   epidemic,   however.   The   film   describes   briefly   how   

harm   reduction   activists   like   Gary   Langis   engaged   in   illegal,   underground   advocacy   work   

for   decades   to   create   spaces   for   alternative,   holistic,   community-based   responses   to   drug   

use   in   order   to   show   how   initiatives   like   SUDI   became   relevant.   The   film   revolves   around   

representations   of   naloxone,   an   overdose   reversal   medication   manufactured   from   

Tasmanian   poppies,   which   is   central   to   these   local   practices   of   activism,   care   and   

support   for   users,   families   and   communities.   
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Naloxone   is   a   life-saving   medication   that   is   historically   connected   to   local   harm   

reduction   activism.   Harm   reduction   is   a   “set   of   practical   strategies   and   ideas   aimed   at   

reducing   negative   consequences   of   drug   use”   like   infectious   disease   and   overdose.   It   is   

also   a   “movement   for   social   justice   built   on   a   belief   in,   and   respect   for,   the   rights   of   

people   who   use   drugs”   (HRC   2019).   In   the   dominant   biopolitical   model   which   criminalizes   

addiction,   if   users   cannot   migrate   from   out   of   control,   chaotic   addiction   directly   into   total   

abstinence,   they   are   kicked   out   of   treatment   programs,   penalized   or   incarcerated.   The   

lines   between   addiction   and   abstinence   are   policed   within   an   explicit   “make   live   or   let   die”   

biopolitical   paradigm.   In   contrast   to   this   mode   of   governing,   a   harm   reduction   model   

recognizes   the   huge   productive   middle   ground   between   ‘out   of   control   addiction’   and   ‘total   

abstinence’,   and   operates   in   that   space   to   encourage   people   to   make   positive   changes   

according   to   his   or   herself   (Biggs   2018).   Within   that   landscape   which   resists   dominant   

modes   of   criminalisation   and   marginalisation,   it   generally   advocates   for   a   “spectrum   of  

strategies   from   safer   use,   to   managed   use,   to   abstinence   in   order   to   meet   drug   users   

‘where   they’re   at,’   and   to   address   conditions   of   use   along   with   the   use   itself”(HRC   2019).   

Addiction   is   viewed   as   a   symptom   rather   than   an   all-encompassing   identity   of   ‘addict’.   

Because   harm   reduction   demands   that   “interventions   and   policies   designed   to   serve   drug   

users   reflect   specific   individual   and   community   needs,   there   is   no   universal   definition   of,   

or   formula   for,   implementing   harm   reduction”(HRC   2019);   in   other   words,   it   needs   to   be   

historically   and   locally   contextualized   to   understand   its   true   dimensions.   In   

Massachusetts   specifically,   this   alternative   biopolitical   mobilization   enrolls   a   gamut   of   

materialities   like   sterile   needles,   safe   injection   kits,   naloxone   and   condoms   to   keep   the   

user   free   from   infectious   disease   and   overdose.   Gary   described   his   specific   approach   to   

harm   reduction   advocacy   in   the   Boston   area:   
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The   definition   of   harm   reduction   to   me   has   expanded   over   the   years.   When   I   first   
started   it   was   to   reduce   drug   related   consequences   to   a   person   and   I   think   that   
we’ve   gone   a   little   past   that   now   to   reduce   drug   related   consequences   to   
individuals,   families   and   communities.   And   that’s   a   good   thing.   We   are   reducing   
drug   related   harm   and   community   related   harm.   We   are   trying   to   make   a   safer   
place   for   the   whole   population.   Not   just   for   people   who   are    not    using   drugs,   but   
including   people   that    are    using   drugs   because   those   people   who   are   using   drugs   
are   connected   in   some   way   to   a   family   or   community.   Reducing   drug   related   
consequences   entails   other   issues   including   working   on   drug   policy,   legislation,   
introducing   Good   Samaritan   laws   and   regulation.   But   when   we   are   doing   needle   
exchange,   it’s   not   just   about   handing   out   a   syringe.   When   you   go   through   that   
motion   of   handing   a   syringe   to   a   participant,   you   are   letting   that   person   know   that   
you   care   about   them.   You   don’t   want   them   to   become   infected.   During   that   
conversation   you   can   talk   about   other   things   like   overdose   prevention.   You   can   
talk   to   them   about   vein   care,   how   to   take   care   of   their   veins,   rotate   without   
injecting   in   only   one   spot   to   collapse   your   vein.   It's   an   opportunity   to   start   to   
engage   with   a   population   that   is   really   not   connected   and   really   not   engaged   with   
health   professionals.   It's   really   low   threshold   healthcare.   In   the   past   when   people   
were   using   syringes   and   people   didn’t   have   access   to   them,   they   would   take   them   
off   the   ground.   They’d   take   used   syringes   out   of   trash   bins.   They   could   get  
infected   with   hepatitis   C,   HIV,   bacterial   infections,   soft   tissue   injuries.   It's   not   
always   about   a   syringe,   not   always   about   Narcan,   it   might   be   about   a   peanut   
butter   and   jelly   sandwich.   You   know,   somebody's   immediate   needs.   It   opens   up   a   
conversation.   You   don’t   know   where   the   conversation   is   going   to   go   because   it's   
up   to   that   person.   They   are   the   vectors   of   change,   they   are   going   to   do   the   
changes.   All   we   can   do   is   provide   some   of   the   needs   that   they   need   and   a   lot   of   
love.   It’s   about   compassion   and   caring   for   folks   that   other   folks   don’t   give   a   shit   
about.   It's   a   healthier   way   to   deal   with   stuff   than   the   way   we   deal   with   it   now.   
Right   now   we   deal   with   it   through   incarceration,   forcing   people   into   treatment,   
and   pushing   them   aside.   In   harm   reduction,   we   try   to   look   ahead   and   we   do   take   in   
the   needs   of   everyone,   it's   the   needs   of   the   community,   the   individual,   the   needs   
of   the   family.   We   want   to   make   a   healthier   environment,   a   healthier   community,   
and   to   do   that   we   need   to   have   healthier   individuals.   Again   it   all   gets   back   to   
being   connected   with   somebody   that   gives   a   shit   about   you   (G   Langis   2017,   
personal   interview,   5   February).     

  
This   ethos   is   a   direct   resistance   to   traditional   practices   of   discipline,   punishment   and   

abandonment   of   drug   using   populations   within   the   dominant   biopolitical   model   of   

criminalization   –   the   model   that   is   a   logical   outworking   of   the   ‘war-on-drugs’   and   is   
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reproduced   so   uncritically   by   so   much   of   the   mainstream   IR   literature   looking   at   the   drug   

wars.   Rather   than   disciplining   drug   users   in   order   to   force   them   to   thrive   only   in   a   context   

of   abstinence,   harm   reduction   recognizes   the   whole   person   and   his/her   immediate   needs.   

Naloxone,   as   an   overdose   reversal   agent,   fits   within   this   alternative   biopolitical   

mobilization   because   it   is   about   valuing   the   lives   of   people   who   use   drugs.   Focusing   

specifically   on   naloxone   in   the   film   not   only   allowed   me   to   examine   it   as   a   global   object   

that   is   necessary   to   save   lives   amid   a   worsening   overdose   crisis,   it   also   allowed   me   to   

frame   it   as   a   local   and   intimate   object   that   enables   users,   activists,   families   and   

communities   to   live   together   and   labour   together   through   this   situation   of   dramatic   

precarity   and   crisis.     

In   this   sense,   naloxone   is   a   medication   that   saves   lives,   but   it   is   also   a   powerful   

agent   in   its   own   right   that   produces   social   and   political   change.   For   example,   Gary   and   

fellow   activists   with   the   New   England   Prevention   Alliance   (NEPA)   illegally   distributed   

naloxone   to   homeless   tent   cities   in   urban   areas,   trained   people   on   how   to   administer   it,   

and   collected   overdose   reversal   data   for   seven   years   (1998-2005)   until   this   initiative   was   

formalized   as   a   pilot   program   associated   with   Massachusetts   Department   of   Public   

Health   in   2005.   Gary   narrated   how   the   underground   efforts   of   illegal   naloxone   distribution   

to   save   drug   user   lives   eventually   became   incorporated   into   a   state   funded   public   health   

program   serving   white,   middle   class   families   experiencing   the   trauma   of   an   addicted   loved   

one:     

You   know   initially   honestly,   I   wasn’t   thinking   big.   I   wanted   to   take   care   of   people   I   
was   working   with   in   the   city   I   was   working   in.   So   I   wasn't   really   thinking   outside   
of   that   too   much.   But   then   as   we   started   to   do   it   we   started   to   see   the   need.   
Because   at   the   time   we   were   doing   underground   [needle]   exchange   in   Lawrence   
and   Lowell   and   Lynn.   We   had   a   pretty   tight   network   back   then   of   harm   reduction   
folks   in   Massachusetts.   We   got   together   and   tried   to   expand   [underground   
naloxone   distribution].   But   the   thing   that   always   hangs   over   your   head   was   that   
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this   was   illegal.   We   are   doing   this   illegally   and   we   are   jeopardizing   the   safety   of   
our   participants.   Because   we   had   to   tell   them   you   can   get   arrested   for   this   and   all   
that   crap.   We   started   thinking   you   know   it   would   be   nice   if   the   state   had   a   
program.   But   that   was   completely   out   of   the   question   back   then   because   no   real   
municipalities   or   state   health   department   had   tackled   that   stuff.   There   was   really   
nobody   to   turn   to.   But   then   the   more   we   worked   together   we   started   getting   
numbers   and   seeing   what   an   impact   it   had   in   the   community.   That's   when   we   
expanded   into   Cambridge   and   people   had   their   eyes   on   us.   Not   the   police,   but   
other   healthcare   providers.   They   started   to   ask   the   legal   questions.   We   didn’t   hold   
back   we   told   them   this   is   illegal.   It’s   illegal   but   we   are   doing   it   because   we   are   
trying   to   prevent   a   greater   harm   which   is   death.   That's   when   we   started   to   have   a   
larger   conversation   with   the   Health   Commission   in   Boston.   In   those   discussions,   
we   started   to   realize   that   this   could   go   a   lot   farther   than   just   us   and   it's   more   
important   than   just   us.   This   is   something   that   needs   to   be   done.   We   don't   have   
the   vehicle   to   do   this   on   a   wide   scale,   on   a   large   scale   operation   to   distribute   it   
where   it’s   needed.   Sure   we   have   little   pockets   of   places.   But   somehow   we   were   
able   to   convince   the   Boston   Health   Commission   to   take   up   the   cause.   Of   course   
when   they   started   to   work   on   it   larger   organizations   like   the   Massachusetts   
Department   of   Public   Health   looked   at   it.   But   it   was   the   perfect   storm,   I   hate   to   
say   it.   But   it   was   the   perfect   storm.   We   had   an   answer   for   reducing   overdoses   and   
this   is   the   time   around   2004-2005   where   the   opioid   crisis   was   really   just   starting   
to   mushroom   in   white   suburbia   and   all   these   places   where   white   folks   were   being   
impacted   by   it.   So   like   with   that   happening   you   get   all   the   white   moms   saying   
“What   can   we   do?   This   is   a   great   idea,   let's   push   it.”   Like   Learn   to   Cope,   they   
came   to   us   as   soon   as   we   got   started   [with   the   pilot   program].   We   started   to   
train   and   enroll   their   meeting   members   in   the   naloxone   program.   They   became   a   
voice   and   then   people   started   to   listen.   People   started   questioning   why   aren't   we   
using   this   stuff?   Why   don’t   police   and   fire   have   it?   It   got   into   the   mainstream   
conversation.   It   is   much   easier   to   talk   to   about   it.   It   is   much   easier   to   go   forward.   
There's   a   lot   more   support   around   it,   you   had   family   members   advocating   for   this   
stuff.   We   didn't   have   that.   Mainly   in   the   underground   programs   we   worked   with   
homeless   people.   We   worked   with   tent   city   people,   people   in   down   and   out   
neighborhoods.   That’s   the   folks   we   helped.   We   worked   with   all   the   stereotypical   
drug   users.   We   didn’t   work   with   “Joey   the   athlete   of   the   year”   or   high   school   
students,   but   that’s   where   the   need   started   to   appear   in   these   groups   of   people   
that   traditionally   don't   associate   themselves   with   heroin   users   (G   Langis   2017,   
personal   interview,   5   February).     

  
I   included   this   part   of   Gary’s   story   in   the   film   to   historically   contextualize   naloxone   as   an   

object.   Once   a   medication   associated   only   with   the   most   criminalized   and   stigmatized  
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population,   it   has   become   a   critical   public   health   innovation   for   families   and   communities   

experiencing   a   worsening   overdose   epidemic.   As   Gary   alluded   to,   there   are   strong   racial   

dimensions   to   this   trajectory   as   this   crisis   impacted   middle   and   upper   class   white   

suburbia   (Keturah   &   Jordan   2018;   Netherland   &   Hansen   2016;   Dasgupta   et   al.   2018).   

Linking   to   my   exploration   of   the   intimate   spaces   of   families   and   loss,   I   also   wanted   to   

represent   naloxone   as   a   crucial   material   intervention   into   people’s   homes,   the   main   

spaces   where   people   are   experiencing   the   emotional   and   psychological   costs   of   a   

heroin/IMF   crisis.   My   film   shows   the   outreach   team   visiting   people’s   homes   and   entering   

their   personal   spaces   to   deliver   this   medication,   establish   rapport   and   respond   to   any   

immediate   needs   they   can   help   with.   Rather   than   ignoring   what   is   happening   behind   

closed   doors   and   abandoning   users   and   their   families,   contemporary   state-funded   

community   response   initiatives   are   building   an   altogether   different   infrastructure   around   

naloxone.   Focused   on   connection   rather   than   criminalization,   this   mode   of   response   

provides   a   context   for   outreach   workers   to   knock   on   people’s   doors,   engage   face-to-face   

with   users   and   their   families,   and   offer   additional   resources.   The   affective   intensities   of   a   

still   unfolding   crisis   inform   how   they   act   with   purpose,   hope   and   care   for   the   people   

suffering   in   their   community.   These   scenes   of   Gary   and   his   team   interacting   with   users   

and   bringing   naloxone   into   their   homes   are   a   glimpse   of   a   new   alternative   biopolitical   

paradigm   that   refuses   modes   of   criminalization   in   favour   of   modes   of   respect,   connection   

and   care.     

Conclusion   

Using   affect   theory   to   explore   a   still   unfolding   overdose   epidemic   allowed   me   to   

show   how   the   global   drug   trajectories   of   both   heroin/IMF   and   naloxone   animate   affective   
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intensities   within   intimate   family   spaces   and   community   public   health   initiatives   on   the   

North   Shore   of   Massachusetts.   Emergency   overdose   encounters,   family   homes,   and   

community   public   health   initiatives   are   salient   spaces   where   these   global   drug   

trajectories   touch   down   as   experiential,   lived   realities   of   crisis.   My   purpose   was   not   to   

deny   that   drugs   or   the   global   drug   trade   impact   the   intimacies   of   other   families   outside   

the   United   States   in   significant,   and   perhaps   in   even   more   harmful   ways.   But   in   order   to   

respond   to   the   specific   creative   and   intellectual   constraints   of   this   particular   PhD,   I   

prioritized   these   stories   among   American   families   and   activists   to   represent   a   harm   

reduction   approach   to   drug   use,   which   is   an   ethos   vastly   less   understood   in   comparison   

to   war-on-drugs   ideologies   or   abstinence   only   approaches   to   recovery.   In   Massachusetts,   I   

present   heroin/IMF   as   global   drugs   that   do   not   just   penetrate   the   bodies   of   drug   users   

and   cause   overdose   death.   They   also   rupture   the   continuity   of   ordinary   life   among   families   

who   have   lost   loved   ones   or   are   constantly   threatened   by   an   overdose   loss.   By   focusing   on   

the   circulation   of   naloxone,   as   the   only   antidote   to   an   heroin/IMF   overdose,   I   was   able   to   

present   it   as   a   critical   tool   for   local   activists   working   against   dehumanizing   biopolitical   

practices   that   criminalize   users.   Here,   naloxone   was   the   material   anchor   for   a   

community-based   organizations   who   developed   alternative   public   health   modes   of   

response   to   addiction   and   overdose   in   their   localities.     

My   goal,   as   Kathleen   Stewart   argues,   “was   not   to   track   the   predetermined    effects   

of   abstractable   logics   and   structures   but,   rather,   to   compose   a   register   of   the   lived   

affects    of   the   things   that   took   place   in   a   social-aesthetic-material-political   worlding”   

(Stewart   2017:   192).   The   material   impacts   on   the   ‘social-aesthetic-material-political’   

world   of   Massachusetts   families   in   this   PhD   are   well   described.   But,   as   an   IR   project   

focused   on   global   circuits   of   affect,   my   research   practice   must   do   more   to   balance   and   
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represent   how   the   epidemic   and   the   global   drug   trade   impacts   real   people   and   families   

outside   white-American,   middle-class,   suburbia.   In   the   next   two   chapters,   I   discuss   my   

practice   research   in   Laredo   and   Tasmania,   the   unique   storytelling   challenges   I   grappled   

with   in   these   regions,   and   some   of   the   shortcomings   that   emerged   in   regards   to   the   

representation   of   affect   in   these   locations.        
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CHAPTER   5.   US-MEXICO   BORDER     

The   Laredo,   Texas   Border   Port:   Visualizing   A   Central   Conduit   for   Licit   and   Illicit   Drug   

Mobilities   

After   filming   overdose   emergency   scenes   in   Revere,   I   carefully   considered   how   to   

represent   how   heroin/IMF   is   trafficked   from   its   global   origin   points   into   the   local   

landscapes   in   Massachusetts   using   a   mobilities   framework.   As   my   preliminary   

conversations   with   law   enforcement   officers   in   New   England   revealed,   the   present   

iterations   of   heroin   and   IMF   are   profuse   across   Massachusetts   and   impossible   to   control   

because   its   geographical   origins   are   multiple   (e.g.   Mexico,   China,   Canada),   its   smuggling   

methods   are   always   changing,   and,   most   importantly   for   me,   the   drugs   are   moved   through   

legal   ports   of   entry   within   the   vast   cross-border   trade   circulations   that   power   the   North   

American   economy.   According   to   official   reports,   most   of   the   heroin   and   IMF   in   the   United   

States   is   trafficked   over   the   US-Mexico   border   through   legal   US   ports   of   entry:   it   is   usually   

hidden   in   privately   owned   vehicles   or   co-mingled   with   legal   cargo   on   tractor   trailers   (DEA   

2015;   2016;   2017;   2018).     

  In   the   early   stages   of   my   research,   I   explored   the   idea   of   tracing   heroin   and   IMF   

all   the   way   back   to   its   Mexican   and/or   Chinese   producers   to   tell   their   personal   stories,   

but   I   was   unable   to   devise   a   feasible   plan   to   safely   achieve   this   in   ways   that   the   

university   ethics   committee   would   approve   of.   I   also   knew   I   wanted   to   represent   the   

life-worlds   of   the   Tasmanian   poppy   farmers   growing   legal   poppies,   and   I   sensed   that   

juxtaposing   these   stories   of   two   different   ‘producers’   would   ultimately   entrench   a   

licit/illicit   binary   that   I   wanted   to   avoid.   Moreover,   amid   the   rise   of   white   nationalism   

during   the   2016   election,   I   felt   uncomfortable   taking   on   racial   questions   in   relation   to   the   
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drug   trade   without   the   appropriate   time   and   space   to   fully   explicate   these   complicated   

dynamics   in   the   body   of   the   film   project.   Given   this   set   of   circumstances,   I   decided   to   film   

the   mundane   registers   of   legal   cross-border   trade,   tractor   trailer   traffic   and   interstate   

highways   within   which   illegal   drugs   move.   In   opposition   to   the   close-up   and   visceral   

intimacies   I   filmed   in   Massachusetts,   I   chose   to   broaden   the   inquiry   to   film   some   of   the   

globalized   networks,   systems,   assemblages   and   infrastructures   that   heroin   and   IMF    move   

within    -   the   materiality   of   the   trafficking   itself.     

  My   practice   research   in   Laredo,   Texas,   the   largest   in-land   commercial   trade   

corridor   on   the   US-Mexico   border,   led   to   a   visual   representation   of   the   border   as   a   major   

circuit   for   legal   and   illegal   transnational   mobilities   –   including   the   mobilities   of   the   

heroin/IMF   at   the   centre   of   the   opioid   epidemic   in   Massachusetts.   In   documenting   the   

details   of   the    legal    material   circuits   at   the   border   such   as   cross-border   commercial   trade   

bridges,   transnational   rail   exchanges,   pedestrian   and   private   vehicle   bridges,   and   

inter-state   highways,   I   sought   to   visualize   the   immobile   infrastructures   designed   to   

facilitate   the   efficient   movement   of   legal   transnational   goods   into   Northern   markets.   

What   most   interested   me   about   these   heavily   built-up   borderscapes   was   how    illegal   

circulations    are   built   into   (and   indeed,   constitutive   of),   those   immobile   infrastructures   

that   enable   legal   trade.   This   connects   to   my   theoretical   framework   since   these   are   

precisely   the   illicit,   mobile   trajectories   that   facilitate   the   circulation   of   heroin/IMF   into   US   

territory   and   eventually   into   Eastern   Massachusetts.     

  By   capturing   visual   and   aural   impressions   of   the   immense   scale   of   tractor   

trailers,   train   cars,   and   pedestrians   entering   the   US   daily,   my   intention   was   to   represent   

the   Laredo   port   of   entry   on   the   US-Mexico   border   as   not   just   as   a   “barricaded”   site   that   

demarcates   US   national   sovereignty,   but   rather   as   a   site   where   a   global   “borderless   
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economy”   is   enacted.   By   focusing   on   how   the   border   enables   circulation,   mobility   and   

flows   rather   than   immobility   and   arrest,   I   aimed   to   gesture   to   the   illegal   /   illicit   drug   flows   

that   are   sequestered   into   these   legal   circulations.   I   wanted   to   represent   the   affective   

atmosphere   of   border   trade   –   multiple   mobilities   moving   over   a   seemingly   immobile   

infrastructure   –   via   the   dynamic   transnational   movements   of   people   and   objects   

continuously   moving   Northbound   and   Southbound.   My   desire   in   the   previous   chapter   about   

Massachusetts   was   to   focus   on   families   and   public   health   entities   in   order   to   show   what   

the   dominant   ‘war-on-drugs’   framing   cannot.   My   approach   in   this   part   of   the   project   was   

similar:   exploring   a   key   site   where   illegal   drugs   are   sequestered   within   legal   trade   flows   

to   foreground   the   global   circulation   of   drugs   as   a   profound    entanglement    of   the   licit   and   

the   illicit.   It   is   precisely   this   dense   entanglement   that   the   dominant   ‘war-on-drugs’   

framing   believes   it   can   disentangle.   Rather   than   conceptualizing   Laredo   as   an   ordered   and   

efficient   border   central   to   both   a   global   trade   system   and   the   American   economy,   I   want   

to   show   its   messiness   by   alluding   to   what   is   hidden   or   mundane   within   this   borderscape   

(Salter   2006;   2007;   2008;   Aradau   et   al.   2015;   Vukov   et   al.   2013;   Cote-Boucher   et   al.   

2014;   Gootenberg   2009).     

  Laredo   is    only   one   of   many    global   conduits   for   illicit   drugs   reaching   New   England.   

But   from   a   producer   and   director   perspective,   Laredo   offered   an   ideal   mix   of   accessibility   

to   record,   political   and   historical   significance,   and   infrastructure   connections   to   

Massachusetts.   As   an   IR   researcher,   I   was   drawn   to   film   in   Laredo,   not   because   I   wanted   

to   establish   it   (or   any   port   for   that   matter)   as   the   primary   conduit   for   illicit   drugs   feeding   

demand   in   Massachusetts.   The   port   of   Laredo   offered   real   opportunities   to   document   and   

represent   illicit   drug   trafficking   in   the   much   more   expansive   context   of   US-Mexico   trade   

relations.   Prior   to   my   fieldwork   in   Laredo,   I   planned   to   cross   the   border   to   research   and   
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film   the   trade   dynamics   from   the   Nuevo   Laredo   capture   the   ‘globality’   of   the   port   and   to   

document   the   port   equally   from   either   side   of   the   border.   But   when   we   arrived   in   Laredo   

every   single   person    we   encountered ,    including   Uber   drivers,   restaurant   owners,   hotel   staff,   

bartenders,   locals   we   chatted   with   at   restaurants,   anthropologists   who   have   been   living   

and   researching   in   Laredo   for   decades,   community   activists   and   logistics   professionals   

and   Mexican-American   truck   drivers   strongly   advised   us   not   to   travel   to   Nuevo   Laredo.   

While   it   is   difficult   to   discern   whether   their   fears   were   justified   or   not,   many   stated   that   

the   gang-related   violence   was   still   too   prevalent   for   us   to   safely   film   in   Nuevo   Laredo.   

Since   I   was   new   to   researching   in   this   region,   largely   unfamiliar   with   the   complex   social   

and   political   dynamics   and   travelling   with   a   cinematographer,   I   felt   it   was   ethical   and   

responsible   to   heed   the   advice   of   all   the   local   people   we   met.   This,   of   course,   was   an   

unexpected   setback   that   prevented   me   from   meeting,   interviewing   or   capturing   the   

affective   environment   of   Mexican   people   living   on   the   Nuevo   Laredo   side   of   the   border.   

When   I   returned   home   to   Boston,   I   tried   to   locate   a   cinematographer   based   in   Nuevo   

Laredo,   just   as   I   had   sought   out   a   cinematographer   to   work   with   in   Tasmania,   but   was   

unsuccessful.     

  Due   to   these   unforeseen   fieldwork   setbacks,   my   research   and   representations   of   

the   Laredo   port   of   entry   in   the   film   project   are   far   too   American-centric.   My   explorations   of   

the   scale,   volume   and   speed   of   US-Mexico   trade   at   the   Laredo   Trade   Port   in   an   affective   

register   are   represented   in   relation   to   its   impact   on   New   England   families   and   

communities,   not   Hispanic-Americans   living   in   Laredo   nor   the   Mexican   people   living   in   

Nuevo   Laredo.   In   this   way,   my   research   in   this   geography   effectively   universalizes   a   ‘local’   

affective   scene   of   an   overdose   in   Revere   to   a   global   space   but   does   not   document   the   

‘global   circuits   of   affect’   among   the   local   people   living   in   this   landscape.   This   is   a   
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significant   limitation   of   this   section.   Since   I   explored   how   illicit   drug   trade   is   embedded   

within   the   legal   trade   mechanisms,   the   film   represents   the   Laredo   /   Nuevo   Laredo   border   

crossing   as   a   conduit   of   ‘harm’   to   ordinary   Americans,   but   not   also   a   site   of   profound   ‘hurt’   

due   to   the   expansion   of   illicit   drug   trafficking   to   meet   US   consumer   demand.   Nor   did   I   

explore   the   port   of   Laredo   or   American   people   as   sources   of   ‘harm’   towards   ordinary   

Mexicans   who   suffer   the   consequences   of   the   illegal   gun   trade   that   moves   Southbound   

(Laredo   to   Nuevo   Laredo)   to   sustain   the   drug   trade   violence.   And   finally,   my   film   does   not   

represent   how   ordinary   Mexicans   organize   in   their   communities   to   provide   ‘care’   and   ‘help’   

to   people   who   have   been   victimized   by   the   illicit   industries   moving   across   both   sides   of   

the   border.   These   are   all   additional   storylines   that   can   be   pursued   in   the   future   to   help   

disrupt   the   ‘hurt’   ‘harm,’   ‘help,’   logics   that   (unintentionally)   emerged   within   this   thesis.   

  

FIG.   17:   World   Trade   Bridge   in    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    (2018)   
  

Despite   these   significant   limitations,   this   chapter   explains   the   theories   and   ideas   

that   animated   my   creative   practice   at   the   production   and   post-production   stages   of   my   

research.   First   I   build   on   my   argument   that   the   usual   frameworks   and   methodological   

tools   in   IR   are   inadequate   when   trying   to   interpret   complex   global   phenomena   such   as   

drug   trafficking.   In   this   way,   my   work   aligns   with   Willem   van   Schendel   and   Itty   Abraham’s   

articulation   in    Illicit   Flows   and   Criminal   Things:   States,   Borders,   and   the   Other   Side   of   

Globalization    (2005):     
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Studies   of   the   production   of   illicit   must   look   beyond   discourses   that   equate   state   
organizations   with   law,   order,   and   bureaucratic   probity.   Such   discourses   are   easily   
recognized   by   their   viewpoint   that   global   order   and   development   are   advanced   
primarily   by   states   and   by   international   associations   approved   by   states.   Outside   
this   circle,   they   suggest,   there   is   only   narrow   self-interest   which   is   destructive   of   
wider   social   interests,   and   states   are   entitled   to   outlaw   such   activities.   The   
result   is   good   guys/bad   guys   imagery   and   the   language   of   law   enforcement.   Many   
keywords   are   reserved   for   the   bad   guys   and   their   organizations--syndicates,   
cartels,   gangs,   triads,   secret   societies,   mafias,   guerilla   outfits,   terrorist   
networks--they   all   denote   their   special   and   separate   status   of   being   unauthorized   
clandestine,   underground.   Such   language   constructs   conceptual   barriers   between   
illicit   bad-guy   activities   (trafficking,   smuggling)   and   state-authorized   good-guys   
activities   (trade,   migration)   that   obscure   how   these   are   often   part   of   a   single   
spectrum.   We   need   to   approach   flows   of   goods   and   people   as   visible   
manifestations   of   power   configurations   that   weave   in   and   out   of   legality,   in   and   
out   of   states,   and   in   out   of   individuals   lives   as   socially   embedded,   sometimes   
long-term   processes   of   production,   exchange,   consumption   and   representation   
(van   Schendel   &   Abraham   2005:   9).   

  

This   quote   encapsulates   exactly   what   I   tried   to   achieve   by   visualizing   the   Laredo   border   

port   as   a   “single   spectrum”   for   both   legal   and   illegal   economies.   Rather   than   focusing   on   

the   dynamics   of   specific   Mexican   Transnational   Criminal   Organizations   and   US   and/or   

Mexico   state   responses   to   heroin   and   IMF   trafficking,   I   wanted   to   explore   the   conditions   

of   possibility   that   allow   NAFTA,   and   by   extension   the   drug   trade   to   flourish:   the   material   

infrastructures   and   trade   circulations   that   bind   the   US-Mexico   border   and   Northern   

markets   together.   Next,   in   respect   to   Laredo,   I   discuss   why   I   focused   on   documenting   

details   of   the   World   Trade   Bridge,   commercial   tractor   trailers   and   interstate   highways   

that   enable   transnational   corporations   to   deliver   manufactured   products   to   markets   

efficiently   (and   inversely   allow   Mexican   TCOs   to   supply   illicit   drugs   to   meet   US   demand).   

Using   a   camera   and   sound   recorder,   I   documented   some   of   the   movements,   rhythms,   

directions,   and   temporal   and   spatial   progressions   of   these   cross-border   trade   circulations  

and   how   they   articulate   themselves   in   an   affective   register.   Admittedly   however,   these   

articulations   of   affect   are   structured   from   a   specifically   (Northeastern)   American   point   of   
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view.   Finally,   I   discuss   how,   despite   my   best   intentions,   this   section   in   the   film   effectively   

maintains   (and   even   feeds   into)   the   logics   of   blame   and   causality   that   animate   

’war-on-drugs’   threat   imaginaries   along   racial   and   civilizational   lines.     

Visualizing   the   Invisible:   Illegal   Drugs   Hidden   Within   Legal   Cargo   

Since   Laredo   handles   40%   of   US-Mexico   trade   and   is   the   most   important   corridor   

for   NAFTA,   I   viewed   my   fieldwork   there   as   an   opportunity   to   build   upon   a   rich   body   of   IR   

scholarship   exploring   the   relationship   between   drug   trafficking   at   the   US-Mexico   border   

and   NAFTA   infrastructure.   Critical   scholarship   has   shown   how   NAFTA   and   the   drug   

enforcement   campaigns   at   the   border   have   actually   led   to   illicit   industries   becoming   more   

closely   tied   to   licit   industries   (Andreas   2012;   McKibben   2015;   Shirk   &   Astorga   2010;   

Finklea   2016;   Payan   2016;    Dube,   Dube,   Ponce   &   Thom   2016 ).   Specifically,   in    Border   

Games:   Policing   the   US-Mexico   Divide    (2012),   Peter   Andreas   argues   that   while   NAFTA   has   

created   a   “barricaded   borderless   economy”   the   “reality   of   a   porous   border   where   drug   

smuggling   is   unable   to   be   curbed   despite   increased   interdiction   efforts,   bilateral   security   

cooperatives,   enhanced   surveillance   technology   is   clear”   (2002:   xiv).   What   is   interesting   

here   is   that   the   US-Mexico   drug   trade   continued   to   expand   while   drugs   became   purer   over   

the   years.   The   work   of   Andreas   and   others   demonstrating   the   “reality   of   a   porous   border”   

is   useful   for   me   as   a   starting   point,   but   I   wanted   to   film   cross-border   trade   in   ways   that   

make   the   reality   of   a   porous   border   more   knowable   in   an   affective   register.   What   could   I   

learn   about   the    invisible    trajectory   of   illegal   heroin/IMF   (i.e   illegal   drugs   hiding   within   legal   

cargo)   by   visualizing   the   extensive    visible    network   of   people,   vehicles,   technologies,   

geographies,   roads,   bridges   and   highways   that   come   together   in   a   “barricaded   borderless”   

terrain   governed   by   NAFTA?   
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Because   they   are   understaffed   and   instructed   to   avoid   interfering   in   the   pace   of   

trade,   Customs   and   Border   Protection   (CBP)   in   Laredo   is   only   able   to   fully   inspect   an   

estimated   10-15%   of   the   7,000   commercial   tractor   trailers   that   enter   the   Laredo   port   

everyday   to   deliver   products   across   the   US   (Payan   2016:   61;   Correa-Cabrera   2016:   23;   B   

Conlon   2017,   personal   interview,   9   October;   Burnett   2010;   J   Kilburn   2017,   personal   

interview,   5   October).   While   CBP   performs   targeted   searches   and   deploys   sensors,   x-rays   

and   dogs,   it   is   widely   acknowledged   that   they   simply   do   not   have   the   resources   to   

intercept   all   the   drugs   smuggled   within   the   immense   volume   of   daily   cross-border   trade   

(Payan   2016;   Wilson   &   Lee   2015;   Bomba   et   al.   2005).   While   mainstream   Security   Studies   

accounts   of   the   war-on-drugs   focus   on   how   to   increase   that   10-15%   by   increasing   

efficient   forms   of   inspection,   border   control   and   surveillance   (McKibben   2015;   Bagley   

2015;   Kan   2011;   Shirk   2011),   I   was   more   interested   in   this   co-mingling   of   licit   and   illicit   

economies   over   the   ‘immobile   infrastructure’   of   the   border.   Thinking   about   how   to   

visualize   the   illicit   sequestered   within   the   licit   reveals   something   understated   and   

understudied   about   the   border    even   though    the   drug   trade   is   common   knowledge   and   lived   

experience   in   Laredo   itself.     

Disrupting   the   Licit   and   Illicit   Binary   in   America’s   Heartland:   The   Affective   Atmosphere   of   a   

Borderless   Economy   

  Laredo    feels    like   the   Niagara   Falls   of   trade.   It   is   easy   to   feel   dwarfed   by   the   visual   

and   aural   intensities   of   tens   of   thousands   of   tractor   trailers,   hundreds   of   cargo   trains,   and   

thousands   of   people   crossing   the   four   international   bridges   over   the   Rio   Grande   that   

connect   the   “Los   Dos   Laredos”:   Laredo,   Texas   and   Nuevo   Laredo,   Mexico.   A   

multibillion-dollar   transnational   economy   moves   across   the   network   of   bridges,   rail   
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exchanges,   and   interstate   highways   producing   a   profound   affective   atmosphere   of   

always-busy,   always-moving   commercial   trade   that   envelopes   the   entire   city   (Thrift   

2004).   283.18   billion   dollars   in   goods   including   motor   vehicles   parts,   commercial   

vehicles,   cell   phone   parts,   cars,   seats,   tractors,   insulated   wire   and   cable,   computers,   

engines,   refrigerators,   freezers,   electrical   boards,   air   conditioners,   engine   parts,   beer,   and   

agricultural   products   passed   through   Laredo   in   2017   ( Laredo   Trade   Numbers,    2017).   All   of   

these   products   can   be   found   in   nearly   every   American   home   –   including   the   homes   of   drug   

users,   first   responders,   harm   reduction   activists   and   grieving   families   in   Massachusetts.   

These   connections   are   explicit   in   the   dynamic   supply   chains   linking   US   industries   and   the  

Mexican    maquiladoras    within   a   few   miles   of   the   border,   and   have   resituated   Laredo   and   

other   commercial   border   ports   as   the   contemporary   “heartland   of   America.”   As   a   major   

site   for    both    the   illicit   drug   trade   and   the   North   American   consumer   economy,   the   Laredo   

border   port   can   be   theorized   as   a   conduit   where   contemporary   everyday   American   life   is   

secured   and   remade,   but   also   disorganized   and   undone.     

During   my   fieldwork,   I   filmed   an   interview   with   Dr.   John   Kilburn   an   Associate   Dean   

of   Research   and   Professor   Sociology   and   Criminal   Justice   at   Texas   A&M   International   

University.   He   has   lived,   taught   and   researched   in   Laredo   for   the   last   fifteen   years.   With   5

multiple   cargo   trains   arriving   into   port   in   the   background,   he   described   on   camera   how   

under-acknowledged   Laredo   is   in   proportion   to   its   global   importance,   particularly   in   the   

Trump   presidency   era:     

Primarily,   the   punctuation   point   we   will   talk   about   for   the   bridges   would   be   NAFTA.   
So   in   the   early   1990s   this   place   just   started   to   boom.   The   amount   of   goods   
travelling   across   this   border   multiplied   rapidly   and   it   continues   to   multiply.   It’s   not   
just   goods   and   services   being   bought   from   Mexico   or   sold   to   Mexico   but   this   has   

5  I   initially   reached   out   to   Hispanic-American   and   Mexican   scholars   who   reside   in   Nuevo   Laredo   but   commute   
to   Texas   A&M   International   University   for   interviews   in   order   to   prioritize   a   specific   local   viewpoint   of   this   
port.   They,   however,   referred   me   their   boss   Dr.   John   Kilburn,   the   Associate   Dean   of   Research   at   TAMIU.   I   
asked   Dr.   Kilburn   about   this   and   he   suggested   that   they   have   been   reluctant   to   appear   on   camera   speaking   
about   these   dynamics   due   to   ongoing   gang   related   violence   in   Nuevo   Laredo.     
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become   a   global   trade   route.   We   are   actually   processing   goods   and   services   that   
are   going   through   Mexico   to   be   sent   around   the   world   just   like   we   are   buying   
things   from   around   the   world.   This   region   is   much   more   important   than   most   
people   ever   know.   This   port   is   very   important   to   global   commerce.   And   that   there   
is   a   lot   more   positives   as   far   as   efficient   flow   of   goods   as   there   is   negative.   This   
truly   is   part   of   the   heartland   of   America,   it   just   doesn’t   quite   fit   the   story   of   the   
farmer   growing   wheat   but   it   is   an   essential   part   of   our   global   economy.   So   we   
should   really   embrace   what   we   have   done   here   and   work   towards   keeping   it   
operating   efficiently,   making   sure   the   roads   are   safe   and   the   train   tracks   are   
maintained.   This   is   not   just   an   area   to   forget,   ignore,   take   for   granted   or   shut   out   
(J   Kilburn   2017,   personal   interview,   5   October).     

  
  A   substantial   margin   of   merchandise   trade   between   the   United   States   and   Mexico   occurs   

in   the   context   of   production   sharing   and   vertical   supply   chain   relationships.   US   

manufacturers,   especially   automotive,   electronics,   appliances   and   machinery   industries   

all   depend   on   lower   wage   Mexican   manufacturers   to   keep   labor   costs   low   and   increase   

their   competitive   advantage   on   the   global   market.   This   has   led   to   dynamic   vertical   supply   

relationships   in   which   consumer   goods   are   sent   back   and   forth   across   the   US-Mexico   

border   for   different   stages   of   production,   manufacture   and   assembly.   For   instance,   raw   

materials   are   often   imported   from   Mexico,   intermediate   inputs   are   produced   in   the   United   

States   and   exported   back   to   Mexico   for   finishing,   and   then   imported   back   again   into   the   

US   as   finished   products   ready   for   market   (Villareal   2018:   7).   The   Laredo   trade   corridor   is   

not   a   distant   or   impartial   network   at   the   country’s   territorial   edges,   but   rather   a   central   

and   critical   infrastructure   for   the   contemporary   North   American   economy.     

Tractor   trailers,   Laredo’s   World   Trade   Bridge,   Interstate-35   are   central   objects   and   

infrastructures   that   allow   truck   drivers   to   ferry   goods   back   and   forth   across   the   border   to   

interior   places   in   Mexico   and   the   United   States.   The   World   Trade   Bridge    is   owned   and   

operated   by   the    City   of   Laredo    and   the    Secretaría   de   Comunicaciones   y   Transportes   

(Mexico's   federal   Secretariat   of   Communication   and   Transportation)   which   are   local   

(non-law   enforcement)   entities   on   either   side   of   the   border   who   work   together   to   
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maintain   the   bridges.    In   2016,   officials   working   for   the   World   Trade   Bridge   on   the   Laredo   

side,   commissioned   the   American   Transportation   Research   Institute   to   attach   GPS   

devices   to   thousands   of   tractor   trailers   crossing   into   Laredo   to   create   a   data   set   on   real   

time   and   location   analysis   as   they   travelled   up   I-35   and   into   the   interior   of   the   United   

States.   Below   are   some   of   the   maps   given   to   me   when   I   visited   the   World   Trade   Bridge   to   

film   interviews   with   bridge   officials   and   tractor   trailer   traffic   over   the   bridge.   They   provide   

striking   illustrations   of   the   extensive   reach   of   tractor   trailers   passing   through   Laredo   as   

they   bring   goods   to   the   most   lucrative   US   markets   in   the   midwest   and   northeast   over   the   

course   of   a   week   ( Port   of   Laredo   World   Trade   Bridge   English   Visitors   Presentation    2017):     
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FIG.   18:   Port   of   Laredo,   World   Trade   Bridge   English   Presentation,   2017   
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For   the   World   Trade   Bridge   operators,   the   purpose   of   these   maps   is   to   demonstrate   

movement   from   A   (Laredo)   to   B   (elsewhere)   to   prove   Laredo’s   importance   to   the   North   

American   economy,   and   therefore   generate   more   funding   for   infrastructure   improvements.   

For   my   research   purposes,   these   maps   visualise   the   trade   circulations   that   create   a   

direct   and   continuous   connections   to   Northeast   markets,   but   more   importantly,   these   

lines   are   replete   with   stories,   landscapes   and   performativities   that   need   to   be   looked   at   

more   closely   in   order   to   understand   the   workings   of   the   illicit   drug   trade.   Geography   and   

mobilities   scholar   Tim   Cresswell   writes   that   the   “basic   signifier   of   mobility”   is   “getting   

from   point   A   to   point   B.”     

A----------------------------------->B   (Cresswell   2006:   2).   

  Cresswell’s   basic   diagram,   like   the   maps   above,   are   abstractions.   Like   Cresswell,   I   

wanted   to   “unpack   these   lines”   on   the   map   and   “make   sure   they   are   not   taken   for   

granted”   (Cresswell   2006:   2).   Mobilities   scholars   theorize   movement   as   an   entanglement   

between   movement,   meaning   and   practice   (Cresswell   2010;   Bissell   2007;   Adey   2010;   

2016;   Adey   et   al.   2014;   Kellerman   2012;   Urry   2016;   Larsen   &   Urry   2016;   Jensen   2011).   

There   is   the   fact   of   physical   movement   as   people   and   things   travel   from   one   place   to   

another;   there   are   the   ideologies,   narratives   and   stories   about   that   movement   which   

provide   meaning   about   the   movement;   and   finally   there   is   the   practice   of   movement   which   

is   ultimately   experienced   and   embodied   (Cresswell   2008).   Mobilities   scholars   also   argue   

for   transdisciplinary   research   methods   in   order   to   engage   with   these   dense   

entanglements   between   mobility   systems,   practices   and   power   arrangements   (Sheller   &   

Urry   2006;   Sheller   2014;   Watts   &   Urry   2008;   Thrift   1996;   2004;   2008).   This   project   takes   

that   invitation   seriously:   I   used   my   camera   and   microphones   to   explore   the   entanglements   
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between   the   movement,   meaning   and   practice   of   illicit   drugs   hidden   within   the   vast   

volume   of   legal   US-Mexico   trade   circulations   crossing   at   the   Laredo   port   of   entry.     

The   mobilities   paradigm   has   been   useful   in   helping   me   develop   strategies   for   

engaging   the   indivisibility   between   licit   and   illicit   drug   economies   stretching   from   the   

border   to   the   northeast.   As   Mimi   Sheller   and   John   Urry   propose:     

Systems   of   interconnected   material   worlds   produce   new   moments   of   unintended   
and   dangerous   copresence.   The   ‘gates'   designed   to   prevent   networks   from   
colliding   (and   the   narratives   of   security   that   underwrote   the   building   of   those   
gatekeeping   processes)   are   less   sustainable   as   flows   of   terrorists   slip   under,   
over,   and   through   various   borders,   eliminating   the   invisibilities   and   screens   that   
kept   networks   apart   (Sheller   and   Urry   2006:   220).   

  
My   goal,   while   filming,   was   not   to   investigate   or   measure   the   specific   amounts   of   heroin   

and   IMF   that   move   through   the   Laredo   border.   Unlike   positivist   scholars   in   IR,   I   understood   

that   this   can   never   be   known.   Rather,   I   was   interested   in   what   I   could   learn   from   filming   

the   vast   legal   trade   systems   as   a   way   to   visualise   the   “untendended   and   dangerous   

copresence”   of   the   illicit   drug   trade   that   feeds   the   ongoing   public   health   crisis   of   

heroin/IMF   overdoses   in   Massachusetts.   In   retrospect,   however,   my   explorations   of   the   

co-presence   of   the   illicit   trades   in   a   mobilities   paradigm   is   not   equally   balanced   by   an  

understanding   of   how   this   port   constructs   powerful   forms   of   stasis,   disconnection,   social   

exclusion,   and   immobility   for   others,   particularly   Mexican   people   or   Central   American   

migrants.   This   section   of   the   film   which   only   focuses   on   the   movement   and   volume   of   

global   trade   as   it   passes   into   US   territories   engages   only   a   limited   part   of   a   mobilities   

paradigm   with   affective   resonances   structured   specifically   for   Northeast   Americans.   

Since   I   did   not   explore   how   the   Southbound   tractor   trailer   traffic   facilitates   the   flow   of   

illegal   firearms   or   cash   to   sustain   the   drug   trade   in   ways   that   harm   ordinary   Mexican   

families,   the   film,   at   the   time   of   submission,   unequally   represents   how   the   “unintended   
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and   dangerous   copresence”   of   the   illicit   drug   trade   impacts   Mexican   people   both   

politically   and   effectively.     

It   was   not   possible   for   me   to   film   the   heroin/IMF   materialities   directly   hidden   

within   some   of   the   thousands   of   commercial   tractor   trailers   that   enter   the   border   daily.   

Moreover,   the   only   ‘direct’   visuals   would   have   been   after   the   fact   when   CBP   had   already   

seized   the   drugs,   whereas   my   interest   is   in   the    mobility   and   circulation    of   the   drugs.   To   

address   this   difficulty   of   how   to   visualize   something   that   is   invisible,   Kristin   Peterson’s   

ideas   about   phantom   epistemologies   helped   me   theorize   my   intentions   for   drawing   out   

the   invisible   illicit   economies   circulating   within   the   density   of   visible   trade.   She   writes:     

Rather   than   dismissing   our   quandaries   of   “not   having   all   the   data”   that   may   not   be   
gotten,   a   phantom   can   inhabit   the   data   in   ways   that   do   not   always   desire   the   
fullest   of   answers--one   that   allows   the   unknowable   to   remain   as   powerful   an   
analytical   figure   as   the   known.   That   is,   the   phantom--the   stuff   of   familiarity,   yet   
also   the   stuff   of   the   unknowable--is   the   ethnographic   object   of   inquiry,   rather   than   
being   some   shadow   whose   materializing   requires   patience   and   digging.   Finding   
one’s   way   through   (or   even   detecting   at   all)   the   presence   of   such   ghosts   is   
difficult,   as   the   latter   occur   at   different   levels   of   scale   not   only   in   fieldwork   but   at   
the   level   of   interpretive   circulation   (Peterson   2006:   39).     

  

We   know   that   Mexico’s   drug   war   violence   and   TCO   terrorism   are   daily   occurrences   directly   

across   the   river   in   Nuevo   Laredo   (Correa-Cabrera   2017;   Paley   2014;   Kilburn    et   al.    2013),   

but   transnational   corporate   cross-border   trade   between   Nuevo   Laredo   and   Laredo   remains   

unaffected,   unimpeded   and   only   continues   to   expand.   Within   that   paradox,   what   

interested   me   was   how   the   phantom   of   the   illicit   drug   trade    makes   itself   felt    in   its   efforts   

to   make   itself   invisible   within   legal   channels   moving   goods   across   the   border.     

My   interviews   with   logistic   professionals,   cargo   security   experts,   truck   drivers,   DEA   

agents,   bridge   operators   and   local   anthropologists   revealed   that   the   illicit   economies   

circulating   through   the   Laredo   port   of   entry   are   affective   forces   that   resonate   powerfully   
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within   everyday   cross   border   personal   and   business   practices   from   the   point   of   view   of   

American   counterparts.     

One   of   my   interviewees   was   Barry   Conlon   who   is   the   owner   and   CEO   of   Overhaul,   a   

trucking   company   and   logistics   security   firm   which   has   ferried   products   from   Mexico   into   

Laredo   for   some   top   fortune   500   companies   in   the   US   for   the   past   twenty   years.   When   I   

asked   him   whether   people   working   in   legal   trade   industries   on   both   sides   of   the   border   

really    do    feel   the   pressures   of   illicit   networks,   or   whether   this   was   just   media   

sensationalism   about   cartels,   he   responded:     

Look,   you   know   you’ve   gotta   remember   that   the   dynamic   between   Mexico   and   the   
USA   is   really   about   tax   structure.   When   you   look   at   the   tax   benefits   of   operating   a   
maquiladora,    most   of   the   large   companies   will   make   a   decision   to   do   offshore   
manufacturing...Mexico   has   done   a   very   good   job   of   making   itself   attractive   to   US   
manufacturing.   A   lot   of   very   valuable   goods   are   manufactured   25   miles   inside   the   
border   in   places   like   Juarez   and   Laredo.   So   you   have   to   allow   for   a   very   dynamic   
supply   chain.   We   are   seeing   the   passionate   demands   for   a   border   wall   [to   prevent   
illegal   migration   and   drug   smuggling]   from   people   who   take   a   simplistic   view.   
There   is   no   way   a   wall   is   going   to   work.   Economic   trade   actually   is   an   opposite   
argument   to   a   wall,   you   need   open   borders   for   it   to   work.   That's   the   reality   of   the   
situation.   Criminals   will   use   it   like   a   symbiotic   opportunity   to   use   the   fact   that   
free   trade   has   to   flow.   But   it    is    as   bad   as   people   think,   it's   not   just   the   violence   
for   control   of   a   certain   area,   it   is   that   criminals,   particularly   the   cartels   have   two   
problems.   One   is   that   they   have   to   get   the   drugs   north   and   they   have   to   get   their   
cash   south.   And   the   second   one   is   the   harder   challenge   because   of   the   bulk   
involved   in   bringing   vast   amounts   of   dollars   south   so   it   can   get   laundered.   So   they   
have   to   use   the   legitimate   supply   chain   and   they   infiltrate   companies   all   the   time   
to   take   them   over   basically.   I   reckon   you   see   a   shipment   captured   or   caught   with   
drugs   or   cash   you   can   see   10   to   20   times   it   had   gone   through   [the   border]   
because   there   just   isn’t   the   opportunity   to   close   the   border   to   really   impose   these   
controls   because   that’s   stopping   trade   and   that’s   more   important   than   drugs   
getting   through.   It’s   the   economy.   The   economy   is   the    real    top   of   the   food   chain   
here   and   you   cannot   stop   that.   You   cannot   slow   it   down,   because   that   is   going   to   
hit   the   GDP   and   that   can’t   be   allowed   to   happen   (B   Conlon   2018,   personal   
Interview,   9   October).     

  
Barry   works   in   the   private   corporate   sector.   But   this   idea   about   the   importance   of   not   

slowing   down   licit   trade   to   prevent   illicit   drugs   that   may   or   may   not   be   hidden   within   

legitimate   channels   is   corroborated   by   people   working   in   drug   enforcement.   In   a   phone   
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interview   with   DEA   spokesperson   Melvin   Patterson,   he   specifically   described   how   the   

abundance   of   tractor   trailers   and   the   necessary   speed   of   legal   trade   poses   profound   

dilemmas   for   interdiction   officers   scanning   for   drugs:     

Mexican   TCOs   transport   the   majority   of   illicit   drugs   across   the   Southwest   border,   
those   port   of   entries   are   the   places   the   most   exploited   and   utilized   to   smuggle   
illicit   drugs   into   the   United   States.   It   is   difficult   to   convey.   You’ve   heard   that   
saying   ‘seeing   is   believing’   and   if   you   go   there   and   you   see   what’s   going   on   and   
how   much   commerce   and   how   much   business   is   making   its   way   through   our   
borders,   legitimate   business   we   are   talking   about.   Just   to   give   you   an   idea.   We’re   
[DEA]   down   there,   other   law   enforcement   elements   are   down   there   trying   to   
interdict   illegal   transportation   of   drugs   into   the   United   States.   Sometimes   we   
don’t   have   anything   to   go   on.   Most   of   the   time   we   have   lots   of   information   we   are   
working   with   human   intelligence   and   we   have   a   good   idea   that   [for   example]   this   
Delmonte   truck   is   loaded   with   some   drugs   that   are   hidden   with   legitimate   cargo.   
So   we   are   able   to   pull   that   truck   over   and   move   it   over   into   secondary   [inspection]   
and   we   can   look   in   that   truck   and   do   a   search   and   find   that   contraband   hidden   
with   that   truck.   But   when   you   are   doing   that   when   you   have   no   intel   and   you   are   
just   guessing   you   are   holding   up   legitimate   commerce.   It’s   good   that   you   check  
but   you   have   to   be    really   really    efficient   in   the   manner   in   which   you   do   check   
because   you   can   find   that   you’re   opening   yourself   up   for   a   lawsuit   from   that   
business   because   they   say   ‘Hey   you   held   up   this   whole   truck   for   a   whole   day   or   
half   a   day   and   the   customers   did   not   want   the   produce   once   it   showed   up   or   the   
produce   was   in   bad   shape.’   So   you   are   battling   those   types   of   things.   It’s   a   lot   
better   to   go   in   with   some   sort   of   intel   with   the   trucks.   But   you   know   there   is   a   
point   in   time   when   you   don’t   just   have   the   intel   you   just   start   pulling   trucks   over,   
you   are   using   dogs,   you   are   using   the   training   that   should   help   you.   But   it’s   just   
very   very   difficult   when   you   are   looking   for   something   that   can   be   hidden   literally   
anywhere.   It   can   be   hidden   in   the   tires,   it   can   be   hidden   in   the   commerce   in   the   
trucks,   it   can   be   in   false   compartments.   We   are   talking   about   something   that's   
very   difficult   to   locate   because   it   is   such   small   items   (M   Patterson   2018,   
personal   interview,   30   November).   

  
Both   within   the   private   and   public   sector   there   is   an   equal   appreciation   for   the   efficient   

and   timely   flow   of   legal   free   trade   as   the    real    priority   despite   the   “phantom”   of   illicit   drugs   

that   may   or   may   not   be   sequestered   within.   Since   only   10   to   15%   of   the   7,000   

commercial   trucks   lining   up   at   the   border   everyday   are   fully   inspected,   and   border   security   

overwhelmingly   depend   on   human   intelligence   to   identify   trucks   for   inspection,   there   is   an   

abundance   of   opportunities   in   85-90%   of   the   trucks   that   traffickers   can   use   to   move   

drugs   north   alongside   and   within   legal   shipments.   
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But   beyond   the   drugs   that   may   or   may   not   be   hidden   inside   tractor   trailers   moving   

north,   the   phantom   of   illicit   networks   are   in   fact   constitutive   of   the   entire   US-Mexico   

cross   border   trucking   industry.   I   asked   Barry   for   a   specific   example   from   his   own   business   

about   how   illicit   networks   may   have   the   opportunity   to   weave   themselves   into   legitimate   

commerce   despite   CBP   security,   supply   chain   security   contractors   and   surveillance   

technologies   present   at   the   border.   I   include   this   extended   quote   because   it   illustrates   

the   myriad   of   opportunities   for   both   large   and   small-scale   drug   traffickers   to   entwine   

drugs   with   legal   trade   as   goods   are   shipped   from   Mexico   into   the   US :   

This   is   the   problem.   There’s   an   assumption   you   can   trust   this   person   [in   Mexico]   
because   you   are   dealing   in   a   legitimate   trade.   What   actually   happened   versus   
what   you   think   is   happening   is   usually   different.   The   most   common   obvious   
example   of   that   would   be   brokering.   So   you   contract   with   a   trucking   company   and   
they   say   ‘Yeah   I’ll   get   it   from   A   to   B’   for   you   which   is   common   which   is   what   most   
people   do.   You   don’t   really   know   that   company   but   you   may   have   gotten   a   
reference,   you   may   have   done   some   investigation   to   see   if   they   are   legitimate.   But   
once   you   give   the   commission   what   happens   between   getting   that   truck   to   where   
you   expect   it   to   arrive   at   the   time   you   expect   to   arrive   at   is   often   quite   different   
from   what   you   expect   it   to   be.   You   typically   only   have   visibility   on   that   when   
something   bad   happens   that   draws   your   attention   and   you   go   “oh   I   can’t   believe   
that   actually   happened.”   I   deal   with   this   everyday   because   I   provide   a   service   of   
real   time   visibility   [for   my   clients]   on   what   is   actually   happening   and   when   people   
actually   see   it   they   are   horrified.   They   are    horrified.    They   say   ‘Oh   my   god   I   didn’t   
know   that   was   going   on.   That's   way   different   than   the   expectations.’   That’s   the   
common   factor.   It’s   like   making   sausage   you   don’t   necessarily   want   to   see   it.   An   
example   of   this   is   double   brokering   where   you   think   this   guy   is   your   trade   partner   
but   he’s   subcontracted   to   somebody   else,   who   is   subcontracted   to   somebody   
else,   who   might   be   subcontracted   to   someone   else.   He   could   be   3   or   4   layers   
removed   and   that   has   to   happen   in   certain   environments   because   you   need   to   get   
a   truck   driver.   There   is   a   shortage   [of   truck   drivers].   It   is   a   sellers   market   you   have   
to   tolerate   somebody   but   you   have   no   idea   who   this   individual   is   and   they   [the   
brokers]   may   even   posted   your   load   of   goods   on   a   longboard   for   people   [truck   
drivers]   to   come   in   and   bid   on   it.   In   some   cases,   [clients]   will   write   in   to   prevent   
that   stuff   from   happening   in   a   contract   but   you   have   no   way   of   verifying   it.   You   
don’t   even   want   to   go   there    and   verify   that's   actually   what's   happening.   It's   that   
kind   of   loose   confederation   activity   that   goes   on   everyday   particularly   on   the   
border   that   you   just   have   no   possibility   of   control   nevermind   quality   of   who   is   
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actually   responsible   for   moving   your   goods.   You   only   know   about   it   if   something   
fails   like   if   it   doesn’t   show   up   or   there   is   something   being   handed   or   taken   from   
the   trailer.   You   might   have   some   indicators   that   the   seal   is   being   breached,   but   
then   again   you   know    you   may   not   even   know   that    because   these   guys   can   get   
around   that   in   seconds   without   ever   leaving   a   sign   that   it   was   tampered   with.   So   
this   happens    constantly    particularly,   as   I   said   to   you   the   reasons   why   [drug   
traffickers]   focus   on   places   like   Laredo   and   El   Paso   because   so   much   trade   has   to   
be   allowed   across   quickly   otherwise   [free   trade]   doesn’t   work.   The   cartels   will   
focus   on   the   opportunity   it   presents   them   (B   Conlon   2017,   personal   Interview,   9   
October).     

  
Even   industry   professionals   like   Barry   who   make   supply   chain   visibility   a   commodity   that   

they   sell   to   legal   industries   admit   that   they   must   tolerate   a   certain   amount   of   invisibility   

in   their   own   supply   chains   as   they   work   with   their   Mexican   counterparts   to   move   goods   

across   the   border.   Invisible   economies   within   visible   legal   trade   are   a   consistent   feature   

of   contemporary   US-Mexico   cross   border   trade.   Through   my   practice   research   at   the   

border,   I   concluded   that   visualizing   both   the   licit   and   illicit   economies   as   a   single   stream   

is   actually   the   only   way   we   can   understand   the   nuances,   complexities   and   realities   of   a   

“porous   border.”     

Visualizing   Regimes   of   Flow:   World   Trade   Bridge,   Commercial   Tractor   Trailers,   and   

Interstate   35   

My   research   in   Laredo   revealed   that   the   ‘phantom’   illicit   drug   trade   operates   

through   the   speed,   rhythm,   volume,   scale   required   by   legal   US-Mexico   logistics   industries.   

Of   course,   the   Laredo   port   of   entry   is   also   experienced   as   a   site   of   significant   immobility   

for   many,   including   many   migrants   wishing   to   claim   political   asylum   in   the   US.   Cynthia   

Weber‘s   film   series    I   am   an   American    (2010)   documents   the   complexities   of   daily   life   and   

identity   while   living   near   the   border.   Whether   it   is   from   the   perspective   of   minutemen,   the   

volunteer   group   that   patrols   the   border   to   apprehend   undocumented   migrants,   an   
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undocumented   worker   living   illegally   in   the   US   to   support   her   family,   or   a   native   person   

whose   lands   are   divided   between   the   two   countries,   US-Mexico   border   infrastructure   is   a   

powerful   source   of   tension   and   fear   for   people.   With   her   work   in   mind,   I   wanted   to   add   a   

contrasting   perspective   that   shows   how   this   border   regime   also   prioritizes   the   fast   and   

efficient   flow   of   global   trade   by   focusing   on   the   dimensions   of   speed,   scale   and   volume.   

As   my   theorization   of   affect   suggests,   speed,   scale   and   volume   are   qualities   best   

comprehended   in   a   sensory   register.    

To   get   some   sense   of   the   breadth,   texture   and   feel   of   this   sensorium,   my   

cinematographer   and   I   stood   on   top   of   the   World   Trade   Bridge   to   film   and   record   audio   of   

some   of   the   7,000   commercial   tractor   trailers   crossing   into   the   US   border;   on   street   

corners   to   capture   swarms   of   tractor   trailers   moving   through   the   city   and   driving   north   on   

I-35;   and   inside   and   alongside   tractor   trailers   driving   up   I-35   to   document   the   constant   

drone   of   engines   humming,   accelerating,   shifting   gears   and   braking   across   the   

soundscape.   The   character   and   shape   of   that   sensorium   was   revealed   in   the   minute   

details   of   the   international   bridges   connecting   the   US   and   Mexico   over   the   Rio   Grande;   the   

flow   of   the   Rio   Grande   river;   families   fishing   in   the   Rio   Grande;   Border   patrol   agents   

inspecting   the   river   banks   with   sniffing   dogs;   cargo   trains   arriving   to   port;   thousands   of   

people   crossing   the   border   for   school   and   work;   employees   loading   and   unloading   goods   in   

warehouses;   and   mechanics   fixing   and   restoring   tractor   trailer   engines   and   motor   parts   

etc.   Here,   I   wanted   to   dig   underneath   claims   made   by   IR   scholars   who   argue   that   NAFTA   

and   the   expansion   of   free   trade   is   central   to   the   illicit   drug   trade:   my   goal   was   to   

construct   a   richer   representation   of   NAFTA’s   most   important   trade   port.   I   wanted   to   

convey   a   more   general   sense   that   the   Laredo   border   port   is   a   key   spatiality   for   the   

performance   of   global   trade   that   brings   together   people   and   things.   For   me,   it   is   
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impossible   to   understand   how   illegal   drugs   are   contained   within,   and   move   through,   legal   

channels   without   conveying   the   general   sensorium   mobilized   by   this   busy   landscape   of   

constant   movement.     

  
FIG.   19:   Tractor   Trailers   Crossing   into   Laredo   port   of   entry,    Losing   A   Whole   Generation   
(2018)   

  
In   order   to   give   viewers   the   impression   of   heroin/IMF   drug   flows   moving   across   

the   border   within   trucks   driving   North   towards   to   the   Northeast,   I   chose   to   focus   primarily   

on   representing   three   sites   in   the   film:   the   World   Trade   Bridge,   the   commercial   tractor   

trailers   entering   the   US,   and   tractor   trailers   travelling   up   Interstate   35   into   the   interior   of   

Texas.   The   World   Trade   Bridge,   as   its   name   connotes,   is   an   immobile   material   

infrastructure   that   actualizes   the   political   and   economic   ideas   about   the   value   of   global  

free   trade.   As   a   site   connecting   Mexican   and   US   economies,   the   bridge   has   a   “structured   

agency,   conditioned   by   a   historically   contingent   built   environment   that   allows   for   

possibilities   to   become   actualities”   (Strohymayer   2011:   124).   To   establish   a   sense   of   

this   ‘structured   agency’,   we   focused   on   documenting   its   material   form   including   the   

concrete,   flashing   lights,   inspection   terminals,   and   World   Trade   Bridge   sign   featuring   

metal   tractor   trailers   cutout   figures   over   a   wind-powered   spinning   globe.   These   images   

show   the   material   moorings   that   make   the   ‘fluidity’   of   all   cross-border   mobilities   –   both   

legal   and   illegal   –   possible.   What   interested   me   here   was   the   juxtaposition   produced   by   

the   immobile   ‘moorings’   (Hannam   et   al.   2006)   of   global   trade   such   as   bridges,   roads,   train   

tracks,   and   warehouses,   and   the   vibrant   mobilities   such   as   people,   goods,   tractor   trailers,   

and   trains.   Visualizing   the   frictions   between   mobility   and   immobility   from   the   bridge   
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allowed   me   to   represent   the   Laredo   border   port   as   a   global   trade   node   that   organizes   and   

facilitates   multiple   connections   across   distance.     

The   commercial   tractor   trailers   moving   through   the   World   Trade   Bridge   are   

represented   as   the   “mobile   vectors”   (Adey   2011:   138)   that   perform   trade   as   they   move   

both   legal   and   illegal   goods   from   distant   corners   of   the   world   into   the   intimate   lives   of   US   

consumers.   While   we   can   see   that   performance   of   trade   as   these   vehicles   move   over   the   

bridge   and   along   the   highway,   I   felt   we   were   missing   an   important   aspect   of   the   general   

border   sensorium:   the   more   intimate,   interior   and   almost   claustrophobic   spaces   of   truck   

drivers.   To   capture   some   of   this   intimate   spatiality,   we   filmed   inside   a   tractor   trailer   

moving   up   I-35   to   simulate   how   these   moving   “vectors”   are   also   “embodied   and  

experiential”   (Adey   2011:   139).   My   aim   here   was   to   simulate   truck   driving   as   a   sensual   

activity   –   to   visualize   the   affective   register   of   the   driver   as   he/she   carries   goods   through   

diverse   landscapes   to   transshipment   points.   I   was   interested   in   how   the   highway,   tractor   

trailer   and   the   driver   moving   on   I-35   become   entwined   reflecting   “the   ongoing   processes   

of   ’spacing’,   ‘placing’   and   ‘landscaping’   through   which   the   world   is   shaped   and   formed”   

(Cresswell   &   Merriman   2009:   7).   Together   these   three   entities   as   immobile   and   mobile   

technologies   are   precisely   designed   to   fold   “together   places,   actors,   or   actants   separated   

by   time   and   space”   (Callon   &   Law   2004:   6).   In   order   to   disrupt   a   reductive   and   flat   view   of   

illegal   drugs   transgressing   the   fixed   boundaries   of   a   sovereign   state,   my   practice   research  

tried   to   reimagine   the   invisible   world   of   heroin/IMF   sequestered   within   the   complex   trade   

matrices   of   the   US-Mexico   borderscape.     
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Reflections   on   Practice   and   Affect   After   Post-Production   and   Public   Screenings  

In   this   project,   I   conceptualized   and   visualized   the   Laredo   port   of   entry   as   a   key   

infrastructure   through   which   both   legal   goods   and   illegal   drugs   move   on   their   way   to   

Northeastern   markets.   By   focusing   on   the   co-mingling   of   illicit   drugs   in   the   volume   of   licit   

cross   border   trade   in   my   film   practice,   I   wanted   to   visually   represent   how   the   material   and   

invisible   life-worlds   at   the   Laredo   border   (i.e.   the   illicit   drugs   moving   through   licit   

channels)   ultimately   connect   to   the   everyday   and   intimate   interactions   between   harm   

reduction   activists   and   drug   users,   and   the   intimate   life   worlds   of   families   dealing   with   

the   aftermath   of   overdose   deaths   in   Massachusetts.   All   of   these   are   unusual   registers   for   

making   sense   of   the   global   drug   trade,   and   yet   all   of   them   are   clearly   integral   to   it,   and   

rarely   seen.   But   my   representation   of   these   mobile   networks   at   the   US-Mexico   border   in   

relation   to   these   intimate   human   lifeworlds   in   Massachusetts   led   to   an   unequal   

representation   of   the   global   circuits   of   affect   in   this   particular   fieldwork   location.   The   

speed,   volume   and   directionality   of   these   trade   flows   are   visually   explored   in   relation   to   

their   affective   significance   for   white   American   families   in   Massachusetts   experiencing   

the   devastating   consequences   of   the   opioid   epidemic,   not   the   Mexican   or   

Hispanic-American   families   who   are   local   to   these   landscapes.   I   did   not   show   people   in   

this   section   to   avoid   racializing   the   illicit   drug   trade   without   the   appropriate   time   and   

space   in   the   film   to   explicate   these   complicated   human   realities.   To   some   viewers,   

however,   the   invisibility   of   Mexican   or   Hispanic-American   people   juxtaposed   to   the   

emotional   lifeworlds   of   white   Americans   and   agricultural   lifeworlds   of   a   Tasmanian   poppy   

farmer,   was   a   purposeful   negation   of   their   human   agencies.   Some   astute   viewers   attuned   

to   global   politics   experienced   the   affective   dimensions   of   this   section   within   a   global   
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political   frame   much   larger   than   the   theoretical   frame   explored   in   this   thesis:    the   realm   of   

global   politics   wherein   the   identities   of   peoples,   states,   and   regions   are   constructed   

through   representational   practices    in   which   mostly   white,   English-speaking,   Northerners   

(such   as   myself)    construct   "realities"   that   do   not   acknowledge   or   deny   equal   degrees   or   

kinds   of   human   agency   to   people   (usually   non-white,   non-English   speaking   people)   in   the   

South.   As   IR   theorist   Roxanne   Doty   analyzes   in    Imperial   Encounters    these   asymmetrical   

encounters   contain   “elements   of   both   continuity   and   discontinuity   over   time,   and   of   both   

repetition   and   variation   across   locales   in   the   rhetoric   that   has   discursively   constructed   

what   has   come   to   be   known   as   the   "third   world.’(1996:2).   Not   only   do   they   shape   how   

people   understand   what   constitutes   as   the   ‘first   world,’   but   these   representational   

practices   have   real   productive   effects   that   underscore   the   destructive   political,   economic   

and   militarized   relations   that   have   developed   between   Mexico   and   the   United   States.   My   

specific   theoretical   approach   and   aesthetic   choices   did   not   do   enough   to   dismantle   these   

harmful,   redundant   understandings.     

  

FIG.   20:   Scene   featuring   CBP   officer,    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    (2018)   
  

My   practice   research   at   the   US-Mexico   border   mostly   failed   to   take   into   full   

account   the   much   larger   global   power   asymmetries   that   shape   US-Mexico   trade   relations,   

the   illicit   drug   industries   and   representational   practices   that   have   shaped   these   relations   

over   time.   The   specific   shots   I   chose   to   include   in   the   edit   showing   the   CBP   officer,   the   
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movement   of   people   crossing   the   bridge   to   enter   the   US   and   the   scenes   showing   tractor   

trailers   entering   the   port,   and   the   maps   combine   to   create   an   affective   experience   that   

effectively   reproduces   the   exact   logics   of   ‘blame’   and   ‘causality’   for   the   opioid   epidemic   

that   I   sought   to   avoid.   While   I   aimed   to   show   a   linear   progression   of   how   illicit   drug   flows   

move   across   the   border   infrastructure   and   interstate   highways   to   eventually   connect   to   

the   overdose   scene   in   Massachusetts   for   narrative   and   aesthetic   reasons   in   the   

installation,   the   visuals   do   trace   the   ‘harm’   being   done   to   Americans   back   to   the   

US-Mexico   border   region   without   any   nuanced   or   contextual   information.   But   what   is    not   

visualized   with   Mexican   people   in   this   section   juxtaposed   to   the   rich   representations   of   

lifeworlds   in   Massachusetts   and   Tasmania   effectively   maintains   (and   even   feeds   into)   

some   harmful   binaries   that   animate   ’war-on-drugs’   threat   imaginaries   along   racial   and   

civilizational   lines:   “legal”   /   “illegal;    "first   world   "/   "third   world,"   “order”   /”   chaos,”   “corrupt”   

/   “transparency”   etc.    To   ameliorate   these   harmful   logics   (towards   Mexicans   and   Hispanic   

American   populations   specifically)   moving   forward,   I   need   to   (a)   return   to   Laredo   for   

additional   filming   and   interviews   with   people   who   have   been   impacted   by   drug   trade   and   

drug   war   violence;   (b)   consider   additional   theoretical   lenses   that   foreground   the   affective   

resonances   among   ordinary   Mexicans   and   their   families;   (c)   rework   some   of   the   graphics   

and   maps   within   a   longer   project   that   is   able   to   explicate   the   experiences   of   Mexican   and   

Hispanic-Americans   in   the   pacing   of   the   film   project;   and   (d)   develop   an   additional   

aesthetic   structure   that   can   incorporate   information   about   how   the   drug   trade   is   shaped   

by   hegemonic   power   imbalances   between   the   US   and   Mexico.     
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Conclusion     

  Focusing   on   the   Laredo   border   port   as   an   immense   circulatory   infrastructure   for   

both   legal   and   illegal   goods,   this   chapter   showed   the   theoretical   architecture,   and   some   

of   its   significant   limitations,   underneath   the   film’s   effort   to   visualize   what   is   impossible   

to   show:   how   illegal   drugs   are   sequestered   within   the'   same   transnational   trajectories   

that   power   the   North   American   economy   and   that   furnish   the   everyday   lives   of   families   

like   those   shown   in   Massachusetts.   The   purpose   of   the   Laredo   section   in   the   film   is   to   

explore   and   represent   some   of   the   affective   dimensions   of   a   critical   global   trade   node,   and   

the   circulations   that   undergird   so   much   of   ordinary   North   American   contemporary   life.   

These   are   the   circuits   that   remain   invisible   in   the   conventional   ways   that   IR   scholars   

interpret   how   TCO’s   and   drug   traffickers   exert   influence   within   these   larger   systems,   and   

make   recommendations   for   how   sovereign   borders   can   become   more   secure   and   efficient.   

I   started   instead   with   the   arguments   made   by   IR   scholars   that   NAFTA   allowed   the   illicit   

drug   trade   to   become   more   embedded   within   legal   industries.   While   the   idea   of   

‘embedding’   directly   informed   my   documentary   research   practice,   I   was   able   to   take   

additional   creative   and   aesthetics   steps   to   bring   in   mobilities   and   geography   literatures   

to   explore   the   affective   dimensions   of   NAFTA’s   most   important   trade   route.   As   the   primary   

goal   of   the   project   as   a   whole   is   to   generate   new   imaginaries,   ideas   and   understanding   of   

the   interconnections   between   global   macro   forces   and   local   communities   during   a   public   

health   emergency   of   drug   overdoses,   it   is   critical   to   explore   the   exact   material   

infrastructures,   routes   and   mobilities   that   allow   the   macro   and   the   micro   to   become   

sutured   together.   However,   alongside   these   explorations,   it   is   critical   to   include   important   

contextual   information   about   how   these   infrastructures,   routes,   mobilities   (and   
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immobilities)   function   within   the   much   larger   global   hegemonic   political   systems   that   

support   certain   populations   and   discipline   others.   This   needs   to   be   foregrounded   in   any   

aesthetic   representation   of   international   relations,   especially   one   depicting   North-South   

connections.     
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CHAPTER   6.   TASMANIA,   AUSTRALIA     

Visualizing   a   Legal   Poppy   Industry:   Tasmanian   Poppies   as   Global   Objects   of   Scientific   

Expertise,   Agricultural   Labor   and   Care   

Losing   a   Whole   Generation    visualizes   legal   poppy   farming   in   Tasmania   in   relation   

to   raw   material   production   for   naloxone,   the   critical   public   health   tool   used   for   overdose   

prevention   in   the   United   States.   Unlike   morphine   poppies   which   can   be   processed   into   

heroin   or   opium,   Tasmanian   poppies   are   morphine-free,   thebaine-rich   varieties   which   make   

them   unable   to   be   processed   into   illicit   drugs.   Thebaine   is   a   minor   derivative   of   the   

traditional   opium   plant   that   is   chemically   similar   to   both   morphine   and   codeine,   but   has   

stimulatory   rather   than   depressant   effects.   Thebaine   is   the   starting   chemical   compound   

for   a   diverse   range   of   pharmaceutical   medications,   including   but   not   limited   to   

pharmaceutical   opioids   such   as   oxycodone,   as   well   as   medically   assisted   addiction   

therapies   such   as   buprenorphine   and   the   overdose   antidote   naloxone.   The   global   supply   

chain   for   all   these   vital   medications   begins   in   the   legal   poppy   fields   of   Tasmania,   

Australia.     

In   1998,   scientists   working   for   Tasmanian   Alkaloids   genetically   mutated   morphine   

poppies   to   produce   thebaine-only   varieties   in   response   to   the   growing   demand   for   

thebaine   rich   material   for   pharmaceutical   opioid   manufacturing.   The   invention   of   a   

thebaine-only   variety   allowed   the   Tasmanian   poppy   industry   to   become   the   most   

competitive   global   supplier   of   analgesic   alkaloids   (i.e.   agricultural   plant   based   pain   

management   materials)   in   the   world.   As   the   main   suppliers   to   US   opioid   manufacturers,   

industry   professionals   and   agricultural   farmers   in   Tasmania   experienced   rapid   expansion   

and   exponential   growth   that   directly   correlated   with   increases   in   pharmaceutical   opioid   
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consumption,   particularly   of   OxyContin,   among   US   consumers   in   the   late   1990s   and   

2000s.   The   ensuing   overdose   crisis   in   the   US,   as   well   as   government   interventions   into   

prescribing   practices   of   opioids,   has   caused   global   demand   and   prices   for   poppy   raw   

material   to   plummet   in   recent   years.   This   downturn   in   demand   is   especially   hurting   

Tasmanian   farmers   as   poppies   are   among   the   most   profitable   crops   to   grow.     

  

FIG.   21:   Tasmanian   Scene   from    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    (2018)   
  

During   my   pre-production   research   into   the   Tasmanian   poppy   industry,   the   

multiplicity   of   the   poppy   seemed   like   a   compelling   story   to   develop.   During   my   fieldwork   in   

Tasmania   in   June   2017,   the   questions   I   aimed   to   answer   were:   How   can   the   Tasmanian   

poppy   be   manufactured   into   a   prescription   opioid,   an   object   that   became   enrolled   into   the   

onset   of   an   addiction   epidemic   in   the   US,   but   also   into   addiction   therapies   and   naloxone   

which   are   medications   helping   to   solve   it?   How   can   I   ‘follow’   the   Tasmanian   poppy   across   

a   global   political   assemblage   to   connect   the   lifeworlds   of   farmers,   scientists   and   industry   

executives   to   the   lifeworlds   of   addicted   people,   grieving   families,   harm   reduction   activists   

and   first   responders   I   captured   in   the   US?   How   do   I    acknowledge   this   supply   chain   as   a   

serious   vector   of   an   addiction   crisis   without   turning   it   into   a   weapon   for   a   war-on-drugs   

discourse?    Through   the   process   of   filming   and   editing,   I   discovered   that   making   the   

connections   between   Tasmanian   poppy   farmers   and   professionals   to   the   American   

struggling   with   addiction   is   a   complicated   storyline   with   ethical   implications   that   could   

not   be   responsibly   shared   in   a   short   film/installation   format   at   this   stage   of   the   epidemic.     
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The   simplest   storyline   connecting   Tasmania   and   the   US   is:   Tasmania   produces   

most   of   the   raw   material   for   opioid   medications,   American   pharmaceutical   companies   

falsely   advertised   opioid   medications   as   non-addictive,   the   entire   American   medical   

system   over   prescribed   opioids;   more   opioids   were   diverted   into   non-medical   illicit   

channels,   the   Tasmanian   poppy   industry   prospered   while   an   addiction   epidemic   began   in   

the   US.   There    is    a   reality   there.   But   this   storyline   is   problematic   because   according   to   

medical   evidence,   opioids   statistically   do   help   people   suffering   from   acute   pain   under   

medical   supervision   far   more   than   they   cause   addiction   (Kertesz   &   Gordon   2018;   Volklow   

&   McLellan   2016;   Brennan   2019;   Antoniou   et   al.   2019).   As   a   researcher,   I   felt   I   needed   to   

balance   this   crucial   data   point   properly   in   my   narrative   structure.   Since   I   had   also   been   

filming   and   researching   harm   reduction   advocates   who   have   a   profound   understanding   of   

the   material   and   biopolitical   forces   that   created   this   crisis,   a   whole   additional   set   of   

questions   informed   my   approach   towards   framing   the   Tasmanian   poppy’s   influence   in   the   

US.   For   example,   in   communities   that   were   suffering   high   rates   of   addiction   to   

prescription   opioids   it   is   important   to   also   contextualize   (a)   the   prevalence   of   physical   

disabilities   in   relation   to   the   lack   of   affordable   rehabilitative   services;   (b)   the   prevalence   

of   mental   health   diagnoses   in   relation   to   inadequate   access   to   mental   health   care   (c)   the   

lack   of   comprehensive,   affordable   healthcare   for   people   living   in   high   poverty   areas;   (d)   a   

dearth   of   community   resources   to   help   people   and   families   in   distress;   (e)   the   lack   of   true   

drug   education   in   schools   and   finally   (e)   a   complete   lack   of   comprehensive,   accessible,   

and   affordable   addiction   treatment.   Without   properly   contextualizing   and   visualizing   these   

biopolitical   realities   at   the   end   of   the   supply   chain   in   the   US,   I   risked   promoting   the   

unhelpful   and   narrow   ‘war-on-drugs’-inspired   story   of   opioid   pill   mismanagement   which   

have   spurred   institutional   forces   (like   states,   pharmacies   and   insurance   corporations)   to   
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transfer   liabilities   to   patients   and   doctors   who   are   already   overburdened   in   this   crisis.   

While   thinking   through   these   complex   questions   in   relationship   to   my   own   film   practice   in   

each   region   at   this   particular   moment   in   time,   I   decided   that   I   needed   to   explore   a   less   

understood   and   more   nuanced   perspective   to   move   away   from   a   ‘war-on-drugs’   approach   

to   drug   materialities   (i.e.   cause   /   effect;   criminalization;   punishment).     

My   research   experiences   in   Tasmania   and   Massachusetts   helped   me   understand   

that   a   responsible   narrative   about   this   crisis   and   the   factors   that   caused   it   requires   

careful   storytelling   that   articulates   the   key   distinctions   between   medical   and   

non-medical   use   of   opioids   and   the   differences   between   dependence   and   addiction.   The  

historical,   social,   political,   psychological   and   legal   movements   of   the   1990s   and   2000s   to   

improve   the   environment   for   pain   patients   and   their   doctors   are   key   towards   

understanding   the   liberalisation   of   prescription   opioids   during   this   period   (Wailoo   2014).   

The   government’s   uneven   policy   responses   to   the   rise   in   opioid   prescription   misuse   in   

non-medical   channels   has   not   only   pushed   users   into   dangerous   heroin/IMF   markets   but   

also   has   caused   many   people   suffering   physical   pain   to   be   targeted   as   ‘addicts’   and   

therefore   undertreated   or   untreated   by   medical   providers   (Dineen   2016).   In   an   ideal   

situation,   I   would   have   been   able   to   film   the   varied   and   multiple   global   trajectories   of   the   

Tasmanian   poppy   as   an   object   that   simultaneously   provides   pain   relief,   feeds   addiction,   

provides   treatment   for   addiction   and   reverses   overdoses   for   diverse   people.   I   sensed   this   

level   of   biopolitical   and   affective   complexities   across   two   countries   and   two   

temporalities   required   more   time,   space   and   resources   than   this   PhD   afforded,   however.   I   

ultimately   decided   to   represent   the   poppy   as   an   object   of   ‘care’   in   its   specific   form   as   

naloxone   in   relation   to   the   contemporary   stage   of   the   crisis.    Losing   A   Whole   Generation   

focuses   on   Tasmanian   agricultural   practices   of   care   and   attention   as   constituting   an   
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affective   atmosphere   that   finds   resonance   in   the   practices   of   care   and   attention   evident   

in   (a)   the   public   health   workers   delivering   naloxone   to   addicted   populations,   and   (b)   first   

responders   reviving   a   patient   who   has   overdosed   thousands   of   miles   away   in   

Massachusetts.     

Having   documented   the   movement   of   heroin/IMF   through   the   Laredo   border   port   in   

relation   to   the   overdose   scene,   I   chose   to   represent   the   naloxone   side   of   the   supply   chain   

to   open   up   space   to   consider   a   perspective   on   the   poppy,   as   a   global   object,   that   is   vastly   

underrepresented   in   comparison   to   its   illicit   counterparts.   Rather   than   producing   yet   

another   analysis   of   the   poppy   as   an   object   associated   with   transnational   criminal   

networks   or   clandestine   industries   (Peters   2011;   Chouvy   2010;   Felbab-Brown   2009;   

Hafvenstein   2010;   MacDonald   1992),   I   instead   offer   an   alternative   understanding   of   the   

poppy   as   a   legal   global   object   securing   the   livelihood   of   the   families   in   Tasmania   and   

saving   the   lives   of   drug   users   in   the   US.   To   achieve   this   in   my   film   practice,   I   focused   on   

the   poppy   as   a   powerful   aspirational   object   in   the   everyday   lives   of   Tasmanian   poppy   

farmers,   union   representatives   and   scientists.   Just   like   I   did   not   intend   to   ‘blame’   the   

producers   of   illicit   heroin/IMF   in   Mexico,   I   was   not   interested   in   ‘blaming’   these   families   

and   professionals   for   the   devastation   that   addiction   has   produced   in   Massachusetts;   

rather,   I   was   interested   in   visualizing   their   affective   life-worlds,   their   intimate   landscapes   

and   their   practices   of   care.   In   unexpected   ways,   those   senses   –   those   feelings   –   of   

intimate   practice   resonate   in   the   affective   atmospheres   I   documented   in   Massachusetts.     

However,   in   making   the   ethical   and   creative   choices   to   feature   the   lifeworlds   of   

Tasmanian   farmers   and   the   poppy   in   relation   to   naloxone   in   post-production,   I   did   not   

foresee   how   this   decision   would   serve   to   entrench   the   ‘hurt’   (Massachusetts)   ‘harm,’   

(Mexico)   and   ‘help’   (Tasmania)   logics   that   emerged   within   my   aesthetic   structure.   The   
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safe   access   I   had   to   interview   and   film   with   legal   poppy   farmers   and   industry   

professionals   allowed   me   to   understand   the   nuanced   human   aspects   of   poppy   farming   in   

Tasmania   in   ways   that   I   could   not   with   illegal   poppy   farmers   or   drug   traffickers   in   Mexico.   

This   allowed   me   to   visualize   and   associate   positive   affective   attachments   to   white,   

English-speaking   Tasmanian   poppy   producers   as   real   people   who   ‘care’   in   the   film   in   ways   

that   I   did   not   with   Mexican,   Spanish-speaking   people.   I   also   did   not   have   the   time   or   

scope   in   this   PhD   to   investigate   how   the   expansion   of   the   Tasmanian   poppy   industry   in   

the   1990s,   the   diversion   of   opioid   pills   into   non-medical   channels   and   the   subsequent   

addiction   crisis   may   have   led   to   the   expansion   of   the   illicit   heroin/IMF   trade   in   Mexico   in   

the   2000s.   This   global   development   and   its   attendant   affects   for   ordinary   Mexican   people   

remain   unexplored   in   this   film.   The   absence   of   these   other   real   material,   mobile   and   

affective   connections   has   led   to   an   uneven   and   distorted   distribution   of   affective   

attachments   between   my   three   field   sites   in   the   film.   This   is   a   significant   shortcoming   of   

this   work   as   a   critical   IR   project.     

  

Thinking   with   New   Materialism   and   Care     

  To   capture   the   poppy   economy   as   it   operates   in   Tasmania,   I   filmed   aspects   of   

Tasmanian   poppy   agricultural   production   and   interviews   with   key   industry   professionals   

who   helped   develop   Tasmania   into   the   world’s   largest   supplier   of   thebaine.   I   learned   that   

the   poppy   plant   is   a   profound   object   of   scientific   and   agricultural   achievement,   profit,   

pride   and   care   among   industry   professionals,   grower   union   representatives   and   farmers.   In   

this   chapter,   I   theorize   how   the   Tasmanian   poppy   is   treated   as   an   object   of   “care”   among   

this   population   using   feminist   literatures   examining   the   interdependencies   between   

human   and   more   than   human   worlds.   In   “Posthumanist   Performativity:   Toward   an   
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Understanding   of   How   Matter   Comes   to   Matter ” (2003)     Karen   Barad   theorizes   that   “the   

world   is   a   dynamic   process   of   intra-activity   in   the   ongoing   reconfiguring   of   locally   

determinate   causal   structures   with   determinate   boundaries,   properties,   meanings,   and   

patterns   of   marks   on   bodies”(817).   Mere   interaction   between   humans   and   non-humans   

does   not   constitute   phenomena,   rather,   Barad   argues   that   reality    is    agential   intra-activity   

between   human    and    more   than   human   worlds.   Her   concept   of   intra-action   redistributes   

agential   force   in   constructing   phenomena--”the   dynamic   topological   

reconfigurings/entanglements/relationalities/(re)articulations”(2003:   818)   between   

humans   and   matter.   Distinctions   between   humans   and   more   than   human   worlds   are   not   

differentiated   in   space   and   time.   

  In   the   film,   I   focused   on   representing   a   farmer’s   efforts   to   care   for   his   poppy   crop   

from   seed   to   harvest   to   explore   the   material   and   corporeal   agencies   of   human   and   

non-human   “intra-actions”   in   legal   poppy   agriculture.   But   I   also   took   this   concept   further   

to    think    and    visualize    these   agential   intra-active   practices   “with   care”   inspired   by   Maria   

Puig   de   la   Bella   Casa’s   interpretations   of   care   for   knowing   and   thinking   with   more   than   

human   worlds.   In    Matters   of   Care:   Speculative   Ethics   in   More   than   Human   Worlds   (2017),   

De   La   Bella   Casa   builds   on   the   work   of   Barad   (2003;   2007)   and   other   feminist   scholars   

(Haraway   1990;   2013;   2016;   Whatmore   2002;   2006;   Stengers   2011)   to   explore   

“maintenance   doings,   affective   relations,   and   ethicality   as   well   as   political   commitments”   

with   “objects,   things,   and   other   than   human   animals,   organisms”   (2017:   315).   She   

borrows   her   definition   of   care   from   Joan   Tronto   (1993)     which   includes   “everything   that   we   

do   to   maintain,   continue   and   repair   ‘our   world’...which   we   seek   to   interweave   in   a   

complex,   life   sustaining   web”   (103).   For   Puig   De   La   Bella   Casta   “care”   is   not   a   

predetermined   affective   relation,   but   “an   analytic   or   provocation”(2017:   316)   to   
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understand   the   embodiments,   relationalities,   and   interdependencies   between   humans   and   

non-human   worlds.   During   my   fieldwork   in   Tasmania,   I   found   practices   of   care   evident   in   

how   Tasmanian   poppy   industry   professionals   articulate   their   work   growing   and   exporting   

raw   poppy   material   for   pain   management,   addiction   therapies   and   overdose   reversal   

medications   as   “doing   good   in   the   world.”   Practices   of   care   are   also   highly   visible   in   

specific   agricultural   techniques   among   individual   farmers   as   they   optimize   agricultural   

conditions   for   poppies   to   grow   in   abundance     while   securitizing   their   crops   to   prevent   

diversion   into   illicit   channels.     

Building   on   my   explorations   of   the   material   infrastructures   at   the   Laredo   border   –   

their   texture,   weight   and   scale   –   I   wanted   my   practice   research   in   Tasmania   to   contribute   

an   audio-visual   perspective   on   burgeoning   IR   scholarship   incorporating   new   materialist   

concepts   to   think   “through   the   international   with   things”   (Salter   2015;   2016;   Aradau   

2010;   Bueger   2013;   Connolly   2013;   Law   2004;   Walters   2014).   Here,   I   offered   a   rare   visual   

account   of   legal   poppy   growing   aligned   with   Barad’s   new   materialist   concept   of   “agential   

realism”   which   interrogates   the   “nature   of   the   relationship   between   discursive   practices   

and   material   phenomena,   an   accounting   of   “nonhuman”   as   well   as   “human”   forms   of   

agency,”   while   examining   the   “precise   causal   nature   of   productive   practices   that   takes   

account   of   the   fullness   of   matter’s   implication   in   its   ongoing   historicity”   (Barad   2003:   

810).   To   visualise   practices   of   care   with   more   than   human   worlds,   I   represented   a   farmer   

performing   legal   poppy   production   in   Tasmania   from   seed   to   harvest   to   demonstrate   the   

concept   of   “intra-action”   (i.e.   entanglements   between   humans   and   non-humans)   in   a   

non-discursive,   affective   register.   The   scenes   with   the   poppy   farmer   caring   for   his   poppy   

crop   are   edited   to   “acknowledge   nature,   the   body,   and   materiality   in   the   fullness   of   their   

becoming”   (Barad   2003:   810).   His   process   of   seeding,   caring   for,   and   harvesting   his   crop   
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at   the   very   beginning   of   a   global   supply   chain   reflect   “affective,   ethical   and   hands   on   

agencies   of   practical   and   material   consequences”   in   a   vital   “interweaving   web   of   life”   

(Puig   de   la   Bella   Casa   2017:   108).   In   the   edit,   these   scenes   share   resonances   with   

moments   at   the   very   end   of   the   poppy’s   supply   chain   in   Massachusetts:   a   first   responder   

saving   an   overdose   victim   with   naloxone;   outreach   workers   performing   post-overdose   

outreach   visits   to   victim’s   homes   with   naloxone;   and   families   caring   for   the   memories   of   

their   loved   ones   lost   to   addiction.   Using   audio-visual   means   to   engage   with   and   represent   

the   affective   register   makes   the   complex   entanglements   between   human   and   non-human   

agency   of   the   Tasmanian   poppy,   as   well   as   its   ambivalent   role   as   a   thriving   agricultural   

crop   and   an   antidote   to   overdoses,   more   knowable.     

In   this   chapter,   I   first   explore   how   Tasmanian   poppy   growing   professionals   reflect   

on   the   ways   their   own   production   processes   connect   to,   and   have   been   affected   by,   the   

overdose   crisis   unfolding   in   the   United   States.   Next,   I   lay   out   some   of   the   social,   political   

and   scientific   parameters   foundational   to   Tasmania’s   stature   as   the   world’s   largest   

supplier   of   legal   poppy   straw   to   pharmaceutical   companies.   Following   this,   I   show   how   

the   Tasmanian   poppy   functions   as   a   revered   and   securitized   object   with   limitless   

scientific   and   medical   potential   within   the   enclosed   agricultural   space   of   Tasmania.   For   

me,   the   unique   agricultural   processes   of   Tasmanian   poppies   are   mobilized   to   benefit   the   

livelihoods   of   Tasmanian   poppy   farmers,   providing   insight   into   Barad’s   notion   of   the   

performativity   of   entanglements   between   humans   and   non-human   ‘things.’   Following   this,   

I   explore   how   the   Tasmanian   poppy   features   as   an   affective   object   of   care   and   as   a   

profitable   agricultural   crop   for   Tasmanian   poppy   farms,   and   gesture   to   how   this   resonates   

with   the   caring   practices   of   first   responders   and   harm   reduction   advocates   using   and   

distributing   naloxone   in   Massachusetts.   I   conclude   with   a   brief   discussion   of   how   this  
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storyline   constructed   specific   affective   attachments   across   the   three   field   sites    that   

culminate   to   support   and   promote   the   unequal   distribution   of   biopower   (i.e.   ‘make’   live   

and   ‘let’   die)   on   a   global   scale   and   how   I   can   address   this   moving   forward.    

Facing   the   Downturn:   Making   Sense   of   the   Opioid   Crisis   From   Afar    

Tasmanian   poppy   fields   are   the   world’s   most   important   origin   points   for   licit,   

highly   regulated   and   securitized   narcotic   raw   materials   for   global   pharmaceutical   

manufacturing.   As   opposed   to   TCOs   which   grow   poppies   that   are   converted   into   illicit   

drugs   like   heroin,   Tasmanian   farmers   are   contracted   by   legal   poppy   manufacturing   

companies   such   as   Tasmania   Alkaloids   and   Sun   Pharma   to   plant,   grow   and   harvest   legal   

poppy   straw   rich   in   thebaine   for   global   pharmaceutical   companies.   I   arrived   in   Tasmania   in   

June   2017   to   explore   how   the   farmers   and   industry   professionals   are   weathering   a   sharp   

downturn   in   demand   due   to   US   restrictions   on   prescribing   practices   in   light   of   a   drug   

overdose   epidemic   in   the   US.   This   was   an   unexpected   development   for   the   farmers   and   

poppy   grower   union   representatives   who   had   enjoyed   years   of   exponential   growth   after   

Tasmanian   Alkaloids   scientists   successfully   genetically   mutated   traditional   morphine   

poppies   to   produce   thebaine   only   plants.   Two   decades   of   growth   in   this   sector   allowed   

Tasmanian   agricultural   communities   to   prosper   and   flourish   while   they   invested   profits   

back   into   their   family   farms   to   modernize   and   optimize   all   aspects   of   agricultural   

production.   The   industry   also   funds   community   music   curriculums   in   primary   schools,   full   

tuition   scholarships   to   local   universities,   and   many   other   community   enrichment   

opportunities   around   the   island   (Donovan   2016).   In   other   words,   the   development   of   a   

legal   poppy   industry   has   not   led   to   local   crime,   corruption   or   a   local   opioid   addiction   or   

overdose   epidemic   in   Tasmania.   Unlike   in   the   US   where   families   and   communities   have   
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been   devastated   due   to   the   unintended   and   unforeseen   consequences   of   more   opioids   in   

circulation,   in   Tasmania   the   poppy   production   system   for   these   global   supply   chains   

stabilized   and   benefitted   the   livelihoods   of   farming   families   and   the   thousands   of   poppy   

industry   scientists   and   executives   making   a   living   on   the   island.   The   poppy   industry   

enjoys   widespread   social   and   cultural   support   as   one   of   the   most   secure,   respected   and   

important   sectors   for   Tasmania’s   regional   economy.    

Farmers   and   poppy   industry   professionals   are   trying   to   maintain   confidence   in   

their   own   industry   while   trying   to   make   sense   of   the   overdose   crisis   from   afar.   The   

diversion   of   legal   pharmaceutical   opioids   into   non-medical   channels   at   the   end   of   their   

supply   chain   in   the   US   was   invisible   to   them.   They   learned   about   an   emerging   addiction   

crisis   not   from   their   corporate   customers   in   the   US,   but   while   attending   annual   meetings   

at   the   International   Narcotics   Control   Board   at   the   UN   in   Vienna.   Glynn   Williams,   the   

President   of   the   Poppy   Growing   Union,   described   how   the   crisis   in   the   US   unfolded   from   

the   point   of   view   of   Tasmanian   farmers   and   how   it   is   impacting   this   farming   community.   In   

an   on   camera   interview   with   me   during   my   fieldwork,   he   explained:   

We   participate   as   observers   at   the   International   Narcotics   Control   Board   annual   
convention   in   Vienna   at   the   UN   where   the   INCB   is   accommodated   in   the   same   
building   as   International   Atomic   Energy   Agency.   I   guess   what   we   detected   from   
about   2012-2013   onwards   was   that   the   language   around   the   use   of   opiates   was   
shifting   and   it   was   shifting   because   of   the   feedback   from   the   US   market.   There   
was   something   happening   in   the   US   which   was   80%   of   the   world   market   and   what   
was   happening   was   that   prescribed   opiates   were   being   blamed   for   significant   
amounts   of   death   and   injury   of   overdose   or   abuse.   It   was   entering   into   the   
language   that   people   were   using   opiates   when   they   shouldn't   be,   that   people   were   
over   prescribed   there   among   other   things.   My   research   popped   up   that   such   big   
companies   such   Rhodes   [Pharma]   and   Purdue   [Pharma]   had   actually   been   
prosecuted   by   US   Department   of   Justice   and   had   been   sued   because   they   had   
particularly   aggressive   sales   techniques.   Statistics   started   to   be   formed   and   
published   about   annual   deaths   from   opiate   abuse   and   once   that   entered   public   
consciousness   in   the   US,   it   led   to   a   White   House   position   on   drugs   and   opiates   in   
particular.   And   really   strong   measures   to   choke   off   suppress   demand,   not   supply.   
The   system   is   extremely   controlled.   There   is   no   leakage   from   the   licit   supply   chain   
for   production   here   in   Tasmania   and   there   is   no   leakage   in   the   US   either.   It’s   at   the   
dosage   form   there's   been   a   problem.   So   there’s   been   a   whole   range   of   measures   
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that’s   been   implemented   since   2014   that’s   meant   to   choke   off   or   suppress   
demand.   And   that   can   range   from   simply   reallocation   of   the   arrival   of   imported   
material,   reduce   the   stocks,   pain   clinics   made   illegal   or   the   alteration   of   dosage   
form   so   instead   of   getting   a   30   tablet   prescription   you   might   get   a   10   tablet   
prescription.   What   those   things   have   done   for   several   years   now   is   create   very   
little   demand   for   fresh   material   because   of   the   stockpiles   that   have   been   built   up   
in   the   system   from   what   I   call   the   pre-2012   levels...So   if   you   combine   the   falling  
prices   in   real   terms   and   the   actual   drop   off   in   demand,   physical   demand   because   
of   the   US   countermeasures   if   you   want   to   call   them   that,   then   you   see   a   
significant   reduced   enthusiasm   for   growing   poppies   in   Tasmania   because   of   
reduced   area.   Where   in   the   period   in   2001-2005   and   years   following   it   was   an   
extraordinary   expansion   to   chase   poppy   crops   which   is   grown   every   3-4   years   on   
average   in   the   one   place.   That   isn’t   there   now   driving   the   system.   What   that   has   
meant   is   that   farmers   have   taken   the   money   they’ve   received   or   anticipated   
receiving   and   on   a   big   scale   they've   made   extraordinary   investments   in   production   
systems   which   is   not   being   used   for   poppies   and   will   be   used   for   other   things,   
which   for   me   is   simple.   If   I   am   growing   poppies   only   at   a   quarter   of   [what   I   was]   6   
years   ago,   then   I’ll   turn   irrigators   on   for   summer   and   have   lots   of   green   grass   so   I   
can   fatten   my   cattle   instead   of   growing   poppies.   And   at   current   prices,   beef   
prices   are   quite   high   and   poppy   prices   are   low   in   real   time   then   it’s   attractive   to   
do   something   else   (G   Williams   2017,   personal   interview,   15   June).     

  
Glynn   describes   exactly   how   the   opioid   crisis   in   the   US   has   rippled   back   to   the   Tasmanian   

farming   community   which   is   experienced   most   explicitly   at   the   level   of   market   pricing.   

Within   the   enclosed   agricultural   production   space   of   the   Tasmanian   poppy   industry,   the   

Tasmanian   poppy   is   a   powerful   object   of   scientific   inquiry   and   agricultural   achievement   

with   limitless   medical   potential   to   help   people   and   societies:   it   is   not   seen   as   a   source   

for   addiction   or   crime.   Glynn   and   his   colleagues   registered   surprise   at   the   scale   of   the   

problem   in   the   US   because   in   medical   situations   globally,   prescription   opioids   do   help   

people   suffering   pain   from   cancer   or   diseases   far   more   than   they   cause   addiction.   Opioid   

analgesics   are   generally   regarded   excellent   to   treat   acute   pain,   but   its   net   benefits   for   

chronic   pain   are   much   more   widely   debated   in   the   medical   field   (Chou   et   al.   2014).   

Published   research   statistics   on   iatrogenic   addiction,   which   is   addiction   caused   by   

medical   treatment   with   opiates,   vary   from   less   than   1%   to   more   than   26%   of   cases   

(Banta-Green   et   al.   2008).   But   medical   researchers   suggest   that   part   of   this   variability   is   
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also   due   to   definitional   discrepancies   between   addiction   and   dependence.   Nora   Volkow   

and   Thomas   McLellan   report   that   “rates   of   carefully   diagnosed   addiction   have   averaged   

less   than   8%   in   published   studies,   whereas   rates   of   misuse,   abuse,   and   addiction-related   

aberrant   behaviors   have   ranged   from   15   to   26%”   (Volklow   &   McLellan   2016:   1259;   See   

also   Martell   et   al.   2007;   Fishbain   et   al.   2008;   Volkow   et   al.   2015).   From   their   position   as   

the   starting   point   for   multiscalar   global   supply   chains,   poppy   industry   professionals   

understand   that   the   poppies   they   grow   and   export   are   manufactured   into   multiple   

medications    including    those,   like   buprenorphine   and   naltrexone,   that   help   people   on   

medically   assisted   addiction   therapies,   and   naloxone,   the   antidote   to   opiate   overdose.   

They   have   a   much   broader   and   knowledgeable   sense   of   poppies   as   ambivalent   

materialities:   they   can   be   harnessed   to   create   better   and   more   ethical   societies   where   

people   have   access   to   pain   relief    and    they   can   contribute   to   addiction   treatments   and   

overdose   reversals.   But   of   course,   as   we   can   now   see,   despite   these   ideals   informing   the   

start   of   the   supply   chain   and   the   success   of   the   industry   in   the   early   2000s,   there   were   

unintended   effects   at   the   end   of   the   supply   chain   in   terms   of   how   the   use   of   legal   pain   

relief   medicine   resulted   in   an   opioid   epidemic.   The   lines   between   medical   and   non-medical   

markets   for   pharmaceutical   opioids   in   the   US   became   blurred   due   to   pharmaceutical   

advertising   practices   and   prescription   liberalisation:   as   medical   prescriptions   for   opioids   

among   chronic   pain   patients   increased,   more   pills   became   available   for   diversion   into   

non-medical   channels   which   precipitated   a   public   health   catastrophe.     

With   hindsight,   we   can   see   that   the   lines   between   medical   and   non-medical   use   

were   so   clearly   blurred   at   the   onset   of   the   crisis   in   the   US.   But   what   remains   is   that   these   

distinctions   between   medical   use   and   non-medical   use   of   prescription   opioids   continue   to   

be   blurred   and   confused   in   contemporary   media   and   political   discussions   in   the   US.   Many   
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American   doctors   are   publishing   journal   articles   and   op-eds   arguing   for   more   nuanced   

research   and   interpretations   of   prescription   opioids   as   the   policymaking   pendulum   is   

swinging   too   far   in   the   other   direction   and   preventing   doctors   from   prescribing   pain   

medications   to   their   patients   experiencing   severe   chronic   pain   (Dineen   2016;   Dineen   &   

Dubois   2016;   Kertesz   &   Gordon   2018).   They   argue   that   we   need   more   responsible   media   

reporting   to   create   better   policies   that   consider   the   real   circumstances   and   needs   of   pain   

patients   and   addicted   people   alike   during   this   crisis.   In   Tasmania   however,   industry   

professionals   have   a   clear   and   historically   parsed   understanding   of   the   differences   

between   medical   and   non-medical   use   of   pharmaceutical   pain   medications.   This   goes   

hand   in   hand   in   how   they   interpret   the   ethical   differences   between   a   licit   and   illicit   poppy   

production   system   which   informs   their   proud   identity   as   poppy   growing   professionals.   

When   I   asked   Brian   Hartnett,   the   former.   CEO   of   Tasmania   Alkaloids   what   he   would   say   to   

the   common   person   who   does   not   understand   the   benefit   of   Tasmania’s   licit   poppy   

agricultural   system   for   global   health   he   responded:   

I   think   the   common   person   does   understand   because   if   you   get   a   headache   or   
some   sort   of   serious   pain,   they   take   maybe   some   codeine   often   sold   with   
paracetamol   or   ibuprofen,   they   are   quite   commonly   available.   They   might   have   a  
loved   one   that’s   suffering   an   injury   or   cancer   or   some   other   problems   and   they   
know   they   take   ms   contin   or   oxycontin   or   buprenorphine   patch   or   other   such   
things.   I   think   people   do   understand.   Yeah,   when   there’s   good   there's   evil   you   
know   it’s   the   old   balance   of   humanity   isn’t   it?   You   have   to   say   oh   we   work   on   the   
good   side.   We   only   work   on   legal   properly   controlled   medication   that   is   provided   
under   government   permit   and   license   strictly   controlled   by   governments   and   the   
United   Nations   used   by   doctors   on   prescription   and   that   does   good   in   the   world   
and   I   feel   personally   and   our   people   feel   personally   that   our   inspiration   is   that   we  
feel   we   do   good   for   people   in   the   world.   And   they   do   understand   that   and   there’s   
always   abuse   and   that’s   the   problem   and   this   is   difficult   for   regulators   because   
you   hear   a   lot   about   the   abuse   and   it   tends   to   sort   of   grab   the   headlines   
especially   with   poppies   and   golden   triangle   and   narcotics   and   those   sorts   of   
words   that   people   like   to   use   in   headlines.   That’s   the   part   that   is   illicit   and   has   to   
be   controlled   because   if   it   gets   out   of   control   there   are   people   who   can’t   resist   
using   these   things   and   committing   crimes   to   buy   them   and   all   the   rest   of   it.   So   
you   have   to   have   a   balance.   In   a   way   its   a   measure   of   a   powerful   well   organized   
democracy   that   they   can   maintain   that   balance.   So   you   tend   to   see   use   of   opiates   
in   democracies,   well   organized   controlled   democracies   where   they   can   make   
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medication   available   for   people   suffering   pain   but   have   the   systems   in   place   to   
control   it.   It   will   never   be   100%   but   they   can   control   it   so   the   abuse   is   at   least   
minimized.   The   US   is   the   world's   largest   consumer   also   the   world’s   leading   
democracy   of   course   (B   Hartnett   2017,   personal   interview,   6   June).    

  
  

This   sense   of   pride   of   working   on   the   “good   side”   among   industry   professionals   is   

historically   conditioned   and   globally   interpreted.   A   poppy   sculpture,   erected   on   a   riverbank   

in   Devonport,   Tasmania   in   2004,   honors   the   people   who   helped   inspire   the   development   of   

the   modern-day   Tasmanian   poppy   industry.   Tasmanian   industry   professionals   particularly   

celebrate   Janos   Kabay,   a   Hungarian   chemist   in   the   1920s   who   saw   promise   in   how   dried   

poppy   straw   could   be   manufactured   into   drugs   used   for   medical   purposes   to   treat   pain.   He   

struggled   through   poverty   and   political   scorn   to   develop   a   licit   poppy   agricultural   and   

production   system   that   could   thwart   illicit   drug   production   and   diversion   while   

simultaneously   fulfilling   a   profound   need   for   pain   management   materials   for   medical   

practice.   

  Industry   professionals   also   revere   British   Scientist   Stephen   King   who   worked   for   

the   American   pharmaceutical   giant   GlaxoSmithKline.   In   the   1960s,   he   identified   Tasmania   

as   the   best   place   in   the   world   to   grow   poppies   based   on   climate,   rainfall,   suitable   

farmland,   and   its   island   location   which   would   minimize   diversion   into   illicit   channels   

(Donovan   2016).   American   conglomerates   GlaxoSmithKline   established   GSK   in   Tasmania   

in   the   1960s   and   Johnson   &   Johnson   bought   Tasmania   Alkaloids   in   1982   to   develop   a   

nascent   poppy   industry   primarily   for   American   pharmaceutical   manufacturing.   The   ethos   

of   the   industry   and   regulatory   mechanisms   they   built   around   it   stand   in   direct   opposition   

to   the   intentions   of   illicit   poppy   producers   and   traffickers.   Whereas   TCOs   operate   through   

unregulated,   invisibility   and   secrecy   in   legal   supply   chains   to   traffic   heroin/IMF   to   the   

United   States   to   feed   addictions,   Tasmanian   poppy   industry   professionals   treat   the   
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Tasmanian   poppy   as   an   enlightened,   twenty-first   century   object   invented   in   specific   

relationship   to,   and   in   compliance   with,   international   narcotics   laws   and   regulations.   The   

global   supply   chains   transporting   this   poppy   materiality   are   constructed   for   advanced   

industrial   democratic   societies   to   access   safe,   high   quality   medications.   In   short,   this   

object   is   grown   and   exported   to   enable   these   democratically   organized   global   populations   

to   flourish.   This   sensibility   has   engendered   a   profound   sense   of   pride   and   purpose   among   

people   connected   to   the   industry.     

The   Poppy   as   a   Distinct   Object   of   Care,   Pride   and   Promise   

Since   the   1960s,   Tasmania   industry   professionals   have   worked   hard   to   develop   

proper   legislative   agreements,   regulatory   permits,   farmers   licenses,   fencing   and   security   

guidelines   and   public   relations   campaigns   to   educate   citizens   in   order   to   control   poppy   

cultivation   and   prevent   corruption   and   crime   related   to   the   industry.   The   global   success   of   

this   regional   industry   created   a   more   stable   and   prosperous   community   in   Tasmania   by   

optimizing   a   crop   that   has   historically   been   associated   with   criminal   networks   in   other   

parts   of   the   world.   Keith   Rice,   the   CEO   of   the   Tasmanian   poppy   growers   union   described   in   

explicit   detail   this   sense   of   pride   among   the   industry,   the   farmers   and   the   wider   

population   which   provides   social   and   cultural   support   for   the   industry:     

It’s   the   application   of   science   and   technology   to   a   natural   crop.   In   Tasmania,   the   
farmers,   the   poppy   companies,   the   technology,   the   science   they   have   is   the   
measure   by   which   everyone   else   gauges   themselves.   The   world   measures   itself   
against   Tasmania   and   I   am   enormously   proud   of   that.   To   be   able   to   say   that   we   
supply   50%   of   the   world   demand.   That’s   a   big   thing   for   Tasmania,   an   island   off   the   
southern   tip   of   Australia   to   say   that   we   are   the   world’s   best   at   what   we   do.   It’s   a   
huge   statement   and   we   can   say   it   with   our   hand   on   our   heart.     I   am   enormously   
proud   of   our   farmers,   of   our   poppy   companies,   they   haven’t   sat   back   on   their   
hands   and   expected   government   to   come   and   help   us   with   research   and   
development   and   science.   They’ve   invested   literally   millions   and   millions   of   dollars   
in   their   factories   and   their   research   and   development   which   has   clearly   benefited   
them   but   has   also   benefited   our   farmers   and   our   farmers   have   been   prepared   to   
invest   very   heavily   into   new   technology,   new   irrigations   technology   new   
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techniques   and   technology   for   harvesting.   It   is   a   crop   that’s   based   on   science   on   
technology   on   innovation   and   everybody   is   involved   in   it   and   its   enormously   
exciting   to   be   part   and   parcel   of   that.   We   also   here   in   Tasmania   we   enjoy   the   
social   license   of   the   government   and   of   the   population   of   Tasmania.   You   can’t   
take   social   license   to   heart   or   abuse   social   license,   it   is   something   we   work   very   
very   closely   with   public   with   to   have   this   secure   environment   to   grow   the   crop   and   
a   strong   robust   regulatory   regime   both   on   the   farmers   and   both   on   the   public.   You   
are   not   allowed   to   enter   poppy   paddocks   and   those   sorts   of   things.   And   the   public   
within   Tasmania   have   taken   the   crop   to   heart,   if   they   for   instance   see   a   strange   
car   or   car   parked   near   a   poppy   paddock   or   something   like   that   it   is   well   known   
how   they   contact   police   and   the   various   authorities,   the   local   rural   community   
have   always   been   very   active   in   looking   after   all   of   their   facilities   which   includes   
poppies   as   well   but   farm   theft,   stock   theft   and   people   moving   in   and   around   so   
they   are   well   versed   in   spotting   a   strange   vehicle   in   and   around   so   we   do   take   our   
obligations   very   very   seriously   (K   Rice   2017,   personal   interview,   8   June).     

  
  

In   addition   to   making   the   poppy   into   a   routine,   everyday   crop   among   Tasmania’s   

population,   the   companies   send   field   officers   to   visit   farms   and   count   individual   poppy   

plants   to   ensure   no   poppies   are   illegally   diverted   every   year   (Donovan   2016).   The   entire   

industry   from   the   macro   to   micro   details   are   deliberately   transparent,   peaceful,   secure,   

corruption-free   and   stable   in   order   to   maintain   Tasmania’s   reputation   as   the   most   

attractive   place   for   global   pharmaceutical   companies   to   import   poppy   material   from.   I   

aimed   to   visualize   this   affective   atmosphere   of   pride,   stability   and   security   around   the   

crop   as   it   is   expressed   at   every   stage   of   the   growing   process.   In   Tasmania,   an   elaborate   

security   infrastructure   for   poppies   does   not   just   emerge   from   thin   air:   it   requires   continual   

individual   practices   of   care,   attention,   and   agricultural   expertise.   

  I   consistently   heard   farmers   and   industry   professionals   describe   poppies   as   

“awe-inspiring,   ”   a   “chemical   wonder,”   and   “an   exciting   crop   to   grow.”   In   order   to   visualize   

this   affective   atmosphere   of   pride,   transparency   and   knowledge   in   legal   poppy   growing,   I   

focused   on   representing   the   processes   of   seeding,   growing   and   harvesting   poppies   that   

are   unique   and   specific   to   Tasmania’s   licit,   regulated   poppy   production   system.   Glynn   

Williams,   a   poppy   farmer   and   president   of   poppy   growers   union   described   Tasmanian   
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poppy   agriculture   in   direct   contrast   to   the   dominant   portrayals   of   illegal,   clandestine   

poppy   farming:     

The   thing   about   the   way   we   grow   the   crop   here   is   that   it’s   radically   different   from   
the   mental   picture   that   might   you   think   of   poppies   growing   in   Southeast   Asia   and   
traditional   poppy   growing   areas   where   the   plant   has   followed   people   and   vice   
versa   a   bit   like   a   virus   for   thousands   of   years.   The   traditional   mechanism   is   the   
cutting   of   the   capsule   and   the   collection   of   latex   gum   and   it   being   broken   down   
turned   into   the   most   available   compounds   very   quickly   [i.e.   opium   and   heroin].   
Because   we   let   the   plant   grow   and   then   die   and   then   dried   using   the   Kabay   
system.   There   is   no   real   opportunity   to   divert   it   from   the   licit   to   illicit   specifically   
because   of   the   way   we   grow   it,   and   it’s   grown   in   a   situation   where   in   some   years   
there   is   indetectable   interference,   i.e   no   capsules   are   stolen   by   anyone   for   
anything   at   any   stage.   So   this   is   as   safe   a   production   system   as   if   we   were   
growing   something   in   a   vat   or   a   secure   compound   effectively.   So   there   is   nothing   
lost   from   that   system.   You   don’t   need   a   large   footprint   to   grow   this   crop   because   
we’ve   been   so   successful   in   growing   in   Tasmania.   We   could   easily   grow   enough   
within   this   country   to   supply   what   the   larger   world   needs   because   of   the   
improvements   being   made   not   only   in   the   way   we   grow   it   but   the   crops   
themselves.   I   think   it   is   a   success   story.   It’s   a   positive   thing,   not   a   negative   thing   
but   sadly   the   imagery   of   drugs   is   often   a   bad   one   and   we’ve   been   caught   up   in   it   
(G   Williams   2017,   personal   interview,   15   June).     

  
Stability,   transparency   and   diversion   prevention   is   built   into   the   agricultural   practices   of   

legal   poppy   growing   from   seed   to   harvest   of   dried   poppy   straw.   Developing   the   world’s   

safest,   most   reliable   and   transparent   supply   chain   for   narcotic   raw   materials   begins   with   

the   agricultural   expertise   and   practices   of   Tasmanian   farmers.   The   poppy   has   provided   a   

strong   livelihood   and   a   sense   of   professional   pride   for   independent   farmers   operating   in   a   

small,   island   based   regional   economy   without   government   subsidies.   I   wanted   to   capture   

the   affective   atmosphere   of   this   livelihood   by   showing   aspects   of   the   entire   poppy   

growing   process   from   seedling,   blooms   and   the   harvesting   of   dried   poppy   straw   that   is   

sent   to   Tasmanian   Alkaloids   for   processing.     

  This   sense   of   pride   and   purpose   informs   how   individual   farmers   care   for   their   

crops   not   only   during   the   poppy   growing   season   but   through   the   entire   year   to   optimize   

the   growing   process.   Stewart   McGee,   the   farmer   featured   in   an   on-camera   interview,   
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narrated   how   poppy   growing   informs   how   he   cares   for   his   farm   over   the   course   of   a   year.   

His   testimony   about   how   he   grows   poppies   in   his   paddocks   directly   corresponds   with   

what   is   featured   in   the   film:   

It   all   goes   back   months   before   in   the   lead   up   in   the   soil   testing   in   the   paddock,   
applying   lyme,   working   out   what   fertilizer   [to   use],   the   preparation   of   the   land   into   
beds   is   done   way   in   advance.   On   the   day   of   planting,   the   contractor   turns   up.   
We’ve   got   the   fertilizer   in   the   paddock   and   loader.   We   lift   the   bags   off   the   truck   
into   that.   Just   a   small   bag   of   seed   that   sows   the   paddock.   It’s   just   [about]   being   
organized,   having   the   right   things   in   the   paddock   at   the   right   time….See   we   grow   
up   to   7   or   8   paddocks   at   time.   The   day   of   the   drilling   isn’t   such   a   big   deal   but   
before   that   and   after   that   watching   them   come   up   and   the   applications   of   
insecticide,   herbicides   and   fungicides   all   got   to   be   done   on   the   right   day   to   get   
the   most   effect.   They   just   sit   there   for   ages   the   little   poppies.   They   start   to   grow   
and   then   run   up   and   start   flowering.   I   irrigate   and   put   more   fertilizer   on.   That's   
when   it   becomes   more   exciting   because   you   can   actually   see   what   you   are   doing.   
The   agronomist   is   looking   at   the   crop   at   least   once   a   week.   They   are   seeing   other   
crops   and   what's   happening   in   the   district.   We've   got   a   plan   in   place   that   we’re   
going   to   use   these   three   applications   of   herbicides.   We   look   at   what   we   do   then   
and   how   disease   is   moving.   We   are   monitoring   very   closely   and   doing   things   on   
time.   We   are   set   testing   for   nitrogen   levels   in   the   plant.   And   beginning   in   
November,   it   really   starts   to   happen   in   a   hurry.   They   [the   poppies]   begin   to   run   up   
and   to   flower.   They   need   irrigation,   then   need   nitrogen   every   3-7   days...The   more   
you   can   keep   the   plants   growing   and   the   flowers   coming   up   the   better   the   yield.   
Then   you   gotta   grow   those   capsules   out.   It’s   making   sure   everything   is   right   for   
the   whole   12   months   really.   But   that   time   when   its   flowering   they   do   look   lovely   
and   its   nice   to   see.   I   quite   enjoy   starting   the   irrigator   on   every   night   seeing   these   
lovely   flowers   and   the   pivot   going   on.   Yeah   that's   really   satisfying.   They   are   green   
leaves   and   capsules   coming   up.   They   have   pink   white   petals   that   open   and   the   
petals   are   only   there   for   1-2   days   and   the   capsules   grows   out   the   size   of   your   
little   finger   to   something   that's   30-40   mm   round   and   nice   plump   and   as   they   ripen   
they   shrivel   back   down.   The   company   [Tasmanian   Alkaloids   or   Sun   Pharma]   
harvests   the   crops.   The   contractors   coordinate   the   harvest,   which   is   another   good  
part   about   growing.   They   coordinate   the   planting,   they   coordinate   the   harvest   and   
cartridge.   We   make   sure   the   gates   are   open,   there's   no   obstacles   in   the   way,   the   
headlands   are   clear.   Once   again   we   go   into   the   paddock   and   talk   to   the   field   
officer   for   awhile.   We   get   up   and   have   a   look   at   how   much   straw   is   there,   how   
much   seeds   [are   there].   We   wait   patiently   for   the   weights   and   alkaloids   to   come   
back   over   time...   It's   very   satisfying.   It's   one   of   the   most   satisfying   things   for   me   
to   see   trucks   of   our   produce   leaving   the   farm,   whether   it's   lambs   or   poppies   or   
peas   it's   very   satisfying   as   you've   taken   it   from   a   few   little   seeds   and   these   truck   
loads   of   produce   going   off.   I   find   it   that   very   satisfying   more   than   everything   
involved   in   the   harvest   seeing   those   trucks   rolling   out.   My   wife   and   I   count   how   
many   trucks   are   out   and   your   minds   ticking   over   what   the   return   might   be.   So   that   
is   the   satisfaction   that   it's   the   end   of   our   influence   on   that   crop   then   it   goes   on   to   
be   processed.   We   like   to   think   we   are   helping   people   in   a   hospital   in   England   or   
America   who   has   been   through   a   trauma   or   illness   and   they   need   pain   medication.   
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It’s   helping   humanity.   We’re   not   out   to   make   people   high.   We   are   not   an   illicit   
trade.   It   is   very   legal,   it   is   very   regulated.   It   is   going   to   the   hospitals   where   sick   
people   are   to   help   them.   We   are   proud   to   be   poppy   farmers,   there’s   nothing   to   be   
ashamed   of   and   I   am   one   of   them.   (S   McGee   2017,   personal   interview,   8   June).   

  
My   purpose   in   visualizing   the   seeding   to   harvesting   was   to   offer   a   rare   visual   

interpretation   of   the   Tasmanian   poppy   as   a   legal   object   of   labor,   care,   scientific   

knowledge   and   agricultural   expertise.   My   interviews   with   farmers   and   the   footage   

documenting   poppy   production   represents   a   way   to   think   visually   about   the   

entanglements   between   human   and   nonhuman   relations   of   care   on   two   fronts.   First,   

Stewart   articulates   exactly   how   he   cares   for   his   poppy   crops   through   numerous   

agricultural   and   chemical   processes   for   them   to   grow   and   flourish   in   abundance.   Secondly,   

he   describes   how   he   sees   poppy   growing   as   practice   of   care   for   unknown   people   suffering   

in   distant   global   locations   who   need   pain   management   medications.   Building   on   Puig   de   la   

Bella   Casa’s   understanding   of   the   “three   dimensions   of   care--labor/work,   

affect/affections,   ethics/politics”(2017:   120),   the   scenes   with   Stewart   demonstrate   

“care”   as   an   agricultural,   material   practice   with   ethical   and   affective   implications   that   

impact   patients   in   distant   territories.   

An   “entangled   web   of   scientific,   social,   ethical,   and   political   practices”   underlie   

legal   poppy   farming   in   Tasmania.   What   my   film   does   specifically   is   show   “agential   

intra-action”   of   “apparatuses   of   bodily   production   and   the   phenomena   produced”   (Barad   

2003:   814)   through   the   specific   lens   of   “care”   between   Tasmanian   farmers   and   poppy   

crops   in   the   lifeworld   of   a   Tasmanian   poppy   farm.   In   the   film,   I   am   trying   to   show   how   the   

farmer   and   the   poppy   share   a   mutually   constitutive,   caring   relationship   to   enable   each   

other   to   thrive   and   flourish.   The   farmer   cares   for   his   land   and   enacts   a   series   of   processes   

that   enable   the   poppy   crop   to   grow,   thrive   and   be   harvested   for   export   around   the   world.   In   

turn,   the   poppy   as   a   material   object   secures   the   livelihood   of   the   Tasmanian   farmer   
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allowing   him   and   his   family   to   flourish.   This   audio-visual   representation   of   legal   poppy   

growing   is   directly   influenced   by   Barad’s   concepts   of   agential   realism   that   “matter   is   

substance   in   its   intra-active   becoming—not   a   thing,   but   a   doing,   a   congealing   of   agency”   

(Barad   2003:   828).   The   sequencing   in   the   film   tracking   how   the   farmer   cares   for   his   crop   

from   seed   to   harvest   offers   a   unique   ethnographic   insight   into   the   performative   

dimensions   of   the   entanglement   between   human   and   non-human   agencies.   My   research   

practice   attempts   to   engage   this   “iterative   intra-active”   performativity   with   Tasmanian   

poppy   materiality   in   Tasmania.     

  
FIG.   22:   Farming   Scene   in   Tasmania   in    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    (2018)   

  
My   interest   in   visualizing   these   practices   of   care   in   Tasmanian   poppy   farming   was   

to   somehow   connect   it   to   the   scenes   I   filmed   in   Massachusetts:   this   led   me   to   position   

the   poppy   cultivation   scenes   in   conjunction   with   scenes   of   outreach   workers   carrying   

naloxone   to   post-overdose   follow   ups   and   the   overdose   scene   when   first   responders   

reverse   a   heroin/IMF   overdose   with   naloxone   in   the   post-production   stage.   The   editing   

sequencing   here   deliberately   reflects   on   how   these   practices   of   agricultural   labor   and   

care   at   the   very   start   of   a   global   pharmaceutical   supply   chain   resonate   with   the   very   end   

point   of   a   supply   chain   when   naloxone   becomes   a   critical   public   health   tool   for   first   

responders   and   harm   reduction   advocates   responding   to   people   and   families   in   the   midst   

of   a   heroin/IMF   crisis.   In   both   scenes   in   Tasmania   and   the   US,   the   raw   poppy   plant   and   

naloxone,   as   one   of   its   derivatives,   is   ultimately   a   materiality   that   intervenes   in   and   

shapes   the   life-worlds   of   the   family   unit:   in   Tasmania,   poppies   help   families   thrive   and   
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prosper,   while   in   Massachusetts,   naloxone   (as   a   derivative   of   the   poppy)   revives   overdose   

users   so   they   remain   in   their   families   and   their   communities.   This   contrasts,   of   course,   

with   the   way   that   prescription   opioids,   heroin/IMF   has   completely   rearranged   the   

life-worlds   of   the   family   unit   during   the   opioid   crisis.   In   the   Tasmanian   scenes,   Stewart   

McGee   describes   how   poppy   growing   is   part   of   the   intimate   memories   he   shares   with   his   

father   growing   up   and   how   the   industry   itself   has   helped   his   family   as   he   invested   back   

into   his   family   farm   with   the   profits   from   poppies:   

Well   it   will   be   nearly   40   years   ago   when   the   industry   was   very   small.   Dad   grew   for   
2   or   3   years.   One   exceptionally   good   crop   and   a   couple   crops   weren’t   so   good.   
Then   we   didn’t   grow   for   many   years   but   right   from   the   start   we   could   see   the   
potential   for   growing   poppies,   the   returns   for   the   investments.   We   had   some   
weed   issues   at   that   time.   They   are   a   very   good   crop   right   from   the   start   if   you   got   
it   right   but   it’s   a   crop   that   needs   a   lot   of   attention   to   detail.   [You   need   to]   get   
everything   right   otherwise   they   fall   over   quickly.   In   later   years,   when   the   industry   
started   growing   15   years   ago   or   something,   everyone   started   putting   in   more   
irrigation   infrastructure   and   the   crops   were   pushed   more.   We'd   have   them   up   
chest   high   these   beautiful   flowers   in   November.   That   was   always   very   rewarding   
seeing   a   good-looking   crop   as   much   as   a   financially   rewarding   crop.   Those   times   
were   very   very   good   and   very   interesting,   good   memories   there   yes.   It   really   
allowed   us   to   invest   in   our   farm.   We’ve   been   buying   lots   of   land   from   neighbors   
over   the   last   few   years   over   200   hectares.   We   had   to   put   irrigation   on   it   and   
drainage.   So   everything   we've   earned   from   poppies   has   helped   us   we've   put   back   
into   growing   the   farm   and   developing   the   land...The   growth   of   the   poppy   industry   
has   helped   a   lot   in   the   development   of   other   seed   and   cereal   crops   that   are   
growing   on   the   back   of   poppies.   [There’s   been]   a   lot   of   improvements   in   spraying   
technology,   implemented   better   spraying   units.   [There’s]   better   agronomists   
about,   so   there's   been   a   lot   of   flow   on   effects   to   other   commodities.   A   lot   of   farms   
have   been   bought   with   the   idea   to   grow   poppies   and   something   else.   But   poppies   
will   be   the   one   where   poppies   will   carry   the   major   part   of   the   debt   (S   McGee   
2017,   personal   interview,   8   June).     

  
In   these   scenes   with   Stewart   which   resonate   with   the   scenes   of   outreach   workers   and   

first   responders   in   Revere,   I   aimed   to   develop   a   new   materialist   inspired   perspective   on   

how   the   farmer,   the   outreach   workers   and   first   responders   –   human   subjects   in   very   

different   life-worlds   -   intra-act   with   this   ambivalent   object.   This   shows   us   two   different   

accounts   of   biopolitics.   In   Tasmania,   people   have   used   the   poppy   to   build   and   develop   
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global   supply   chains   that   benefit   the   livelihoods   of   Tasmanian   farmers   –   this   is   the   

positive   side   of   biopolitical   governance   that   enables   certain   global   populations   to   thrive   

(the   same   biopolitical   governance   that   abandons   addicts   and   condemns   them   to   die).   In   

Massachusetts,   however,   we   see   an   alternative   formation   of   biopolitics   at   work   as   harm   

reduction   advocates   use   naloxone   (as   one   of   the   poppy’s   material   configurations)   as   a   

tool   of   resistance   to   advocate   and   develop   a   community   based   public   health   

infrastructure   that   will   help   people   and   families   impacted   by   addiction   (this   is   a   direct   

biopolitical   intervention   that    reverses    the   abandonment   of   addicts   and   rearranges   who   

gets   to   live   and   who   gets   to   die).   The   desire   to   use   this   ambivalent   material   object   to    do   

good   in   the   world    produces   affective   resonances   of   care   and   concern   that   are   shared   

across   distance.   What   these   resonances   reveal   is   that   the   poppy   has   a   profound   agentic   

force   that   is   co-productive   across   a   differential   biopolitical   terrain:   on   the   one   hand,   the   

poppy   enables   Tasmanian   families,   farms   and   industry   to   thrive   within   the   dominant   

formation   of   biopolitical   governance   (i.e.   this   is   the   population   subject   to   ‘make   live’   

interventions);   on   the   other   hand,   it   produces   naloxone   which   is   used   by   Massachusetts   

harm   reduction   activists   to   push   back   against   a   biopolitics   that   abandons   addicts   to   die   

(i.e.   their   work   refuses   and   rearranges   the   dominant   ‘make   live’   /   ‘let   die’   logic).   But   there   

is   another   quite   unexpected   aspect   to   these   shared   affective   worlds:   the   care   and   

attention   that   grieving   families   devote   to   the   memories   of   their   loved   ones   lost   to   

addiction   clearly   resonates   with   the   care   and   attention   that   farmers   pay   to   their   poppy   

fields   in   Tasmania.   Without   attention   towards   the   agential   capacities   of   the   poppy,   those   

resonances   would   remain   silent.   
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Reflecting   on   the   Affective   Silences   between   Tasmania   and   US-Mexico   Border     

Some   of   the   limitations   of   the   Tasmanian   section   of   the   film   become   visible   when   

considered   in   juxtaposition   to   the   scenes   I   featured   at   the   US-Mexico   border.   Since   I   could   

not   find   a   way   to   include   the   story   of   the   opioid   supply   chain   and   its   complex   connections   

to   the   crisis   in   this   cut,   Tasmania   is   overly   represented   as   a   heroic,   romanticized   space   in   

relation   to   its   life   saving   role   for   American   drug   users   and   their   families.   Laredo   is   the   only   

location   in   the   film   which   does   not   feature   a   human   lifeworld   for   the   audience   to   

associate   a   sympathetic   or   positive   affective   attachment.   Perhaps   the   invisibility   of   

Mexican   or   Hispanic-American   people   would   not   be   so   glaring   if   I   had   only   featured   

Tasmanian   poppies   instead   of   the   relationship   between   poppies   and   farmers.   

Unfortunately,   what   is   (unintentionally)   implied   in   the   specific   juxtaposition   between   

Tasmania   and   Mexico   as   they   relate   to   the   climactic   overdose   scene   in   Revere,   MA,   is   that   

Mexico   is   a   chaotic,   conflictual,   obfuscating,   corrupt,   unstable   ‘Third   World’   space   of   illicit   

drug   trafficking   that   causes   ‘harm’   to   Americans   and   Tasmania,   Australia   is   a   transparent,   

peaceful,   secure,   corruption-free   and   stable   ‘First   World’   space   of   drug   circulation   that   

provides   life   saving   ‘help’   to   Americans.   Taken   together,    the   affective   implications   of   this   

simplified   oppositional   binary   culminate   to   distort   the   full   global   complexity   of   these   

connections   and   to   support   and   promote   the   distribution   of   biopower   (i.e.   ‘make’   live   and   

‘let’   die)   on   a   global   scale:   Some   populations   matter   and   those   lives   are   worthy   of   being   

narrativized,   understood   and   supported   (Tasmanians   and   Americans)   and   certain   world   

populations   do   not   matter   and   those   lives   should   be   negated,   abandoned   and   left   to   die   

(Mexicans   /   Hispanic-Americans).   Without   understanding   my   specific   creative,   research   

and   ethical   dilemmas   in   constructing   this   film   /   installation,   a   viewer   could   easily   assume   
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that   I   think   the   stories,   needs   and   cares   of   certain   world   populations   are   more   important   

than   others.   

  
FIG.   23.   Tasmanian   Supply   Chains   for   Naloxone,    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    (2018)   

  

Showing   the   multiple   human   stories   and   diverse   connections   -historical,   affective   

and   geopolitical-   between   the   US,   Mexico   and   Tasmania   would   rebalance   each   lifeworld   as   

equal   sites   of   ‘hurt’,   ‘harm’   and   ‘help.’   but   requires   more   production   time,    particularly    in   

Laredo   and   an   expanded   installation   format.   I   need   to   find   a   way   to    include   the   storyline   of   

how   the   Tasmanian   opioid   supply   chain   connects   to   the   start   of   the   opioid   epidemic   in   the   

1990s   and   2000s   in   a   way   that   properly   acknowledges   opioids   as   vital   medications   that   

helps   patients   far   more   than   it   causes   addiction.   In   addition,   I   need   to   return   to   Laredo   to   

capture   how   the   expansion   of   the   heroin/IMF   trade   has   important   affective   consequences   

for   ordinary   Mexican   people   and   represent   them   on   more   equal   levels   with   the   scenes   I   

feature   of   Tasmania   and   Massachusetts.   These   specific   creative   and   narrative   edits   will   

help   disrupt   and   even   out   the   “hurt,’   ‘help’   and   ‘harm’   logics   and   their   attendant   affective   

attachments   across   each   field   site.   These   interventions   are   necessary   in   order   to   fully   

contest   biopolitical   arrangements   determining   whose   lives,   pain,   needs   and   care   deserve   

to   be   known   and   visualized   on   a   global   scale.     

Conclusion     

Most   documentaries   featuring   poppy   agricultural   production   in   Tasmania   relate   it   

to   issues   of   global   drug   trafficking   and   crime.   My   documentary   research   practice,   however,   
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provides   an   alternative   set   of   trajectories   and   connections   in   terms   of   how   legal   poppy   

cultivation   for   global   pharmaceutical   supply   chains   has   multiple   and   often   unexpected   

resonances   across   the   world.   This   research   opens   up   space   to   perceive   the   complex   

global   role   of   poppies:   these   objects   are   not   only   productive   of   illicit   drugs   like   heroin/IMF   

hidden   within   legal   supply   chains   that   transgress   border   security   systems;   they   are   also   

highly   regulated,   licit   objects   which   are   manufactured   into   diverse   medications   including   

opioids,   addiction   therapies   and   overdose   antidotes   that   are   necessary   for   global   public   

health   serving   people,   families   and   communities.   The   understanding   of   the   poppy   as   a   

regulated,   licit   object   of   scientific   inquiry   that   is   manufactured   for   the   well-being   of   

patients   globally   produces   a   particular   affective   atmosphere   of   pride,   purpose   and   

transparency   among   people   connected   to   the   Tasmanian   poppy   industry.   Using   Barad’s   

notions   of   intra-action   and   Puig   de   la   Bella   Casa’s   logics   of   “care”   between   human   and   

more   than   human   worlds,   I   was   able   to   visualize   the   Tasmanian   poppy   as   an   object   of   care   

that   “does   good   in   the   world”   while   producing   shared   affective   resonances   across   global   

distances.   

The   arguments   in   this   chapter   and   the   sequential   editing   of   the   film   offer   a   more   

complex   perspective   on   the   poppy   as   an   object   with   an   agentic   force   that   promotes   the   

flourishing   and   dignity   of   two   heterogenous   life-worlds:   (a)   farming   families,   agricultural   

communities   and   scientific   experts   in   Tasmania,   and   (b)   the   bodies,   families   and   

communities   impacted   by   opioid   addiction   in   Massachusetts.   A   Tasmanian   farmer   caring   

for   his   poppy   crops   juxtaposed   to   outreach   workers   and   first   responders   using   naloxone   

to   care   for   people   in   crisis   works   against   normative   understandings   of   poppies   globally.   

But   considering   the   juxtapositions,   circulations   and   resonances   between   the   US,   

Tasmania    and    the   US-Mexico   border,   the   film   largely   reproduces   the   exact   biopolitical   
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arrangements   operating   on   global   terrains   which   values   the   identities,   viewpoints   and   

affective   environments   of   certain   populations   (white   Tasmanians   and   Americans)   over   

others   (Mexicans   and   Hispanic-Americans).   Tasmania   is   overly   represented   as   a   source   of   

‘help’   to   the   United   States,   where   the   US-Mexico   border   is   overly   identified   as   a   conduit   of   

‘harm’   to   Americans.   Additional   shooting,   editing   and   restructuring   of   the   installation   

design   is   necessary   to   rebalance   some   of   these   problematic   logics.     
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CHAPTER   7.   REFLECTIONS   AND   CONCLUSIONS   

Audience   Feedback     

Physically   building    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    as   an   audio-visual   installation   in   a   

living   room   set   design   was   both   a   thrilling   and   exhausting   experience.   It   was   exciting   to   

see   it   successfully   come   together   in   such   a   powerful   way   since   the   installation   framing   of   

the   film   was   an   experiment,   but   also   physically   exhausting   because   moving   the   furniture   

into   the   gallery   and   around   the   space   involved   much   more   embodied   and   technical   labor   

than   a   normal   film   screening   in   a   theater.   On   reflection,   I   think   that   for   future   iterations,   I   

will   be   able   to   achieve   the   same   sense   of   intimacy   with   a   simplified   build   (i.e.   less   

furniture,   fewer   objects).   Nevertheless,   I   do   think   that   the   installation   had   a   visceral,   

synaesthetic   impact   on   audience   members   in   both   sensory   and   affective   registers.   Below   

is   some   feedback   I   received   from   people   who   saw   the   installation   over   the   weekend   it   

was   playing   at   the   Salem   Film   Fest:     

  
The   installation   was   very   powerful.   The   living   room   setting   underscored   how   
intimate   and   tender   the   struggle   with   opioids   is   for   the   addict   and   his   or   her   
family.   It   asked   the   viewer   to   empathize   and   put   themselves   in   their   place.   The   
film   was   intimate   and   at   the   same   time   the   split   screen   featuring   poppy   fields   
and   the   border   put   these   very   human   tragedies   in   the   context   of   drug   trafficking   in   
the   global   economy.   (Lily)   

  
I   have   seen   a   number   of   Ms.   Cronin’s   films   about   the   opioid   epidemic,   The   First   
Thought,   Black   Balloon   Day,   Public   Health   Police   and   Losing   A   Whole   Generation.   
The   stories   she   tells   of   the   opioid   crisis   is   both   informative   through   her   research   
and   heartbreaking   through   the   personal   stories   of   the   families   and   those   on   the   
frontline   of   this   disease.   Although   the   films   are   not   long   in   length   she   intimately   
shares   all   sides   of   this   crisis   and   it   is   riveting.   You   cannot   look   away.   The   living   
room   setting   for   the   premiere   of   Ms.   Cronin’s   latest   documentary   was   a   brilliant  
idea.   Hearing   the   stories   of   the   families   in   such   an   intimate   setting   brought   the   
issue   to   the   very   personal.   I   felt   like   I   was   sitting   across   from   a   mother   or   father   
in   their   living   room   and   I   could   feel   their   pain   and   know   their   deep   love   for   their   
son   or   daughter.   When   the   audience   gets   that   close   to   the   story   judgement   falls   
away   and   the   truth   of   addiction   is   visceral.   (Deborah)   
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As   part   of   my   participation   in   the   film   festival,   I   also   organized   a   community   discussion   on   

the   Saturday   evening   for   an   audience   Q&A   about   community   public   health   approaches   to   

drug   use   [See   Fig.   9   and   Fig.   10   below].   Gary   Langis,   Dr.   Walley   and   Paul   Lynch,   who   are   all   

featured   in   the   film,   and   Mary   Wheeler,   the   director   of   Healthy   Streets,   joined   me   on   stage   

for   this   community   event.   While   most   of   the   questions   were   not   directed   towards   me  

about   my   specific   academic   research,   the   audience   members   asked   important   and   

thoughtful   questions   about   addiction:   how   to   help   kids   who   are   struggling,   how   to   talk   to   

their   own   kids   about   drugs   and   safety,   and   other   confusions   they   had   about   harm   

reduction   approaches   to   drug   use.   I   really   valued   this   experience   as   it   showed   what   is   

possible   in   developing   academic   scholarship   and   modes   of   representation   that   also   

provide   important   contexts   for   local   communities   to   talk   about   issues   impacting   them   

and   their   families.     

  
  

FIG.   24:   Public   Q&A   Discussion   of    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    (March   2018)   
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FIG.   25:   Audience   members   participating   in   Q&A   discussion   about   public   health   responses   
to   addiction   (March   2018)   

  
However,   while   this   public   discussion   was   helpful   to   debate   local   public   health   

solutions   to   a   local   crisis,   I   think   it   is   important   to   also   hold   a   community   forum   focused   

specifically   on   how   to   think   about   and   discuss   some   of   the   global   forces   connected   to   

this   crisis   outside   law   enforcement   perspectives.   Some   useful   starting   questions   to   

begin   with   on   a   local   level   are:   How   can   we   think   about   the   international   dimensions   of   

this   crisis   without   resorting   to   the   logics   of   blame   and   causality?   How   can   we   better   

understand   the   social,   economic   and   political   forces   that   compel   people   to   enter   the   illicit   

drug   trade?   How   do   we   reinvent   our   foreign   policy   around   harm   reduction   principles   rather   

than   drug   enforcement?   In   order   to   provide   the   right   tone   and   context   for   this   discussion,   

however,   this   film   /   installation   needs   to   expand   to   better   include   the   human   realities   and   

affective   encironments   of   non-white   people   living   in   other   global   locations.   I   think   this   can   

be   achieved   in   four   key   narrative   and   aesthetic   interventions:   
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1. Additional   shooting   and   editing   to   show   how   the   drug   trade   and   war-on-drugs   

enforcement   approaches   has   impacted   families   living   in   Laredo   and   Nuevo   Laredo.     

2. Additional   shooting   and   explorations   of   how   the   illegal   firearms   trade   heading   

South   from   Laredo   into   Mexico   harms   ordinary   Mexican   people   and   sustains   drug   

trade   violence.     

3. Better   exposition   and   nuanced   context   for   how   the   expanded   Tasmanian   poppy   

economy   became   enrolled   into   the   addiction   crisis   in   the   1990s   and   2000s   and   

its   impacts   on   the   illegal   drug   trade   at   the   US-Mexico   border   regions.     

4. An   expanded   installation   format   that   decenters   the   American-centric   point   of   

view,   perhaps   by   designing   a   living   room   set   design   that   resembles   a   typical   home   

in   Laredo   or   Nuevo   Laredo.     

These   are   simple   starting   points   to   redistribute   the   ‘hurt’   ‘harm’   and   ‘help’   logics   across   

each   life   world   and   to   disrupt   the   normative   hegemonic   points   of   view   that   otherwise   

obscure   my   core   research   and   aesthetic   intentions.   These   interventions   will   help   me   more   

clearly   contest   the   racial   and   civilizational   aspects   of   the   war-on-drugs   better   than   I   have   

in   this   thesis.     

  

Reflections   

  
The   central   motivation   of   my   PhD   research   was   to   develop   new   ways   of   engaging   

with   and   representing   international   relations   through   sensory   and   aesthetic   research   

practices.   At   every   stage   of   this   project   and   during   every   recording   situation,   I   aimed   to   

conceptualize   the   local,   intimate   moments   I   captured   with   my   camera   and   sound   recover   

as   part   of,   and   connected   to,   global   space,   politics   and   circulations.   “Sidling”   up   to   a   still   

unfolding   catastrophe   of   opioid   overdoses   through   creative   film   practice   revealed   how   
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specific   intensities   of   biopower   operating   through   techniques   of   biopolitics   and   

governmentality   act   on   addicted   people   and   their   families.   What   my   film   project   aims   to   

express   is   how   these   forces   work   through   the   affective   register,   and   therefore   include   the   

role   of   non-human   materialities   in   this   epidemic.   I   witnessed   how   the   impact   of   

materialities   such   as   heroin   mixed   with   IMF   and   naloxone   animated   these   very   human   

moments   of   crisis   and   response.   I   decided   to   trace   the   global   paths   of   heroin   mixed   with   

IMF   back   to   transit   points   at   US-Mexico   trade   corridors   and   naloxone   back   to   its   origin   

points   in   Tasmanian   poppy   fields.   I   tried   to   capture   aspects   of   the   unique   affective   

atmosphere   of   each   location   in   order   show   how   the   affective   register   operates   in   all   

locations,   but   also   to   show   how   these   three   specific   locations   connect   to   each   other   

materially   and   affectively.   Structurally,   the   triptych   format   of   the   audio-visual   installation  

allowed   me   to   arrange   those   resonances   more   formally   for   the   audience.   This   progression   

of   my   practice-based   research   and   some   of   its   failures   has   given   me   important   learning   

lessons   to   take   forward   in   my   next   film   project   in   the   field   of   IR.     

As   a   film-maker   and   IR   scholar,   I   am   committed   to   the   unpredictable,   the   

under-represented   and   the   hidden.   As   such,   I   aimed   to   bring   together   stories   from   three   

global   locations   in   an   aesthetic   format   that   welcomes   and   experiments   with  

intersubjective   knowledge   production   about   international   relations.    Losing   A   Whole   

Generation    invites   viewers   to   not   only   consider   the   affective,   material   and   mobile   

connections   between   Laredo,   Tasmania   and   Massachusetts,   but   also   to   imagine   how   

global   networks   and   forces   envelop   personal   lives   and   families,   including   their   own.   I   

wanted   to   chip   away   at   the   dominant   war-on-drugs   framework   as   our   main   disciplinary   

lens   for   understanding   the   global   drug   trade   by   purposefully   working   with   the   embodied,   

sensory   and   affective   resonances   of   this   public   health   crisis.   
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Future   Research   

 Moving   forward,   and   reflecting   further   on    Losing   a   Whole   Generation,    I   can   see   a   

number   of   trajectories   for   more   exploration.   First,   while   this   specific   project   focused   on   

documenting   experiences   of   loss   during   the   opioid   epidemic,   I’ve   come   to   believe   we   need   

more   stories   about   the   process   of   healing   from   addiction,   and   stories   about   successful   

recoveries   –   especially   those   that   are   aided   by   medication   assisted   therapies   like   

buprenorphine.   This   medication,   under   the   brand   name   Suboxone,   is   a   partial   opioid   

medication   that   contains   naloxone.   Suboxone   is   an   effective   addiction   therapy   medication   

for   patients   who   have   an   opioid   use   disorder:   it   is   also   manufactured   from   Tasmanian   

poppy   straw.   Addiction   medicine   experts   like   Dr.   Walley,   who   is   featured   in   the   film,   warn   

that   the   stigma   associated   with   these   medications   is   real,   as   well   as   the   government   

permitting   process   for   doctors   to   be   able   to   prescribe   Suboxone   to   addicted   people,   is   

still   too   cumbersome   despite   the   fact   that   circulations   of   heroin   mixed   with   IMF   are   

leading   to   more   overdose   deaths   than   ever   before.   Medical   studies   show   that   addiction   

treatment   medications   like   Suboxone,   when   combined   with   counseling,   can   help   people   

transition   from   using   dangerous   heroin/IMF   circulations   much   more   effectively   than   

abstinence   only   (Andraka-Christou   et   al.   2018).   These   are   important   stories   that   also   

have   affective,   material   and   mobile   components   that   need   to   be   further   developed   in   

relationship   to   global   space   and   politics.   Focusing   on   experiences   of   recovery   would   help   

bring   more   stories   of   hope   into   public   discussions   to   show   people   that   recovery    is   

possible   and   that   we   need   to   be   more   creative   in   our   solutions.   This   would   also   inevitably   

lead   to   even   more   insights   on   the   relationalities   between   human   and   non-human   worlds   
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from   the   perspective   of   “care”,   for   example,   what   specific   materialities   animate   public   

health   responses   to   recovery,   and   what   stories   do   those   materialities   allow   us   to   tell?     

While   this   project   focused   on   the   global   connections   to   local   opioid   overdose   

epidemic   in   the   United   States,   I   would   like   to   take   the   insights   from   my   practice-based   

methodology   engaging   affect,   assemblage   thinking,   new   materialist,   mobilities   paradigms   

etc.   and   explore   them   through   different   international   connectivities,   most   importantly   

from   non-American   points   of   view.   In   the   next   stage   of   my   career   as   an   international   

politics   scholar,   I   want   to   continue   experimenting   with   representing   international   

relations   in   aesthetic   formats   that   have   unique   affective   and   synesthetic   implications.   

Afterall,    Losing   A   Whole   Generation    came   to   fruition   by   working   through   the   broader   

practical   questions   and   ideas   I   pursued   in   this   PhD   project:   

(1) How   can   documentary   practice-based   research   methods   explore   instances   

where   global   politics   and   personal   lives   intersect?     

(2) How   are   aesthetic   and   affective   forms   of   knowledge   production   useful   for   

developing   critical   modes   of   IR   research   that   examine   how   the   ‘big’   power   

dynamics   of   global   politics   are   inscribed   in   ‘small’   situated   local   practices?   

(3) How   can   an   audio-visual   installation   as   an   aesthetic   format   effectively   

represent   ‘assemblage   thinking’   about   the   political   entanglements,   

connections   and   circulations   between   distant   global   territories?     

While   I   believe   I   answered   these   questions   in   this   PhD   project,   I   intend   to   keep   exploring   

these   questions   in   other   research   contexts   while   collaborating   with   fellow   

practitioner-colleagues.   I   am   especially   interested   in   developing   sound   only   projects   and   

other   non-visual   sensory   representations   in   order   to   develop   unique   ways   of   examining   the   
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infinite   material,   affective   and   circulatory   connections   between   ‘the   global’   and   the   ‘the   

personal.’      
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PERSONAL   INTERVIEWS   

Anonymous   (active   drug   user).   Interview   by   Elayne   Cronin.   Personal   Interview.   Lynn   MA,   
September   2015.   

Chief   Christopher   Bright   (Revere   Fire   Department   Chief).   Interview   by   Elayne   Cronin.   
Phone   Interview.   August   2018.   

Barry   Conlon,   (Owner   of   Overhaul   Group   Inc.).   Interview   by   Elayne   Cronin.   Phone   Interview.   
October   2018.     

Kathy   Day   (Northeast   Director   Learn   to   Cope).   Interview   by   Elayne   Cronin.   Personal   
Interview.   Salem   MA,   July   2016.     

Brian   Hartnett   (Former   CEO   of   Tasmanian   Alkaloids).   Interview   by   Elayne   Cronin.   Personal   
Interview.   Launceston   TAS,   Australia,   June   2017.     

Dr.   John   Kilburn   ( Associate   Dean   of   Research   and   Professor   of   Sociology   and   Criminal   
Justice   at   Texas   A&M   International   University).   Interview   by   Elayne   Cronin.   Personal   
Interview.   Laredo   TX,   October   2017.   

Gary   Langis   (harm   reduction   advocate).   Interview   by   Elayne   Cronin.   Personal   Interview.   
Gloucester,   MA,   January   2017   &   February   2018.   

  
Paul   Lynch   (Parent).   Interview   by   Elayne   Cronin.   Personal   Interview.   Peabody   MA,   
December   2016.     

Jean-Marie   McCauley   (Owner   of   Recovery   Happens   &   Parent).   Interview   by   Elayne   Cronin.   
Personal   Interview.   Holbrook   MA,   January   2017.     

Stewart   McGee   (Poppy   farmer).   Interview   by   Elayne   Cronin.   Personal   Interview.   
Launceston   TAS,   June   2017).     

Melvin   Patterson   (Public   Relations   Specialist   Drug   Enforcement   Administration).   Interview   
by   Elayne   Cronin.   Phone   Interview.   November   2018.     

Chuck   Rosa   (Founder   of   Chucky’s   Fight   &   Parent).   Interview   by   Elayne   Cronin.   Personal   
Interview.   Seabrook   NH,   December   2017.   

Keith   Rice   (CEO   of   Poppy   Growers   Union).   Interview   by   Elayne   Cronin.   Personal   Interview.   
Launceston   TAS,   Australia   June   2017.     

Dr.   Alex   Walley   (Medical   Director   for   the   Massachusetts   Department   of   Public   Health   
Opioid   Overdose   Prevention   Pilot   Program,   addiction   medicine   doctor   at   Boston   Medical   
Center,   and   an   Associate   Professor   at   Boston   University   Medical   School).   Interview   by   
Elayne   Cronin.   Personal   Interview.   Boston   MA,   August   2017.     

Ken   Washburn   (Head   of   GRASP   &   Parent).   Interview   by   Elayne   Cronin.   Personal   Interview.   
Swampscott   MA,   April   2017.   
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Eliza   Wheeler.   “Re:   Naloxone   Access   Question.”   Message   Reply   to   Elayne   Cronin.   Email.   
July   2018.     

  
Glynn   Williams   (Farmer   &   President   of   Poppy   Growers   Union).   Interview   by   Elayne   Cronin.   
Personal   Interview.   Launceston   TAS,   Australia   June   2017.     
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